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1

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

Exec 
Summary

5.6.2

8 23-29 
218-220

Use of the All H Analyzer (AHA) a proprietary model (Mobrand Biometrics)
      The “All H Analyzer” (AHA), as used in this plan, describes the integration of in-basin and out-of-basin effects on salmon and steelhead. The analysis 
explains contributions of harvest,
     
No mention or reference to the controversy or debate on the use of the AHA is provided in the reference        or discussion.  The are serious issues 
associated with its use as indicated by the ISRB.  I also note that        this was an issue also noted in the recent stakeholder’s forum:

From the perspective of the Technical Review Team (TRT):
      The All H Analyzer (AHA) lacks sufficient information
      The plan’s vision statement needs to provide more rationale for the plan’s goals
      Viability criteria need to be updated
      The plan need goals for environmental attributes
The degree of certainty of the 33% effectiveness scenario needs to be analyzed to determine if it is feasible Recovery strategies need to be integrated 
across the four H’s (habitat, harvest, hydropower, hatcheries) 

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

2

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

All after page 
xiv All

There are many instances where text in the 26-page Executive Summary (Section '0') + the 16-page Section 1 Introduction (not counting 6 pages of figures
is taken verbatim or near-verbatim from the following Sections 2 - 8 of the draft plan.  Fully cross-referencing and synchronizing all changes to the 
Executive Summary and Introduction with all other plan sections is a HUGE task, that as a practical matter members of the public who have to work for a 
living cannot begin to complete prior to the current public comment deadline.  Therefore request that UCSRB staff and/or State agency personnel be 
directed to insure that comments by the writer and other members of the public on the Executive Summary and the Introduction that are 
accepted, are accurately and comprehensively back-fitted and integrated into Sections 2 - 8 wherever applicable.  Same in the other direction, fo
public comments on Sections 2 - 8 that are accepted and that affect the Executive Summary and/or the Section 1 Introduction.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

3

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

N/A cover title

Current Draft Plan title is: "Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan".  In a letter to Governor Gregoire dated 1 September 2005 the Colville Confederated 
Tribes call it the "Upper Columbia Salmon and Steelhead Recovery Plan".  The Tribes are correct:  A steelhead is not a salmon.   But if this plan is going to 
continue to include recovery actions for bull trout (it should not), then seems like it should be called the "Upper Columbia Salmon, Steelhead, and Bull Trou
Recovery Plan".  That makes for an odd acronym (UCSSBTRP instead of UCSRP), but would be more accurate.  HOWEVER:
*IF* bull trout recovery is dropped from this plan (it should be), then the title used by the Tribes in their letter to the Governor seems appropriate:
"Upper Columbia Salmon and Steelhead Recovery Plan (UCSSRP)".

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

4

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

Cover Title needs to include "Steelhead." Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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5

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary i All

Reword MISSION statement to read (assuming bull trout recovery is dropped):

"To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon and steelhead, through economically sensitive collaborative efforts, combined efforts, and wise 
resource management in the Upper Columbia Region."

Rationale for changes:
(1)   For adding steelhead:  Same as plan title:  A steelhead is not a salmon, and bull trout RECOVERY should be dropped (mention of bull trout in Plan 
body is O.K.).
(2)   For RE-adding the words "economically sensitive":  Original 1999 UCSRB mission statement was renegotiated in 2002 after much discussion, to add 
the words "economically sensitive".  It was renegotiated because county commissioners felt it was important to include those words to provide some 
economic security for the counties and landowners.  The 2002 mission statement formed the basis for UCSRB direction for 3 years, but now in the June 
2005 Draft the words "economically sensitive" have all of a sudden become disappeared.  Why was this important and previously agreed to change deleted
and who authorized the deletion ??  The words "economically sensitive" need to go back into the mission statement.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

6
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary i

Mission Statement: It is inappropriate to have the mission statement on the backside of the title page, alone and totally disconnected from the text of the 
plan. The Mission Statement should appear at the beginning of the Executive Summary. Add footnote to explain date & development.
The original 1999 mission statement was renegotiated in 2002 to add the words “economically sensitive.” The mission statement has been one of the very 
few products provided to the public by the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board; and 
as such was purported to indicate the direction of this planning process.  The June 2005 completed draft dropped the words “economically sensitive.”  The 
Mission Statement should be restored to read: To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon, steelhead, and other at risk species through 
economically sensitive collaborative efforts, combined efforts, and wise resource management in the Upper Columbia Region.  

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

7

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary i All

MISSION Statement:  PLACEMENT.  Right now the Mission Statement is hung out all by itself on page 'i';  and auto-search indicates that is the ONLY 
place it appears in the Draft plan.  Whether or not the UCSRP continues to include a separate mission statement AND a "vision statement", recommend 
moving the mission statement to the beginning of the Executive Summary.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

8

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary v 6 Typo:  Draft omits the "5.5.7" in front of "Coordination and Commitments".  Fixing this typo means next line and embedded link will change from 5.5.7

to 5.5.8. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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9 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xii 20 replace Lee Carlson with Bob Rose Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

10 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xii 28 replace Bob Rose with Lee Carlson Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

11
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xii 37 Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board Members: All representation by Okanogan County Commissioners should be included with years of participation 

noted.  (This should be done to reflect any other changes for board member representation during this planning process. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

12
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

Exec.
Summary xii 3-5

Acknowledgments: Delete the statement that reads, “This plan benefited greatly from the input by local citizens, local, state and federal agencies and 
tribes.” The statement as related to local citizens is inaccurate and the overall statement is subjective (opinion/not informative) and unnecessary. Rewrite 
appropriately, such as, “Local, state and federal agencies and tribes also contributed to the plan.”

Delete the first part of the next sentence (“Through the tireless efforts by a core group of individuals and coordination with stakeholders”) for obvious 
reasons.   

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

13 Okanogan County Exec.
Summary xii 35-41 Shouldn't past UCSRB Board Members be added to this list?  Joe Peone, Craig Verjaska etc. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

14

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

Exec.
Summary xii Andy Appleby (WDFW) was also a contributing author Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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15
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

Exec.
Summary xii

Acknowledgments. Include the Habitat Coordinating Committee (HCC) and its members. The HCC played an integral role in the development of the draft 
plan, but the HCC, members and entities represented are not listed or acknowledged anywhere in the plan.

This is also an important opportunity to provide information to the public on the hierarchy structure of the regional planning entities by listing the UCSRB 
first and designating the Board as the voting members, followed by staff, then HCC, then contributing authors. As written, this page is confusing as to the 
structure. 

Office locations and phone numbers should also be included for the UCSRB, HCC members and staff.

Past commissioner for Okanogan County, Craig Vejraska, was involved in the UCSRB for a number of years and should also be recognized on this page.    

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

16

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xiii 6

"Okanogan County PUD Auditorium" is listed under "Hosting Locations".  When did that occur ??  Believe I know the answer;  i.e.:  Locations should NOT 
be listed unless they have hosted a public meeting (or perhaps are about to).  This speaks to perception versus reality, regarding the practical INability until 
recently for most local citizens to meaningfully and substantially participate in this UCSRP process.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

17 Okanogan County Exec.
Summary xiii 1-10 Add Okanogan County Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room, East Wenatchee Fire District ? Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

18 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xiv The dedication is very well written and the author should be commended. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

19
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary  xv 2 Executive Summary/Open with 2002 Mission Statement, including footnote to explain date & development. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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20 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xix 1 Delete 1 thru 39, paragraph heading would read; “Methow, Entiat and Wenatchee Populations” Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

21 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xix 40 Add after Methow, Entiat and Wenatchee Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

22 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xix 41 Change "population is " to "populations are " Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

23 NOAA Exec.
Summary xix Notes that Methow steelhead naturally produced escapement ranges from 1-587.  It should be clearly noted that these are modeled values or otherwise 

qualified to avoid appearing to be an absolute value. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

24 NOAA Exec.
Summary xix No mention is made of steelhead spawning in Gold, Libby, Black Canyon, and Wolf Creeks.  Even if fish have not been spotted spawning in these stream, 

should be noted that the fish are believed to use these systems. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

Comment Page: 5 of 245
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25

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xl 11 -   - 12

Change last sentence on page xL to read:  "If current salmonid management distinctions between hatchery fish and wild spawners are maintained, and if 
the actions recommended in this plan are implemented within the Upper Columbia Region (UCR), and if necessary actions to address harvest, hydro, 
hatcheries, and habitat (4H) outside the UCR are also implemented, then reclassification and recovery of ESA-listed UCR salmon and steelhead fish stock
might occur in 10 to 30 years."

MIGHT, not should occur.  On Page xxxvii Lines 28-34 it clearly states that both methods used to estimate potential benefits to UCR ESA-listed fish of 
implementing recommended plan actions are preliminary and require further development;  i.e.:  Benefits of currently recommended actions are only 
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES.  Plus collective impact of 4H factors OUTSIDE of the UCR is MUCH more than what can at best be marginal improvements 
to UCR habitat (already generally of high quality).  
It is WAY too early to conclude recovery should occur, let alone will occur;  unless the powers that be recognize the established fact that local hatchery fish 
are genetically indistinguishable from wild spawners; in which case the massive number of returns in the last 5 years support immediate delisting.  
Failing that, there are too many poorly-understood variables and major out-of-area 4H factors beyond the control of anyone in the UCR; not to mention 
factors largely beyond the control of any US government agency (open-ocean harvest by foreign fleets), and beyond any human control 
(ocean conditions and weather cycles).  
In addition, the plan needs to recognize that Bull Trout are glacial relics confined to ever-smaller areas of suitable habitat because we are no longer in an
ice-age;  and due to increasing pressure from competing species like Steelhead.  Long-term Bull Trout recovery in the UCR may just not be possible 
or practical;  regardless of the effort expended to try and make it happen.  Plus since the final rule designates zero critical habitat for Bull Trout in the UCR, 
it is totally counter-productive to the goal of salmon recovery to try and increase the population of a voracious salmon predator.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

26

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

Exec.
Summary xll Bob Rose was also a contributing author Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

27
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xv 4 Vision Statement/healthy ecosystem:  What is an ecosystem, who will define boundaries for ecosystem(s), who defines healthy? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

28 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xv 8 Delete Lines 8 thru 26 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

Comment Page: 6 of 245
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29
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xv 11 #2 Achieving sustainable harvest….  This goes beyond ESA recovery.  If this is a harvest plan it should be required to develop an Environmental Impact 

Statement and provide public scoping / comment opportunities as mandated under NEPA. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

30
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xv 15 #4 Considering limited harvest (tribal and non-tribal)….  This goes beyond ESA recovery.  If this is a harvest plan it should be required to develop an 

Environmental Impact Statement and provide public scoping / comment opportunities as mandated under NEPA. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

31 USFWS
08.22.05

Exec.
Summary xv 21 Bull trout were listed on June 10, 1998 for the Columbia DPS Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

32 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xv 30 Delete 30 (last sentence) thru 39  Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

33

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xv 2 - 7

REPLACE  the intro Lines 2-3 and this "warm and fuzzy" but somewhat indistinct and unbounded VISION statement on lines 4-7 with the MISSION 
statement, which as per other comment needs to be moved to this point from its lonely, isolated, and incongruous draft plan position all by itself on a 
separate page:

"The mission statement for the Upper Columbia Salmon and Steelhead Recovery Plan (UCSSRP) developed by the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery 
Board (UCSRB) is:

"To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon and steelhead, through economically sensitive collaborative efforts, combined efforts, and wise 
resource management in the Upper Columbia Region."

Then extend / modify list of what the UCSRP "vision" includes (see other comments).

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

Comment Page: 7 of 245
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34

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xv 8 -18

REPLACE all of Lines 8-18 with the following, to match a modified Section 1.5 Desired Outcome "vision" on Pages 11-12, Lines 36-37 and 1-6, 
respectively...:

"The vision of the UCSRB for this plan includes:
(1)  Meeting recovery goals established for listed populations of spring Chinook and steelhead;
(2)  Eventually achieving sustainable harvests of salmonid species within the recovery region and the Columbia River, after first addressing recovery;
(3)  Considering that limited and closely monitored harvest (tribal and if possible non-tribal) could occur during the recovery period, if the feasibility of doing 
so is clearly supported by hard data on the progress of recovery;
(4)  Realizing these objectives while recognizing the critical importance of agriculture, timber, and other natural resource industries to the custom, culture, 
and economic stability of the Upper Columbia Region (UCR);
(5)  Recognizing the benefits of rural and urban development to regional growth and the local economy of the UCR;
(6)  Providing a road map of strictly non-regulatory and voluntary habitat enhancement measures for private landowners and water-right holders, that 
respects existing and future property and water rights; 
(7)  Not overriding any other authority over harvest, hydro, hatcheries, and habitat;  and
(8)  Unrestricted access to all data from all 4 "H-sectors", that is input into management plans that directly impact salmon recovery in the UCR."

Agriculture, natural resource industries, and development are not just "beneficial" to the health of the human environment within the UCR, they are 
CRITICAL in every sense of the word.  The "vision" for this plan needs to clearly acknowledge that fact.
This is a key statement of UCSRP perspective, and the entire sentence needs to be seriously reworded.  I propose:
"Some historic human activities and government policies, including harvest, hydro, and hatchery practices, have significantly reduced 
spring Chinook and steelhead populations.  Ocean conditions are another major but still poorly understood factor affecting salmonid viability.  
Urbanization, rural development, water diversions, roads, and forestry can negatively impact habitat if improperly done;  but there are also 
aspects of forestry and agriculture that can be beneficial to fish, such as:
(1)   Reduced risk of catastrophic wildfire and increased in-stream flows from selective forest thinning;
(2)   Protect riparian areas by less intensive ag use compared to other uses;  and
(3)   Aquifer recharge with water from irrigation ditches during times of high flows, that is returned to the stream as cool up-welling groundwater 
at times of low flows.

The fact that these species have been listed under the ESA is a situation that must be dealt with in a cost-effective and objective manner."

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

35

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xv 22 - 23

Change to read:   "This plan is also expected to benefit other sensitive or at-risk species, but there will be no benchmarks or requirements under this 
plan to demonstrate, document, or formally monitor benefits to species other than Upper Columbia ESA-listed fish stocks."
If UCSRP actions to recover ESA-listed fish also happen to benefit other species that is all well and good, but need to continue to make it clear that 
separate active measures to benefit undefined other species are NOT requirements of this plan.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

Comment Page: 8 of 245
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36
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xv 23,24

“the ecosystem approach of this recovery plan.”   Was this: a decision of the UCSR Board as recorded in minutes; established by specific state/federal 
law(s); or by agency rule or policy?  The legal authority and/or administrative decision for adoption of ecosystem (management) approach should be 
included either within the text or by footnote.  

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

37
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xv 23,24

“the ecosystem approach of this recovery plan”  Do the county commissioners/ UCSR Board members support ecosystem management? [NOTE: Both 
Okanogan County (Resolution 17-98, January 27, 1998) and Chelan County (Resolution 98-39, March 30, 1998) adopted resolutions calling for termination 
of ICBEMP (Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project).  Both county resolutions stated reason for termination request, in part: “draft 
documents fail to adequately and truthfully disclose the economic, environment and social effects of implementation of ecosystem management 
practices …”]

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

38 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xv The executive summary reads well from a technical perspective but is not understandable to a casual or non-technical reader.  Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

39 NOAA Exec.
Summary xv

It is not clear that the chinook observed in the Canadian Okanagan are members of a “spring chinook population.”  All we know about these fish is that 
appear to be genetically distinguishable from what we call Okanagon Summer Chinook.  It’s fair to note there is evidence to suggest the presence of an 
adfluvial population of chinook. 

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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(Added, modified or deleted 

verbiage)
Disposition Rationale

40
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

Exec.
Summary xv -xl

Executive Summary. It is understood that a current effort is underway to rewrite the Executive Summary. We also found the Executive Summary 
unnecessarily long, cumbersome, and not accurate in reflecting the information in the plan. Additional modifications to the Executive Summary will be 
necessary following further revisions to the plan. The 2003-2005 Scope of Work provides a succinct approach to the Executive Summary that was not 
followed. In addition, the Executive Summary is not the place to add information or make assumptions that are not already in the plan. Footnotes should 
also be carefully coordinated with the plan rather than used to add new information. The Okanogan County Salmon Recovery Steering Committee will 
continue to review and advise on the Executive Summary. 

Update: It was determined at the UCSRB meeting in Okanogan on October 29th that NOAA approved the Executive 
Summary and it would not be revised, but a condensed version perhaps in the form of an informational brochure would be written. This approach is not 
responsive to the concerns about the overly repetitive and cumbersome Exec. Summary, nor the “added information” (such as the 
“ecosystem approach”) in the Executive Summary that is not in the plan. 

Since the purpose of an Executive Summary is to provide an overview of the plan, if the decision is made up-front not to change the Executive 
Summary, then that essentially means that the plan will not be significantly changed. If that is the case, the public comment and UCSRB review of the 
plan is a futile effort.

It is critical for the UCSRB to acknowledge that changes made in the plan will be reflected in modifications to the Executive Summary of the plan.  

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

41 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 1 Delete 1 thru 5 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

42
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

Exec.
Summary xvi 1 Is there documentation of steelhead in Swakane? If not suggest deleting Swakane Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

43
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

Exec.
Summary xvi 1 Steelhead do not exist in Swakane Creek - need to remove. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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44 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xvi 8 add ", reintroductionof coho in the Wenatchee and Methow subbasins" before "…and recovery of bull trout…" Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

45 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 12 Plan Development becomes one paragraph Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

46

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xvi 13 Change to read:  "This plan is based on the best scientific information currently available and professional judgment."

Omitting "professional judgment" implies that everything in the draft plan has hard, peer-reviewed scientific data to back it up.  That is NOT the case. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

47 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 15

Please delete: Current and historical conditions of each population were described, and limiting factors that led to the decline of each population in the 
Upper Columbia Basin were identified. Appropriate actions were then selected that addressed limiting factors and threats to listed fish populations in the 
Upper Columbia Basin.  and replace with:  Empirical information, when available, was used to determine threats to populations of spring Chinook, 
steelhead, and bull trout.  In cases where empirical information was lacking, local knowledge, or professional judgement, based on literature review, or 
experience with similar conditions/factors, was used to identify threats.   Limiting factors were then identified by the threats (both past and present).  
Current and historical conditions of each population were described, and limiting factors that led to the decline of each population in the Upper Columbia 
Basin were identified. Actions were then selected that addressed limiting factors to listed fish populations in the Upper Columbia Basin that will ultimately 
lead to recovery (viable populations that are de-listing from the ESA). The targets for recovery (numeric goals) were defined by 
technical recovery teams, organized by NOAA Fisheries, were based on conservation biology. A simple model of the overall strategy of the plan was:

Facts           -->                     Threats          -->            Limiting Factors         -->             Recovery targets
(based on empirical,               (past & present)
local, and pro. knowledge)
 
Recommended actions addressed the primary limiting factor(s) and threats to each population. Limiting factors were identified within each sector or “H” 
(Harvest, Hatcheries, Hydropower, and Habitat). Several methods were used to develop recommendations to address the limiting factors within each 
sector. Even though there is no way to predict with 100% accuracy on whether recommended actions will mitigate identified threats, this Plan identifies 
monitoring and evaluation that will demonstrate whether actions are working.  The montiroing and evaluation may lead to revision of the “targets” once 
more empirical information is obtained. 

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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48 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 17 Delete 17 (last sentence) thru 24  (first sentence) Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

49 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 24 The last sentence should read; "Recovery actions will be coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdictions to determine the feasibility of the 

recommended actions, including socio-economic interests, benefits and costs." Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

50 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xvi 24 replace last sentence with "Recovery actions are coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdicitons to determine the feasibility of the recommended 

actions, including socio-economic interests, benefits, and costs." Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

51 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 25 Change were  to will be Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

52 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvi 28 Delete 28 (last sentence) thru 30  (first sentence) Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

53

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xvi 24 - 26

Change: "Recovery actions were coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdictions ...."  to  "Attempts were made to coordinate recovery actions with 
local stakeholders and jurisdictions ...".
Even the above is allowing a large benefit of the doubt, with respect to meaningful and widespread opportunities for substantive input to the UCSRP by 
citizens in that region prior to publication of the June 2005 Draft.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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54

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xvi 33 - 36

With respect to "members of the public" being able to participate in this process, it talks about participation through "watershed planning units" and 
"comment periods".
In order for participation via watershed planning units to be true, this plan must formally recognize and incorporate the WRIA 48 Methow Basin 
Watershed Plan (MBWP) produced by the Methow Basin Planning Unit (MBPU), that was approved in June 2005 by the Okanogan County Board 
of Commissioners.
"Comment periods" is a sore spot:  While work on this plan has been going on for years, a version that was even close to being complete enough to allow 
comprehensive study and public comment was only released at the end of June 2005;  and it was only then that the critical Habitat Actions Section 5.5 
was first made available to the public in usable form.  Plus Sections 6 and 7 are STILL not done.  People who work for a living cannot take 3 months 
off and devote the weeks of dedicated time that it would take to wade through, study, and comprehensively comment on hundreds of pages of a very 
complex technical draft plan and appendices.  So at least until recently, the ability of local citizens to materially and 
substantially impact the contents of the June 2005 Draft UCSRP has as a practical matter been very limited.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

55 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvii 5 Delete 5 (last sentence) thru 8  Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

56 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvii 10 Delete 10 thru 18 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

57 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvii 25 Delete 25 thru 33 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

58 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xvii 40 Delete 40 and 41 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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59

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xvii 10 and 40

Spring Chinook statistics are given as "From 1960 to 2003".  Some of the highest documented returns ever have been in the last few years.  If 2004 
statistics are available they should be included.  Plus it would be more representative and provide an important (and I expect very interesting) 
comparison to give these numbers for 2 sample periods;  say for:  1960-1999;  and then same numbers separately for 2000-2004.  Note on Page 
xxi - Line 26 it talks about "2000-2004" surveys, so SOME 2004 data was used.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

60 NOAA Exec.
Summary xvii Some spring chinook also spawn in the mainstem Wenatchee near Plain. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

61 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xviii 1 Delete 1 thru 6 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

62
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 14

“The Colville Tribes are working to reintroduce spring Chinook into the subbasin.” There must be language added that clearly states that this will be an 
experimental population, regardless of stock used, and shall NEVER be subject to ESA listing.  In fact, the Colville Tribe has already released excess 
Carson Stock (not listed) from the Winthrop National Fish Hatchery; with first returns occurring this year. The Tribe has also indicated that, at some future 
time, they want to use Methow Composite (listed) stock from the Methow (Washington State) Fish Hatchery, also located in Winthrop. These facts supports 
WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

63 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xviii 27 Delete 27 thru 41 Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

64

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xviii 34

Statistics for Wenatchee Steelhead are given from 1967 to 2003, but similar stats for Methow + Okanogan Steelhead on Page xix - Line 28 and Page xx - 
Line 5 are both given as "Between 1967 and 2002".  Why do Wenatchee population stats have 1 more year ??  Best solution:  Include 2003 and if 
possible 2004 data in all three.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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65
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 13,14 “Spring Chinook in the Okanogan subbasin are currently extinct.  The Colville Tribes are working to reintroduce spring Chinook into the subbasin.”  It 

should be acknowledged that there is substantial controversy on whether or not this will be an INTRODUCTION  or RE-introduction of spring Chinook. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

66
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 20,21 “Currently, and for the past 20+ years, most steelhead spawning in the wild are hatchery fish.” It must be acknowledged in plain-language that Steelhead / 

Rainbow Trout are genetically the same.  These fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

67
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 27,28

“Steelhead can residualize (lose their ability to smolt) in tributaries and never migrate to sea, thereby becoming resident rainbow trout.”  It would be more 
accurate to state that this fish is a rainbow trout, until/unless it migrates to the sea; whereupon it is a Steelhead. It must be acknowledged in plain-language 
that Steelhead / Rainbow Trout are genetically the same.  Steelhead/Rainbow occur in such abundance throughout the Upper Columbia they should all be 
counted and immediately delisted. These fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

68
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 28,29

“Conversely, progeny of resident rainbow trout can migrate to the sea and thereby become steelhead.”  It must be acknowledged in plain-language that 
Steelhead / Rainbow Trout are genetically the same.  Steelhead/Rainbow occur in such abundance throughout the Upper Columbia they should all be 
counted and immediately delisted.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

69
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xviii 29,30 “This dynamic expression of life-history characteristic makes O.mykiss very challenging to understand and manage.”  It must be acknowledged in plain-

language that Steelhead / Rainbow Trout are genetically the same.  Quit the word games; DELIST! Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

70 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xx 1 Delete 1 and 2 (first sentence) Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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71 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xx 2 Add "Entiat and Wenatchee" after "Methow"  and change tense of population Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

72 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xx 5 Delete 5 thru 15 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

73 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xx 35 Suggest adding conclusion to introduction such as "actions which benefit spring Chinook and steelhead should benefit Bull Trout" Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

74 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xx 37 Delete 37 thru 41 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

75
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xx 18-20

“Based on abundance and productivity, the Okanogan steelhead population is not viable and has a greater than 25% chance of extinction in 100 years.  In 
sum, the Okanogan steelhead population is not currently viable and has a high risk of extinction.”  In fact, this conclusion is based on modeling, 
professional judgement and word games. It must be acknowledged in plain-language that Steelhead / Rainbow Trout are genetically the same. This fact 
supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

76 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxi 2 Include natural occurrences 2nd sentence, 2 thru 11 Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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77 USFWS
08.22.05

Exec.
Summary xxi 8 Add Negro Cr; USFS (J. Haskins) crew found several bull trout in Negro Cr 6/05. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

78 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxi end Question: There is only inference in this section but nothing to tie to the threat of extinction?  Would lead one to wonder why the listing? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

79

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxii 2 Need to add the word "some" at start of this sentence:  "Some historic human activities and governmental policies have negatively affected ....".  Saying

or at least implying that ALL such historic activities had a negative impact is unacceptable. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

80 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 2 Delete 2 (last sentence) thru 7 (first sentence) and replace with the following, "Human activities acting in concert with natural occurences have impacted th

abundance, productivity, spatial structure and diversity of Chinook salmon, Steelhead and Bull trout in the Upper Columbia Basin resulting in these …… Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

81 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 12 “affected by settlement and the intensive……" Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

82 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 14 Change "extirpated"  to "eliminated" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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83 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 15 Delete 15 thru end of sentence on 16. Redundant Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

84 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 17 Change "isolated"  to "fragmented" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

85 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 25 Missing word at end of sentence add "increasing and impacted" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

86 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 26 Delete from 26 after "land uses " thru 28 to after "degrading and" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

87

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxii 27 Change to read:   ".... , in many cases encouraged and supported by governmental policy, were in some cases degrading and polluting ....".  Not all 

activity degraded habitat, and it is misleading to imply that it did. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

88 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 28 Delete the word "exotic"  and leave "non-native" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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89 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 30 Detete 30 (last sentence) thru 34 Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

90 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 38 Delete voluntary projects Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

91 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 38 add "irrigators, local governments" after private landowners Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

92 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxii 39 Delete "and changing regulations" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

93

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxii 2 - 7

This is a key statement of UCSRP perspective, and the entire sentence needs to be seriously reworded.  I propose:
"Some historic human activities and government policies, including harvest, hydro, and hatchery practices, have significantly reduced spring Chinook and 
steelhead populations.  Ocean conditions are another major but still poorly understood factor affecting salmonid viability.  Urbanization, rural development, 
water diversions, roads, and forestry can negatively impact habitat if improperly done;  but there are also aspects of forestry and agriculture that can be 
beneficial to fish, such as:
(1)   Reduced risk of catastrophic wildfire and increased in-stream flows from selective forest thinning;
(2)   Protect riparian areas by less intensive ag use compared to other uses;  and
(3)   Aquifer recharge with water from irrigation ditches during times of high flows, that is returned to the stream as cool up-welling groundwater at times of 
low flows.

The fact that these species have been listed under the ESA is a situation that must be dealt with in a cost-effective and objective manner."

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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94 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 9 replace "improved" with "become more fish friendly" Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

95

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxiii 10 Change to read:   "... factors such as dams, diversions, roads and railways, some aspects of residential and rural development, and some historic 

forest management practices continue to threaten or potentially threaten spring...." Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

96 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 15 replace "reduced survival" with "unecessary mortality." Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

97 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 21 replace "threatens" with "reduces survivability of" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

98 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 22 insert "threatens" between "their" and "habitat" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

99 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 24 insert "incidental mortality due to" between "of" and "recreation fishing" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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100 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxiii 33 add to the end of the sentence, "or cempetitor populations that compete for habitat or resources" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

101 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxiv 3 Delete entire line Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

102 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxiv 4 After pinnipeds add "(seals and sea lions) and birds" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

103 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxiv 9 Delete 9 thru 21.  Too specific Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

104 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxiv 23 Replace "climatic conditions " with "occurrences"  because fires, floods, landslides are not natural climatic conditions they are sometimes results. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

105 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxiv 24 Delete "riverine and estuarine" and make "habitats"  singular Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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106

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxiv 11 - 12

Change last part of this sentence to read:      ".... for listed species, compliance monitoring has lagged behind due to lack of political support and 
funding.  However, this plan does NOT support the imposition of active or default unfunded mandates on local county and city governments;  
nor does it envision local government entities or agencies acting as active regulatory enforcement agents for any segment of this plan." 
Especially DELETE "local regulatory improvements".  This plan is being widely touted as VOLUNTARY, not regulatory, right ??..  Note that even with no 
substantive change there is a missing word here:  Things are said to have "lagged" not BECAUSE of political support, but due to LACK OF both political 
support and funding.
This is an area where private property owners and water right holders are especially concerned.  This concern has been heightened by statements in other 
official documents related to salmon recovery.  Example: The "Implementation Requirements" section of "Attachment B", "UCSRB Recovery Plan 
Coordination, Reporting, and Implementation", talks about required submittals to the SRFB and the GSRO.  The last two sentences of said Attachment 
"B" clearly call for estimates and recommendations on local, state, and federal government administrative rule setting to implement this plan.  It tries
to qualify those rule setting statements with an  "if necessary" preface, but that leaves another huge hanging question:  Who gets to decide in what
time-frame if regulations become "necessary" to implement this plan ??..  Leaving this whole area open-ended and unconstrained implies a continuous 
threat to change the basis of this plan at the drop of a hat, from voluntary cooperation by private property owners to enforced implementation by mandatory 
government regulations.  To get and keep necessary widespread public support for this plan, this question CANNOT be left ambiguous and subject to 
conflicting statements. 

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

107

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxiv 13 -15

After:  "The extent and distribution of Federal lands limits ..... restoration objectives at watershed and river basin scales"  add:  ", but the UCSRP does not 
envision, propose, or support any additional net gain in State or Federal ownership of land in the Upper Columbia Region (UCR);  and furthermore expects 
that no State or Federal agency will initiate or consummate any future transaction to purchase, control, or trade parcels of private land in the UCR without 
first fully disclosing the details of any such proposed transaction and obtaining formal prior approval to proceed from the county legislative authority in the 
county in which the purchase, controlling action, or trade is contemplated."

Agencies already own most of Okanogan and Chelan counties.  Further increases in government ownership seriously and unacceptably threatens local 
economic viability.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

108 NOAA Exec.
Summary xxiv

It identifies the limited geographic extent of PACFISH/INFISH and the President’s Forest Plan as a major obstacle to accomplishing plan objectives.  It is 
not clear what this means.  Does it mean that the implementation of these management programs will achieve DFC where they apply?  These Federal 
management programs are not particularly effective at redressing existing problems, like floodplain roads, for example. We agree that these programs, 
when followed, result in adequate protection to avoid jeopardizing UCR ESU, but we don’t think they do enough to correct existing habitat problems.  The 
plan also notes that present state forest practices rules are inadequate to meet the needs of the affected ESU.  We disagree for several reasons.  First, the 
state regulations require the retention of scientifically defensible riparian buffers. The regulations also require the timely redress of forest road problems.  
Finally, there is very little overlap of private forest lands and anadromous fish within the plan area.  The National Marine Fisheries Service has determined 
that Washington’s forest practices rules do indeed meet the needs of listed species.  

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

109 NOAA Exec.
Summary xxiv Also, this section notes that the implementation of the Clean Water Act has not been completely successful – They should say that the CWA has not been 

completely implemented. The section should also note the inability to deal with the over-appropriation of water. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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110

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

Exec.
Summary xxiv Need to cite the inadequacy of the Federal Columbia River Hydropower System Biological Opinion process and generally all "out of basin" analyses Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

111 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 5 Question: What are the risks and where are they identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

112 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 8 Question: What are the risks and where are they identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

113 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 12 Question: How were the numbers in the table determined? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

114 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 16 Define "potential" areas Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

115 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxix 21 will 99 males and 1 female suffice to meet the 100 spawning adults? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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116 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 22 Question: What are the current number of naturally produced bulltrout and who determined the numbers "100 or more adults spawning annually within thre

to five areas"? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

117 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxix 24 will 99 males and 1 female suffice to meet the 100 spawning adults? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

118 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 25 Question: What are the current number of naturally produced bulltrout and who determined the numbers "100 or more adults spawning annually within both 

areas"? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

119 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxix 28 will 99 males and 1 female suffice to meet the 100 spawning adults? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

120 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxix 29 Question: What are the current number of naturally produced bulltrout and who determined the numbers "100 or more adults spawning annually within thre

to four areas"? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

121

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

Exec.
Summary xxv 2 Please move paragraph statement beginning on line 11 to line 2.  This applies to all recovery goals and all species and should lead the section. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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122 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxv 6 Is "naturally produced" defined anywhere? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

123 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxv 16 Add (VSP)  after "viable salmonid population" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

124 Joe Miller WDFW Exec.
Summary xxv 21

Increase the abundance and productivity of naturally spawning spring Chinook and steelhead..

Rationale:  It should be clear that we are trying to recover naturally spawning stocks. Recovery Goals and Objectives should be consistant.
Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

125 Joe Miller WDFW Exec.
Summary xxv 27

Increase the abundance of spring Chinook and steelhead natural spawners..

Rationale:  It should be clear that we are trying to recover naturally spawning stocks. Recovery Goals and Objectives should be consistant.
Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

126 Joe Miller WDFW Exec.
Summary xxv 29

..of naturally spawning spring Chinook and steelhead..

Rationale:  It should be clear that we are trying to recover naturally spawning stocks. Recovery Goals and Objectives should be consistant.
Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

127 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxv 31 Remove parenthesis from "where practical" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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128 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxv 36 Question: What level of relief do we get if our populations meet recovery objectives but other core populations in the Columbia Basin do not? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

129 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 3 Question: Where are local populations identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

130 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 8 Pg. xxvi line 8 remove parenthesis from (where practical) Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

131 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 17 Question: Who determined the 8-year geometric mean Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

132 Kirk Truscott 
WDFW

Exec.
Summary xxvi 18 Many people will only read the executive summary and won't know what "spacially mediated" means. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

133 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 20 Define "all threats " Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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134 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 23 Question: What are the risks and where are they identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

135 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 27 Question: Who determined the 12-year geometric mean Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

136 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvi 28 Question: Who determined the number of 4,500 spring Chinook naturally produced spawners and how can we influence this number? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

137 NOAA Exec.
Summary xxvi

Good to have a goal of well-distributed spawning aggregations (e.g., at least one group of spring chinook below Tumwater), but the Methow seems much 
less ambitious than the Wenatchee goal.  For example, there is at least as much potential for spring chinook spawning in the Lost River, Wolf Creek, and 
Gold Creek as there is in the Wenatchee tributaries below Tumwater Dam.  Regarding the areas identified for steelhead as “major spawning areas” in the 
Wenatchee, It is important to avoid relying solely on a couple of year’s worth of limited radio tracking information to determine where the “major” areas are.  
Similarly, the areas in the Methow identified as important seem too limited as well.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

138 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 7 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced spring Chinook redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

139 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 15 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced spring Chinook redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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140 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 18 Question: What are the risks and where are they identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

141 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 21 Question: What are the risks and where are they identified? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

142 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 25 Question: Who determined the 8-year geometric mean Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

143 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxvii 35 Question: Who determined the 12-year geometric mean Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

144

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxvii 22 - 31

The Steelhead Reclassification Criteria enumerated in these lines duplicate the Spring Chinook Reclassification Criteria on previous Page xxvi - 
Lines 14-23;  EXCEPT that the Steelhead criteria also includes OKANOGAN populations in TWO places (the omission of Okanogan from the 3rd 
Steelhead bullet starting on Line 29 looks like it might be a typo).  This is a classic example of the extensive and unnecessary duplication of verbatim or 
ALMOST verbatim text in many places in the current draft plan, that makes it much harder for everyone to comprehend and work with the entire document;  
especially for members of the public who have not spent weeks let alone years involved in preparation of the draft plan up to this point.
In this case these 2 groups of 3 separate bullets on 2 different pages could easily be combined in ONE sub-section titled " Spring Chinook and Steelhead 
Reclassification Criteria", by using the simple expedient to handle the Steelhead Okanogan addition of doing something like this:   ".....within the 
Wenatchee, Entiat, Methow, and (for Steelhead only) Okanogan populations and all threats .....".

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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145 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxviii 8 Not clear, do we mean 20 redds total within the major spawning areas or 20 redds in each of 4 of the 5 MA (total=80) Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

146 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxviii 9 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced steelhead redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

147 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW

Exec.
Summary xxviii 9

Additionally, some of the minor spawning areas within the population boundary will need to meet minimum occupancy requirements.

Rationale:  Need to address occupancy in the minor spawning areas.  These are covered at the metric level in the spatial structure / diversity risk 
assessment, but that information is buried pretty deep in the middle of a fairly complex assessment.  I think its appropriate to list some goals for occupancy 
in the executive summary so people don't think all areas outside the major spawning areas  can be "written off".

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

148 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxviii 14 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced steelhead redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

149 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxviii 19 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced steelhead redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

150 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW

Exec.
Summary xxviii 19

Additionally, some of the minor spawning areas within the population boundary will need to meet minimum occupancy requirements.

Rationale:  Need to address occupancy in the minor spawning areas.  These are covered at the metric level in the spatial structure / diversity risk 
assessment, but that information is buried pretty deep in the middle of a fairly complex assessment.  I think its appropriate to list some goals for occupancy 
in the executive summary so people don't think all areas outside the major spawning areas  can be "written off".

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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151 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxviii 24 Question: What is the current number of naturally produced steelhead redds? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

152 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW

Exec.
Summary xxviii 24 Additionally, some of the minor spawning areas  within the population boundary will need to meet minimum occupancy requirements. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

153 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW

Exec. 
Summary xxvi-xxviii various

All language related to "occupied major spawning areas" should be modified to meet new TRT definitions.  Although not yet posted on the web, the mos
recent draft guidance for determining that a major spawning area is occupied is as follows.  "Occupied areas are those in which two or more redds have 
been observed in all years of the most recent brood cycle and have been observed for at least half of the most recent three brood cycles (approximately 15 
years for steelhead and chinook).  An MSA is regarded as occupied when those redds are observed in BOTH the upper and lower half of the weighted 
spawning area within that MSA are occupied; an mSA is regarded as occupied when it has met the basic requirements of occupancy.

Rationale: The new TRT definition of occupancy has a less stringent number of redds required than what is in the current draft recovery plan.  The time line 
is also defined differently and not based on an average, but a time series.

To be determined

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

154 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxx 18 short term needs to include a range of years, i.e. 1-5 or whatever. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

155 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxx 19 long-term needs to include a range of years, i.e. 10-20 or whatever. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

156

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxx 20

It says actions recommended in the UCSRP should be described with "sensitivity and discretion".  That could be interpreted at least two ways:  One benign
or at worst a nod to political correctness.  Potentially of more concern:  Any attempt to make difficult, unpopular, and expensive actions sound less serious 
to the casual reader by the use of clever language and word-smithing.  Suggestion:  Worry less about sensitivity, and strive for objective accuracy, 
completeness, and clarity.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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157 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxx 20 what does "sensitivity and discretion" mean? Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

158

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxx 34 - 36

Add starting at the end of current Line 36:  "....... tributary fishing opportunities.  In order to minimize the take of endangered fish during whatever 
level of open-ocean, Main Stem, and tributary harvest that continues to occur, this plan recognizes the importance of actively pursuing new 
technologies that enhance the ability to conduct selective fisheries, that as much as possible limit harvest to stocks that are not endangered.  
Some of the newest and most promising technologies are summarized in ISAB Memorandum ISAB 2005-4A:  Mass Marking and Mark-Selective 
Fisheries;  dated 29 July 2005."

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

159

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
iv 33

This line contains the ONLY reference to or mention of predator control programs in the Executive Summary; and only says that "Evaluate effectiveness of 
predator control programs" is one of several "Research and Monitoring Objectives".
This is unjustifiably and unacceptably glossing over a HUGE negative factor for improving salmonid returns in the Upper Columbia Region (UCR):
Seals, Sea Lions, Pike Minnows, and Bull Trout are major and aggressive marine predators of salmon fry.  Merganser ducks, Caspian Terns, cormorants, 
gulls, and pelicans are the leading avian predators, consuming millions of smolts every year.  Plus it should be noted that the some avian predators are 
moving further up the Columbia River every year.  These uncontrolled predators consume MILLIONS of young salmon on their way to the ocean EVERY 
YEAR.  There are estimates that just the East Sand Island Caspian Tern colony alone has consumed more than 40 MILLION salmon smolts since 1998.

This plan needs to put MUCH more emphasis on predator impacts.  Expand this Line to read:   "Evaluate effectiveness of local predator control programs."

AND THEN:  Add / insert an additional major bullet immediately after Line 33:

"Support and work for immediate implementation of more effective control, including lethal removal when necessary, of the marine and avian predators 
that have the most significant negative impacts on returns of Upper Columbia Region (UCR) ESA-listed salmonid fish stocks."

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

160

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
iv 13 - 14

Change to read:   "Ensure that hydroelectric dams proposed for construction in the future in the Upper Columbia Basin have no significant negative effect 
on spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout.";     i.e.:  Add the word SIGNIFICANT.  As a practical matter it is unlikely additional hydro dams can ever be 
constructed with ZERO negative effect on endangered and threatened salmonid populations.  To leave out "significant" in this case and in similar situations 
is in effect to say that there will NEVER be any more hydro dams anywhere in the Upper Columbia River Basin.  That should not be the hard-default plan 
position.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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161

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
ix 2 - 3

Currently says:    "Local government mechanisms funded through state legislative appropriations and permitting processes."   
MAJOR RED FLAG !!.:  Either salmon recovery is a State-wide shared effort, or it's not.  This says NOT, since it appears to envision some level of 
UNFUNDED recovery mandates on county governments and citizens.  The current wording is especially unacceptable due to this sentence being a bullet 
under a heading in Lines 34-35 on page xxxviii which states: "Additional funding from the following sources will be required to implement this recovery 
plan".  Not MAY be required:  WILL BE required.  DELETE:  "and permitting processes".  These words are deal-breakers if stay in.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

162

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
ix 24 - 28

Same as page xxxvii lines 24-25:  Add at end of Line 28:    ".... that will be updated as new information becomes available.  All significant modifications, 
especially those that change the regulatory environment or impose additional costs or restrictions on private property and water rights, shall be 
submitted for public review and comment by local governments and stakeholders, and approved by the UCSRB prior to implementation."
Another "must have", without which State agencies could interpret this as license to make unlimited and unilateral ongoing substantive changes to this plan 
after it is initially approved, without any further oversight and review by local elected officials.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

163

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
ix 30 - 32

After:   "This plan assumes a Policy Forum ..... will engage in discussions associated with harvest, hatchery, hydro, and habitat actions."
Add in Line 32:   "Except for the Tribes and government entities, members of this Policy Form shall be citizens registered to vote in Chelan, 
Douglas, or Okanogan counties;  and must be approved by the Board of County Commissioners of their county."

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

164

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
vi 9

Change to read:    "Protect and restore water quality where feasible and practical within natural constraints.  The UCSRP recognizes that this is 
primarily a "protect" objective, since water quality in most of the streams and rivers flowing into the Columbia Main Stem in the Upper Columbia 
Region is already relatively high."

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

165

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
vi 24 - 25

After:   "... that achieves high rates of compliance with land and water regulations."  Add:    "This framework shall focus on providing incentives for 
voluntary compliance, and not on penalties for non-compliance."      This is a MUST DO change throughout this plan, to avoid having it become yet 
another oppressive regulatory vehicle bureaucrats can use to whack private property owners and water right holders.  This plan cannot be both voluntary 
and compulsory at the same time.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

166

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
vii 22 - 23

Change to read:    "Where  professional hydrologic assessments are not already available, conduct hydrologic assessments to better understand 
water balance and surface / groundwater relations within the subbasins.  Data for the Methow River Basin is already available in U.S. Geological 
Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 03-4244 (145 pages)."
The history of the Upper Columbia Region, especially the Methow Basin, is replete with plans on which much local effort was expended;  that ended up just 
sitting on the shelf gathering dust in some State Agency office in Olympia.  Endless repetition of good work that has already been done needs to stop.  Full 
acceptance by this plan of this excellent USGS Report is one good place to start.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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167

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
vii 24 - 25

Change to read:    "All recommended recovery objectives and actions identified in this plan may be modified in response to monitoring, research, and
adaptive management.  All significant modifications, especially those that impact or change the regulatory environment or that impose additional 
costs or restrictions on private property and water rights, shall be submitted for public review and comment by local governments and 
stakeholders, and approved by the UCSRB prior to implementation."   
Something like this is a MUST HAVE, without which I will recommend to my County Commissioners that they NOT sign this plan.  Rationale:  As 
currently worded, this is one of those wonderful phrases of matchless elasticity, which if liberally construed by various and sundry State agencies 
could be interpreted as a right by them to make unlimited and unilateral ongoing substantive changes to this plan after it is initially approved;  without first 
having to submit those proposed changes to any further meaningful oversight and control by local elected officials

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

168

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
vii 28 - 33

Everyone involved in this process needs to note the key qualifiers in these Lines:  BOTH methods used to estimate the POTENTIAL benefits to Upper 
Columbia ESA-listed fish of implementing recommended actions in this plan are still considered preliminary and require further development;  
i.e.:  The benefits of currently recommended actions are only PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

169

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 30

Currently says:   "It is uncertain exactly how recovery will be funded".   RED FLAG:
Before actually moving a large, complex, multi-year project like this beyond the planning stage, it is prudent and reasonable to have at least SOME fairly 
precise idea how you are going to pay for it.  Given the current state of funding UNcertainty, the UCSR Board and other State and Federal government 
agencies MUST lock in funding for projects and incentives BEFORE programs, requirements, and regulations are implemented that will result in 
UNfunded impacts to local land-owners and city / county governments.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

170

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 1 - 2

Change to read:   "..... spring Chinook may increase as much as 89% and 73%, respectively, while steelhead abundance and productivity may increase as 
much as 112% and 76%, respectively."      In Lines 28-33 on Page xxxvii it was emphasized that results of the methods used to estimate POTENTIAL 
benefits of recommended actions are PRELIMINARY and ESTIMATED.  Since Chinook "may increase" numbers were qualified with the "as much as" 
phrase, that indicates these numbers are at the HIGH end of whatever range the methods used produced.  If the steelhead numbers are also at the high en
of the range, then they also need the "as much as" qualifier.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

171

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 6 - 8

Change to read:   "Therefore, within limits of the still-developing methods used to estimate potential benefits of implementing the recommended
actions, preliminary results indicate that it is probable that combined actions within all sectors, including actions within the lower Columbia River and 
estuary, will result in the eventual de-listing of ESA-listed fish species in the Upper Columbia River Basin (UCRB).  Given the preliminary state of 
results so far, and the ongoing conflict between saving ESA-listed fish and saving salmon fishing, the probability of full recovery of UCRB listed 
fish is harder to estimate.  But if the right actions in all four "H" sectors are implemented and maintained for several decades, it is likely that 
recovery can be achieved."
Summary:  DELETE "highly" in Line 6.  CHANGE "recovery" to "eventual de-listing" in Line 7.  Then add new sentence at end.  Necessary;  given that 
the plan admits benefits of recommended actions are estimated, preliminary, and potential

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

172

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 17 - 18

There is NO WAY right now that anyone can substantiate the current wording;  i.e.:  At this point the idea that economic and social benefits may meet or 
exceed the costs of recovery is much more a hope, rather than something which can be backed up with facts.  Be objective;  change to read:        "Some 
have suggested that economic and social benefits associated with recovery of Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout may meet or exceed the costs of 
recovery.  However, it is not possible at this point to quantify what the final cost-benefit ratio will turn out to be."

To be determined

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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173

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 23 - 25

Last part of this sentence says:   ".... , an entire industry of family-wage jobs exists around salmon and steelhead recovery."  Come ON, people:  Taking 
this line of thinking to its logical (or ILlogical) conclusion, we could just as well say that if the government would hire everybody, then everybody would have 
good jobs.  Oops:  The government gets its money from WE THE TAXPAYERS !!
Need to add a qualifier after the end of this sentence :   ".... salmon and steelhead recovery.  However, since salmon recovery is funded mostly by 
government agencies, these are in large part taxpayer-funded jobs rather than private-sector employment."

To be determined

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

174

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary

xxx
viii 25 - 28

More generic blue-sky optimism not currently supportable by factual studies:  These two sentences REALLY need to be re-written.  Something like this:  
"Other intrinsic and tangible benefits may also accrue, such as a potential increase in property values in some cases and benefits emanating 
from a reduced regulatory burden.  However, while salmon recovery will provide some opportunities to diversify and support local economies, at 
the same time an objective overview must recognize that some level of negative impacts to traditional agricultural and resource-based industrie
in the Upper Columbia Region are also likely."      In other words:  This will NOT be totally wonderful for everybody.  FOOTNOTE:  Typo in LINE 28: 
Believe it should be "drive", not "dErive".

To be determined

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

175 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxxi 2 insert "of wild fish" after "Constrain harvest" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

176

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxxi 23 - 26

Insert NEW Paragraph after sentence ending with ".... eliminate it." on Line 26:
"But this plan also acknowledges that ongoing harvest of salmon is a unique situation under the ESA, in that salmon are the only endangered species that 
we allow to be deliberately hunted and killed on a large scale;  most especially in lower Main Stem and open-ocean commercial fisheries, where 
endangered Upper Columbia fish are indistinguishably intermixed with, caught, and killed along with the more numerous stocks.  Therefore the UCSRP 
recognizes that as long as this conflict between saving ESA-listed fish and saving salmon fishing exists, where significant percentages of ESA-listed fish 
stocks continue to be killed every year in commercial fisheries before they ever have a chance to spawn, the Upper Columbia Region can only be 
responsible for a certain level of PRODUCTION of listed fish and NOT returns, regardless of downstream outcomes with the other 3 "H"s."
SIDEBAR comments and examples:   Columbia white-tailed deer are ESA-listed, and hunting them is strictly prohibited.  But even though cars kill those 
deer accidentally, nobody proposes tearing out highways to protect the deer from cars just so hunters can shoot more of them.  With respect to 
commercial fisheries take of listed fish:  Harvest (hunting) of ESA-listed Snake River Fall Chinook in recent years is reported to have ranged from 
40 percent to 70 percent.  See ISAB Harvest Report, Document number ISAB 2005-4 dated 21 June 2005 (129 pages) for much info in this area.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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177
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xxxi 23-26

“This plan recognizes that these objectives must balance the conservation of ESA species with the federal government’s trust obligations to Native 
Americans, the priority of tribal reserved rights for fish and fisheries, and the idea that there is an ‘irreducible core’ of tribal harvest that is so vita to the 
treaty obligation that the federal government will not eliminate it.” Authority for this statement is based on a Secreterial Order #3206 signed by Secretaries 
of Interior and Commerce, June 5, 1997. 
[Note: A similar Secretarial Order #3175 was signed by Secretary of Interior Bruce Babbitt, November 8, 1993. The Order was the justification for this 
statement in the ICBEMP Draft EIS, as follows: “Where it becomes necessary to implement Conservation Measures in the Endangered Species Act, 
restriction on Tribal activities shall be the least restrictive possible, and implemented only when restrictions on non-Indian activities are insufficient to 
ensure Conservation.]
Race-based land & resource management!

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

178 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxi 5 Consider terminal fishery rather than mixed fishery in lower river Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

179 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxi 8 Funding for WDFW? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

180 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxi 11 Terminal Fishery Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

181 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxi 24 End sentence after "Native Americans " and delete everything until after "Canadian fisheries"  on line 31 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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182 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxi 32 Delete "Oregon and Washington" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

183 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxii 1 Delete lines 1 and 2 Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

184 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxii 8 Rewrite 8 thru 27.  All detailed in Chapter 5, delete detail and duplication Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

185 BOR
07.27.05

Exec.
Summary xxxii 9

This bullet states that one of the sort term objectives is to "Continue to use artificial production to maintain critically depressed populations in a manner that 
avoids jeopardy of extinction."  This is an inappropriate use  of the word "jeopardy" which has a specific definition under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
and relates to impacts from a Federal action on a listed species..

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

186

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxxii 11

Change to read:   "Use artificial production to seed unused, accessible streams containing suitable habitat, providing firm assurances are given prior to
any such action that ESA liabilities and restrictions will not subsequently be applied to property and water rights adjacent to or on said 
streams."

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

187 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County

Exec.
Summary xxxii 30 Please add the following language to footnote #5:  This could mean land acquisition if a willing land owner sells land for conservation purposes.  However, 

this plan does not recommend land acquisition, unless ”no net loss” of the tax base to the county in which the land is being sold is accomplished. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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188 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County

Exec.
Summary xxxii >19

Please add the following language after line 29: This plan recognizes that eventually habitat actions will reach a point of limited benefit.  It is therefore 
recommended that once that limit is reached, private landowners will not be required to continue implementing actions for recovery.  Reaching the point of 
“limited benefit” may be measured by increases in freshwater production – not returning adults – and will be determined by locally-driven citizens groups, 
referred to in this plan as "local habitat groups."
It is also important that some of the limiting factors that have lead to determination of threats be empirically determined.  In other words, some of the 
potential threats, that may limit landowner use of property, should be assessed to determine if they are indeed threats before proposed actions are carried 
out.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

189 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 1 Delete 1 thru 6 Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

190 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 7 Comment: Yakimas desire this Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

191 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxxiii 7 Delete this statement.  It is already part of the coho reintroduction program and this statement tends to imply that coho reintroduction will cause recovery 

actions to fail. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

192 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 9 Delete line 9 from "factors such as"… to line 11 after "threaten " and replace with "there are still threats to" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

193 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 12 Comment:  WDFW desires this Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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194 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 14 Question:  Does the Colville Tribes and Okanogan County want this? Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

195 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 15 Delete 15 thru 29.  Paragraph in Chapter 5.  Too detailed for Executive Summery. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

196 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiii 18 Replace "from land and water management activities" with "natural and man caused" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

197 Okanogan County Exec.
Summary xxxiii 11 - 14

The plan says: 
"Examine the feasibility of reintroducing bull trout (including ESA status of introduced stock) into the Chelan and Okanogan subbasins.
Examine the feasibility (including ESA status of introduced stock) of reintroducing spring Chinook into the Okanogan subbasin." 

Delete these two sentences

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

198 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxiv 1 Comment:  Short term, long term, and research actions on this page are not consistent with pages 182-185.  The Executive Summery is not the appropriat

place for this level of detail. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

199 Douglas County 
PUD

Exec.
Summary xxxiv 2 This sentence should read "Implement or maintain actions associated…." Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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200 Douglas County 
PUD

Exec.
Summary xxxiv 27-28 Please add the following sentence to Line 28: "Baseline survival estimates for juvenile spring Chinook and steelhead have been determined for the Wells 

Hydroelectric Project, and those survival estimates (96.2%) exceed survival standards specified in the Wells HCP." Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

201 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 2 Delete sentence 2 to 3. Confusing Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

202 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 4 Delete 3 to 4 Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

203 BOR
07.27.05

Exec.
Summary xxxix 13 It is not clear how the funding prioritization scheme would actually work since the plan envisions multiple decision makers, with respect to funding, who 

must comply with their own requirements and processes in making funding decisions. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

204 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 14 Replace line 14 after "based on " to the end of line 17 with "cost benefit / analysis " Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

205 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 18 Implementation is noted.  This would be a good place to describe the role of local watershed groups. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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206 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 18 Add clear deference to local decision making process at watershed level. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

207 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 29

Coordination:  More emphasis on the importance of out-of-subbasin effects to local interests should be noted and clearly stated that without discussion of 
"oose" that habitat actions are unlikely to happen or make a difference, underscoring the importance of the Policy Forum or something like it in the future so 
that local interests can participate.  The importance of local interests participating in "oose" discussions has been made to me innumerable times.  If it does 
not happen, local folks will not have much confidence in the recovery process.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

208 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxix 29

Delete and rewrite line 30 thru line 5 on page x1.  Considered replacing with:  This plan assumes those responsible for the management of habitat, 
hydropower, harvest and hatcheries within the region will work together.  Recovery is also reliant on actions of those responsible for implementing and 
management of ....

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

209 BOR
07.27.05

Exec.
Summary xxxix 30

It is not clear what the Policy Forum would do.  The plan talks about the Policy Forum holding discussions and dealing with issues but what the 
responsibilities of the group would be is unclear.  This is particularly so given the breadth of the group and the responsibilities and authorities the respective 
members must work under.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

210
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Exec.
Summary xxxix 30

“This plan assumes a Policy Forum, made up of representatives from various federal and state agencies, tribes, counties, and stakeholders will engage in 
discussions associated with harvest, hatchery, hydro, and habitat actions…. This goes beyond ESA requirements. In my opinion, this forum does not 
enhance public comment and review of the actual plan, but negates it.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

211 Douglas County 
PUD

Exec.
Summary xxxv 6 Please add the following sentence to Line 6: "Combined adult and juvenile survival through the Wells Hydroelectric Project exceeds 91%, and hatchery 

compensation activities have been adjusted accordingly." Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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212 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxv 15 Delete until line 23 of page xxxvii. Too detailed for Executive Summery. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

213

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxxv 22

Change to read:    "Protect and restore water quality where feasible and practical within natural constraints.  The UCSRP recognizes that this is 
primarily a "protect" objective, since water quality in most of the streams and rivers flowing into the Columbia Main Stem in the Upper Columbia 
Region is already relatively high."  
Believe the Methow is still rated as "AAA" (highest quality) water by the State.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

214 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed

Exec.
Summary XXXV 8-13 Noxious weeds must be addressed as a factor Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

215

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxxv 12 - 13

Need re-write last sentence of 1st paragraph of this HABITAT section to say:
"These objectives shall be accomplished in a manner that fully honors and accepts existing private property and water rights, and that does not 
tolerate actual or threatened withholding of any necessary government benefit, permit, or consideration in order to pressure private property 
owners and water right holders to "voluntarily" agree to habitat actions that might otherwise be considered a "taking" by local citizens".
This is another case where the UCSRP cannot temporize on an issue:  "Voluntarily" agreeing to one or more actions under actual or implied duress is NOT 
voluntary.

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

216

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

Exec.
Summary xxxv 23 - 24

There is a BIG problem with this one.  Not with lines 23-24 per se  Instream structures can be "win-win" situations for landowners and fish; by
stabilizing eroding riverbanks that threaten buildings AND improving habitat (reduce sediment load, preserve shady banks, etc.).  The problem is with 
footnote 7 to this item, that says:   "This plan recommends the use of instream structures ..... only as an immediate, short-term action ...."   I 
completely disagree;  and have a text-book working example on my 10 acres of Methow riverfront that was done under a 1996 hydraulic permit that proves 
the case (and that had 8 Redds a couple years ago).   Where valuable private property and buildings are next to rivers, correctly placed instream structures 
should be recognized as fully acceptable PERMANENT habitat enhancement actions (as long as the river does not tear them out).
Note footnote 7 is also at odds with the LONG-term objective of lines 11-13 on page xxxvi:  Those lines DO accept manufactured in-stream 
structures.  This plan needs to consistently accept that unrestrained channel migration across most parcels of private property is NOT feasibl

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

217 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxxvi 1 add to the end of the sentence, ", preferably by having fish return to the sites." Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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218 Douglas County 
PUD

Exec.
Summary xxxvi 1 We suggest the replacement of the word "brought" with the word "provided." Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

219 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed

Exec.
Summary xxxvi 1-3 Remove Non native noxious weeds - Restore native vegetation Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

220 NOAA Exec.
Summary xxxvi It is not clear why streamlining permitting for research and monitoring shows up as a habitat objective. Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

221 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW

Exec.
Summary xxxvii 7

Add a second sentence to this bullet that reads…  Implement ESU-wide radoitelemetry studies on returning hatchery and wild steelhead.   

Rationale:  The Upper Columbia needs a method that will determine the % natural origin spawners for steelhead in each population because carcasses 
cannot be efficiently recovered from spawning ground surveys.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

222 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed

Exec.
Summary XXXVII 15 Including Noxious weed species Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

223 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxvii 28 Delete to line 32 after "in the future" Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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224 Yakama Nation Exec.
Summary xxxvii 31 The line that states "Both approaches will be more fully developed in the future." should have an estimated date assigned. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

225 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxvii 35 Delete "Both approaches suggest that the" and then capitalize "recovery" Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

226 Okanogan County Exec.
Summary xxxvii 24-26

The Plan says:  "All the recommended recovery objectives and actions identified in this plan may be modified in response to monitoring, research, and 
adaptive management. The objectives and actions will be implemented within natural, social, and economic constraints."  

Comment:  This statement needs to be clarified and more restricted

Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

227 NOAA Exec.
Summary XXXVII

We appreciate the discussion of a funding strategy, but it would also help to consider how much of the work described in the plan can be accomplished 
under existing agency programs and authorities. For example, since roads and sediment are identified as problems throughout much of the planning area, 
and since the Forest Service is the major owner of these roads, the to do list should include generating a list of problem roads (Who: FS staff, DFW, etc, 
When: by 2007) and getting some read from the FS as to how long it might take them to fix these problems.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

228 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxviii 6 Delete "Therefore " and consider relocation this sentence (from 6-8) to the beginning of the paragraph.  This positive statement sets the stage for success. Addressed

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

229 Ron Walter 
Chelan County

Exec.
Summary xxxviii 10 Switch paragraphs line 10 thru 21 with paragraph 22 thru 28. To be determined

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.
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230 WDFW
08.24.05

Exec.
Summary

In several instances (e.g., executive summary, Section 2 and Section 5) the plan would benefit by incorporating new definitions or data available through 
the Technical Resource Team (TRT). This updated information includes population risk assessments, definition of occupied spawning areas, and other pla
elements central to the recovery effort.   The plan should reflect new TRT guidance, and any other updated information that affects our ability to interpret 
recovery or alters our knowledge baseline.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

231

Randy Whitehall
Entiat, WA

Citizen
Letter

(1 of 5)

Exec. 
Summary 

Thank you for dedicating this plan to Commissioner Esther Stefinaw.  I hope we will be able to see her dream come true.

This plan is ambitious in scope and a good start.  It is espeically heartening that the plan contains socioeconomic information.  The plan needs to be more 
site specific across all of the Hs so it can be implemented.  Repeating the same information over and over again for each of the tribs makes the plan difficu
to read and appears there is not enought site specific information to show how each of the tribs are unique.  Further, it is hard to read and people who are 
not paid to read it are discouraged when a repetitive and incomplete plan is provided for review and more versions will need to be reviewed to get the entire 
story.

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

232
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

Exec.
Summary

Mission Statement (following cover page). The Mission Statement needs to be consistent with the Mission Statement negotiated in 1999 and renegotiated 
in 2002 to read: To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon, steelhead and other at-risk species through collaborative, economically sensitive 
efforts, combined resources, and wise resource management of the Upper Columbia region. The mission statement shown in the draft plan is either an 
error or was altered by the UCSRB very late in the writing of the plan. It is important that early concerns raised about the direction of salmon recovery were 
answered by showing the overriding Mission Statement of the plan based on UCSRB negotiations in 1999 and 2002. Many citizens came to rely on the lon
term Mission Statement as the purpose and direction of the plan. Last minute alterations to the overriding Mission Statement is a high concern and it is 
requested that the Mission Statement be returned to its original language as written above.     

Noted

Due to the number of changes made to all 
sections of the plan as a result of the 
comment review, all comments on 

Executive Summary will be considered 
and/or incorporated during the rewrite of 

the Executive Summary.

233 USFWS
08.22.05 1 North symbol needs to be corrected. Addressed Chuck to correct (caused when document 

was turned into a PDF)

234
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

1 1

An additional concern is the confusion of what is required under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the perception (or misperception) of what
the act requires. Many, if not most, of the actions outlined in the recovery plan are not mandated by the ESA. While many of these actions could be
conducted if local citizens choose to undertake them, it is critical to note that they are discretionary.  Examples of actions that are not mandatory include:
1.    Requiring recovery to harvestable levels.  (Plan, page 118)
2.    Allowing harvest (commercial or tribal) prior to recovery of a species. (Plan, page 136)
3.    Maintaining hatchery programs.  (Plan, page xxxii)
4.    Creating a comprehensive land use planning process that considers recovery needs of salmon and trout.  (Plan, page xxxvi)
5.    Creating a Policy Forum to discuss recovery actions.  Recovery Plan at xxxix.
6.   Mandating that the “[l]ocal governments . . . review and adopt changes to comprehensive plans and ordinances for critical areas and shoreline master
programs following the rules and dates set forth by the state legislature.”  (Plan, page 204, 212, +)
7.    Mandating that counties evaluate local programs identified in the plan. (Plan, page 204, 212, +)
8.    Requiring local habitat groups to identify habitat restoration actions and coordinate restoration activities within their subbasin.  (Plan, page 218)
9.    Creating education and outreach programs.  (Plan, page 261)

Addressed Added verbiage Two new paragraphs added under 1.1
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235
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

1 1
The Plan suggests that the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires certain elements to be included in the Plan. Since the Plan is not simply a
recovery plan, but a long term harvest plan recommending major changes in land and water use, an Environmental Impact Statement must be completed
before any associated rule making or implementation.

Addressed

236
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

1 1
The ESA has very limited requirements for what state and local governments, as well as private individuals, must do and grants a broad level of discretion
to the federal government in recovering endangered species. State & Local governments do not have a statutory responsibility for ESA recovery.
(Appendix 28)

Addressed Added verbiage Two new paragraphs added under 1.1

237
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1 1 22
The footnote is the first look at the UCSRB many of the public will have. Rather than relegate that important information to a footnote, information about the 
UCSRB needs to be provided in the text of the plan, such as, “The Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board (UCSRB), which consists of (members) was 
formed in 1998 to …..”  

Noted

238
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1 1 26 Needs to include “county-sponsored recovery efforts” also. Noted

239

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1 1 27

INTRODUCTION:   ADD two new paragraphs after Line 27:
"This plan delineates the life cycle of spring Chinook salmon and steelhead, and their associated mortalities.  It also recognizes the importance of 
accurately placing the focus of recovery efforts on those portions of the life cycle for ESA-listed fish where measurable benefits are feasible and will bring 
the greatest positive net gain.  Before changes in spawning and rearing habitat have a chance to improve overall numbers of listed fish, salmon and 
steelhead must of course be able to return and spawn.  Therefore the fundamental measure of success for this recovery plan must be judged by 
determining the productivity of the habitat and counting the number of salmon leaving the Upper Columbia Region (UCR), not by counting returning 
spawners.
There are established and documented techniques to enhance ESA-listed fish habitat in the UCR. For example, in the Methow River Basin upwelling 
ground water at times of low river flow can be noticeably increased, by utilizing unlined irrigation canals to recharge ground water at times of high and 
excess run-off in the spring.  Additional upwelling facilitated by ground water recharge will enhance salmon fry survivability during the time of highest 
mortality between December and March, by increasing nutrients in the river and decreasing the opportunity for anchor ice."

Noted

Paragraph # 1: The Review group felt that 
this comment was addressed in other parts

of the document - See Section 4.2.2

Paragraph # 2:  See Section 5.5

240 USFWS
08.22.05 1 1 Need to include the Boards mission at the end of the sentence Addressed

241 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 1 Delete "The mission of the Board is to…" Addressed

242
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1 1-2 22-23
The use of information from subbasin plans is a conflict for Okanogan County since the County did not endorse the information in the Methow or Okanogan 
Subbasin Plans. This needs to be stated in the plan (not as a footnote but in the text of the plan). At a minimum, it should be stated: “Okanogan County has 
not endorsed the Methow or Okanogan Subbasin Plans and will rely heavily on local on-the-ground county  processes to determine habitat project actions.

Addressed Added verbiage
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243

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1 2 12 - 16

INTRODUCTION:    Insert NEW paragraph after Line 16:    "In the Upper Columbia Region, the WRIA 48 Methow Basin Watershed Plan (MBWP) 
has been completed and was approved by the Okanogan County Board of Commissioners in June 2005.  The MBWP is by reference made an 
integral part of this plan as Appendix N."     Also update Section 12 page 290 to add the MBWP to the end of the list of appendices as Appendix N.  
Since the MBWP has been formally approved by the Okanogan County Commissioners, there is no valid reason for it not to be officially accepted and 
included in the UCSRP (this only marginally adds to the hundreds of pages of already-existing appendices).  Failure to officially acknowledge and adopt the 
MBWP in the UCSRP would call into question the commitment of the UCSR Board and State agencies to the local watershed planning process that has 
been underway since the Legislature passed HB 2514 in 1998.

Noted

244
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.1 2 25-33

Change title to Purpose of the Plan. Delete Lines 26-29 and change language to read as follows:

This recovery plan is a guidance document, intended to provide regional information on the identification, prioritization, and coordination and monitoring of 
recovery actions in the Upper Columbia region in an effort to lead to recovery of listed species. The UCSRB recognizes the need for validation of modeled 
findings and analyses used in this plan. Significant data gaps also exist that require further research. 

The UCSRB has not created this plan as a basis to make legislative changes; rather it is designed as a guidance to prioritize and coordinate projects that 
requires further review and validation. Review of projects at the local level will further determine the need and feasibility of identified actions. The County 
legislative authority reserves the right to veto any proposed project that is deemed to have a negative economic impact on county government or the 
citizens of the county. Local knowledge and review will also ensure unintended consequences will not result from proposed actions. 

This plan does not contain nor will it produce unfounded mandates placed on the County or citizens. 

This plan is limited to address listed salmonid species. If any endangered species is introduced into an area where it has been
extirpated, written assurances from NOAA or USFWS must first be in put place to protect the County and landowners from 
and ensure that the ESA cannot be used to enact legal protection.

Addressed Added verbiage

First three paragraphs:  Two new 
paragraphs added under 1.1

Last two paragraphs:  Verbiage added - 
See 10 (j) Rule Section of ESA, 

Experimental Population Designation 
regarding experimental populations - See 

also Section 5.5.5

245 USFWS
09.29.05 1.1 2 26

In this section, a statutory definition of a recovery plan as outlined in Section 4(f)(1) of the ESA needs to be included.  Give the appropriate language…..I 
realize that the statutory definition appears elsewhere in the recovery plan but it would help to have it near the front, instead of being buried in the middle. 
(f)(1) RECOVERY PLANS.—The Secretary shall develop and implement plans (hereinafter in this subsection referred to as ‘‘recovery plans’’) for the 
conservation and survival of endangered species and threatened species listed pursuant to this section, unless he finds that such a plan will not promote 
the conservation of the species. The Secretary, in development and implementing recovery plans, shall, to the maximum extent practicable—
(A) give priority to those endangered species or threatened species, without regard to taxonomic classification, that are most likely to benefit from such 
plans, particularly those species that are, or may be, in conflict with construction or other development projects or other forms of economic activity;
(B) incorporate in each plan—
(i) a description of such site-specific management actions as may be necessary to achieve the plan’s goal for the 
conservation and survival of the species;
(ii) objective, measurable criteria which, when met, would result in a determination, in accordance with the provisions of 
this section, that the species be removed from the list; and
(iii) estimates of the time required and the cost to carry out those measures needed to achieve the plan’s goal and to 
achieve intermediate steps toward that goal.

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition verbiage
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246

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.1 2 26 - 27

Definition of a Recovery Plan:
After:  "... for the recovery of a threatened or endangered species and its habitats.";
Insert:   "For fish that are listed as endangered under the ESA, recovery is a two-stage process:  The first stage focuses on reclassifying the 
endangered species as threatened, after which the second stage deals with recovery."

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

247

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 2 27 Add "...or remove....after "minimize the threats..." Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

248 BOR
07.27.05 1 2 28

How does the definition of recovery used in this plan relate to the concept outline in the ESA?  Species may be listed under ESA if they are in danger of 
extinction (endangered) or likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future (threatened).  It appears that the term "viable" population sets a different 
standard, negligible risk of extinction over 100 years, than contemplated in the ESA.  The apparent differences between these standards should be 
discussed in the draft Recovery Plan and the potential implications of selection the "negligible risk" standard outlined.

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

249
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.1 2 29

The footnote indicates that the 2004 TRT definition states, “A viable population is defined as an independent population that has negligible risk of extinction 
due to threats from demographic variation, local environmental variation, and genetic diversity changes over a 100 year timeframe (UCBTRT 2004).“

The definition of “viable” is defined by the ICBTRT in 2004, however the UCSRB first used this term in their Mission Statement in 1999. The UCSRB needs 
to carefully determine if the new definition fits in with their intent of the term “viable” at the time it was established.

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

250

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.1 2 29

Definition of a Recovery Plan:   On Line 29,
after:   " .... such that they become viable components of their ecosystem.";
Insert:   "This plan recognizes that restoration of habitat to historical pre-modern conditions is not reasonable, economically feasible, or 
necessary.   It is expected that viable and stable salmonid populations can be achieved without attempts to restore habitat to those estimated 
historic conditions."

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

251 Yakama Nation 1.1 2 29 There are some that might contend that a viable component, meaning negligible risk, is not well met with a 5% risk of extinction. Noted

252

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.1 2 28 - 29

Definition of a Recovery Plan:  CHANGE sentence spanning these 2 lines to read:  "In this plan, recovery is defined as the restoration of viable12 and 
sustainable populations of ESA-listed salmon and steelhead."

Recovery definition is a core part of this plan, and it is critical that said definition not be ambiguous, open-ended, or a moving target subject to ongoing and 
unbounded redefinition, expansion, or extension.  Draft plan use of the general "listed species" and "of their ecosystem" are wonderful phrases of matchles
elasticity that need to be replaced.  This is NOT a plan to recover all species which are or MAY BECOME ESA-listed in an UNdefined ecosystem:  It is a 
plan whose intent needs to be focused on accomplishing (first) the de-listing and (second) the recovery of Upper Columbia Region (UCR) ESA-listed 
salmon and steelhead.  The UCSRP should NOT include actions to "recover" Bull Trout, since the UCR has zero designated critical habitat for that species 
and they are voracious predators of salmon fry.

Addressed

Last sentence - Noted
Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition
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253

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.1 2 29 - 33

Definition of a Recovery Plan:   Read the last two sentences in this paragraph out loud, and it is easy to detect that the current wording is poorly done, 
violates basis English-101 sentence construction, and presents a clear logical contradiction that needs to be fixed:  It talks about this plan providing 
information to Federal agencies, but then immediately goes on to say those same Federal agencies have ALREADY DETERMINED (past tense) what 
should lead to recovery.  If they have independently already completed this action and finished their determination, what is the point or need of putting in 
all this effort and delivering a plan to them after the fact ??
Strongly suggest replacing these two sentences with the following single sentence:
"This recovery plan is a technical guidance document, intended to provide information to federal agencies (NOAA Fisheries and the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service) that the UCSRB has determined should substantially contribute to recovery of ESA-listed salmonid species in the Upper 
Columbia Region, and that will assist in regional identification, prioritization, and coordination of recovery actions and monitoring efforts."
Regardless of other changes, in the last sentence on Lines 32-33 you have to either:   [1]  DROP the word "necessary";  or:   [2]  REPLACE 
the words "that will" with "to".  Given the critical importance of this Section 1.1 definition of recovery to the entire effort, I cannot help but 
wonder:  Nothing personal, but did anybody bother to PROOFREAD this paragraph before it was printed ??..

Addressed Added verbiage  Add in ESA recovery definition

254

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2 2 37

CHANGE sentence on Line 37 to read:
"This plan is also expected to benefit other sensitive or at-risk species, but there will be no benchmarks or requirements under this plan to 
demonstrate, document, or formally monitor benefits to species other than Upper Columbia ESA-listed fish stocks."
If UCSRP actions to recover ESA-listed fish also happen to benefit other species that is all well and good, but need to continue to make it clear that 
separate active measures to benefit undefined other species are NOT requirements of this plan.

Noted

255
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.2 2-4

Delete entire section on Organization of Plan: (1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4, 1.2.5, 1.2.6, 1.2.7, 1.2.8, and 1.2.9). This information is cumbersome, 
unnecessary and in places does not accurately represent the contents of the sections it describes (for example, “cost effectiveness” is listed in 1.2.7 
describing Section 6 and expanded into a footnote, however Section 6 does not address cost effectiveness.  Footnotes for these sections are also repetitive 
(footnote 13, 15) and/or is added information beyond what is in the section described (footnote 14).  

Noted Addressed in Section 6

256

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2.3 3 21 - 22

Section 2:  This says:  "A more detailed discussion can be found in watershed plans and subbasin plans."     If the UCSRP is going to reference 
watershed and subbasin plans, then it needs to explicitly include a complete list of exactly which other documents are applicable to and 
recognized as being associated with this plan.   Don't bury the list in the Section 11; a separate listing of said plans is appropriate (and where to obtain, 
hardcopy and online).  Best place is likely Section 7 -- Relationship to Other Efforts....  oops:  Per Section 7 Page 250 Line 20:  Section 7 not there yet;  
scheduled to be finished in the "next few months".  Need to finish Section 7 BEFORE final UCSRP is accepted and signed.

Noted

This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed

NOAA is responsible for the information for
Section 7

257

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2.5 3 - 4 29 - 34 and 1 
2

Section 4 -- Recovery Criteria:     DELETE "and bull trout", plus CHANGE and RESTRUCTURE this entire paragraph to read:

"This section identifies objectives and targets that must be met for recovery of the two ESUs, and explicitly incorporates work by the Interior Columbia 
Basin Technical Recovery Team (ICBTRT) submitted to NOAA-NMFS to identify the goals, objectives, and criteria for recovery;  outline desired future 
conditions and recovery targets for abundance, productivity, spatial structure, and diversity;  and identify timeframes for reclassification and delisting.  This 
includes biological criteria recommendations developed by the ICBTRT for population and ESU-level viability (criteria that indicate when populations or 
ESUs have a high probability of persisting into the future).   Reference ICBTRT 2004 document (McElhany et al. 2000; ICBTRT 2004)."

Noted State Contract includes Bull Trout
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258 USFWS
09.29.05

1.2.4,1.2.5,1.
2.7 3 and 4

These three sections should be linked back to the statutory requirements in Section 4(f).  Specifically, Recovery plan section 1.2.4 (Factors for Decline) 
relates to 4(f)(i); section 1.2.5 (Recovery Criteria) relates to 4(f)(ii), and section 1.2.7 (Social Economics) relates to 4(f)(iii).  Clarity of the recovery plan 
would be improved if these connection are made.

Addressed Added verbiage By adding the official definition is Section 
1.1

259

Randy Whitehall
Entiat, WA

Citizen
Letter

(2 of 5)

1 4 16

For socioeconomics to be site specific and relevant, the analysis needs to be done at a scale below the county.  "The challenge of monitoring community 
effects required us to avoid both ecological and individualistic fallacies.  Ecologic fallacy occurs when a relationship between factores measured at one 
level of aggregation is mistakenly assumed to indicate a similar relationship between those factors at a lower level.  Likewise, the lack of a relationship at 
one level is taken to indicate no relationship at lower levels.  As happened in the case of impact studies following the Northwest Forest Plan, the apparent 
lack of impact at the county level leads researchers to erroneously conclude that communities are unaffected by the policy."  (Jackson, Lee & Sommers, 
2004).  I suggest the socioeconomic analysis be performed at the watershed or school district scale.  Entiat School District and City of Entiat asked 
ECONorthwest to define the economic impacts to our community since 1950 due to construction of Rocky Reach dam, associated condemnation of private 
property and other acquisition of private property by tax-exempt entities.  That analysis (abstract attached) showed a $13.4 million direct loss to the 
City and $20.5 million direct loss to the school district.  The study showed a loss of population but did not quantify the loss of community capacity/vitality.  
In the 1950's business leaders/owners fled town with fistfuls of dollars from selling their businesses.  They did not relocate in Entiat because it took PUD, 
State Highway Department and the Burlington Northern almost 8 years to decide where to put the highway and the railroad and where the shoreline 
would be.

Addressed Modified verbiage Section 1.2.7 edited existing verbiage

260

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 4 29 At end of first sentence add:  "This plan encourages a three step process of implementation, monitoring and adaptation as a fundamental approach." Noted

261

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2.6 4 4 - 6

Section 5 -- Recovery Program:    CHANGE first two sentences of this Section to read:
"This section of the plan identifies the recommended recovery actions that are needed to achieve first reclassification and then delisting of Upper Columbia 
ESA-listed salmon and steelhead.  Actions are recommended and prioritized for each "All-H" sector (Harvest, Hatcheries, Hydro, and Habitat) and for each 
listed population, but are not prioritized across "H's"."

As in many other instances:  This needs to be an "ESA-listed salmon and steelhead" delisting and recovery plan.  Bull trout "recovery" actions should NOT 
be included.

Addressed
&

Noted
Added verbiage

First paragraph:  Add submitted verbiage

Second paragraph:  Noted

262 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 4 12-16 Question:  "Is this part of Section 8?" Addressed
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263

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2.7 4 13 - 14

Section 6 -- Social / Economic Considerations:   The plan currently says:  "The implementation strategy for this recovery plan will be more fully 
developed after June 30, 2005."   A quick glance shows that out of 40 pages for cover sheets and Executive Summary plus 290 pages in the main body 
so far, Section 6 still only contains a paltry total of barely 1-1/2 PAGES.  At least the 6.2 "Estimated Benefits" references the 16-page (but WILDLY 
optimistic and unrealistic) Appendix K.   But the critical Section 6.1 "Estimated Costs" is only 15 LINES;  i.e.:  Strike the words "more fully" from this
sentence.
Note it is disappointing to see that with all the time and money expended on this plan so far, and the huge amount of info already in the main body and 
appendices, that the Section 6.1 estimated social, cultural, and economic COST to local citizens and governments is the most substantial section that has 
been relegated to the category of an afterthought.  That needs to change ASAP; plus there needs to be a full opportunity for extended public comment 
when a complete draft of this critical but unfinished section is finally fleshed out and available for public review, BEFORE 
the full UCSRP is accepted and signed by the UCSR Board, the State, and NOAA-NMFS.  Otherwise local citizens and 
governments are in effect being asked to sign a blank check, without having any substantive information on which to evaluate costs.

Addressed Modified verbiage Section 1.2.7 edited existing verbiage

264

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.2.8 4 24 - 25

Section 7:   Currently says:  "This plan builds upon the foundation established by these conservation plans and adopts portions of those plans where 
appropriate."
Just ONE small problem:  If you look back at Section 7, after 19 lines of intro it says:  " This section will be more fully developed by NOAA Fisheries in the
next few months."  If the UCSRP is going to "adopt" portions of other plans, one would then reasonably assume that they become part of THIS plan.  BUT:  
If those other plans are NOT listed yet, then there is no way until Section 7 IS finished for the public and their elected local officials to know what 
they are signing up for.  ALL other plans that this plan will adopt in part or in whole need to be listed in Section 7 BEFORE the UCSRP is finally 
approved by the UCSRB.

Addressed Modified verbiage Section 1.2.7 edited existing verbiage

265 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 4 Comment:  Plus social acceptance. Addressed Modified verbiage Added bracketed verbiage within quote

266 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 1 5 2 ….but moderate….(instead of high) N/A

267 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 1 5 4 change high to moderate N/A

268
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 5 9 Add "and Chelan River" after Wenatchee and Entiat Rivers Addressed Added verbiage

269
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.3 5 9 Need to include Lake Chelan/Chelan River as part of N. Cascades Physiogeographic Province (or Highlands if that's where it lies). Addressed Added verbiage

270
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3 5 17 In order to be in consistent order, Crab subbasin should follow the other subbasins. Noted

271
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.3 5 23 Recommend adding definition of "Extant" to glossary -- specific to "-ology" lingo, not general public use. Noted
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272
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 5 24 Genetic sample appear to indicate that spring Chinook were also extirpated from the Entiat River Noted

273
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 5 28 The fact that all "naturally produced" Upper Columbia steelhead are from hatchery stock would make it seem that they were aslo extirpated from the Upper 
Columbia Noted

274
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.3 5 31 Steelhead do not exist in Swakane Creek - need to remove. Addressed Deleted verbiage

275
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

1.3 5 31 Is there documentation of steelhead in Swakane? If not suggest deleting Swakane Addressed Deleted verbiage

276
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3 5-6 
20-34
and
1-8

The ICBTRT identification of populations and associated footnotes need to be moved to Section 2 where this information is grouped with other species 
information and easily found. This also alleviates the repeated or duplicative information found in both Section 1 and Section 2. Noted Did not remove since this is in the 

overview

277
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

1.3 6  6-8 It is not known whether the core areas are independent or not. Suggest deleting sentence starting with "This recovery plan…." Addressed Deleted verbiage

278
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3 6 10-11
“Reintroduction” of spring Chinook in the Okanogan Subbasin is stated as an emphasis.  This statement needs to be removed from the emphasis 
statement. (see incorporation of this information in lines 13-15 below). The emphasis of this plan needs to remain focused  on recovery of the listed 
populations.  

Addressed Covered in 10(j) discussion earlier

279
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3 6 12 Omit “the importance of” to read: “This plan will also address connectivity and overwinter/migratory habitat in the mainstem Columbia River for bull trout.” 
Subjective. Addressed Deleted verbiage

280
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3 6 13-15

Rewrite to read: This plan identifies research to investigate the feasibility of reintroducing bull trout into the Lake Chelan and Okanogan subbasins. This 
plan has also identified research to investigate the feasibility of introduction of spring Chinook into the Okanogan subbasin.  The Colville Tribes have 
introduced an experimental poplulation of Carson spring Chinook in the Okanogan subbasin and are currently pursuing a phased-in listed Methow 
Composite. 

Noted Covered in 10(j) discussion earlier

281
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 6 29 Add to sentence "About 91% of the subbasin is in federal, state, Chelan PUD and Seattle City & Light ownership Addressed Modified verbiage

282
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

1.3.2 6  29-30 Add to sentence “About 91% of the subbasin is in federal, state, Chelan PUD and Seattle City Light ownership.” Addressed Modified verbiage

283
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1.3.3 6, 7 Section 1.3.3's description is much longer than the others.  They should be consistent. Addressed Modified verbiage
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284 Bob Foster 
WDFW 1 7 7 pinstock should be penstock Noted Previously corrected

285

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.3.4 7 16 - 17

Methow Subbasin:   It states:  "The subbasin consists of about 1,167,764 acres.  About 89% of the subbasin is in federal and state ownership."   
Given the overwhelming percentage of acres in the Methow Subbasin in government hands, this plan needs to explicitly recognize that a significant focus o
salmon recovery in the Methow subbasin should be on that 89% in public ownership.   For example:  Reduce fire danger, protect riparian areas, increase in
stream flows, and improve forest health by conducting major thinning and fuel reduction operations in local State / Federal forests, which have many acres 
seriously in need of those activities.

Addressed Added verbiage in Section 1.3 Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

286
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3.5 7 27-28
For consistency and information, insert “Okanogan” as the county the subbasin is in, to read: “Within Washington State, the subbasin lies entirely within 
Okanogan County, with approximately 41% in federal and state ownership, 21% in Tribal ownership, and the remaining 38% is in private ownership and is 
primarily within the valley bottoms.” 

Addressed Modified verbiage

287

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 7 31
Add sentences after Fig. 1.5 ref.  "Production of spring Chinook and steelhead are likely from at least four tributaries (Inkaneep, McIntyre, Shingle and 
Parkrill) at this time.  ADD: "Removal of McIntyre dam, with feasibility studies to begin in 2006, and rehabilitation of existing fish ladders would provide 
passage to all historical mainstem and tributary systems up to and including those in Okanagan Lake."

Noted

288
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3.5 7 32-33
The statement about the tribes intending to reintroduce spring Chinook into the subbasin, does not correspond with other statements in the plan about 
examining the feasibility of introducing spring Chinook and wording should be changed to reflect the “feasibility” question. “Spring Chinook are extirpated in
the Okanogan subbasin” (as identified by the ICBTRT) should also be added as important information in the Okanogan subbasin. 

Addressed Modified verbiage

289
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3.6 7 42 For consistency with information for other subbasins, land ownership for Crab Creek subbasin needs to be inserted. Noted

290
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1.3.6 7, 8 Section 1.3.6's description is much longer than the others.  They should be consistent. Noted

291
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 8 Rather than referencing watershed plans, if the intent is truly to have them be the foundation of the recovery plan, each should be included in its entirety as 
an independent chapter Noted

292
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.3.6 8 4-27

Delete information on species population identification and move to Section 2 where this information would be grouped with other species information and 
easily found. This also alleviates the repeated or duplicative information found in both Section 1 and Section 2. This type of placement adds to the 
duplication and makes the plan cumbersome.
Replace lines 4-27 with: “This plan will only generally address recovery of steelhead in Crab Creek. To be consistent, the rest of the information should be 
added to Section 2/Species Status. Some of the information in lines 4-27 already exists (is repeated) in Species Status.

Noted

293 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 8 9 Replace "allow"  with "seek" Addressed Modified verbiage Changed word
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294

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 8 24 Change "concludes" to "purports." Noted

295
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.4 8 (s/b 9) 25-27

Clarify the fisheries information through the following changes: “The ESA listing precludes a directed fishery on naturally produced spring Chinook in the 
Upper Columbia Basin. A Tribal fisheries in the Lower Columbia Basin in Zone 6 (a 130-mile treaty Indian commercial fishery between Bonneville Dam and 
McNary Dam) harvests 5-7% (add incidental take or directed fishery, whichever applies—currently it is not specified). It is not clear if the 5-7% is a directed
fishery or if it is indidental take, or if incidental take exists for other tribal fisheries on top of the 5-7%.    

Addressed Added verbiage

296

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 8 26 Strike the last sentence.  This is supposition and based on no quantitative or qualitative analysis.' Noted

297
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1.4.4 9 Section 1.4.4 should include rationale for reference reach, science behind it and selection critieria.  Suggest the lower and mid Columbia would actually 
better meet the selection criteria Noted

Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

Outside the scope of this plan

298
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1.4.5 9 Section 1.4.5 has a significantly longer description of spring Chinook hatchery fish thatn steelhead hatchery fish. Noted

299 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 9 1-2 Discussion needed on "Since 2000…" Noted

300 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 9 9-10 Discussion needed on "Since 2000…" Noted

301

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 9 22 Change to: Harvest restrictions have reduced numbers of Upper Columbia spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout from being harvested in many cases, 
however, recent changes in lower river harvest regimes may not be sufficient to provide adequate escapement to the ESU. Noted Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 

discussion or relocation

302 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 9 26 Question re: "harvest an additional 5-7%"   How many? Addressed Added verbiage
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303

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.4.5 9 37

Hatcheries:    INSERT 3 new sentences and then INSERT 1 more word after:
".... and 950,000 steelhead in the Methow, Okanogan, and Wenatchee subbasins.  This plan recognizes that the influence of nearly 100 years of 
continuous hatchery operations makes a clear determination or designation of "wild" versus hatchery salmon very difficult if not impossible in 
most of the Upper Columbia Region (UCR).  The reality is that hatchery fish have augmented wild fish for many generations. This genetic 
blending of species blurs the line between fish which are or should be counted under the ESA and those which are not.  These hatchery 
programs annually release about four million....."
SIDEBAR Comment:  It appears that some people who talk about "wild" or "native" versus hatchery fish and who are only casually familiar with the UCR 
could benefit from a little study of history.  A prime example:  In the early part of the 1900s the Methow River had a dam on the lower reaches of the river 
that completely blocked all up-stream salmon migration above that dam for more than enough years to insure that all truly "native" salmon species in the 
Methow River Basin (MRB) went extinct.  Therefore ALL salmon that now spawn in the upper MRB are from hatchery / introduced stocks.  
The only difference is that some are more generations removed from their introduced status than others.  Because of the apparent confusion in this area,
it would be helpful if the UCSRP could expound a bit further on this issue.

Noted
Wild is not used in this document - Rule is 

that only naturally produced fish are 
counted

304
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.5 9-10 The way this section is structured is confused. Perhaps a listing of the Hatcheries, the respective stocks used and listing status and production might make 
it easier to sort. Some information on acclimation ponds that are used throughout the subbasins are not found in the plan and would be of interest. Addressed Refer reader to Section 5

305
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.5 9-10

In order to provide complete and accurate information, insert information about the Colville Tribes hatchery. This is significant hatchery information.  Add 
information  such as, “The Colville Confederated Tribes also have an approved 2005 master plan for the Chief Joseph Hatchery downstream from Chief 
Joseph Dam near Bridgeport. Final planning and construction can begin following a 2-year environmental review. The plan involves releasing nearly 3 
million spring, summer, and fall Chinook salmon in Okanogan River tributaries and just below Chief Joseph Dam, with the intent they be used for tribal 
ceremonial and subsistence fish and public recreational fishing. 

In relation to the above, a research need to “Examine the feasibility (including ESA status of introduced stock) of reintroducing spring Chinook into the 
Okanogan subbasin” is identified under 5.3.3 Hatchery Objectives/Research and Monitoring Objectives, pg. 165. However, the plan states, “Spring Chinoo
in the Okanogan subbasin are currently extinct. The Colville Tribes are working to reintroduce spring Chinook into the subbasin.” (Exec. Summary, Pg. 
xviii) and again states,
 “One goal of the Chief Joseph Dam Hatchery Program is to reintroduce extirpated spring Chinook into select waters in the Okanogan subbasin. 
This is an experimental program designed to restore naturally produced spring Chinook and to  provide a stable ceremonial and subsistence fishery 
and recreational fishery in the Okanogan subbasin”  (Exec. Summary, pg. xxxii).  It also states, “The tribes intend to reintroduce spring 
Chinook into the subbasin.” (pg. 7)

It appears that the “feasibility of reintroducing spring Chinook into the Okanogan subbasin” is occurring autonomously through the tribal hatchery master 
plan through the Northwest Power Conservation Council. Will the feasibility be decided by the Tribe/NPCC? What will be the UCSRB and County 
involvement, if any? How will the potential impacts to landowners and water rights holders be protected, particularly as the hatchery moves toward listed 
stock? How do we protect landowners/water rights holders against the possibility that introduction of listed spring Chinook could cause another distressed 
population? How do we protect landowners/water rights holders against the possibility that spring Chinoook could effect the summer Chinook and lead 
to a listing of summers?   

Noted Addressed in Section 5 and 10(j) 
discussion
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306
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.4.5 10 4 By whom/what parties, and in which forums are changes to federal hatchery operations being discussed?  More background/process info would be helpful. Noted

307 USFWS
08.22.05 1.4.5 10 4 & 5 Delete sentence beginning with Currently…….  It is redundant to sentence on lines 1-2 Noted

308
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.5 10 8 Footnote 21 (“Although steelhead produced at the Winthrop National Fish Hatchery are listed, they are 100% finclipped and harvestble) is important 
information and should be deleted as a footnote and moved to the text of the plan. Noted

309
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 10 22 Rock Island, Wells and Rochy Reach HCP "no net impact" is acutally a 2% loss of fish per dam; thus 2% loss to Wenatchee River, 4% loss to Entiat and 
Chelan rivers and 6% loss to Methow and Okanogan Rivers. Noted Statement content is not accurate

310
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.6 10 26-28 The hydro subsection states that survival will increase with the implementation of the mid-Columbia HCPs. Are those percentages applied directly to 
passage survival or the NNI formula using artificial production and habitat restoration? Whatever it is, it needs to be specified.  Noted Refer reader to Section 5.4

311
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.6 10 29-31

It needs to state that the 2004 FCRPS BO is currently in remand. The off-site habitat mitigation identified in the BO should also be included as an important 
factor to the habitat information in this plan.  Suggested language: The 2004 Federal Columbia River Power System Biological Opinion, currently in 
remand, identifies actions to mitigate for the effects at federal hydropower facilities, which includes tributary enhancement.

Some description of actions, even though the B.O. is in remand, should be added.

Addressed Added verbiage

312
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 10 30 A federal judge apparently does not agree that the 2004 Columbia River Federal Power System Biological Opinion is adequate mitigation.  Since it is 
parallel to the Mid-Columbia HCP, does that also imply the HCP isn't adequate mitigation? Noted

313 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 1.4.7 11 Habitat:  Noxious weeds need to be addressed as a limiting factor Noted

314 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 1.4.7 11

Okanogan County Rivers and streams suffer from extreme summer temperatures, fine sediment and low flow problems. Invasive non native noxious 
aquatic weeds contribute significantly to the degradation of viable salmon habitat. Our Ecological Diversity is being impacted by noxious weeds. They 
provide no food value, form dense colonies that clog waterways, cause sedimentation, reduce native vegetation, lower oxygen and water levels and cause 
erosion to the river banks.  

Noted

315 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 1.4.7 11

Okanogan County Noxious Weed Control Board requires that an integrated weed management plan be utilized including all methods of control.  Noxious 
weeds must be addressed in the Salmon Recovery plan including State Listed Class A, B, B-Designate as well as any new invaders and potential new 
invaders, and weeds not yet listed.  In addition to aquatic noxious weeds that infest the waterways the many weeds that grow along the waterways must be 
addressed.  Noxious weeds contribute to erosion, sedimentation, low oxygen and water level, and water temperature variations.  It is critical to address 
noxious weeds in the aquatic/riparian areas and the seed source traveling through our waterways from Canada  to reduce their spread that’s causing 
reduction in viable habitat.

Noted

316 Yakama Nation 1.4.7 11 2 Delete "Development and" from the first sentence. Make Public the first word. Addressed Modified verbiage
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317
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.7 11 2-12

This language shows the negative bias toward habitat versus the other Hs. Harvest information (1.4.4) lists only current harvest rates; it does not specify 
effects. Hatcheries information (1.4.5) also only lists information about hatcheries; it does not specify effects. Hydropower information (1.4.6) lists only one 
vague statement about effects (presents passage obstacles, line 14). Habitat information, however, moves to an entire paragraph about effects, including 
references to “degraded habitat conditions,” human activities reduction of habitat diversity and quantity, connectivity and riparian function, degraded water 
quality and quantity, loss of large woody debris and floodplain connectivity, and lastly fish management. This negative bias toward habitat is rampant 
throughout the plan.

Lines 2-12 should be deleted. The negative approach toward habitat is not consistent with information on the other Hs. The approach that regulations are 
the only protection also is anti-productive. 

Noted

This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed

The Board does not have the information 
to address this comment at this time.  As 

additional information is obtained from 
NOAA the plan will be updated.

318
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.7 11 13-15 Delete the first sentence—doesn’t tell anyone anything except that regulations are not quantifiable but needed. Land management and voluntary programs 
are described satisfactorily in the remainder of the paragraph.  Noted

319
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 11 20 Change "The Forest Service, the largest landowner" to "The Forest Service, the largest land manager" Noted

320
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

1.4.7 11 20 Change “The Forest Service, the largest  land owner to, "The Forest Service, the largest land manager” Noted

321
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.7 11 24
Replace final sentence with, “Forest practices through the Forests and Fish regulations protect water quality and fish habitat covering 9.1. million acres of 
non-federal land in Washington State, which provides the greatest level of protection for forested stream in the United States.” (This information was taken 
from the Governor’s press release on Forests and Fish.) 

Noted

322
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.4.7 11 24-26

Delete the final (closing) sentence under Habitat that states, “Nevertheless, habitat conditions in many streams remain degraded and habitat improvements 
are needed to sustain populations of listed species.” Again, this is inconsistent with the information under the other Hs, which provides information only, 
does not have a “closing statement” and does not push an agenda. This statement is another opportunity to point to degradation, an opinion thrown in, not 
referenced or based on fact. 

Addressed Modified verbiage

323
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.5 11 28-31

Replace the adopted Snake River vision statement with the UCSRB Mission Statement that was negotiated early in the salmon recovery process and whic
was presented to the public over a period of years as the direction of salmon recovery. A last hour move from recovery of populations to expand to 
ecosystem-based management—“Develop and maintain a healthy ecosystem that contributes to the rebuilding of key fish populations”—does not say 
much for the credibility of the process. Who defines healthy ecosystem? The mission statement (although in some revised format) is currently relegated to 
the page following the cover page and not mentioned anywhere again in the plan. The adopted Snake River vision statement, however, is moved to the lea
position of the plan both in the Executive Summary and in this section. The negotiated Mission Statement is:

To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon, steelhead and other at-risk species through collaborative, economically sensitive efforts, 
combined resources, and wise resource management of the Upper Columbia region. 

Addressed Modified verbiage
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324

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.5 11 28 - 35

Desired Outcome:     What happened to the MISSION Statement ??..  THAT needs to be the primary driver for a desired outcome.  "Visions" tend to be 
fuzzier, and are best relegated to secondary status.  REPLACE Lines 28-35 with this:

"Defining recovery goals and criteria begins with the mission statement for reclassification and recovery of ESA-listed salmon and steelhead in the Upper 
Columbia Region (UCR).  This mission statement provides the overall context within which recovery goals and criteria are set, after which strategies and 
actions can be identified and prioritized.  The mission statement for the Upper Columbia Salmon and Steelhead Recovery Plan (UCSSRP) developed by 
the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board (UCSRB) is:

"To restore viable and sustainable populations of salmon and steelhead, through economically sensitive collaborative efforts, combined efforts, and wise 
resource management in the Upper Columbia Region."

Addressed Modified verbiage

325 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 11 37 Discussion needed on (2) Addressed Modified verbiage

326
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.5 11-12 
36-37
and
1-6

Change to read, “The UCSRB envisions: 1) meeting recovery goals for listed populations of spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout, 2) achieving 
sustainable harvest of key species within the recovery region and the Upper Columbia, 3) realizing these objectives while recognizing the importance of 
agriculture, timber and other natural resource industries to the custom, culture and economic stability of the region, 4) providing identification of non-
regulatory, voluntary habitat measures for private landowners and water rights (including vested water rights) holders that respect and will not infringe on 
land and water rights.

The UCSRB further envisions access to out of basin information and availability of the information made to the UCSRB, counties and local landowners and 
water rights holders.   

Addressed Modified verbiage

327

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.5 11 - 12 36 - 37 and 1 
6

Desired Outcome:    Replace all lines with the following;  plus put list in table format for readability (these are some of the most important words in the entir
plan, and they should NOT be mashed together in one tightly-packed paragraph):

"This plan envisions:
(1)  Meeting recovery goals established for listed populations of spring Chinook and steelhead;
(2)  Eventually achieving sustainable harvests of salmonid species within the recovery region and the Columbia River, after first addressing recovery;
(3)  Considering that limited and closely monitored harvest (tribal and if possible non-tribal) could occur during the recovery period, if the feasibility of doing 
so is clearly supported by hard data on the progress of recovery;
(4)  Realizing these objectives while recognizing the critical importance of agriculture, timber, and other natural resource industries to the custom, culture, 
and economic stability of the Upper Columbia Region (UCR);
(5)  Recognizing the benefits of rural and urban development to regional growth and the local economy of the UCR;
(6)  Providing a road map of strictly non-regulatory and voluntary habitat enhancement measures for private landowners and water-right 
holders, that respects existing and future property and water rights; 
(7)  Not overriding any other authority over harvest, hydro, hatcheries, and habitat;  and
(8)  Unrestricted access to all data from all 4 "H-sectors", that is input into management plans that directly impact salmon recovery in the UCR."

Agriculture, natural resource industries, and development are not just "beneficial" to the health of the human environment within the UCR, they are 
CRITICAL in every sense of the word.  That needs to be clearly acknowledged in this "vision".

Addressed Modified verbiage
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328
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.4 

12-14
Abundance, productivity, spatial structure and diversity adds to the confusion before sufficient groundwork is laid and should be deleted from the 
introduction as unnecessary, cumbersome and confusing duplication. This information is fully outlined in Section 4 Delisting Criteria where it is easily 
accessible to people and is more appropriately referenced. (Please note that references are not included in any of this information).   

Noted The Board felt that this is the backbone of 
the plan and needs to remain as written

329
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5 12 4 Grammatical:  Need to add an "-ing" word, e.g. developing or implementing, in front of "...a road map of non-regulatory…" Addressed Modified verbiage

330
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.5 12 7-9 Delete. Recovery goals are already listed in item 1; this is simply an unnecessary reiteration and expansion that is described in other segments of the plan. Noted

331
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.5 12 10-23 Delete. Specific goals are itemized in the delisting criteria and need not be specific here. This is unnecessary and cumbersome duplication in an 
introduction section, when specifics are re-stated in detail in appropriate sections of the plan where people can find them. Noted

332 Yakama Nation 1.5 12 11 Again the term "naturally produced" is used.  The definitions section says naturally produced fish come from naturally spawning parents, but the implication 
throughout the document is that naturally produced means from non-hatchery fish naturally spawing.  This needs clarification. Noted Fully defined in Section 4

333

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.5 12 22

INSERT new paragraph after ".... are identified in Section 4":
"This plan recognizes the importance of providing valid metrics for Upper Columbia Region (UCR) tributary productivity.  It is the policy of the 
UCSRB to emphasize juvenile salmonid productivity within each tributary as the primary indicator of habitat restoration success for each basin 
in the UCR.  In addition to evaluating productivity for the entire life cycle (mean recruits per spawner), this plan looks to identify a measure that 
focuses on effects of tributary habitat on juvenile salmonid survival, without the confounding effects of mortality outside the subbasin 
(commonly referred to as out-of-subbasin effects).  This will be accomplished primarily by evaluating "smolts per spawner" and / or "smolts per 
redd."  Although this plan does not identify specific recovery criteria based on these factors, this will allow a consistent approach to evaluate th
level of success for restoration and recovery actions in the UCR and the quality of habitat in tributaries."
This is yet another critical paragraph:  Some version of the above must make it into the final UCSRP in order to provide some reasonable, recognizable, 
and measurable parameters by which to judge whether or not recovery has been successful in the UCR;  or at least "successful enough".  Without 
something like this, deciding whether or not recovery has been successful becomes a mushy, subjective judgment call by "somebody";  and potentially 
becomes dependent on one or all of the "other H's" outside of the UCR, over which those IN the UCR have little or no control.

Addressed Added verbiage

334
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.1 12 33 Recommend using layman's terms to describe why geometric mean is better than arithmetic mean, e.g. say it throws out really high and really low outlier 
numbers (or some other appropriate general explanation like Tracy did in Entiat presentation), rather than saying result is often skewed…. Noted

335
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.1 12 33 Suggest mentioning "moving window" of 12-year geometric mean or something akin to Tracy's Entiat presentation language/explanation Noted

336 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 12 34-36 Comment re: "Because of a …." Refer to Figures 5.6 & 5.7 pp. 246 & 247 about productivity.   Page 122 #adults.  Line 21 p.34 uses 2.2 adults/redd?  

Smolts/redd pp. 112 & 113.  Pg. 240 Table 5:11.  Xxvi - executive summary Addressed Added verbiage Submitted verbiage added on Comment # 
333 take care of this comment
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337
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 12 35 "Steelhead abundance is based on inter-dam counts" - where there will be at least 9% mortality Noted Comment statement content is not 
accurate

338
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.1 12 36
Recomment at end of sentence adding clause saying "…until adequate redd count data are available".  Related to Phil A's past comments that steelhead 
redd counts are being done/have been done in Entiat but # of years of data currently not sufficient but should be used when available, and inter-dam counts 
not altogether reliable/best indicator.

Noted See Section 5

339
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.2 13 2 & 3
Recomment moving additional clarifying language about what productivity means from Wenatchee section on p. 27, lines 34-39, and placing it in this 
general area regarding what Productivity is/means. This is the "definition area", further forward in the document, and moving language here makes it not 
specific to Wenatchee section.

Addressed Modified verbiage Moved verbiage

340
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.2 13 3 & 4 Although recruitment is defined in glossary, "recruits per spawner" is not common lingo and could use a bit extra wording here to describe. Noted

341 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 13 11-14 Comment:  Same discussion pg.12 Addressed

342
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.2 13 29 Recommend adding definition of "Morphology" to glossary Addressed Added verbiage

343
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.4 13 30 Recommend adding "(genetic)" behind word "genotypic" for general reader purposes.  Addressed Added verbiage

344
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.4 13 30 A footnote to accompany genotypic would perhaps be useful here to address Buell Hawkins' issue re: the fact that there is lack of clarification about how 
introduction of more genes (via hatchery fish) could decrease genetic diversity.  If not here, then something needs to be added in text or footnote elsewhere. Addressed Added verbiage

345
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.5.4 14 1 Recommend adding "Fecundity" definition to glossary Addressed Added verbiage

346

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.6 14 9

Overall Strategy to Recovery:   Change to read:  "This plan is based on the best scientific information currently available and professional judgment."

Omitting "professional judgment" implies that everything in the UCSRP has peer-reviewed hard scientific data to back it up.  That is NOT the 
case.

Addressed Added verbiage

347
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 9
The UCSRB intent to have credible information drive this plan should be explicitly stated here. Suggested language to replace line 1: It is the intent of the 
UCSRB that this plan be evidence-based with published, credible, scientifically sound and peer approved information. Information and proposed project 
actions will be further reviewed by a local advisory committee to ensure credibility.  

Noted

This issue will be addressed in the 
Implementation Strategy

The local groups will have a seat at the 
table for this process.
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348
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 14 9 "Best available scientific information" has been mixed with best commercially available information and professional judgement.  Identifying which is whch 
will help with lay reader acceptance. Addressed Added verbiage

Added the word  "empirical"
The Board agrees with this philosophy and
believes that all information used needs to 

be defensible

349 Okanogan County 1.6 14 9 The first sentence of this section says:  "This plan is based on the best available scientific information currently available."  But, is it complete? Addressed Added verbiage

Added the word  "empirical"
The Board agrees with this philosophy and
believes that all information used needs to 

be defensible

350
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.6 14 9 "…best available scientific information currently available."  ---Need to get rid of one "available" Addressed
The Board agrees with this philosophy and
believes that all information used needs to 

be defensible

351
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 10

The statement that “other documents have been incorporated by reference” needs to be changed to, “other documents have been referenced…” 
Numerous documents of agreements, negotiated legal settlements, HCPs, etc. are in this plan, some that continue to be renegotiated on an ongoing basis. 
While these outside document may be acknowledged, they should not be “incorporated” into this plan without a full understanding of what they entail and 
what they might entail after renegotiation. 

Addressed

352
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 11-12 Delete the sentence on the reference section as unnecessary. Readers do not need to be referred to the reference section for more information. When 
information is properly referenced, it is logical that the entire document referenced includes more information than in the plan. Noted The refernce section will not have more 

information than what is in the plan

353
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 13-15
Delete Lines 13-15. (The logic path in line 14 could be inserted in a more appropriate place.) Again, the statement that the plan is based on the reference 
documents is a useless and unnecessary statement and “some expanded analysis” e.g. [such as] EDT analysis for the Wenatchee Subbasin” is totally 
useless and confusing information. The EDT analysis is mentioned in the next paragraph and there is no need for it to be stated here.

Noted The refernce section will not have more 
information than what is in the plan

354
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 19-20

This sentence states that, “…the spatial structure of each population was then divided into geographic assessment units, following watershed plans and 
subbasin plans.” Geographic assessment units were a function of the EDT model, which was used in subbasin plans, but how are watershed plans related 
to “geographic assessment units? Are the geographic assessment units based on “subbasins” as a unit? If that is the case, it should be clearly stated as 
the only link to watershed plans.

The implication is that watershed plans identified geographic assessment units similar to subbasin plans, which is not believed to be accurate. If this is not 
accurate, watershed plans needs to be removed from this language.

Addressed
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355 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County 1.6 14 20

Please delete lines 20 (starting with "Current and historical") through line 24 and replace with: Empirical information, when available, was used to determin
threats to populations of spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout.  In cases where empirical information was lacking, local knowledge, or professional 
judgement, based on literature review, or experience with similar conditions/factors, was used to identify threats.   Limiting factors were then identified by 
the threats (both past and present).  Current and historical conditions of each population were described, and limiting factors that led to the decline of each 
population in the Upper Columbia Basin were identified. Actions were then selected that addressed limiting factors to listed fish populations in the Upper 
Columbia Basin that will ultimately lead to recovery (viable populations that are de-listing from the ESA). The targets for recovery (numeric goals) were 
defined by technical recovery teams, organized by NOAA Fisheries, were based on conservation biology. A simple model of the overall strategy of the plan 
was:

Facts           -->                     Threats          -->            Limiting Factors         -->             Recovery targets
(based on empirical,               (past & present)
local, and pro. knowledge)
 

Recommended actions addressed the primary limiting factor(s) and threats to each population. Limiting factors were identified within each sector or “H” 
(Harvest, Hatcheries, Hydropower, and Habitat). Several methods were used to develop recommendations to address the limiting factors within
each sector. Even though there is no way to predict with 100% accuracy on whether recommended actions will mitigate identified threats, this Plan
identifies monitoring and evaluation that will demonstrate whether actions are working.  The monitoring and evaluation may lead to revision of the “targets” 
once more empirical information is obtained. 

Addressed

356
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 20-24

Current and historical conditions of each population were described how? A brief description is needed. 

Limiting factors that led to the decline of each population were identified how? A brief description is needed.

VSP should be spelled out and if previous VSP references are deleted as recommended, the four criteria of abundance, productivity, spatial structure and 
diversity should be itemized (without further description), referenced and referred to Section 4 for more information. If the previous VSP references were no
removed, it would remain necessary to reference two locations here, which again is confusing and unnecessary.

Actions were selected how? Needs clarification.

Noted Described elsewhere in the Plan

357
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

1.6 14 25 Recommend elaborating on what a limiting factor vs. a threat is, e.g. limiting factor = condition, threat = action that causes limiting factor.  Tracy described 
difference between them during Entiat presentation, and it was noted this clarifying language should be added somehwere. Addressed Added verbiage

358
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 25-26 Most primary limiting factors selected how? Needs clarification. Noted Described elsewhere in the Plan
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359
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 27-30

The statement that the “cumulative effects of recovery actions integrated across the Hs and across populations” was completed using EDT analysis, All H 
Analyzer, empirical and derived data, public input, and professional judgment needs clarification. Is the writer saying that information from the EDT, 
empirical and derived data and professional judgment were used in the All H Analyzer but the tool that integrated the effects of recovery actions across Hs 
is the All H Analyzer. This isn’t clear.  

Addressed Modified verbiage Refer to Section 5.6

360
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

1 14 30
"Importantly, actions were coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdicitons that determined the feasibility of the recommended actions, including socio-
economic concerns."  When was Entiat River reference reach and resultant fishing restrictions coordinated with Entiat watershed planning unit and local 
Entiat residents?  How werre the socio-economic concerns addressed at the watershed or school district or city scale?

Noted

361 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 14 31 Question re:  "including socio-economic concerns"   How are these measured? Addressed Modified verbiage

362

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.6 14 30 - 31

Overall Strategy to Recovery:   This says:    "Importantly, actions were coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdictions that determined the feasibility 
of the recommended actions, including socio-economic concerns."
As per other comments:  Section 6 (Social / Economic Considerations) is NOT DONE YET.  So it is more than a bit difficult to figure out how a 
section that has hardly been STARTED has been "coordinated" with local stakeholders.
Even if you overlook Section 6 not being "there" yet, for practical purposes the opportunities for citizens of Chelan, Douglas, and Okanogan Counties to 
substantially and meaningfully participate in the drafting, review, and delivery of the UCSRP were marginal AT BEST;  prior to publication of the current 
Draft at the end of June 2005.

Addressed Modified verbiage

363
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 30-31 Delete the last sentence that claims actions were coordinated with local stakeholders and jurisdictions that determined the feasibility of the recommended 
actions, including socio-economic concerns.  That is very premature and unfounded. Addressed Modified verbiage

364
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14 39-40 Delete the last sentence that claims habitat actions were refined based on input from local landowners and land managers.  Unfounded. Addressed Modified verbiage

365
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.6 14-15 General General Statement: The information in the Overall Strategy to Recovery  subsection is seriously flawed and confusing. See other references to this 
subsection.  Noted

366

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.6 15 4 - 13

Overall Strategy to Recovery:    Essentially needs same fix as in 2 other places:   At end of Line 13, after:  "This plan is a 'living document' that will be 
updated as new information becomes available."   Add:  "All significant modifications, especially those that change the regulatory environment or 
impose additional costs or restrictions on private property and water rights, shall be submitted for public review and comment by local 
governments and stakeholders, and approved by the UCSRB prior to implementation."  

Better yet:  Combine the various versions of the "living document" mantra that are scattered around the plan in various places, write it ONCE as a 
separate small section, and reference that section in other sections as required.  In any case this change is another must-have, without which 
State agencies and their consultants could interpret the current "living document" language as license to make unlimited and unilateral ongoing substantive 
changes to this plan after it is initially approved, without any further oversight and review by local elected officials.  

Addressed Added verbiage
Added new paragraph of suggested 

verbiage and will insert where appropriate 
elsewhere in the document

367 Okanogan County 1.6 15 12-13
The Plan says:  "This plan is a “living document” that will be updated as new information becomes available."

We need to be specific as to how the document can change and not leave it open ended so that anyone can change it.
Addressed Modified verbiage
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368
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.7 15 19-26 The statutory requirements are spelled out in Section 4 in the Delisting Criteria Section and the reader should be referred to Section 4 rather than 
unnecessarily repeating the entire ESA requirements. Addressed Modified verbiage

369

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.7 15 27- 37

Relationship to Other Recovery Activities:
Another case of unnecessary and confusing duplication, that just makes the draft plan longer and harder to study and comprehend:  Unless I missed 
something, these lines are an ALMOST exact duplicate of Section 7 Lines 8-19 on Page 250.  The ONLY difference between these lines and the Section 
7 version, is that on Page 250 the words "(designed for PUD mitigation)" are inserted after "operation of state hatcheries" (Section 1.7 Line 32).

Instead of duplicating this hard-to read paragraph at opposite ends of the plan, Line 27 of Section 1.7 should say "See Section 7 on Page 250 for a list 
of efforts currently being developed or implemented in the basin".   Besides making the plan shorter, that way 2 paragraphs that should be and stay 
the same don't diverge.

Addressed Modified verbiage

370
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.7 15 36 Delete “and their respective regulatory functions” associated with the counties or go back and apply that statement to all the state and federal recovery 
efforts noted that also have “regulatory functions” associated with them.   Addressed Modified verbiage

371 Yakama Nation 1.7 15 37 Add "Wy-Kan-Ush-Mi Wa-Kish-Wit (Spirit of the Salmon), The Tribal Fish Recovery Plan" to the end of the list and to the Reference section as well. Addressed Modified verbiage

372

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.8 16 8
Coordination and Public Involvement:
".... charrettes ...." ??  Really ??...  I guess "frantic efforts to put finishing touches on your work" kind of fits (see:  
http://www.charretteinstitute.org/charrette.html ).  But I would suggest going into all-out frantic mode is probably not the best plan.

Addressed Modified verbiage

373 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 1 16 13-18 Comment re:  "In addition….assistance."  Self-serving, already listed. Addressed Deleted verbiage

374
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

1.9 16 16
“Local landowners” should be deleted as participants in the plan unless substantial changes are made to the June 2005 draft plan through the comment 
process to address local concerns.  Otherwise “public participation” is simply window dressing during the planning phases and landowners are simply 
targeted for the implementation phase.

Addressed Deleted Verbiage

375

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

1.9 16 18

Planning Participants:
CHANGE and ADD TO the last line in this Section:
"..... , Normandeau Associates, Peven Consulting, and the Habitat Coordinating Committee (HCC) provided technical assistance.  The following 
people provided material contributions to the work of the HCC:  [<_Fill_in_the_names_>]."

The HCC was a key behind-the-scenes player in the preparation of the current draft plan.  HCC contributors should be listed just like other consultants.

Addressed Deleted Verbiage
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376

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

1 20 When does the professional judgment and social and economic evaluation happen? A general timeline to go along with the logic path on page 20 would be 
helpful. Noted

377 Bob Foster 
WDFW 1 21

Simikameens River should be Similkameen

Rationale:  The entire document needs consistancy in the use of sockeye and sockeye salmon, also in some cases Chinook salmon and sometimes just 
Chinook.

Addressed Modified verbiage

378

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

1 21 Note in Figure language that this map does not depict production areas in Canada, but that the contribution to ESU recovery from production areas in 
Canada is inherent in this plan. Noted

379 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 2

Species Status--Chelan County would like to review all language regarding bull trout in Lake Chelan with USFWS and Chelan PUD, including Lake Chelan 
re-licensing agreement language.  The County is not interested in re-introducing bull trout into Lake Chelan, and this plan and the re-licensing agreement 
suggests that the feasibility of reintroduction should be explored. 

Noted

380 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 2 The Mullan report appears to be the primary infomration source for all of the historic population run numbers.  This information source should be described 

and its importance noted.  What else is there? Noted

381

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2 23 2-4

After the introductory sentence:    "This section briefly describes the community structure, current and historical population structure and life histories of 
spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout in the Upper Columbia Basin.";     ADD:
"Data is available and presented in this section going back as far as 1960.  Because natural variations in climate and ocean conditions can have very long 
cycle times, it is difficult to determine long-term standard-deviation salmonid population structures in the UCRB to any high level of precision, given the 
limited number of years for which hard data is available."

Rationale:   "Historical" and "histories" are words of unbounded elasticity.  I didn't notice any data in the Section 2 discussion, tables, or graphs that went 
any further back than 1960.  The plan should make it clear that this section only deals with relatively RECENT history.  That perspective is important;  i.e.:  
With a RELATIVELY small statistical sample total number of years, how endangered or threatened UCRB fish stocks look depends a lot on which year or 
years you pick to support that determination.  For example, Table 2.1 shows that in the Methow River Basin (MRB) the highest number of spring 
Chinook spawners ever recorded since 1960 occurred in 2001, and that by just over a 2:1 margin (9904 total spawners).

Addressed Added verbiage
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382

Les Kinney

Letter

(1 of 4)

2 23, 26, 28

These comments were submitted by Les Kinney as a letter dated January 22, 2005 and included in the comment matrix for the January 1, 2005 Draft.  The
have been added to this matix because the letter, in its entirety has been re-submitted.

After studying this plan, I have to conclude that it is based on assumptions conceived by biological opinions and has little, if any, credible data to support 
your assumptions, especially in the Okanogan drainage.  In the paragraphs on pages 23, 26 and 28 describing historical abundance and productivity of 
Spring Chinook, Steelhead, and Bull Trout (the three species you hope to recover) I see the same phrases used over and over; "no estimates of their 
abundance", "no quantative estimates on historic productivity", "numbers of steelhead not available",  "no estimates on bull trout", "it is believed ", "it is 
assumed", etc., etc.

As a private landowner in Okanogan County who makes my living from cattle, timber and hay crops, I have a difficult time accepting your conclusions 
onwhat caused the decline in these species when you're not even sure about their viability in the first place.

Noted

383 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 2 24

“Steelhead can residualize (lose the ability to smolt) in tributaries and never migrate to the sea, thereby becoming resident rainbow trout.”

Comment(s):  How can this statement be true?  If a rainbow and a steelhead are in fact two different species, how can a fish change from one species to 
another?  Certainly the genetic make-up of the fish hasn’t changed.

Noted

384

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.3.1 24-25
Explaining the levels of population structure including the distinct population segment (DPS), evolutionarily significant unit (ESU) and independent 
populations is very important for future public understanding and acceptance of this plan. The draft document does a good job explaining these concepts, 
but an even more detailed and specific explanation would help to justify the plan and its ramifications.

Noted

385 BOR
07.27.05 2 24 7

It is not clear if the plan addresses all O. mykiss below anadromous barriers as part of the ESU.  The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) proposed 
listing would include resident O. mykiss in these areas as part of the Evolutionarily Significant Unit (ESU) but that listing has not been finalized.  While it is 
clear that resident O. mykiss above the anadromous barriers are not included it seems appropriate to include those below the barriers as part of the ESU to 
be recovered.

Noted

386 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 24 4-5 Discussion needed on "Stellhead can ….rainbow trout." Noted

387
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.2 25 14 Subbasin Plans were adopted in 2005; Entiat Watershed Plan was adopted in 2004 Addressed Modified verbiage

388
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 25 14 Subbasin Plans were adopted in 2005; Entiat Watershed Plan was adopted in 2004 Addressed Modified verbiage
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389
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.2 25 19 Is introduced different from exotics on  lines 21,23,30 and numerous other places in the document. It may be more understandable to use the same term 
when conveying the same idea. Addressed Modified verbiage

390
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 25 19 Is introduced  different from exotics on lines 21,23,30 and numerous other places in the document. It is usually more understandable to use the same term 
when conveying the same idea. Addressed Modified verbiage

391
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

2.2 25 31 & 32
Re: piscivorousness.  I have heard the question "how can you work to recover salmon in watersheds where there are bull trout, because the bull trout eat 
the salmon fry?"  Perhaps add language here about co-evolution, or habitat partitioning, or something to explain more how you can work to recover both 
populations within a watershed.  Or add to section 3.8.2 - Predation - on p.93, line 9.

Addressed Added Verbiage

392
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.1 26 3-4 Delete the first paragraph as unneccessary information, particularly in light of the heading that states what is in this subsection. Noted

393
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

2.3.1 26 21 Recommend adding "Conspecific" definition to glossary Addressed Modified verbiage

394
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2 26 26-36

“Independent populations” is a category of population structure that is not directed by the ESA. In spite of that it is a key driver of this recovery plan. Not 
only are we being asked in this plan to recover species, but we are asked to recover them in specific multiple places at certain abundance levels according 
to VSP criteria before they can be delisted.   

The Independent Scientific Advisory Board reviewed the ESA population structure: “The ESA, as originally written, applied to entire species. Later 
amendments provided the option for listing a "distinct population segment" of a vertebrate animal species population.” 

Regarding independent populations, the review goes on to state, “That is to say, a particular hierarchy constructed of ESUs, "independent populations" and 
"subpopulations" as proposed in McElhany et al. (2000) may, from a scientific standpoint, be a system of definitions designed more to help organize 
management decisions than to delineate unambiguously recognizable building blocks.” “It seems, therefore, that the designation of "independent 
populations," may result in the imposition of an artificial black and white classification on a reality that is actually some shade of gray.

ISAB Comments on Draft NOAA Technical Recovery Team Documents Identifying Independent Salmonid Populations Within Evolutionarily Significant 
Units (Review of Interior Columbia TRT Draft Document)December 12, 2003, ISAB 2003-4 www.nwppc.org/library/isab/isab2003-4.pdf 

It is highly recommended that all references to identified independent populations be attributed to ICBTRT and not the UCSRB. It is further highly 
recommend that the VSP criteria (and the independent population information) be combined under Section 4, Delisting Criteria and the entire section 
be attributed to to ICBTRT, NOAA and USFWS as applicable. 

Noted
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395
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2
2.3.3 27-34

34-44 
All
All

The historic population characteristics (2.3.2) and current population characteristics (2.3.3) are listed but not tied together which makes comparisons and/o
useful information difficult. Current populations quoted in terms of numbers and geometric mean only quote broad ranges from attached charts. Historic 
estimates show significant data gaps. Steelhead productivity for the Wenatchee and Entiat repeat the same figures twice, rather than broken down by 
subbasin, but that is not clearly shown in the text.

These section should be able to show “where we are now” compared to historic levels (“where we have been” since that is the comparison of choice) and 
compared to delisting criteria (“where we are going.)” This section does not get us there.

Current populations criteria also does not work well in comparing to the delisting criteria in Section 4, where a geometric mean for 8 years in some cases is 
called for and 12 years in other cases.  

Noted Text references Appendix which covers 
this information

396
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.3.2 27 (s/b 28) 5 change “indicates” to “suggests  Addressed

397
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.1 27  6-7 Delete this reference to VSP criteria as overly repetitive throughout the plan, and again the recommendation is that all VSP criteria be corralled in Section 
4, Delisting Criteria and attributed to the ICBTRT. Noted

398 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 27 9 Discussion need on "(1986)" Noted No other peer reviewed studies available

399 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 27 20-21, 27 Discussion needed on all dates listed.  Old studies?  Accuracy and testing methods Mullan, Fulton, Howell, Culkins, Chapman Noted No other peer reviewed studies available

400
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2 27 24
Spring Chinook in the Okanogan: There is dispute about the suitability of the habitat for spring Chinook in the Okanogan. The feasibility study for spring 
Chinook must be made available to the public and the counties. Carson Chinook were introduced into the Okanogan several years ago through a Colville 
Tribe program. How is that introduction going?  

Noted

401 USFWS
08.22.05 2.3.2 27 25-27 Sentence is out of place, move to previous paragraph, line 21 Addressed

402 BOR
07.27.05 2 27 30

Mullan (1992) provides data on the 1967-1987 average escapement for spring and summer Chinook in the Wenatchee.  Based on those estimates it 
appears that about 43% of Chinook are spring Chinook.  Based on Mullans estimate of total average run size for the same period about 12% of the 
Chinook would be spring Chinook.

Noted

403
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.32 27
28

30-31
8

23-24

Ken Williams stated the numbers quoted for Mullan et. A. (1992) are not accurate for Upper Columbia spring Chinook in the Wenatchee, Entiat and 
Methow. Tracy was going to check, however the numbers remain the same in this draft. Addressed Tracy did verify the numbers used

404
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 27 36 The concept described in lines 36-39 is only under Wenatchee Productivity.  Is it a concept unique to the Wenatchee system or should it be included in 
each river system? Addressed Added verbiage Verbiage added in Introduction on 12/5/05
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405 BOR
07.27.05 2 27 37

Assumptions about productivity are outlined but the basis in science for those assumptions is not clear.  Based on historical records of run failures there 
must have been times when productivity was below 1.0 and existing data would suggest that at times of high abundance productivity was likely below 1.0.  
Assuming that even during periods of higher abundance productivity was greater than 1.0 seems unreasonable in that this creates a population for which 
there would be no control on growth.

Addressed Modified verbiage Changed verbiage and added the TRT as a
qualifier

406 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 28 2,8,17,24+ Discussion needed on all dates listed. Noted

407
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

2.3.2 28 4 Need citation or footnote for Salmonscape so folks know what this is/who manages it. Addressed Modified verbiage Cited WDFW website 
(www.wdfw.wa.gov/salmonscape)

408 Bob Foster 
WDFW 2 28 4 There needs to be a definition for Salmonscape somewhere in the document. Addressed

409 BOR
07.27.05 2 28 13 A long term average growth rate greater than 1.0 would result in an ever increasing population.  It appears more reasonable to assume that populations in 

the long term were at some equilibrium so an average growth rate of 1.0 should be assumed. Addressed See Comment # 405

410 BOR
07.27.05 2 28 24

As outlined above Mullan (1992) provides an estimate of spring and summer Chinook average escapement for the period 1967-1987 and this suggests that 
spring Chinook made up about 62% of the Chinook returning to the basin.  Mullan's data on total run size suggests that spring Chinook were 22-23% of the 
Chinook population in that period.

Noted

411 Okanogan County 2.3.2 28 24-25

The Plan says:  "It is unclear whether summer Chinook occupied the Methow River (Mullan 1987), thus a large fraction of this estimate was probably spring 
Chinook."

Comment:  Check dam counts to make sure the spring chinook are all counted.  The spring chinook, not the summer chinook.

Noted Genetic differences exist - not dam counts 
but spawning ground counts

412 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 29 3,14,15,16+ Discussion needed on all dates listed. Addressed

413

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.3.2 29 4 What is a salmonscape? Addressed

414 Okanogan County 2.3.2 29 5 & 10
The Plan says:  "An assumption" and "a basic assumption"

Comment:  We're making a lot of assumptions here.
Noted

415 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 29 28-29 Discussion needed on, "Therefore….salmon runs…" Noted

416 Bob Foster 
WDFW 2 30 8-12 There is a redundancy in the use of Foster Creek. Addressed

417 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 30 8,15,23,29 Discussion needed on all dates listed. Noted

418
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.3.2 30 25 Steelhead have been observed in Beaver and Chumstick Creeks. Salmonscape suggests that  Derby……..provided historical steelhead habitat. Addressed
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419 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 31 4,9,17,26,37 Discussion needed on all dates listed. Noted

420 Okanogan County 2.3.2 31 13 & 33
The Plan says:  "a basic assumption"

Comment:  Again, we are making more assumptions.
Noted

421 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 2 31 24

In this section, there are no known numbers of Okanogan steelhead, no data on productivity, and uncertainty on spatial structure and diversity, I.e. to what 
extent did steelhead exist in the Okanogan?  Delisting in the table on p. 124 and p. 125 lines 14-18 requires a population of 500 and a spawner:spawner 
ratio of 1.2--this may be unrealistic and could prevent the region/ESU from delisting steelhead unless these numbers are reached in the Okanogan.  Since 
there is no evidence that these numbers ever existed, why tie delisting to them?

Addressed
The Board felt that this data should be 

evaluated empirically - monitor and 
evaluate in the future

422 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 32 1 Discussion needed on "1994" Noted

423 BOR
07.27.05 2 32 11 Previously, where data was lacking, the plan assumed average productivity rates of greater than 1.0.  For bull trout a stable population is assumed, where 

data is lacking, which yields an average productivity rate of 1.0.  These two different assumptions about productivity rates should be reconciled. Noted

424
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 32 11 Description of bull trout abundance and productivity is significantly different than salmon and steelhead abundance and productivity.  Is salmon and 
steelhead information really that much more reliable than bull trout info? Noted

425 Okanogan County 2.3.2 32
12, 14, 17, 
22, 24, 25, 

28, 32
The Plan uses the following phrases: "unknown occupancy", "it is assumed", "it is believed", "no estimates", "no data", "probably" Noted

426
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 32 14 Says "It is believed that bull trout historically occurred"; line 27 "Bull trout historically occurred". Is there a different level of confidence in Wenatchee info vs
Entiat and Methow info? Noted

427 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.2 32 16 Unlike the other waters listed the Wenatchee R. is not a spawning river, only serving rearing and migration. Without the cold water spawning areas 

upstream the Wenatchee could support no bull trout on its own and brook trout have replaced bull trout in some tributaries. Noted

428 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 32 19 Discussion needed on "K. Williams, personal communication). Addressed

429 Okanogan County 2.3.2 33
1, 2, 7, 8, 15, 
16, 18, 32, 

34, 35

Again the Plan uses the following phrases:  "no data available", "it is assumed", "based on habitat conditions they may have also occurred", "quite likely", "
not well known", "it is believed that they occurred" Noted

430 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 33 10 Discussion needed on "(USFWS 2002)." Noted
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431

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.2 33 16 With respect to UCRB bull trout:  Since it lacks cold-water upstream spawning areas, the Wenatchee cannot directly serve as bull trout spawning habitat.  
Therefore unlike the other creeks and rivers mentioned, the Wenatchee River can only serve as rearing and migration habitat. Noted

432 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 33 24-26 Discussion needed on all dates listed. Noted

433
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2 33 34-35
Fisher and Wolf (2003) is the Okanogan Limiting Factors Analysis, which was not completed and was not endorsed by Okanogan County. The Washington 
Conservation Commission that had the legislative authority to complete the LFA’s does not recognize a LFA for Okanogan. This reference needs to be 
deleted.

Noted Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

434
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 34
"Out of basin Carson stock spawn primarily in the Icicle creek and were not included in the abundance estimates.  Any out of basin fish that spawned in 
other areas…were included in the estimtates…"  Why were Entiat River spring Chinook which are 99% out of basin Carson stock included?  Why did the 
genetic testing revealing the heritage of Entiat River Chinook lead to an extirpation ruling?

Noted

435
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2 34 8 T. Cooney, NOAA Fisheries is not a proper reference. Addressed Added verbiage Added "personal communication"

436 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 34 8, 9 Discussion needed on "NOAA Fisheries" and "USFWS 2002" Addressed

437 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 34 21 Discussion needed on "2.2 fish/redd." Addressed Added verbiage Footnote added

438 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 35 2 Comment:  p.122 - target 2,000.  Refer to comments on Entiat p.36 Noted

439

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 35 14-17

UCRB Spring Chinook - Wenatchee - Productivity:   
The statement that downstream of Tumwater Canyon is more degraded is very subjective and not supported with credible data.

Comparing the Chiwawa with the mainstem (either now or in the distant past) is apples and oranges.  These very different habitats should be EXPECTED 
to have different productivities, regardless of how "pristine" they are (or not).  Natural environmental attributes differ greatly between various reaches within 
the same basin.  Productivity is also a function of stream size (Mullan et al. 1992, page 67).  The upper reaches of small streams are cooler and usually 
have greater amounts of wood and food per unit area. They also lack significant ice flooding.  Therefore the Chiwawa should be expected to be more 
productive than the Wenatchee mainstem for spring Chinook in any case.  Summer Chinook which are too abundant for listing find the mainstem to their 
liking.  Note that the spawning survey by French and Wahle in 1954-60 found that the less pristine Nason Creek (with a major highway running right next to 
it) at times out-produced the Chiwawa. 

Addressed Modified verbiage Changed degraded to less productive
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440 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 35 16

 This statement is highly subjective and unsupportable. Comparing the Chiwawa R. with the mainstem is comparing apples and oranges historically and at 
present. One would expect greatly different habitats to have greatly different productivities pristine or not. Natural environmental attributes differ greatly 
between various reaches within the same basin. Productivity is also a function of stream width size (see p. 67 Mullan et al. 1992 p.). Small stream 
upstream are cooler and have greater amounts of wood and food per unit area. They also lack devastating ice flooding. I would be shocked if the Chiwawa 
was not more productive than the mainstem for spring chinook. Summer chinook which are too abundant for listing find the mainstem to their liking. Also, 
during the spawning survey years of French and Wahle, 1954-60, the less pristine Nason Cr. with a major highway running through it out-produced the 
Chiwawa at times.     

Addressed Modified verbiage Changed degraded to less productive

441

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.3.3 35 22-24 This is important information and should be more clearly explained in terms of population biology. Addressed

442 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 35 30 Discussion needed on "As early as the 1800s" Addressed

443

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 35 30-35

UCRB Spring Chinook - Wenatchee - Spatial Structure and Diversity:
Statements indicating lost diversity in the Wenatchee are untested and unsupported theory.  Where is the hard data that shows diversity has diminished, or 
the effects of the supposed diminishment ?  Wild spring Chinook were highly productive even after the GCFMP, diversity loss or not.  Even after full hydro 
development, Methow spring Chinook above 9 dams were self-sustaining for many years.  It was not until TWO hatcheries began cranking out hatchery fis
including Carson stock, AND declining ocean conditions, that the bottom fell out.

Historically there were times when the bottom fell out too, but there is no hard data on this because nobody has really researched the ethno-historical 
record.  Consider:  Why did trappers pack 1000s of dried sockeye from the Fraser River to outposts as far south as Fort Colville (to the great Indian fishery 
at Kettle Falls) and the Snake River Basin (Walla Walla) when Columbia Basin runs failed (Nisbet 1994, Cole 2001) ?  What happened to diversity then ?  
How much diversity was lost due to habitat destruction ?  How many fish were lost ?  How much habitat was actually degraded ?  
Does altered environment automatically translate into degraded habitat as implied ?

Mullan et al. (1992) found that rip-rap can generally be great salmon habitat.
Hillman et al (1989) reported that rip-rap was important over-wintering habitat in the Wenatchee basin.  Thirty-one miles of rip-rap has been installed in 
the Methow, which should translate into some level of overall habitat improvement.

How about the benefits of irrigation recharge:  Cool water in summer and warm water in winter, with chemically rich groundwater helping base-flow 
at the most critical times.  A lot of this habitat talk is simply whimsical, wishful, eco-correct palaver without any real science behind it.

Noted

444

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 36-37 31 - 32 
and 1 - 2

UCRB Spring Chinook - Entiat - Spatial Structure and Diversity:
Statements referencing habitat degradation contributing to a reduction in genetic diversity are made multiple times in this plan.  Where is the scientific 
evidence to support those claims, and the target 500-fish minimum to consider a population to be genetically viable ?  Bull trout and steelhead in small 
streams like the North Fork Salmon Creek had many fewer spawners than 500.  Another example:  Mad River bull trout, with redd counts never higher that 
52 and less than 200 total fish.
Effective population size and genetic diversity are maintained in other ways besides just sheer numbers.  Life cycle complexity spreads diversity over time.
Example:  In any given brood year for Methow steelhead, 16 different age classes may be represented not including repeat spawners (Mullan et al. 1992, 
page K-421,).

Addressed Refer to Appendix B -described there
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445 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 35 33

The statement indicating lost diversity in the Wenatchee is all untested theory. Where is the evidence that diversity has diminished or the effects of such 
purported diminishment? Wild spring chinook were highly productive, diversity loss or not, following the GCFMP as I mentioned above. Even after full 
hydropower development the Methow spring chinook above 9 dams were self-sustaining. It was not until not one but two hatcheries began cranking out 
hatchery fish, including the Carson stock, and declining ocean conditions did the bottom fall out. Historically the bottom fell out too, but again there is no 
empirical data for this because nobody cares to search the ethnohistorical record, content to revel in predevelopment uncountable salmon lore. If that was 
the case then why did trappers pack thousands of dried sockeye from the Fraser R. to outposts as far south as Fort Colville (at the great Indian fishery at 
Kettle Falls) and the Snake R. basin (Walla Walla) when Columbia basin runs failed (Nisbet 1994, Cole 2001)? What happened to the diversity then?

Noted
Empirical data shows that spawning is not 
as wide spread in the small tributaries  - 

See Appendix B and ICTRT 2005

446 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 35 33

How much diversity was lost due to habitat destruction? How many fish were lost? How much habitat has been empirically shown to be degraded? Does 
altered environment translate into degraded habitat as implied? Mullan et al. (1992) found riprap to be great salmon habitat and Hillman et al (1989) 
reported that riprap was important overwintering habitat for the Wenatchee basin. I don’t recall for the Wenatchee, but 31 miles of riprap has been added to 
the Methow, which should translate into habitat improvement. How about the benefits of irrigation recharge—cool summer/warm winter, chemically rich 
groundwater helping base-flow at the most critical times. This habitat talk is simply whimsical, wishful, eco-correct palaver without red meat science.

Noted
Empirical data shows that spawning is not 
as wide spread in the small tributariesr  - 

See Appendix B and ICTRT 2005

447 USFWS
08.22.05 2.3.3 35 36-39

Rewrite sentence to read:  Recently, based on expanded carcass recoveries from spawning ground surveys (2001-2004), the straying from Leavenworth 
National Fish Hatchery and other out-of-basin facilities has accounted for 3-26% of the natural spawner composition above Tumwater Canyon despite the 
low percentage of the LNFH population actually straying.

Addressed

448

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 35-36 40 - 42
and 1 - 2

UCRB Spring Chinook - Wenatchee - Spatial Structure and Diversity:
The contiguous gap between lower Wenatchee streams and upper distributions of spring Chinook is NATURAL. There is also a contiguous gap between th
mouth of Peshastin Creek and where spring Chinook spawn upstream because the lower creek is too warm.  Same for bull trout, which spawn far up in 
Ingalls Creek

Addressed Modified Verbiage

449 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3  36 2

in reference to statement below - The contiguous gap between the lower Wenatchee streams and the upper distributions of spring chinooks is natural. 
There is a contiguous gap between the mouth of Peshastin Creek and where spring chinook spawn upstream because the water is too warm in the lower 
creek. Ditto for bull trout, which spawn far up the system in Ingalls Cr.

Addressed Modified Verbiage

450 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3  36 2

The Wenatchee spring Chinook population is currently distributed across four interconnected spawning watersheds (Chiwawa, Nason, White, and Little 
Wenatchee), which increases population diversity. However, compared to the historical condition, the loss of naturally produced spring Chinook spawning 
in tributaries downstream from Tumwater Canyon has created a contiguous gap in spawning distribution.

Addressed Modified Verbiage

451 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 5

replace high with moderate, reference Appendix B (along with Table 2.2)

Rationale:  based on more clear guidance from the TRT one of the metrics would be less risky than originally thought and the population is at moderate risk.
Retracted Casey retracted this comment 12/5/05 "No longer valid and original wording is 

fine"
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452 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 5 Delete the beginning of the sentence that starts "Three factors" and replace with…Two metrics which kept the population from achieving a low risk rating 

were… Addressed Modified verbiage

453 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 6

Chiwawa hatchery fish (local origin stock) have averaged more than 30% of total spawners and more than 10% of spawners in other non-target MSA's 
(e.g. Nason Creek, White River, Little Wenatchee River).

Rationale:  statement was misleading; replace everything after parenthetical to reflect the the data as it relates to risk assessment criteria.  

Addressed Modified verbiage

454 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 7

(3-27%)

Rationale:  replace numbers in parenthetical to reflect the data previously reported in this plan
Addressed

455 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 8

delete all text related to #3. 

Rationale:   Loss of mSA's below Tumwater is a moderate risk factor based on recent revisions of draft guidance from the TRT
Addressed Modified verbiage

456 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 36 9

replace "missing" with "unoccupied by natural origin Wenatchee Spring Chinook"

Rationale:  Clarity
Addressed Modified verbiage

457 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 36 17-18 Discussion needed on "18 to 1,197 fish" Addressed

458 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 36 17-20 Comment: target 500 p.122.  Habitat only - Current 108 from Table 5.11 p.240/Ultimate 119 Addressed

459 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 36 18 Isn’t one just as concerned about a listed hatchery fish spawning with a wild fish or even another hatchery fish as allowing non-native fish to spawn? Noted

460 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 37 1

The statement referencing habitat degradation contributing to reduction in genetic diversity is made a number of times in the recovery plan. We have found 
no scientific evidence to support it and the 500 fish minimum to have a genetically viable population is not borne on empirical evidence. Bull trout and 
steelhead population in small streams like the North Fork Salmon Creek had many fewer spawners than 500. Another example is Mad River bull trout with 
redd counts never exceeding 52 or less than 200 total fish. However, the effective population size and genetic diversity is maintained other ways besides 
sheer numbers. There is gene flow between anadromous and resident ecotypes. Life cycle complexity is another means of spreading diversity out over 
time. For example, with Methow steelhead on any given brood year 16 different age class may be represented not including repeat spawners (p K-421, 
Mullan et al. 1992).

Addressed Previous comment took care of this one

461 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 37 5-6 Discussion needed. Addressed Modified Verbiage

462 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 37 9

refer to Appendix B along with the table

Rationale:  more detail
Addressed Modified Verbiage

463 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 37 13-14 Discussion needed on "the Entiat …(Table 2.3)." Addressed Modified Verbiage # 461 took care of this one
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464 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 37 18 Discussion needed on "33 to 9,904" Addressed Modified Verbiage # 461 took care of this one

465 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 37 20 Comment:  Target 2,000 p.122 Noted

466 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 37 20 or 21 Comment:  Table 5.11 p.140 Noted

467 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 38 13

refer to Appendix B along with the table

Rationale:  more detail
Addressed

468 USFWS
08.22.05 2.3.3 38 15 delete "a large proportion………. And replace with:  the genetic legacy of these out-of-basin stock is still significant in fish used in the state and federal 

hatchery programs Addressed

469 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 38 30

Planting juvenile spring chinook in summer chinook habitat carries at least some risk, given the plasticity of salmon, of behaving like summer chinook and 
interbreeding with them in the Okanogan mainstem. There is simply nothing to gain by stocking spring chinook in the Okanogan. They are not native here, 
there is no habitat for them, and the Carson fish might screw up the summer fish by giving them the BKD gene (summer chinook are not afflicted with BKD 
like springers are), which are doing just fine all things considered.      

Noted

470

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 38 30 - 33

UCRB Spring Chinook - Okanogan - Spatial Structure and Diversity:
Introducing juvenile spring Chinook into summer Chinook habitat would appear to carry at least some risk, given the plasticity of salmon and the possibility 
of spring Chinook interbreeding with summer Chinook in the Okanogan mainstem.  On balance there is nothing to gain by stocking spring Chinook in the 
Okanogan River Basin (ORB).  Spring Chinook are not native here, there is no good habitat for them, and Carson stock spring Chinook might screw up 
summer Chinook in the ORB by giving them the BKD gene (summer Chinook are not known to be afflicted with BKD).

Noted

471 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 38 31 & 32 Discussion needed on "Omak Creek"  and "Salmon Creek" Noted

472 BOR
07.27.05 2 39 2

This method fails to take into account the resident O. mykiss that are proposed for inclusion in the ESU since they do not show up in the dam counts.  The 
process for including this part of the ESU in the analysis should also be outlined since the purpose of the Recovery Plan is to determine what steps need to 
be taken to ensure that, biologically, the listed ESU is not at risk of extinction in the foreseeable future.

Noted

473 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 39 16 Comment re:  "was 793" .  Same discussion. Noted

474
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

2 39 22 What if returning hatchery fish are more effective in producing returning spawners than the existing steelhead?  Remembering that existing steelhead are a
descendants of hatchery steelhead. Noted Empirical data suggests otherwise
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475

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 39 27 - 31

UCRB Steelhead - Wenatchee - Productivity:
Not mentioned is the underlying assumption that natural spawners with hatchery parents are not as productive as true wild spawners with wild parents.  
Assuming that true wild fish have been swamped by the huge numbers of hatchery spawners for decades, this whole exercise amounts to nothing more 
than simply contrasting hatchery spawners with F1 hatchery spawners.  An F1 hatchery spawner is likely not as productive as a true wild fish.  So why doe
true "wild fish" management ala Idaho Fish and Game not apply here ?  In effect what is being advanced is nothing more than a glorified hatchery program;  
that does not accomplish more than what it did pre-ESA, when we had a lot less Big Government shutting down of fisheries, much lower negative impacts 
to agriculture, less transfer of private property to the government, and a lot less money being spent.  If it's just a hatchery program we could go back to pre-
1997 ESA and save a bunch of money, because the end result would be the same.  Another question:  Why does NMFS manage salmon differently in the 
UCRB versus the Salmon River Region in Idaho ?

Noted Abundance is only one criteria, productivity
is just as important

476 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 39 29

Not mentioned in this section is the assumption that natural spawners (hatchery parents) are not as productive as true wild spawners (wild parents). 
Assuming that the true wild fish have been swamp by huge numbers of hatchery spawners for decades the whole exercise is simply contrasting hatchery 
spawners with F1 hatchery spawners. I don’t think a F1 hatchery spawner is as productive as a true wild fish. Is true wild fish management, ala Idaho Fish 
and Game not applicable here? What is being advanced here is nothing more than a glorified hatchery program which isn’t accomplishing any more than 
what it did pre-ESA with a lot less Big Government shutting down fisheries, slapping farmers around, buying up the land, and spending tons of money. If it’s 
simply a hatchery program, which it is, let’s just go back to pre-1997 ESA, the results would be the same. Why is NMFS managing salmon paradoxically in 
this region vs the upper Salmon Region?

Noted Abundance is only one criteria, productivity
is just as important

477 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 40 15 Comment re: "was 101" .  Same discussion. Noted

478 USFWS
08.22.05 2.3.3 40 30 add:  hatchery practices Addressed Modified verbiage

479 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 41 10 Comment re:  "was 205".   Same discussion. Noted

480
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.3.3 41 24 Steelhead also spawn in  Little Bridge Creek, Libby Creek, Black Canyon Creek, lower reaches of Twisp R. tributaries such as War Cr., Poorman Cr., Eagl
cr., Not enough observation to use the word a few on any of these - especially since many have had passage blocked until recently. Addressed Modified verbiage

481
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2.3.2 42 3-7 Ken Williams posed this question which was never answered: Do the thousands of resident steelhead in the North Fork Salmon Creek and the 
Similkameen R. count? Addressed Added verbiage Added language in the Introduction

482 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 42 6 Comment re:  "was 53".   Same discussion. Noted
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483

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 42 21 - 24

UCRB Steelhead - Okanogan - Spatial Structure and Diversity:
HOLD ON:  Until hatcheries stocked the Okanogan River and Omak Creek with steelhead, population diversity was ZERO;  i.e.:  They were EXTINCT.  
These "natural" fish are all of HATCHERY ORIGIN.  This HATCHERY population is distributed between the Similkameen River (including fish originating 
from resident stocks above Enloe Dam), Omak Creek, and Wells Hatchery. If these naturalized hatchery runs reach zero hatcheries will reconstitute them.  
That is why hatcheries are essential to the recovery of salmonids in this region.  And in fact hatcheries do this every year whether it is needed or not, so the 
whole enterprise is academic.  And with hatchery programs propping up runs either way, who would ever know or care what natural production was doing ?
And this hatchery program is being run contrary to everything the ESA supposedly stands for.  Given that state, a proper risk analysis should include 
factors that might cause the Wells Hatchery to fail.

Noted Abundance is only one criteria, productivity
is just as important

484 USFWS
08.22.05 2.3.3 42 22 add: past hatchery practices Addressed Verbiage Added

485 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 42 22

Until the hatcheries started stocking the Okanogan R. and Omak Creek population diversity was zero as in extinct. These natural fish are hatchery- origin 
fish. The hatchery population, therefore, is distributed between the Similkameen (including fish originating form resident stocks above Enloe Dam), Omak 
Creek, and Wells Hatchery. If the naturalized hatchery runs reach zero the hatchery will re-constitute them; that’s why hatcheries are essential to the 
recovery of salmonids in this region. The hatcheries do this every year whether needed or not, so the whole enterprise is academic. And with the hatchery 
program propping up the runs rain or shine, who would ever know or care what natural production was doing. It’s a hatchery program running contrary to 
everything ESA stands for. Risk analysis should then include factors that might cause Wells Hatchery to fail.

Noted Abundance is only one criteria, productivity
is just as important

486 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 42 34-35 Comment re:  "Bull trout…per redd."   Large range of numbers. Noted Used range stated in Literature

487

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 42 37 - 39 UCRB Bull Trout:   There seems to be a major inconsistency here:  When steelhead have a biological backup resident morph it is considered biologically 
irrelevant, but when bull trout are missing the same component it is cause for concern.  Why ?? Noted

488 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 42 38 I don’t get the inconsistency; when steelhead have a biological backup resident steelhead morph it’s biologically irrelevant, but when bull trout are missing 

the same population component it is cause for concern. Noted

489 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 43

The crisis is not in numbers of fish but in suitable habitat. Bull trout are glacial relics who need isolation (cold water refugia) from invading resident 
steelhead. That’s why they do so well in the streams originating from glaciers—the White, Chiwawa, Entiat, Twisp, West Fork Methow. A warming climate 
favors steelhead. The water is colder upstream but most bull trout streams have barriers which truncate distributions and mark the last stands for bull trout 
from slow death from below. It doesn’t happen over night; it took 40 + years for Lake Chelan but if the climate continues to warm several stocks.

Noted
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490 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 43 4

 Bull trout redd count increases reflect greatly on the restrictive fisheries that were initiated in the late 1980s. In the Methow the intense winter steelhead 
season when bait was still allowed (it was not allowed in the summer trout fisheries) incidental harvest (hooking mortality) claimed many bull trout. The 
closed steelhead fisheries ushered with ESA did more for bull trout than they did for steelhead. The increasing redd counts therefore only partially reflect 
growing abundance because they failed to account for the production of bull that were harvested. That being said, it becomes clear that many stocks were 
underescaped. Because the amount of spawning and seminal rearing habitat is so meager, full MSY run sizes will manifest themselves in short order from 
increased recruitment and an aging population make up a higher percentage of the spawning population. It seems this might already be the case for the 
Wenatchee, Entiat, Twisp, and Chewuch basins since the counts appear to have peaked and flattened out. The end outcome from over-escapement is a 
population dominated by large, older fish that produce few recruits. With steelhead and salmon such a scenario spells feast and famine swings in 
abundance, but with the long lived bull trout abundance should be fairly steady.

Noted

491

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 43 4 - 10

UCRB Bull Trout - Wenatchee - Abundance:
Bull trout redd count increases are a significant reflection of the restrictive fisheries that were initiated in the late 1980s. In the Methow intense winter 
steelhead seasons when bait was still allowed (it was not allowed for summer trout fisheries), incidental harvest (hooking mortality) claimed many bull trout
Closing of steelhead fisheries by the ESA did more for bull trout than for steelhead. Therefore increasing bull trout redd counts only partially reflect growing 
abundance, because they fail to account for the production of bull that were harvested.  That being said, it is clear that many stocks were under-escaped.  
Because spawning and seminal rearing habitat is so meager, full MSY run sizes will manifest themselves in short order;  due to increased recruitment and 
an aging population making up a higher percentage of the spawning population.  This might already be the case for the Wenatchee, Entiat, Twisp, and 
Chewuch Rivers;  i.e.:  Counts appear to have peaked and flattened out.
The end outcome from over-escapement is a population dominated by large, older fish that produce few recruits.  With steelhead and salmon that scenario 
spells feast-and-famine swings in abundance, but with long-lived bull trout abundance should be fairly steady.  The limiting factor is not in numbers of fish 
but rather suitable habitat.  Bull trout are glacial relics who need isolated cold water refuges from invading resident steelhead.  That’s why they do so well 
in the streams originating from glaciers such as the White, Chiwawa, Entiat, Twisp, and West Fork Methow.  But a warming climate favors steelhead. 
The water is colder upstream but most bull trout streams have barriers which truncate distributions and mark the last stands for bull trout from slow death 
from below.  That won't happen over night (it took 40+ years in Lake Chelan), but if the local climate continues to warm several stocks of bull trout will 
likely go extinct;  unless we start exterminating competitors like steelhead.

Noted

492 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 43 10 Comment re:  "309 … area."  Variance is scientifically significant! Noted

493 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 43 27-28 Discussion needed on "Numbers have…River." Noted

494 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 43 32-33 Discussion needed.  Comment:  trends Noted

495 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 44 7 Discussion needed on "(Table 2.7)." Noted
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496

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 44 11 - 13

UCRB Bull Trout - Methow - Abundance:
To suggest that the Lost River bull trout fishery has become more active is a REAL stretch.  Local professional biologist Ken Williams monitored the Lost 
River fishery for 4 consecutive years in the mid-1990s, and he believes that he and his colleagues were most likely the only ones in the canyon for any 
length of time during that entire period.  Everyone who enters the Lost River Canyon is forced to camp in just a few places, which he reported as being 
devoid of sign except for their own.  Getting into the Canyon requires hiking several miles through a rugged wilderness without any trails, AFTER hiking in 
for several more miles on a trail from the Lost River trailhead.  Plus the Lost River is normally fordable only after mid-August, when summer vacationers 
and fishermen-and-women have mostly departed.  

For the above reasons the practical effect on the bull trout meta-population is ZERO.  Bull trout in Lost River are a dense resident population above a 
barrier falls where it has been reported that anglers can catch and release a 100 fish a day.  But GETTING to that fishery is a hike plus a SERIOUS cross-
county scramble.  While the writer has never personally been all the way into the depths of the awesome Lost River Canyon, I HAVE stood at the
beginning of the lower Canyon.  And I must say that given the current access situation, any suggestion that anything but a TINY fraction of fisherman 
on the hunt for bull trout (or any fish) will EVER get there is implausible on its face (I'll bet whoever wrote this has never been close to that Canyon).

Note that just like the Upper Methow, several miles of the lower Lost River below this bull trout population normally dry up each year.  This population 
does produce a few fluvial recruits that end up spawning at Monument Creek, which is where a bone-dry Lost River normally re-emerges above ground.  
Some have suggested that USFWS may seek to terminate this essentially non-existent fishery just to tie up loose ends.  Such is the mentality of 
pseudo-environmentalism:  Close fisheries and fret over incidental harvest, and ignore that some harvest actually increases population size. 

Addressed

497 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 44 20 Discussion needed on "(Table 2.7)." Noted

498
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

2.3.3 44 24 Add bull trout spawn in Foggy Dew and Crater creek,  lower Eightmile, Buttermilk,  Little Bridge, North Creek Addressed

499 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 44 25 Discussion needed on ("Figure 2.22)." Noted

500 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 44 41

The Lost River fishery is hardly active. I monitored this fishery 4 straight years in the mid-1990 and believe my colleagues and I were the only ones in the 
canyon in that period because everyone in the canyon is physically forced to camp in a few select places, which were devoid of sign except our own. It 
requires hiking several miles in a trail less wilderness that is fordable only after mid-August, when the vacations are over. The effect on the meta-population
is zilch; this is a dense resident population above a barrier falls where an angler can catch and release a hundred fish a day. Several miles of the Lost R. 
below this population dries up each year. The population produces a few fluvial recruits which end up spawning at Monument Creek where the bone-dry 
Lost R. re-emerges from groundwater.  Peeking ahead I see where USFWS seeks to terminate this fishery tying up this loose end. Such a mentality is 
symptomatic of environmentalism. As foresters they would be hugging trees and protecting every one. As politicians, they would legislate away our guns. 
As fishery bios, they close fisheries. They even fret over incidental harvest, ignorant that some harvest actually increase population size.  

Addressed

501 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 2.3.3 44 41 The Gold Creek bull trout population is what I referred to above about being too warm with upstream barriers. O. mykiss has won. Noted
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502

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.1.2 45-46
(s/b 48 - 49) These tables need further explanation. Noted Fully explained in Appendix B

503
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

2 45-78 ALL Move the 33 pages of charts and graphs from the body of the plan and place in an appendix.  Noted Leave in body of plan and will add page 
number references

504 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 46 change top to bottom Noted

505 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 47 change top to bottom Noted

506 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 48 change top to bottom Noted

507 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 48

change Wen Spr chinook goal B to "M"

Rationale:  consistent with new risk assessment
Retracted Casey retracted this comment 12/5/05 "No longer valid and original wording is 

fine"

508 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 49

move the Wenatchee population over to the moderate box for SS-D based on improved status assessment with respect to SS_D

Rationale: consistent with new risk assessment 
Retracted Casey retracted this comment 12/5/05 "No longer valid and original wording is 

fine"

509 Yakama Nation 2 49 caption doesn't make sense.  Addressed Modified Verbiage Corrected

510 Yakama Nation 2 52 caption doesn't make sense. Figures 2.14 and 2.17 should be 2.13 and 2.16 I think. Addressed Modified Verbiage Corrected

511 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 55 Question:  What is the trend?  Shouldn't this be graphed also? Noted

512 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 57 Comment:  Since these relate they should be together. Noted

513

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.1.2 57, 66 These figures are very important and can be used in annual monitoring to set clear recovery goals. This should be explained. Noted See Section 4

514 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 58 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted

515 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 59 Comment:  Final map needs to have meaning. Noted

516 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 60 (Note) Comment re:  "Viability curve is from the ICBTRT (2005)"  Refer to current goals discussion p.36 Noted
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517 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 60

Add a sentence to the figure caption that states…This plan recognizes that as abundance and productivity values approach the minimum viability 
thresholds it will be necessary to incorporate uncertainty and measurement error regarding the status of each population. 

Rationale:  We need to aknowledge that we did not incorporate error because just getting the point over the line may not be enough.  I could not find a good 
place in the text to add this sentence, but it seemed most appropriate to include it on every figure as well.

Addressed Added Verbiage

518 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 61 Corresponding Table 2.1? Noted

519 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 62 Comment:  [needs to be] readable Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

520 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 63 (note) Comment re:  "Viability curve is from the ICBTRT (2005)"  Refer to current goals discussion p.36 Noted

521 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 63

Add a sentence to the figure caption that states…This plan recognizes that as abundance and productivity values approach the minimum viability 
thresholds it will be necessary to incorporate uncertainty and measurement error regarding the status of each population. 

Rationale:  We need to aknowledge that we did not incorporate error because just getting the point over the line may not be enough.  I could not find a good 
place in the text to add this sentence, but it seemed most appropriate to include it on every figure as well.

Addressed Added Verbiage

522 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 64 Comment:  with Table 2.1 Noted

523

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

2.3.3 64

Methow Spring Chinook - Number of Spawners (Figure 2.8):
Please note that I am generally NOT a big believer in conspiracy theories, but:

Just to avoid people wondering why you just HAPPENED to cover up the ONE data-point (and ONLY that datapoint) that shows the highest number of 
spawners (by just over 2:1) that have EVER been recorded in the Methow Basin (9904, in 2001):  Suggest you move the little embedded "legend" box a bit 
to the left, so we can clearly see and appreciate that very pertinent data point in all its glory.

Addressed Modified verbiage

524 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 65 Comment:  Readability. Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

525 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 66 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted

526 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 67 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted On map correctly

527 Bob Foster 
WDFW 2 68 The map seems to indicate that Peshastin Creek is not a current STS spawning area, but in other areas it is listed as a MSA. Noted

528 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 68 Comment:  Readability. Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

529 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 69 Comment:  Viability curves for chinook - show source! Addressed
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530 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 69

Add a sentence to the figure caption that states…This plan recognizes that as abundance and productivity values approach the minimum viability 
thresholds it will be necessary to incorporate uncertainty and measurement error regarding the status of each population.

Rationale:  We need to aknowledge that we did not incorporate error because just getting the point over the line may not be enough.  I could not find a good 
place in the text to add this sentence, but it seemed most appropriate to include it on every figure as well.

Addressed Added Verbiage

531 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 70 Comment:  Corresponding Table? Noted

532 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 71 Comment:  Readability. Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

533 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 72 (Note) Question:  Source of science? Noted

534 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 2.3.3 72

Add a sentence to the figure caption that states…This plan recognizes that as abundance and productivity values approach the minimum viability 
thresholds it will be necessary to incorporate uncertainty and measurement error regarding the status of each population.

Rationale:  We need to aknowledge that we did not incorporate error because just getting the point over the line may not be enough.  I could not find a good 
place in the text to add this sentence, but it seemed most appropriate to include it on every figure as well.

Addressed Added Verbiage

535

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

2.1.2 72, 74-77 Numerous figures (distribution graphs) did not appear in the draft. Noted

536 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 73 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted

537 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 74 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted

538 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 75 Comment:  Readability. Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

539 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 76 Question:  Is there a corresponding table? Noted

540

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

2 76 Note that the plan acknowledges that if Canada production areas are included in the analysis, the minimum geo mean escapement is 1000 spawners. Addressed
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541 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 77 Comment:  Readability. Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

542 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 2 78 Comment:  This must be legible! Addressed Chuck Jones increased legend size

543 USFWS
09.29.05 3.6

This section mentions several decommissioned dams (Enloe, Tumwater etc.)  The Recovery Plan should discuss the merits of removing these projects 
entirely.  If it is determined to maintain these dams, then there should be a discussion as to why and what effect it will have on spring Chinook steelhead 
and bull trout).  Some of these dams are being used to facilitate fish management, but the fish are almost always better off with the dams gone than with 
them in place.  So do the fish management benefits equate to the loss of habitat?  This should be fully examined before the Recovery Plan makes any 
conclusions.

Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

544 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 3 In general, needs some positive language about the community.  Everything in here reflects negatively on the region. Addressed Modified verbiage

545

Les Kinney

Letter

(2 of 4)

3.7 59  (s/b 89)

These comments were submitted by Les Kinney as a letter dated January 22, 2005 and included in the comment matrix for the January 1, 2005 Draft.  The
have been added to this matix because the letter, in its entirety has been re-submitted.

I am mainly concerned about what you call "habitat degradation" and the beating of the same old dead horse on the causes of this loss of habitat.  On page 
59 you state that the limiting conditions in abundance, productivity, etc., in the Okanogan Sub-basin are the result of roads, rip-rap, diking, agricultural 
activities, channelization, dams, etc.  All of the aforementioned are necessary activities to ensure a viable economic base for human survival.  you never 
seem to mention natural events that impact habitat such as floods, drought, windstorms, catastrophic fires, etc.  your suggestion that we breach dikes and 
remove dams to allow flooding of the floodplanes at least every two years tells me that you think humans are expendable when it comes to enhancement or 
expansion of fish habitat.  The use of the word "Regulation" on land use activities is mentioned throughout this plan. 
I don't know how many more regulations land owners can endure.

I strongly disagree with the suggestion that the government buy critical riparian areas, especially in Okanogan County where approximately 80% of the 
land is already owned by various governmental agencies.  The remaining private land owners have the burden of funding the essential local 
governments, roads, schools, etc.  Besides, it's been my opinion that private land owners are far superior land stewards when compared to government 
agencies.

Addressed Modified verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

546 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 79

The opening statement:  “Historic and current human activities and government policies have negatively affected abundance, productivity, spatial structure, 
and diversity of upper Columbia…[fish] resulting in these species being listed under ESA”

Comment(s):  This statement attributes all of the decline to man-caused actions with excessive emphasis placed on man’s actions in or near the rivers.  No 
mention is made about the impacts of ocean conditions or predation of fish stocks by animals and birds as being factors in the fish population decline. (See 
3.12.2 – that statement should be made earlier in the chapter)

Addressed Modified verbiage

547 Yakama Nation 3 79 2 insert ", as well as natural processes" after "governmental policies" Addressed Modified verbiage

548 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 79 2-7 Comment:  New language.  Change line 2 to "Historic and current human activities and human in conjunction with governmental policies…." Addressed Modified verbiage
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549
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3 79 2-11
Delete the first paragraph of Factors for Decline, which is a jumble of unnecessary information and includes the same list of “human activities” repeated 
over and over again throughout the plan. This paragraph also includes general assumptions, talks about extirpation of coho and provides species 
information which is out of place here.

Addressed Modified verbiage

550 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 79 10 Discussion needed on "coterminous" Addressed Modified verbiage

551
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3 79 12-19

This paragraph as an introductory paragraph to Factors for Decline needs to be revised. This paragraph rambles and pulls out of the hat two examples of 
specific habitat features applied only to bull trout: changes in habitat conditions and connectivity. Suggested language: A brief discussion follows of factors 
that limit the the abundance, productivity, spatial structure or diversity of spring Chinook, steelhead and bull trout in the Upper Columbia Basin. A more 
detailed discussion can be found in the Bull Trout Draft Recovery Plan (USFWS 2002), watershed plans and subbasin plans.

Addressed Added verbiage

552 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.1 79 27 Don’t forget suckers. This fish was a staple before the salmon arrived in the summer. They showed their appreciation by ceremonializing it. It is the 

forgotten fish now. Noted

553

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.1 79 27

Not a big deal, but to be complete, accurate, and objective suggest change to read:
".... on salmon and other native species such as suckers".

I understand that suckers were a staple before salmon arrived in summer, and that it was important enough that native Tribes recognized it in ceremonies 
similar to those conducted for salmon.  Suckers appear to be a forgotten fish now.

Noted

554 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.1 79 28 The great salmon abundance did not translate into cornucopia at all times and places, according to trappers and explorers. There is not mention of Native 

Americans starving in pre European times similar to what we experienced in the 1990’s when fish did not return from the ocean. Noted

555 BOR
07.27.05 3 79 28

While these actions may have negatively affected the listed stocks the relative importance of them is difficult to discern and it is not at all clear what actions 
resulted in the relatively recent declines that led to listing of the species under ESA.  For example, many of the water diversions and associated agricultural 
developments were already in place by early in the 20th century and those activities have been going on since that time.  Similarly, hydropower 
development on the mainstem Columbia River that included dams that the Upper Columbia stocks must migrate through began in the 1933 with the 
completion of Rock Island Dam. While many of the facilities and actions have undoubtedly affected the Upper Columbia species now listed, it is unclear to 
what extent they have contributed to the recent declines in species status that have been noted.  This is acknowledged on the following page at line 22 
where the citation notes that factors leading to delcines are well known but "poorly understood."

Noted
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556

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.1 79 28 - 30

This strikes me as a departure from objective presentation of historical realities into a politically-correct nod to the "good old days".  While it is clearly true 
that historical salmon runs back into antiquity USUALLY provided an abundant and reliable source of food for the Tribes, this great salmon abundance was 
not ALWAYS present at all times and all places, according to common accounts of early 19th-Century trappers and explorers.  While there is no need for 
this plan to dwell on the subject at length, it should NOT imply that salmon were always abundant in pre-European times.  Most of the time they were, but it 
appears there were occasional lean times even before European immigrants became a significant presence.  Very low returns similar to what we 
experienced in the 1990s appear to have occurred even long before there was any modern presence, that would have been tough times for those Tribes 
that were highly dependent on that food source.

Again:  In the early days of the mountain men, why did trappers pack 1000s of dried sockeye salmon from the Fraser River to outposts as far south as Fort 
Colville (to the great Indian fishery at Kettle Falls) and the Snake River Basin (Walla Walla) ??  The only plausible explanation (since you can bet 
they didn't do it for free) was that there were times when Columbia Basin runs failed (Nisbet 1994, Cole 2001).  This is a powerful argument for the case 
that in general ocean conditions are the most important and primary factor in salmon returns; except for those individual instances where harvest and 
dams have had an overwhelming local impact.

Noted

557
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.1 80 1-2

It states the abundant fish estimates for Native Americans are assumed to represent average effects of cyclic variation in freshwater and ocean conditions, 
however the impression throughout this document is one of static highs at all times and places. Nothing has been stated in this plan that would indicate any 
historic clyclic variation nor does the plan include any known historic information from trappers and explorers that document famine associated with low 
runs.  This is the type of omission that raises credibility questions about the entire plan.  

Addressed Modified verbiage

558
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.1 80 2-3 Delete sentence that states, “It is quite certain  that salmon and steelhead have declined to a small fraction of their former abundance and distribution.” 
Subjective/useless.  Addressed Modified verbiage

559 Yakama Nation 3.1 80 (see page 
113) 4 Reference to Figure 3.2, where is this figure? Addressed Modified verbiage

560
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.1 80 6 Define recently. Addressed Modified verbiage

561 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.1 80 9

The decline in bull trout has been overstated. This fish was never abundant in recent centuries because it is an apex predator and it is a glacial relic with 
only tiny bits of key habitat—glacial water above O. mykiss. What has been lost? Very small populations in the headwaters of Salmon Cr. (NF) and smaller
Loup Loup Cr. In the Methow, Beaver Creek has effectively been lost and probably Eightmile Creek. Gold Creek is a natural extinction preordained by bein
too warm. In every case but Gold Creek the resource agencies did them in by stocking brook trout. Lake Chelan is a huge lake but the bull trout population 
was a novelty population centered around the lower Stehekin River. The glamour fish was westslope cutthroat and it drew tourists from all around America 
and was responsible for Washington’s first trout hatchery. Locals hated the bull trout as cutthroat predators and tried to eliminate them by the fishery and 
the falls and setting traps in Company and Agnes Cr.

Noted
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562

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.1 80 9 - 15

The decline in bull trout has been overstated.  Bull trout have not been abundant for centuries because it is an apex predator and a glacial relic with only 
tiny bits of key habitat that remain out of the reach of O. mykiss.  A few very small populations have likely been lost in headwaters of Salmon and Loup 
Loup Creeks, and in the Methow Beaver Creek has effectively been lost and probably Eightmile Creek.  Gold Creek in the Methow is a naturally 
preordained extinction due to being too warm. In all of these cases except Gold Creek resource agencies did them in by stocking brook trout.  Lake Chelan 
is a huge lake but the bull trout population was a novelty centered around the lower Stehekin River.  The glamour fish was westslope cutthroat and it drew 
tourists from all around America and was responsible for Washington's first trout hatchery.  Lake Chelan locals hated the bull trout as cutthroat predators, 
and tried to eliminate them by a fishery and the falls and setting traps in the creeks.

Noted

563
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.1 80 9-19

The bull trout portion does not seem to get pulled together. Lower numbers of bull trout affects what as far as social, cultural and economic factors? The 
social and economic factors described in lines 20-31 only relate to salmon and steelhead. 

Bull trout reduction examples are outside our area and moves into an “assumption” of the author on Lines 13-15. Population characteristics, although 
recognized as a means to try to make a case, do not belong in this portion of the plan. Suggest leaving the first sentence in the plan that states, “Bull trout 
have also experienced a reduction in abundance and distribution within their historical range in the coterminous (lower 48) United States,” and  deleting the 
rest. 

Addressed Modified verbiage

564 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 80 13-15 Comment re:  "Even in the absence of…historically."  Good statement. Noted

565
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.1 80 21-31 Expand the Lackey statement to include the next comment from Lackey 2001. Following the Lackey statement add, “Salmon experts continue to vigorously 
debate what proportion of the decline in wild salmon is attributable to which factor.” Addressed Added verbiage Tracy verified quote

566 Bob Foster 
WDFW 3 80 32-33 Move this sentence to Page 79, line 19. Addressed Deleted verbiage

567
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2 80 38-39 Public Policy. Delete sentence that states, “Policy states intent to achieve certain goals and objectives through a conscious choice of means, usually within 
some specified period of time.” Surmising/not exaplaining and not needed information.   Addressed Deleted verbiage

568
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2 80 40 Delete “human actions” which is very repetitive throughout the plan. Suggested language: Some policies can have negative effects on the survival of 
salmon, steelhead and bull trout.” Addressed Modified verbiage

569
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 80 41
Another example of public policy is NMFS' refusal to even minimally participate in watershed planning when requested by the Entiat watershed planning 
unit (consistently and often over the past 13 years) with the express requrest to help us plan/take actions to help the salmon and steelhead fish populations 
and hopefully prevent listing.

Noted

570 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 81

 “They concluded that such predation (by seals and sea lions) was probably not a major factor in the current decline of salmon in general.”

Comment(s):  This statement is referenced, although a subsequent statement indicates observed seal markings on fish in some streams are found on 50% 
of the population.  There should be greater significance attached to the affects of seal and sea lion predation on Upper Columbia fish stocks within in this 
document.

Noted
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571 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 81 26

 “Lackey eloquently [underline added by Buell Hawkins] described the ramifications for salmon of human population growth and public policies and 
decisions.”

Comment(s):  At least delete the word “eloquently”, if for no other reason that it is unsupported within the text.

Addressed Modified verbiage

572
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2 81 2 After region add, “also negatively affected the viability of bull trout populations.” Addressed Modified verbiage

573 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.2 81 3

The same thing is being done with bull trout. This piscivorous species has or soon will reach peak abundance in many populations, because the reasons fo
its decline are minor and correctable relative to what salmon and steelhead are up against outside their natal tributaries. Peak predator populations preying 
on “endangered” populations?

Noted

574
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2 81 3-4

Delete the word “complete” from “complete protection.”  The statement that the Marine Mammel Protection Act gives pinnipeds “complete” protection from 
killing by humans which is not accurate (see below info from NMFS website that substantiates action can be taken such as lethal removal that would aid in 
the recovery of a specific salmon run (see statements below). Pertinent additions should be made to the plan from the information below.

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/Pinnipeds/q&as.html :  

“NMFS is aware that seals and sea lions are not a major factor in the decline of salmon runs on the West Coast. Predation on critically depleted runs, 
however, may be a major factor impeding recovery or it may represent a significant threat to the remaining few salmon in the affected runs. NMFS 
proposed that state or federal resource officials examine situations on a case by case basis to determine whether or not lethal removal of pinnipeds from 
specific sites would aid in the recovery of a specific salmon run.

The MMPA allows NMFS to authorize a state, upon request, to take any pinniped that is having a significant negative impact on the decline or recovery of 
salmonids that are listed under the ESA or are approaching threatened or endangered status (or a salmonid run that passes through Ballard 
Locks regardless of its status).” 

Addressed
&

Noted
Modified verbiage Has been acknowledged as a threat

575 USFWS
09.29.05 3.2 81 13-18

Please change to the following:  Caspian terns and other colonial nesting birds (gulls, cormorants, pelicans, etc) inhabit the lower Columbia River in 
relatively large numbers.  Caspian tern nesting  has increased over the past 10 years, due in part to the dredge material inlands created by channel 
maintenance dredging.  Caspian terns are nesting on several of these islands in the lower Columbia.  A few of these islands are within the National Wildlife 
Refuge System, but most are lands administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  Both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Army Corps of 
Engineers are actively managing the Caspian Tern colonies, including their nesting habitats, to reduce salmonid predation in the Columbia River estuary.

Noted

576
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2 81 24-32

Delete lines 24-32.  “Human Population” is way overdone and again repeats the same list of “human activities” repeated over and over again throughout th
plan. Start this paragraph with “The Washington State Office of Financial Management…” Still believe the “nearly double” is not reflected in those figures 
for the three counties in the Upper Columbia and they should be checked and made credible. Growth in the Okanogan has been relatively state or has bee
declining.

Addressed Deleted verbiage
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577
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

3.2 81 25-32

“Lackey (1999, 2001) eloquently described the ramifications for salmon of human population growth and public policies and decisions….  Public policies 
affect water diversions, instream flows, water temperature, dam operation, manufacturing, urban development, national defense, fishing, hatchery outputs, 
and transportation of people and goods.  All of these factors and more, some of greater influence than others, have depressed salmon, steelhead, and bull 
trout abundance, productivity, spatial structure, and diversity.” ELOQUENTLY, is subjective and should be deleted.  

Addressed Modified verbiage

578
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

3.2 81 26

Lackey, 1999 - This is a great object lesson, for what kind of literature citiations that bureaucrat/salmon planners choose to use.  Lackey, 1999, Renewable 
Resources Journal, 19(2): 6-9 is labeled  “Commentary,”  and entitled “Salmon and the Endangered Species Act; Troublesome Questions”  
It should be noted that following a paragraph that blamed depressed abundance of wild [salmon] stocks on an extensive list of human activity, came this 
gem:  “Salmon experts continue to vigorously debate what proportion of the decline in wild salmon is attributable to which factor.  Many affected agencies, 
organizations, and entities have developed, or funded the development of, sophisticated assessments or computer models of salmon populations that 
usually end up – probably not surprisingly – supporting their organization’s favored policy position.”
I would say that sums up how the UCSR Plan turned out too!

Addressed Added verbiage

579
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2.1 81 39 Delete PUDs. PUDs are incorrectly listed as local governments that “have a significant role in the development, adoption, implementation and enforcement 
of land-use regulations…”  Addressed Deleted verbiage

580
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2.1 81 40 Delete Colville Tribes. The Colville Tribes and their functions need to be listed separately as a sovereign entity. Some information doesn’t fit with the 
inclusion of the Colville Tribes. Addressed Modified verbiage

581

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

3.3 81 16 It should be explicitly stated that the Winthrop Fish Hatchery uses locally derived stock. It is important to explain what effect this hatchery has on the wild 
populations. Noted

582

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.2 81 3 - 8

With complete protection of pinnipeds there has been an explosion of apex predator populations, which now find it easier than ever because of hydro 
projects to prey on threatened and endangered salmonids.  The plan notes that in some years 50 % of Snake River salmon and steelhead show scars that 
were likely caused by protected marine mammals.  It has been perceptively noted that most if all those scars are from seals and NOT sea lions, because in 
most cases when a sea lion gets a tooth on a salmon, the fish does NOT get away.  The current situation where no effective action is being taken to reduce 
massive pinniped predation of endangered fish is absurd.  

A generally similar situation exists with bull trout:  This piscivorous species has (or soon will) reach peak abundance in many populations, because the 
reasons for its decline are minor and correctable relative to what salmon and steelhead are up against outside their natal tributaries.

Addressed

583 NOAA 3.2 81 3 The statement about high rates of pinniped scars should be supported by a reference. Addressed Modified verbiage

584 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 3 81 26 "eloquently" should be removed Addressed Deleted verbiage

585 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 81 6-9 Discussion needed on "They concluded…pennipeds."  Comment:  seals Addressed Modified verbiage
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586 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 81 26 Remove "eloquently" , self-serving Addressed Deleted verbiage

587 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 81 31-32 Comment re:  "All of these factors…diversity."   Awkward sentence Addressed Deleted verbiage

588
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2.1 82 1-2 The statement about the Colville Tribes and their statutory authority will fit better later in this section. Addressed

589
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2.1 82 2-6 Delete the sentences that state local governments (including the Tribes) “must address” certain activities. Addressed Modified verbiage

590
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.2.1 82 15-25

Delete these sentences due to assumptions, repeats and unnecessary information and may have the potential to bind the counties and landowners to 
actions beyond the legal requirements of the ESA. Local government programs and regulations are already listed in the bullet points.  Suggested 
language on the review of county programs/regulations: “As part of the recovery planning process, a review of programs that are now in place was 
undertaken to determine their benefit to recovery. The purpose for each plan, program and activity was described and evaluation was then provided to the 
counties on the relationships of the program to recovery. It is understood that this evaluation is for information purposes only; it is recognized that the 
Counties have no obligation to go beyond legal requirements. (MAY NEED COUNTY ATTORNEY REVIEW FOR PROTECTIVE LANGUAGE)     

Noted

591 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 82 19-20 Comment re:  "Many of … were enacted."  Key Noted

592
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.3 83 23-25 Delete footnote 47 and move that qualification to the body of the text. Suggested language: Some programs that are designed to protect property and lives 
from flood damge can decrease viability of populations by decreasing habitat diversity, however this plan does not advocate removing those programs.  Addressesd Modified verbiage

593 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 82 34 Comment:  This opening is awkward. Addressesd Deleted verbiage

594
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.3 82 34-39 Delete lines noted. The language is a bit condescending and inaccurate. Management does not necessarily imply knowledge; management may be simply 
dividing up a resource among interest groups or users without any knowledge whatsoever.  Addressesd Deleted verbiage

595 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 83

 “All hatchery programs have the potential to threaten viability by reducing the diversity of locally derived stock.”

Comment(s):   The writer uses the example that if a hatchery fish strays into natural spawning areas it reduces diversity.  I disagree, that fish actually 
increases diversity because its offspring (when it mates with a so-called natural fish) will be different than all the others produced in that area by ‘naturally 
produced” parents.

Noted

596 Yakama Nation 3.3 83 13 replace "All" with "Some" Noted

597 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 83 14-15 Comment re:  "All hatchery … stocks."   Needs to be a discussin of genetic diversity. Noted
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598 BOR
07.27.05 3 83 21 It is perhaps worth noting that the Federal Projects mentioned here were authorized for construction and operation by the Congress and the President and 

the agencies identified simply carried out those authorized programs. Noted

599 Yakama Nation 3.3 83 28 reference to Section 2.4, where is that Section? Addressed Modified verbiage Should read Section 2.2 instead of 2.4

600 Okanogan County 3.4 84 7-20

The Plan says:  "It is unlikely that aboriginal fishing was responsible for spring Chinook and steelhead declines in the Columbia River (Craig and Hacker 
1940; Chapman 1986; Lackey 1999). Their artisanal fishing methods (Craig and Hacker 1940) were incapable of harvesting Upper Columbia River spring 
Chinook and summer steelhead at rates that approached or exceeded optima for maximum sustained yield, probably 68% and 69% for spring Chinook and
steelhead, respectively, as estimated in Chapman (1986).
Even the large aboriginal fishery in the upper reaches of the Columbia River did not significantly reduce the abundance of anadromous fish. The fishery at 
Kettle Falls, which is presently submerged under the waters of Lake Roosevelt, was second only to Celilo Falls in its overall ceremonial significance and 
productivity. In the 1800s, before establishment of commercial fisheries in the lower Columbia River and extensive habitat degradation throughout the 
Columbia Basin, the combined aboriginal harvest of salmon and steelhead in the Upper Columbia River was estimated in excess of two million pounds 
annually (Koch and Cochran 1977)."

Comment:  With new fishing techniques and equipment this would not be the case today.

Addressed

601 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.4 84 13 I repeat the failure of this fishery on occasion goes unreported. There is no mention of salmon not returning in pre European time that would put the down 

turns of the 1990’s in proper context. Noted

602

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.4 84 13 - 20

Historical salmon abundance again:  The plan is silent on occasional failures of this fishery.  There needs to be at least SOME mention of salmon not 
returning in pre-European times, to put the drop in returns in the 1990’s in proper context.
While it is clearly true that historical salmon runs back into antiquity USUALLY provided an abundant and reliable source of food for the Tribes, this great 
salmon abundance was not ALWAYS present at all times and all places, according to common accounts of early 19th-Century trappers and explorers.  The 
plan should NOT imply that salmon were always abundant in pre-European times.  Most of the time they were, but it appears there were occasional lean 
times even in pre-European times.  Very low returns similar to what we experienced in the 1990s appear to have occurred even long before there was any 
modern presence, that would have been tough times for those Tribes that were highly dependent on that food source.

Addressed

603
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.4 84 17  “Extensive habitat degradation throughout the Columbia Basin”? Addressed Modified verbiage

604 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 84 20-21 Comment:  First Hatchery 1868 - Willamette River due to overfishing! Noted

605

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.4 84 30 - 36
To give an objective and complete picture, this would be a good place to also note that after Grand Coulee was completed and totally blocked salmon 
migration to the entire Columbia Basin above that dam, fish counts at Rock Island dam did not change much.  In other words, the "gigantic" runs destined 
for Kettle Falls were clearly second to Upper Columbia River Basin stream, and by a considerable margin.

Noted
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606 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.4 84 31 After Grand Coulee blocked salmon the dam counts at Rock Island changed little. Those”gigantic” runs destined for Kettle Falls were second to the upper 

Columbia streams. Noted

607 Bob Foster 
WDFW 3 85 19 Incidental hooking mortality is known to vary from about 5% to 24% for salmonids caught on artificial lures, and between 16% and 58% for salmonids 

caught with bait (Taylor and White 1992, Schill 1996, Schill and Scarpella 1997).

Addressed 
& 

Noted

608 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 85 26-27 Discussion needed on "The effects…significant" Noted

609 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 85 31 Discussion needed on "mitigation facilities" Noted

610

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

3.5
3.11.1
3.11.2

85
99
100

41-42
5-6

28-30

The assumptions with respect to disease in the plan conflict with a large volume of  current information, literature and research. Both the models (EDT and 
AHA) and the Recovery plan use the assumption that hatchery fish transmitdisease or increase disease in wild fish.  Current information and continuing 
research do not support thisassumption.  Hatchery reared fish subject to disease surveillance and hatchery biosecurity measures are generally lower in 
disease prevalence and safer than wild fish in the same system and rarely if every transmit disease to wild fish.  As stated in the HGMP “Fish managers 
largely understand the kinds,  abundance and virulence (epidemiology) of pathogens and parasites in hatchery fish.  Recent studies  suggest that the 
incidence of some pathogens in naturally spawning populations may be higher than in hatchery populations (Elliot and Pascho 1994).  Indeed, the incidenc
of high ELISA titers for Renibacterium salmoninarum, the causative agent of Bacterial Kidney Disease (BKD), appears, in  general, to be significantly more 
prevalent among wild smolts of spring/summer chinook salmon than  hatchery smolts (Congleton et al. 1995; Elliot et al. 1997).  
For example, 95% versus 68% of wild and hatchery smolts, respectively, at Lowere Granite Dam in 1995 had detectable levels of R. salmoninarum   
(Congleton et al. 1995).  Although pathogens may cause significant post- release mortality among hatchery fish, there is little evidence that hatchery origin 
fish routinely infect naturally produced salmon and steelhead in the Pacific Northwest  (Enhancement Planning Team 1986; Steward and Bjornn 1990).  
Nevertheless, we are unaware of any studies or documentation in the scientific literature where hatchery fish have infected a naturally spawning 
population of salmon or steelhead in the Pacific Northwest (see also Campton 1995).“ Again the literature on this topic is extensive, it is deeply troubling 
that this information has not been discussed or documented in the plan. Congleton, J.L., and 10 coauthors.  1995.  Evaluation procedures for collection, 
bypass, and downstream passage of outmigrating salmonids.  Draft annual report for 1995, MPE-96-10. Elliot, D.G., R.J. Pascho, L.M. Jackson, 
G.M. Mathews, and J.R. Harmon. 1997.  Renibacterium salmoninarum in spring-summer chinook salmon smolts at dams on the Columbia and Snake 
Rivers. J. Aquat. Animal Health 9: 114-126. Elliott, D., and R. Pascho.  1994.  Juvenile fish transportation:  impact of bacterial kidney disease on 
survival of spring/summer chinook salmon stocks.  1992.  Annual report of the National Biological Survey to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Walla Walla, Washington.

Noted

May have been taken out of 
context...Congleton Information does not 

relate to this plan (it is more about 
transport)
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611 Bob Foster 
WDFW 3 86

Restructure paragraph or remove sentence relative to steelhead. Artificial production programs may have increased genetic and evolutionary risks for 
hatchery fish and interacting populations in the Upper Columbia Basin through inbreeding depression, loss of population identity and within-population 
diversity, and domestication selection (NRC 1996). Recognition of these possible factors has increased in recent decades. Measures used in the GCFMP 
and steelhead management in the Upper Columbia Basin (until recently) quite likely led to some of the listed risks and contributed to decreased genetic 
diversity of naturally produced fish. For example, the similarity of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) collected from natural Entiat River spring Chinook and Entiat
NFH samples indicates that Entiat NFH spring Chinook spawn successfully and have introgressed into or replaced the natural Entiat River population (Ford 
et al. 2004). Steelhead adults were collected at Priest Rapids, and later at Wells Dam, their progeny reared in hatcheries and released as smolts to the 
various tributaries without regard  to fostering local adaptation in tributaries. Based on recent genetic analysis conducted by Ford et al. (2003), they stated 
similarity of the Entiat River wild samples and the Entiat NFH samples suggests that Entiat NFH salmon have successfully spawned and introgressed 
into or replaced the natural Entiat River population.” However; in that study the sample size was small and it only covered a limited number of years 
when spawning escapement of non-local origin hatchery fish was very high. Therefore, it is possible that the Entiat spring Chinook population
could have less risk if genetic samples were evaluated over a longer time period with larger sample sizes.  Steelhead adults were collected at 
Priest Rapids, and later at Wells Dam, their progeny reared in hatcheries and released as smolts to the various tributaries without regard to fostering local 
adaptation in tributaries.

Addressed Modified verbiage

612 USFWS
08.22.05 3.5 86 1 Need to define "locally derived stock."  For example, Wells Hatchery rears a mixture of Okanogan and Methow Steelhead and summer Chinook in both 

basins.  Does this still qualify as "locally derived?" Addressed Patrick Verhey provided this information to
Tracy

613 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 4-5 Discussion needed Addressed Modified verbiage

614 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 11 Discussion needed Addressed Modified verbiage

615
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.5 86 17-30 The information in these lines is not clear. Ford 2004 is quoted for spring Chinook, then steelhead are talked about, then Ford 2003 is quoted for salmon in 
an indented format, saying essentially the same thing as Ford 2004. This information needs to be clarified. Addressed Patrick Verhey provided this information to

Tracy

616
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 86 24 "The similarity of the Entiat River wild samples and the Entiat National Fish Hatchery samples suggest that Entiat NFH salmon have successfully spawned 
and introgressed into or replaced the natural Entiat River population."  Sounds like extirpation. Noted

617 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 24-26 Discussion needed Addressed Modified verbiage

618
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.5 86 24-26 Suggest deleting these lines as they are redundant with lines 17-20 Addressed Modified verbiage

619
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.5 86 27-30 Suggest moving to after Ford et al (2003) line 20 Addressed Modified verbiage

620 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 29-30 Discussion needed on "less risk of ….sizes." Noted
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621 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 33-34 Discussion needed on "may have … spawners." Noted

622 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 86 42 Discussion needed on "but likely to be negative" Noted

623
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.5 87 4-7

Marine Nutrients: This is a very good example of the incomplete use of “science” presented in this plan. 1)This statement is not referenced:  2) No data is 
presented to indicate that the specific streams in question are nutrient limited or infertile 3) What specific ‘marine nutrients” are being denied? Phosphates 
and nitrogen compounds are no different regardless of source,  marine or freshwater a dead cow or deer in the stream offers the same nutrients as a dead 
salmon. 3)The effectiveness of carcass planting remains a subject of scientific debate and carcass planting can have untoward effects as well. 4) The out 
planting of salmon carcasses also presents a number of very real risks to both  fish, ecosystem and human health.  These risks are not presented or even 
mentioned. The risks include increased disease risks, addition of heavy metals, environmentally persistent chemicals, increased vectors etc, etc.  Not 
enough information or data is presented to realistically evaluate the safety and efficacy of this action.

Noted

624 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 87 5 Discussion needed on "deny marine nutrients to" Noted

625 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 87 8-9 Discussion needed Noted

626 USFWS
08.22.05 3.5 87 14

Rewrite sentence to read:  Recently, based on expanded carcass recoveries from spawning ground surveys (2001-2004), the straying from Leavenworth 
National Fish Hatchery and other out-of-basin facilities has accounted for 3-26% of the natural spawner composition above Tumwater Canyon despite the 
low percentage of the LNFH population actually straying.

Noted

627 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 87 22 Discussion needed on "age-at-return" Noted

628 Yakama Nation 3.5 87 25 Is "integrated hatchery fish" defined anywhere? Addressed Modified verbiage

629 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 87 26 Discussion needed on "increase a …diversity." Addressed Modified verbiage

630
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.5 87 27 add “have” after “may Addressed Modified verbiage

631
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.5 87 31-36 The possibility of the need for bull trout artificial propagation is listed, however this is not listed as a research need or identified in the hatchery actions that 
could be found. Is this a recognized potential need or just added discussion? Noted Already in Section 5.5

632 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 87 32-33 Discussion needed on "Upper ….propagation." Noted Already in Section 5.5

633 USFWS
09.29.05 3.6 87 38

The Hydropower section is noticeably different that the other sections.  Many of the actions outlined in the other sections in the plan are , for the most part, 
voluntary.  However, the most, if not all, of the actions identified under the Hydropower section are mandatory under other agreements within the PUD's 
FERC license or under Section 7 consultations or HCP's.  There should be a delineation between the voluntary actions and those which are mandated.

Noted
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634 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 88 1-2 Discussion needed on "grant … projects." Noted

635 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 88 13 Discussion needed on "Dam-related…substantial." Addressed Deleted & modified verbiage

636
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.6 88 13 Delete “estimated to be” to read: Dam-related losses are substantial. Addressed Deleted & modified verbiage

637 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 88 14 & 16 Discussion needed on 4% and 5-10%, respectively Addressed Deleted & modified verbiage

638 Dick Finch 
(05.25.05) 3.7.3 88 (s/b 90) 17 Residential development should be added to this list. Noted

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4 - Provided in
current document - his comment came 

from previous draft version

639 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 88 17-18 Discussion needed on "limnological"  and "increase …birds." Addressed

640 USFWS
09.29.05 3.6 88 23-26 This statement takes a fairly strong scientific position relative to the link between Grand Coulee Dam and conditions in the lower Columbia Estuary.  This 

statement needs to have a citation associated with it. Addressed

641 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 88 23-26

 “Dams for storage, like Grand Coulee…   Estuarine limnology has shifted from a basis of macrodetrius….”

Comment(s):  This statement needs to be greatly simplified with different word choices so it can be understood by the average reader.
Addressed Modified verbiage

642 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 88 23-28 Comment:  technical words!  Sentence. Addressed Modified verbiage

643
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.6 88 24-26 Does this paragraph refer to trophic shifts within the mainstem lakes or trophic shifts in the estuary? Addressed Modified verbiage

644 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91

(Also as applied to Habitat Actions, 5.5, P186-218) - This section has no empirical effort to show cause and effect. The tables (3.1-3.4) are simply listings o
every anthropogenic activity found in each basin and attended by an assumption that each is negatively affecting fish. The list also includes every known 
attribute optimum to fish and every shortfall of perfection is blamed on man. Finally, the list is a study of confusing inland streams with coastal streams. Isn
this where the null hypothesis kicks in wherein the investigator assumes there is no effect and sets out to prove there is none? Judging by the content of 
these tables, the authors are not knowledgeable about salmon habitat or the natural limiting factors at work in area streams. The one who said that to be 
uncritical about science is to make it dogma must have seen these habitat tables.

Addressed Modified verbiage May add additional verbiage later

645 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 3.7.1 89 Habitat:  Noxious weeds need to be addressed as a limiting factor Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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646
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.7 89 All

This Habitat section (including the subbasin breakdowns of 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.7.3, 3.7.4 and associated tables list every activity in each subbasin with the 
assumption that each has a negative effect on fish, based on optimum conditions to fish. There is no empirical information on cause and effect. A search of 
references in this plan reveals limited habit information. There is also no recognition of adaptability of fish as identified in other scientific reports.

Chapman (1994 and 1995) is quoted in this plan as pointing to diversions and dams, agricultural activities, stream channelization and diking, roads and 
railways, timber harvest, and urban and rural development as activities that have affected habitat (the usual hit list). Earlier versions of this draft plan stated 
that Chapma (1994 and 1995) identified primary limiting factors for spring Chinook as: mainstem dams and upstream storage reservoirs and in-river 
harvest rates prior to 1974 but noted that “spawning and rearing habitat has not suffered functional degradation in many areas.” Chapman was stated to 
note that withdrawal for irrigation is a serious concern in key tributaries, however many modifications have been done since 1995. It further stated, 
“They discussed risks associated with hatchery programs and degradation in tributary habitat conditions, but they dismissed them as the most important 
critical factors responsible for spring Chinook decline in the Upper Columbia Basin.”

For steelhead, Chapman et al (1994) was stated to identify the following primary factors: Overfishing before the 1950’s, elimination of access to habitat 
above Grand Coulee and Chief Joseph dams, mainstem dams as a major cause for depressed runs in recent decades, hatchery practices that mixed fish
from a variety of sources to see tributaries, and mortality associated with sport fishing for hatchery-released and resident trout.” It was stated, “They did 
not identify tributary habitat conditions as being a critical factor in the decline of steelhead.” They did note a risk with irrigation withdrawals in late summer. 

The previous version of the plan then makes the leap to: “Although the work by Chapman et al. (1994 and 1995) indicated that degradation of tributary 
habitat may not be the primary limiting factor for spring Chinook and steelhead, habitat degradation has nevertheless occurred and does contribute to the 
reduced viability of populations, expecially bull trout, in the Upper Columbia Basin (see Subbasin Plans).  (Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan, 
Review Draft October 6, 2004, Sec. 3.0, pgs. 15-16.) 

Mullan et. Al (1992) quotes are also misused (see other related comments to the Mullan report).

Why the descrepancies? 

Addressed Modified verbiage

647
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.6 89 6-8 But in what kind of shape are the bull trout physiologically and reproductively after passing through the dams? Noted

648

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.7 89 - 91
10 - 43 

and 1 - 43 
and 1 - 28 

This comment applies in general to all of Section 3.7 and its 4 Sub-Sections:
3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.7.3, and 3.7.4:    There are a many general statements in these sub-sections, but there is a dearth of credible empirical effort and hard data 
show or support specific cause and effect.   This is a significant defect, that needs to be corrected before the final version of this plan is submitted for 
approval.  Just a few examples of some of the words and phrases used:
"... there are activities that continue to affect the habitat ..."  Which ones, where ??
"... assumed causal mechanisms that affect ..."  Need more than assumptions 2 act.
"... is probably responsible for ..."  With what level of confidence ??
"... Predation and pathogens may also limit ..."  How much ?  Can we get numbers ?

Addressed Modified verbiage
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649

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

3.7.2
3.7.3
3.8.3

89
91
93

22-24
4-5

12-16

The following statement: Ecological interactions and a lack of nutrients may also limit abundance and productivity of listed species in the Entiat subbasin. A 
lack of nutrients is probably related to the lack of salmon carcasses within the subbasin (Entiat Subbasin Plan 2005) is repeated for most of the subbasins.  
No data is provided to support that there is nutrient limitation and what specific nutrients are limited.  No information is provided on which trophic level is 
limited and the role of salmon carcasses in resolving the nutrient limitation.   This is a very good example incomplete use of science” presented in this plan
1)This statement is not referenced:  2) No data is presented to indicate that the specific streams in question are nutrient limited or infertile 3) What specific 
‘marine nutrients” are being denied? Phosphates and nitrogen compounds are no different regardless of source,  marine or freshwater a dead cow or deer 
in the stream offers the same nutrients as a dead salmon. 3)The effectiveness of carcass planting remains a subject of scientific debate and carcass 
planting can have untoward effects as well. 4) The out planting of salmon carcasses also presents a number of 
very real risks to both fish, ecosystem and human health.  These risks are not presented or even mentioned. The risks include increased disease risks, 
addition of heavy metals, environmentally persistent chemicals, increased vectors etc, etc.  Not enough information or data is presented to realistically 
evaluate the safety and efficacy of this action. (And I have reviewed some of the literature on this is Reference to fungal infections, such as saprolegnia 
(Bevan et al. 1994) as a cause of Bull Trout die off is highly problematic. We bull trout necropsied or were diagnostic procedures performed?Saprolegnia
is not a Fungus but a member of a entirely different Kingdom. Classification of Saprolegnia is as follows: 
Kingdom: Protoctista - Division:  Oomycota - Phylum: Heterokonta - 
Class: Oomycotea - Order: Saprolegniales - Family: Saprolegniaceae
Genus: Saprolegnia
 
Saprolegnia species are ubiquitous in fresh water and are rarely primary pathogens even more rarely responsible for mortalities of epidemic proportion. 
Saprolegnia can be found growing on a variety of substrates including seeds, or a variety of other organic material. I  strongly recommend that the authors 
of the plan review the following document for a perspective on the  role of Saprolegnia in ecosystems: A review.  Salmon Saprolegniasis. Edited by 
G. J. Mueller. U.S. Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Noted Related to comment # 623 - Deleted 
sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

650 USFWS
08.22.05 3.7 89 29 There is a paper on pool frequency in Wenatchee and elsewhere done by Bruce McIntosh (USFS) Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

651 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 89 40 Comment re:  "diversions"  all screened and "culverts"  Very few Addressed Modified verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

652
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.7.1 89
90

 42-43
1

3-7
No reference or data is given to support the statements on nutrients. Please reference the specifics of this nutrient limitation. Noted Related to comment # 623 and # 649 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

653 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 A

INSTREAM FLOW 1 of 13:  Like many preceding models, the IFIM model’s inauguration was hailed as the best deal since the Dutch bought Manhattan, 
and its popularity exploded for the reasons cited above and because it came with user-friendly software. After 20 plus years of usage and evaluation the 
jury has announced its verdict—unreliable. In a high profile court case in California, the Hodge Decision, the judge ruled the model incapable of establishin
flow needs, and ordered the feuding parties to do the science the old fashion way  (Castleberry et al. 1996). Subsequently, the decision spawned an ad hoc 
workshop attended by 12 savant practitioners of the model to debate IFIM’s destiny—some felt the model could be salvaged by revamping, while others 
favored abandonment.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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654 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 B

INSTREAM FLOW 2 of 13:  Model developers never intended it as a power tool. In their manuals they caution that outputs lack margin of error estimates 
which render them guesstimates, not certitudes, the very reason they note their model is scientific but not science. Model output testing is imperative, and 
they discourage standalone usage, advising synthesis with all available information. Unfortunately, bureaucratic practitioners use IFIM as if it were the 
stone tablets from Mount Sinai. For example, the WDOE biologist testifying at the Pollution Control Board hearing in Twisp in 2003 used IFIM results to 
pronounce this reach habitat and that reach not with no trace of self-doubt.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

655 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 C

INSTREAM FLOW 3 of 13:  A critical point about IFIM modeling is understanding that habitat in the test streams are being compared to a reference point 
of perfection, that is, unless the test stream exhibits perfect conditions it will appear deficient. The clue to this repressed point surfaced when the finding 
called for more flow than the river could produce without irrigation. The practitioner driven by ideology neglects this point, leaving the impression irrigation i
calamitous. Upper Columbia salmon streams (Pacific Forest Ecosystem) are among the most unproductive in the world, rivaling those in northern Norway 
(Mullan et al. 1992). Out of a possible score of 335 for Binns’ Habitat Quality Index Model used by Mullan et al., upper Columbia streams scored only 47 on 
average. The goal, of course, is to measure how current conditions and productivity have changed, if at all, from historical figures.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

656 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 D

INSTREAM FLOW 4 of 13:  The model assumption most disqualifying is the mistaken notion that when stressful conditions arrive (low flows, high 
temperatures) fish either perish or flee. Though the irrigation season is lengthy (about 5 months), the high stress period lasts no more than three of four 
weeks, and if fish persist over this period then the model utterly fails. There is a wealth of supportive data. Jim Mullan carefully monitored the salmonid 
population from July-October in the Icicle Creek Index Area the downstream end of which was fitted with an inclined plane trap for assessing egress. There 
was no egress, the fish endured, and the highest densities of age-0 salmonids was associated with the highest temperatures and the lowest flows. The 
depleted flow immediately below the Chewuch Ditch Companies diversion dam held more salmonids than three of four sites upriver in cooler water above 
all irrigation withdrawals. In 1987 the Methow R. between Early Winters Creek and Robinson Creek dewatered as it often and naturally does. On Septembe
1 good numbers of steelhead, chinooks, and bull trout juveniles were concentrated in pools connected by surface flow. The following week
interconnecting flow was greatly diminished but the number of fish had not visibly changed. By mid-month the pools were isolated and though 
dewatering quickly, the fish remained alive until the pools drained. In the major drought of 2001flow in lower Beaver Creek (Methow) on August 6 
(peak high temperature) was about 1.5 cfs and steelhead fingerlings were densely packed in the pools, very alert and responsive to human intruders.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

657 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 E INSTREAM FLOW 5 of 13:  Inland juvenile salmonids have adapted to their harsh environment via tolerance rather than flight, presumably because flight 

is less successful. By underestimating the tenacity to survive over the short term the IFIM Model renders itself impotent. Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

658 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 F

INSTREAM FLOW 6 of 13:  In its Methow usage (1992 DOE study) technicians asked the IFIM model to provide answers to the wrong question, 
essentially turning the model into a red herring. The finding that flows might be limiting to salmon is certainly worth knowing but the more important questio
is to answer whether irrigation practices decrease or increase instream flow. While the findings suggest that late summer flows limit salmon, there is no 
way to determine whether limited flows are natural or irrigator caused. Three major oversights prevent discernment. First, the experimental design failed to 
provide controls to test whether flows were also limiting in areas unaffected by irrigation.  Second, they assumed that late summer low flows are more 
injurious than even lower mid-winter flows. Third, that a substantial portion of irrigation re-enters the river as groundwater was overlooked.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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659 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 G

INSTREAM FLOW 7 of 13:  The geology supported irrigation recharge and the literature was bulging with examples beyond the Mullan Report. Given the 
proximity to one of the world’s greatest displays of irrigation recharge, the oasis of seep lakes and creeks springing to life in the Columbia Basin desert, it 
seems inconceivable that the concept would be received with such resistance and acrimony. The State Hydraulic Engineer, proto-Director of Ecology, in 
the adjudication of Beaver Creek advised irrigators in 1918 to flood irrigate their land in the spring so that they would have enough water in late summer. In 
the neighboring Okanogan basin persons pumping water from wells drilled into the aquifer created by seepage from Duck Lake operated as storage 
reservoir by the Okanogan Irrigation District were forced by WDOE to compensate the district Monetarily.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

660 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 H

INSTREAM FLOW 8 of 13:  The most spectacular proof of irrigation recharge and its benevolence to salmon comes from the Lemhi River in the upper 
Salmon River of central Idaho (above 8 hydropower dams). According to a comprehensive study by the BOR (1998) the diminutive Lemhi River (about half 
the late summer flow late summer of the Methow) receives twice the surface diversion withdrawal (650 vs. 300 cfs). Incredibly, a water molecule running 
the gauntlet of irrigation diversions from beginning to end gets pumped onto the land and re-pumped several times. Yet spring chinook and steelhead (liste
as threatened) are self-sustaining without hatchery supplementation and just as well as its iconic neighbor, the Middle Fork of Salmon River, isolated from 
civilization by deeply incised canyons and skyscraper mountains within the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness (Tom Curret, IDFG, per. Comm.).

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

661 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 I

INSTREAM FLOW 9 of 13:  First fruits of NMFS actions to increase flow were not tardy—Big Twin Lake was draining. The Wolf Creek Irrigation District’s 
leaky ditch had primed the Big Twin Lake aquifer since its inception, when the lake was little more than a swamp. Harangued into abandoning the ditch for
pressurized system to conserve water immediately initiated a methodical decline in lake level, its connected aquifer, and the quantity of water discharging 
subsurfacely into the Methow River. Formerly, the primed lake in October would drop 3 or 4 feet under the ice before irrigation re-started in May, boosting 
(and warming) river flows by a few thousand acre feet over a six month period, judging by the large dimensions of the aquifer. Of course, the enlarged 
aquifer contributed continuously year around, water superior to surface water being richer chemically and cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

662 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 J

INSTREAM FLOW 10 of 13:  The region’s hydrographs, exhibiting huge disparity between spring flooding and winter famine depict the most squalid 
environment for salmonids, ruinous when the habitat is getting a facelift with a sledgehammer in the flood and limiting tenant occupancy to rooms fluxing 
between thermal lethality—hyperthermia in summer and hypothermia in winter. The goal should be to flatten the hydrograph, benefiting both fish and 
irrigator. Water conservation ala establishment, however, is a one-trick pony, cutting off irrigation in August and September and ignoring the rest of the 
year. The claim is that leaking ditches waste water but the wasting occurs when all of the floodwater rushes off to sea unconserved.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

663 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 K

INSTREAM FLOW 11 of 13:  The imperviousness to science by the establishment mystified me for years until I understood how the imperceptible invasion
of environmentalism tiptoed in and substituted ideology for science. The unswerving goal is shutting down the basins to new water; contradictory science is 
as welcome as an Anthrax bacillus. Fortunately, the obstructionist did not deter the Methow Valley Planning Unit from contracting the USGS to study 
surface water/groundwater relationships, similar to the Lemhi study (Konrad et al. 2003). Their finding reaffirmed what WDOE (Walters and Nassar 1974) 
had reported back in 1974 but staunchly rejects today, up to 38,000 acre feet of irrigation seepage available to recharge, no paltry amount of cold, nutrient 
rich groundwater helping to sustain base flow in late summer into winter.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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664 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 L

INSTREAM FLOW 12 of 13:  Another slick controlling schema is the eight-inch minimum depth edict by NMFS. Eight inches is purportedly the shallowest 
depth listed salmonids can negotiate during migration. Since most tributary streams have difficulty meeting this standard in pristine form, officials have 
manufactured a power tool with the scientific rational to truncate irrigation in late summer most years. How credible is the eight-inch standard? The answer 
is “not very” because it is irrelevant—in my 28 years I had never heard of a single instance where salmon had been impeded by shallow water. Inland 
salmonids have adapted to low flows by migrating when flows are not restrictive. Leavenworth Hatchery spring chinook have finished migrating by the first 
of July. In the 1950s and 1960s high numbers of spring chinook were surveyed in the Twisp R. above the MVID diversion dam, the site most theorized as 
blocking upstream movement. Steelhead migrate and spawn in water so high and turbid that spawning surveys are futile. Reaches in the upper Twisp and 
Methow Rivers dewater naturally, yet good numbers of bull trout spawn upstream.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

665 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 M

INSTREAM FLOW 13 of 13:  An eight-inch depth is not limiting to migrations even in low flow periods. For example, spring chinook, the largest of the three
listed species, have been reported spawning in 2 inches of water (Healy 1991). Healy, whose life history review of chinook is among the best, concluded 
this: “available measurements do not suggest chinook avoid shallow water and low flows.” Eight inches is well within the prime depth for spawning 
steelhead and bull trout, as I’ve personally witnessed many times.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

666 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 AA

WOOD 1 of 11:  In recent decades large woody debris has become the Holy Grail of salmon cover. The beauty of wood is that its virtues are intuitive and 
tangible, floating up on the surface for the eye to ogle or even the feet to tread upon in prodigious accumulation. The forty-pound Chinook and the tiny fry 
find concealed, shaded interstices for rearing, staging, security, and feeding in the structural heap of wood. Massed wood supports self-contained food 
chains, making them supplemental kitchens for hungry salmon juveniles. Wood debris deflects high velocity water, providing resting refugia and ambush 
cells for picking off drifting food morsels. Frictional scour may dig out holes or undercut banks, adding capacity and complexity. Wood tangles strain out an
retain the organic drift, leave-fall to deer carcasses, endowing a nutrient sink function. Wood shades the stream, one factor holding down the thermostat 
during the summer broil.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

667 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 BB WOOD 2 of 11:  Wood is splendid salmon habitat and though overstating the virtues of wood is nearly impossible, environmentalists have managed it, 

judging the habitat health of salmon rivers on its content of large wood. Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

668 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 CC

WOOD 3 of 11:  Mobility is the bane of wood accumulation, and mobility is a function of multiple factors direct and indirect such as wood size; channel 
depth, width, slope, and substrate composition; runoff pattern and volume, and even microclimate. In the inland west too many factors work to transport 
wood seaward in fourth order or larger streams. Generally, in streams this size the current is deep and swift enough during spring runoff flooding to float 
away the largest wood. Lewis and Clark were so struck by the paucity of riparian trees and driftwood along their Clearwater, Snake, and Columbia River 
canoe route, they were careful to journal the point. This wild adventure trip was punctuated by terrifying rapids, as many as 15 a day, which sent their 
mortified, Indian guide fleeing back to Montana without pay. The Captains broke their code never to steal from the Indians on a nippy October night on the 
lower Snake R. pampering their tired, wet bodies with glowing fires of a precious commodity stolen from the Nez Perce—driftwood. I would argue their 
silence about logjams as obstacles or dangers indicates wood was in low supply.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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669 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 DD

WOOD 4 of 11:  The Lochsa River, tributary to the Clearwater R. that Lewis and Clark detoured around with horses, was the emergency route of the 
snowed-in Carlin Party of 1893 forced to raft down the river to save their lives. Their desperate float was quickly aborted by a suicidal minefield of boulders, 
thunderous rapids, shoots, and plunges, and scarcely enough driftwood for campfires. One can view the Lochsa R. over its entirety along Highway 12 and 
examine the hell facing the Carlin Party and a woodless Salmon River.

Noted 

The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

670 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 EE

WOOD 5 of 11:  In my travels I have found many great salmon/trout rivers of the Rocky Mountains to be mostly devoid of wood. Such a list includes 
portions of the Salmon, Little Salmon, Clearwater, Middle Fork Clearwater, South Fork Clearwater, Lochsa, Clark Fork, Blackfoot, North Payette, and South 
Payette Rivers. The smallest of these rivers are comparable to the Methow R, while largest are perhaps 5 times larger than the Wenatchee. The wood I did 
observe were single trees snugged against the shoreline parallel to flow. The riparian zones were poorly but naturally undeveloped, typical of incised, rocky
channels. On north slopes thick conifer stands typically extended to the scour line in contrast to sagebrush along southern exposed channels. A single row 
of large cottonwood trees lined much of the upper Salmon R. and Little Salmon Rivers and to a lesser degree other rivers. A large portion of the South 
Payette River had been severely burned recently in the large Lowman wildfire. Most of these reaches opposite to the roaded side I traveled were in near 
pristine states, too steep and inaccessible for easy logging. I saw few examples of livestock grazing and no grazing.

Noted 

We acknowledge the controversy about 
IFIM and it was not used in the plan 

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

671 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 FF

WOOD 6 of 11:  The upshot of this historical and geographical review is that wood in the larger rivers of the inland west was never abundant. This 
comports with what we know and can extrapolate about wood in the rivers in this region. Contrary to popular opinion available evidence argues rather 
convincingly that wood in the mainstems was never significant. Early photos show what Lewis and Clark writ, a Syrian landscape denuded (including 
riparian zones) to short grasses, save a smatterings of fire-resistant Ponderosa pine by constant, uncontrolled wildfire intentionally set by Indians and then 
settlers (see Mullan et al., pp. 125-136). The collection of Frank Matsura photos (1907-13) show the same for the Okanogan R. Nevertheless, in the 
mountains above the valley floors forests were denser and wood recruitment higher sufficient to import wood into the lower tree-bare reaches. U.E. Fries, 
an eyewitness to the great 1894 flood near Winthrop, stood in awe as great pine and fir trees four feet in diameter limbs and roots flailing above surface 
zoom by Columbia-bound. By 1948 several bridges linked Pateros with Winthrop most of which collapsed under the pressure of tremendous flow 
pushing against trees straddling bridge pillars. Ken White, local outdoorsman, noted that the 1948 flood floated away large logjams, half mile long by 30 
feet high, like matchsticks (Portman 2002). The location of White’s logjams likely were at the upper terminus of the anadromous zones in the Chewuch 
and/or Twisp Rivers; pre-flood aerial photos show conclusively none existed in the mainstem Methow or the lower to mid-reaches of the Twisp and 
Chewuch Rivers. The logjams had not reformed by the 1972 flood, after the Army Corps of Engineers piled and burned much wood to minimize 
bridge failure in future flooding. Contrary to the claims of most biologists, this wood was driftwood on the bars and in the floodplains, as Ken White related. 
According to the USFS (1994), the Chewuch had been “cleaned” of wood periodically since the 1948 flood, however, the narrative is vague about how 
much of the wood was aquatic and how much marooned driftwood. That the Chewuch was the top spring chinook stream in the upper Columbia Region 
during the spawning surveys conducted by the USFWS (1954-60), suggests that whatever happened salmon were little affected.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

672 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 GG

WOOD 7 of 11:  Wood purging by spring flooding, however, is not the primary natural agent; that would be ice-flow flooding, a phenomenon patiently 
awaiting discovery by the scientific community, presumably because summer is the season for field work, winter for office work. Ice-flow is weather 
derived—an arctic freeze followed by abrupt warming. The ice fragments into massive shards perhaps 12 inches thick, flowing slowly en massed. The 
mass wedges into the channel in a shallow or constriction points, building up great back-pressure quickly. At the critical depth the slabs pop afloat like 
corks, unleashing a hydraulic avalanche of ice racing down-channel with the friction coefficient of a derailed train, ripping open soft banks, dislodging wood 
pieces surviving the spring scour, and crushing salmon fingerlings attempting to live in the surface column. Attempting to live in wood during the winter in 
inland waters is suicidal.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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673 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 HH

WOOD 8 of 11:  Though the absent biologist may not eyewitness the event, the local newspapers usually run photos. Such a photo of ice-flow in the 
Wenatchee by the Wenatchee World Newspaper appears on page 55 of the Mullan Report. Another photo making the second page of the Wenatchee Wor
on January 20, 2005 showed a bank-full Twisp R. threatening a mobile home park stereotypically awesome—choking the channel with massive chunks of 
ice grinding one against another toped by dredged up pieces of wood. I once saw a glacier-like ice-jam on the Similkameen R. restrained by the lip of Enloe 
Dam continuous to the British Columbia border and beyond as far as I could see. When this giant roto-rooter let go it took out a coffer dam near Tonasket 
without leaving a trace of it in an unbelievable display of destructive fury towards stream channel, wood, and fish.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

674 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 II

WOOD 9 of 11:  Weather dependent, these events are unpredictable occurring more than once a winter or not for five years. They are confined to the 
anadromous zones in the valley floors. Higher upstream in the mountains the microclimate is colder, the streams smaller, bridging over first by ice then 
buried in insulating snow in November. A gap of air from the receding flow adds more insulation trapping heat from warm ground water while rebuffing 
outside cold. The stream gradually awakens from peaceful slumber five months aft in the spring thaw. Meanwhile downstream the open water of the 
anadromous zones is under siege by other pejorative vicissitudes. Flows reach season lows, yes in most cases even lower than September flows during 
the irrigation season. The exposed reaches invite predation, especially flocks of mergansers relentlessly probing the cracks and crevasses for torpored 
salmon. In single-digit temperatures frazil ice coats the streambed in spot locations suffocating or crushing enveloped fish.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

675 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 JJ

WOOD 10 of 11:  Establishment environmentalists are fixated on human perturbations in late summer low flow and high temperature period. The natural 
limiting factors no matter their degree of harshness are omitted, presumably because natural processes are pristine and therefore sacred. The Limiting 
Factors Report makes no mention of winter stressors—low flows, frazil icing, ice-flow dredging—seeing inland rivers as maritime rivers in western 
Washington where ice is unknown. Because they lack understanding of the dynamics controlling wood deposition, they view our woodless main stems as 
degraded and fuss over the 217 theoretical ways man has denuded rivers of wood in reaches incapable of accruing wood, failing to differentiate inland 
streams from low gradient, accreting, wood-rich coastal fish.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

676 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 KK

WOOD 11 of 11:  While most charges against man are theoretical there is a classical exception—the McIntosh et al. (1994) Report. The authors measured 
wood accumulations in unmanaged (e.g. wilderness, roadless portions of streams) versus amounts determined in managed (multi-use human activities) to 
conclude that man has significantly removed wood from salmon streams (the Methow was the lone exception). The so called unmanaged wilderness and 
roadless areas are located upstream from the anadromous zones in Type 3 or smaller streams which have a much higher capacity to collect wood than the 
larger, more flood prone streams downstream. So the purported anthropomorphic effect was actually a demonstration of a natural phenomenon—small 
streams storing more wood than larger streams.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

677 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 AAA

ROCKS 1 OF 4:  And how does a salmon avoid becoming grist for ice millstones? It slips into the catacombs of the under-rock world, a world that is largely 
unknown to the scientific community. First, the snorkeler’s eye so empowered in pellucid water, easily detecting tiny invertebrates crawling about, 
stubbornly refuses to believe what it cannot see. Secondly, expecting fish to volitionally forsake open water to snake into the claustrophobic places is 
counter intuitive. Had I not assisted Jim Mullan in chemically sampling populations I would be a devout skeptic to this day. What comes out of the rocks is 
truly amazing, even shocking. One professor whom Mullan had contracted to enumerate fish by snorkeling, a technique he is credited with advancing, was 
stunned to learn how much his counts underestimated those derived by chemical sampling. His chagrin was related to prior published findings, which had 
not considered the substrate as viable fish habitat. In the riprap dike behind Winthrop National Hatchery his crack crew missed an adult spring chinook, 
hiding in a crack. Even more surprising to me were the abundance of a species I had never heard of—longnose dace—a relatively large fish, 
adults 10 to 12 inches long, secretly living in prodigious numbers in the recesses of rocks under my unsuspecting nose.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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678 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 BBB

ROCKS 2 OF 4:  Hillman et al.(1992) reported another surprise, salmon use the rocks year around, emerging from their rocky dens at night or when 
temperatures exceeded 14oC. Though inland salmonids were forced into the rocks to successfully cope with ice, rocks should not be viewed as second-
choice habitat to wood. In my opinion, every virtue listed above for wood also applies to rocks, and if the unprecedented population work by Mullan et al. 
(1992) showed anything, it was that the highest densities of salmon were correlated to the sites with the roughest streambeds, including bank protection 
riprap emplaced by humans.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

679 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 CCC

ROCKS 3 OF 4:  Some 31 miles of riprap have been added to the Methow alone, and in those instances where the main current washes the rock, riprap 
becomes great fish habitat. This only stands to reason because riprap is a rather good replication of natural riprap, that is talus slope streambanks 
characterizing so many mountain creeks holding the highest densities of salmonids anywhere in the basin. The epiphany of rock habitat has not yet 
reached the habitat scientist, and they are openly hostile to riprap, tyrannized by catechism think and married for life to wood. The all time classic example 
is pictured on the front page of the Wenatchee World newspaper (April 5, 2004) where ripraping the footings of the Sleepy Hollow Bridge in the lower 
Wenatchee required eco-correct mitigation . . . large woody debris cabled to the streambed! At least they understood that wood, by virtue of the cables, is 
naturally alien to this section of the river.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

680 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 3.7 89-91 DDD

ROCKS 4 OF 4:  Viewing riprap pejoratively, the author of the Limiting Factors Report recommended removing the riprap dike protecting Winthrop National 
Fish Hatchery so that the floodplain on which the hatchery sits could be inundated a few days each spring recreating the magic of pristine natural. Those 
large angular rocks associated with dike, however, happen to provide the best habitat in the rock-starved upper Methow, as the Mullan crew demonstrated 
empirically by the excellent salmon population at this very site compared to population densities determined at five sites studied upstream.

Noted 

Placement of wood and rock should only 
be used in appropriate places

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

681 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 90 after 8 Insert Table 3.1 & related tables Addressed

Tracy changed and brought the tables 
forward

Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

682
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 90 20 "fires" is listed as a cause of limiting conditions in the Entiat subbasin.  No actions are ever identified to address this cause. Addressed  Deleted verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

683 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 90 25-26 Discussion needed on "The presence of … Entiat subbasin." Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

684 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 90 30 Comment:  BOD (s/b Bud not BOD) Review Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

685 Okanogan County 3.7.3 90 31-32

The Plans says:  "Although habitat in the upper watersheds of the Methow subbasin has not been significantly degraded, there are some habitat conditions 
that are thought to be limiting salmon recovery." 

Comment:  This needs to be emphasized.

Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

686 Douglas County 
PUD 3.7 90 31-43 It seems appropriate to at least mention the long-term implications of the recent devastating fires in the Chewuch watershed on stream productivity and 

salmonid production potential. Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4
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687 Okanogan County 3.7.3 90 42-43
The Plan says:  "...agricultural and timber harvest activities, residential development…"

Comment:  Show no specifics
Addressed Modified verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

688
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.7.3 90 43

 What is meant that fires are a limiting condition in the Entiat and Methow?  Do we mean uncharacteristic fire, lack of fire, fire suppression activities?  Fire 
as a disturbance agent can be a benefit to habitat over the long term. Natural wildfire combined with landslides etc can lead to recovery of aquatic habitat 
and a positive response of aquatic fauna based on  observations of 2001 through 2003 fires and subsequent flash floods.  Suggest fire not be a limiting 
factor but if desired can continue to include as a natural threat like floods, especially where degraded habitat and watershed conditions cause the channel 
be less resilient than the natural condition, as stated on page 99

Addressed  Deleted verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

689 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 90-91

For those conditions such as lack of habitat, sediment load, stream flows and summer temperatures that are common to several streams, a generalized 
statement should be made rather than redundantly re-stating these same conditions for each stream.  Doing so would shorten this report.

Comment(s):  I believe this statement needs to have supporting evidence cited within the text.  Everything I have heard and read tells me cutthroat are 
insect eaters.

Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

690 Douglas County 
PUD 3.7 91 While sediment is mentioned as a limiting factor in this section and pertinent appendices, never is the point made that the extreme low gradient (0.03%) of 

the Okanogan River inhibits the natural process of flushing fine sediments from the system. Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

691 NOAA 3.7 91 It is not clear what the statement that “…water temperature problems are tied to surface/ground water interactions” means.  If it means that surface 
temperatures are high because of groundwater depletions then the statement is not supported by the reference in the document (Konrad et al 2003). Addressed  Deleted verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

692
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.7.3 91 4-5 Nutrients: Is this opinion or is it documented? Please indicate specific studies and the specific nutrients. It is relatively inexpensive and easy to conduct 
these studies  

(Nutrients - Noted)

Addressed
Modified verbiage Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

693 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 91 after 10 Insert tables. Addressed Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4

694
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.7.4 91 22-28

Lumping predations and pathogens is not very appropriate. They are quite difference with respect on how they operate in an ecosystem.  Please reference 
both the predators and  pathogen that have increased from hatchery releases.  In most cases where hatchery and wild natural fish surveillance has been 
conducted with equal weights, pathogen transmission has been from the wild to hatchery fish.  Remember that hatchery fish undergo relatively rigorous 
disease surveillance and that many of the disease vectors are not present in an hatchery environment.

Noted Deleted sections 3.7.1 - 3.7.4 Comment 
statement is not accurate

695 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 91 after 28 Insert tables. Addressed

696
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8 91 36-40 Likewise ‘natural events; can also alter the complex relationships within an ecosystem. In fact in highly migratory species such as salmon natural or man-
made alterations occurring far outside the ecosystem can alter the complex interactions within the respective ecosystem. This should be noted. Noted

697 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 92 18 Discussion needed on "Brook trout are" Addressed

698 Yakama Nation 3.8.1 92 21-24 delete. They are not relevent. Noted
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699 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 92 23 Discussion needed on "Because there is uncertainty" Noted

700 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 92 31 Discussion needed on "Fish, mammals, and birds" Noted

701
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8.2 92 35-41

Updated study on marine mammels: An overview states, “Recently an estimated 378,4000 adult salmon and steelhead (O. mykiss) were unaccounted-for 
from Bonneville Dam to terminal areas upstream. It is now apparent that some of this loss was due to delayed mortality from wounded by marine mammals
This report reviews the recent literature to define predatory effects of marine mammals on Columbia River salmon.”

Park, D.L. [Chapman (D.W.) Consultants, Inc., Boise, ID (United States)], Effects of marine mammals on Columbia River salmon listed under the 
Endangered Species Act. Recovery issues for threatened and endangered Snake River salmon: Technical report 3, 2005 Jul 07

Noted

702 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 92 39 Discussion needed on "northern … bass" Noted

703 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 3 93

 “Cutthroat trout are also proven to prey on other salmonids.” 

Comment(s):  I believe this statement needs to have supporting evidence cited within the text.  Everything I have heard and read tells me cutthroat are 
insect eaters.

Noted

704 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 6 Discussion needed on "Sculpins" Noted

705
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

3.8.2 93 9
Re: piscivorous predation.  I have heard the question "how can you work to recover salmont in a watershed where you are also working to recover bull trou
because the bull trout eat salmon fry?"  Perhaps add language here about co-evolution, or habitat partitioning, or something to explain more how you can 
work to recover both populations within a watershed.  Or add to section 2.2 - Community Structure - on p.25, lines 31-32.

Addressed Tracy added comment to abstract

706 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 10 Discussion needed on "adult bull trout…salmonids." Addressed Tracy added comment to abstract

707 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 12 Comment:  cutthroat are insect eaters Noted

708 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 16 Discussion needed on "piscivorous birds" Noted

709 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 17 Discussion needed on "Fish-eating birds" Noted
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710

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

3.8.3 93 23-24

Fish weakened by disease are more sensitive to other environmental stresses. It  has been  generally know for quite some time that the environmental 
stressor that precipitates the disease. Please review works by Wedemyer et al. 
Wedemeyer, G.A. "Handling and Transportation of Salmoniods," Principals of Salmoniod Aquaculture. Pennel, W. & Barton, B., eds., Elsevier Publishing, 
Netherlands, 1996.
Wedemeyer, G.A., Meyer, F. P. & Smith, L. Environmental Stress and Fish Diseases. TFH Publications, Neptune City, New Jersey, 1976.
Wedemeyer, G."Some Physiological Consequences of Handling Stress in the Juvenile Coho Salmon and Steelhead Trout," Journal of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, 29(12), 178-1783, 1972. 
Barton, B.A., Schreck, C.B., & Barton, L.D. "Effects of Chronic Cortisol Administration and Daily Acute Stress on Growth, Physicological Conditions, and 
Stress Responses in Juvenile Rainbow Trout." Diseases of Aquatic Organisms, 2, 173-185, 1987

Noted

711 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 24-29  Discussion needed on "16.7 million", "Caspian terns consumed", "cormorants", and "gulls" Noted

712 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 93 31-32 Discussion needed on "river otters", "mink", "black bears" Noted

713 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 94 1-2 Discussion needed on "These species…degree" Noted

714 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 94 7-8 Discussion needed on "In most…disease" Noted

715
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8.3 94 8 There are clear distinctions between infections and disease, an  organism may be infected but not diseased. Noted

716
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8.3 94 12 Saprolegnia is simply not a fungus, it belongs in a quite a different kingdom and phylum. Noted

717
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8.3 94 13-16
It is highly unlikely that ‘fungus’ was responsible for bull trout losses. In most case the “fungus’ is a saprophyte of dead or severly compromised tissue.  
Without evidence that the fish were subjected to necropsy and a pathogen identified you simply can’t make this case.  Any suitable substrate such as hemp 
seed would also be covered with Saprolegnia sp.  They are ubiquitous in fresh water systems.

Noted

718
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.8.3 94 17-20
The implication being that hatchery fish are infected and wildfish are clean. The use of “incidence”is not correct.  Incidence is a rate function. A specific 
level of prevalence should be stated rather than use of the word ‘high”   BKD has been endemic in the Columbia and the BKD and salmon probably co-
evolved.

Noted

719 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 94 21 Discussion needed on "It is …outright" Addressed Modified verbiage

720 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 94 33-34 Discussion needed on "is smolt…(SAR)" Noted
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721 BOR
07.27.05 3 94 34

In the proceeding section recovery criteria are outlined using stock/recruitment curves which compare adult recruits with spawners.  In this section smolt-to-
adult survival rates are discussed but no linkage to the previously used stock/recruitment curves is provided.  While both are commonly used metrics with 
respect to stock viability they are not synonymous and without additional information, SAR survival rates can not be converted to recruits per spawner.

Noted Modified verbiage Linkage made in text of plan

722 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 95 4 & 8 Discussion needed on "anthropogenic".  Comment:  manmade Addressed Modified verbiage

723 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 95 11-37 Needs to be condensed. Noted

724 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 95 18-19 Discussion needed on "Recovery will …conditions." Noted

725 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 95 28-29 Discussion needed on "because viability is … mouth." Noted

726 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 96 1-18 Needs to be condensed. Noted

727 USFWS
08.22.05 3.9.2 96 29 Isn't there any newer data on steelhead returns to Wells Hatchery since 1991? Noted No newer "peer-reviewed" data exists

728 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 96 after 34 Insert p.97 paragraph lines 32…. Addressed Modified verbiage

729 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 96 35-43 Delete, duplicated page Noted

730 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 97 1-14 Delete Addressed

731
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 97 30 Have not yet done the analysis to see if habitat contribution is indeed worth the cost Noted

732 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 97 after 31 Insert Figure 3.1, 3.2 Addressed Tables were moved earlier

733 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 97 32-40 Comment:  Key paragraph, Insert p.96, line 35 Addressed Modified verbiage

734 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 98 13 & 14 Combine Addressed

735 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 98 15 Add:   Steelhead/Bulltrout Noted
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736 Okanogan County 3.11.1 98 19

The Plan says: "Although land and water management activities have improved, factors such as dams, diversions, roads and railways, agriculture 
(including livestock grazing), residential development, …" 

Comment:  Show no specifics

Noted

737 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 98 20 Add:  "acting in concount with…" after "forest management" Noted

738 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 98 28 Comment re: "such as boulders and large woody"  Current trendy things, does listing give endorsement? Noted

739

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

3 99 Please add FCRPS Biological Option and clarity on the scale of other "out of basin" effects. Addressed Addressed in the Introduction

740
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 99 Pages 99 - 103 Suggest consolidating spring Chinook, steelhead and bulltrout rather than repeating the same words over and over Noted

741
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

3.11.1 99 2 Need to add bullet saying disesases caused by hatchery fish is a concern/issue/threat to native populations. Noted

742
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 99 3 No disease threats? Noted

743 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 99 3 Re: "e.g., walleye and smallmouth bass."  Examples? Noted

744 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 99 5-8 Condense.  Change line 8 to: " Predation by fish, mammals, avians." Noted

745
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

3.11.1 99 13 Change "(GMS)" to "(GMA)" Addressed Modified verbiage

746
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 99 13 (GMS) did you mean (GMA)? Addressed Modified verbiage

747 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 99 18-26 Need to discuss effectiveness of incentive base vs. regulatory approach.  Debates and agendas here? Addressed in Chapter 5

748 Douglas County 
PUD 3.11 99 27 It seems appropriate to at least mention the annual losses of juvenile spring Chinook that result from dewatering of the reach between Weeman Bridge and 

Mazama. Noted
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749
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 99 28 Page 99 line 28 to page 100 line 2 should be moved to page 98 under present or threatened destruction… Noted

750 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 100 9-34 Combine w/Spring Chinook and delete. Addressed

751 Okanogan County 3.11.2 100 13-14

The Plan says: "Although land and water management activities have improved, factors such as dams, diversions, roads and railways, agriculture 
(including livestock grazing), residential development, …" 

Comment:  Show no specifics

Noted

752 Douglas County 
PUD 3.11 101 21- It seems appropriate to at least mention the annual losses of juvenile steelhead that result from dewatering of the reach between Weeman Bridge and 

Mazama. Noted

753
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.11.2 100 26 Steelhead are also caught in the mountain whitefish fishery in the Wenatchee Noted

754 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 101 all Combine w/Spring Chinook and delete. Noted

755 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 102 all Combine w/Spring Chinook and delete. Noted

756 Okanogan County 3.11.3 102 5-6

The Plan says: "Although land and water management activities have improved, factors such as dams, diversions, roads and railways, agriculture 
(including livestock grazing), residential development, …" 

Comment:  Show no specifics

Noted

757
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.11.3 102 17-18 Bull trout are caught in the sockeye fishery but can we definitely say abundance is reduced at a population level? Noted Addressed in Section 5

758
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

3.12 103

In general, we wish to note that the predominant factor impacting salmon is ocean conditions not habitat. As such, even with pristine habitat conditions,
salmon will not return in abundance when ocean conditions are poor. Additionally, predators, harvest management and hatchery management play a major
role in the abundance of salmon. We believe that if ocean cycles had been fully considered, predators properly controlled, and hatcheries and harvest
properly managed for species survival, listing under ESA would not have been necessary. With these general facts must come an understanding that
habitat is not the silver bullet to restore salmon populations, a fact that any recovery plan must acknowledge.

Addressed To be covered in Abstract and Cover Letter

759
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

3.12 103

As noted initially, the Plan does not accurately incorporate ocean cycles into trend analysis. The 20th century boom and bust cycle of salmon populations in
the Northwest were greatly influenced by the long-term climate patterns or the northern Pacific Ocean (Appendix 24). The Plan’s population growth rates
are calculated from good ocean high returns through lows without historical perspective. Similar growth rates could have been observed in the early 1800’s
before modern disturbance, if the right period was considered. (Appendices 2, 3, 24, 25 and 35)

Noted To be covered in Abstract and Cover Letter

760 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 103 1-15 Combine w/Spring Chinook and delete. Noted
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761 Douglas County 
PUD 3.11 103 8- It seems appropriate to at least mention the annual losses of bull trout that result from dewatering of the reach between Weeman Bridge and Mazama. Noted

762
Okanogan County

Steering 
Committee

3.12 103 23-31
None of the controversy or scientific debate related to the use of: models vs empirical data, the use of PATH, QAR or the BiOp etc is referenced in this 
document.  Please accept the caution of local citizens who have little knowledge of these models and the impact these models have on decision that impac
their lives. 

Noted

763 Bob Foster 
WDFW 3 103 24  (s/b 26) sub-artic should be sub-arctic Addressed Modified verbiage

764 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 104 7-8 Discussion needed on:  "If one…more." Noted

765 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 104 13-16 Tie to p.79 introduction. Addressed Added verbiage See Introduction

766 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 104 18-19 Discussion needed on:  "The risks…because" Noted

767 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 104 26 Discussion needed on: "Benefits…fish." Noted

768
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 104 34

Says reference reach is important; however, it was not important enough to discuss in public at NMFS' steelhead meeting in Wenatchee when 
Commissioner Goehner said that fising in the Entiat was the Commissioner's first priority to reward the landowners' effort on the planning unit.  NMFS' 
response was that WDFW only needed to ask for a permit and it would be allowed.  They have had 7 years (almost the start of the 8 year geometric mean) 
what have they collected, what have they found, why did they choose the Entiat, what will be the social economic consequences and consequences to 
planning unit participation if it continues?

Noted
Reference Stream and the ability to have a

fishery are being confused and they are 
mutually exclusive - Address in Section 5

769 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 104 39 Discussion needed on: "assumes that…density" Noted

770 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 3.12.6 105 Invasive Species:  Noxious weeds are another invasive species that must be addressed in the plan Noted

771 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 105 10-14 Comment:  Key research on productivity. Noted

772 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 105 17 Comment:  First sentence should start, "The uncertainty of the effects…." Noted

773 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 105 29 Comment:  Good!  Clear!  Concise! Noted

774
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 106 14 Does watershed plan monitoring fit in here? Addressed Added verbiage

775 USFWS
08.22.05 3.12.8 106 22 Didn't the PUD study also look at time of passage (delay) thru the dam ladders?  If this information exists, it should be added. Noted
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776 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 106 26-27 Comment re: "Peshastin Creek" .  Peshastin Bypass constructed Sept/Oct 2005 Addressed Deleted verbiage

777 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 107 20-21 Comment re:  "Knowing this…effects."   Negative statement.  At the time this plan is being written, critical area ordinances & comp. Plans are being updated

as required under GMA. Addressed Modified verbiage

778 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 107 21 Comment re:  "ameliorate"   What % of the public knows this word? Addressed Deleted verbiage

779 USFWS
08.22.05 3 108 Upper Icicle Creek-Primary Limiting Factor- delete none and add:  flows below irrigation intakes to Snow creek.  Primary causal factor and threats- delete 

none and add water diversions. Addressed Modified verbiage Ron Requested that this one be taken to 
the Watershed Group for review

780
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.11.2 108

May help to be more clear what are causal factors from past activities and what are threats.   For example question whether timber harvest is really a 
current threat in the White or Little Wenatchee, Entiat, Upper Twisp, Upper Methow, Upper Chewuch given Northwest Forest Plan direction. Past harvest 
has caused degraded conditions to varying degrees in the different watersheds (this is somewhat clarified in Section 5.5.2) What do we mean by fires are a 
threat, past fires, future fires, fire suppression?  Roads and campgrounds in Chiwaukum?  Much of the watershed is wilderness.  The campground is not in 
the best location but is it really a primary threat to recovery? there are other examples such as mining in the upper Twisp? Need to carefully review these 
causal factors and threats and make sure they match with Section 5.  Would be helpful to have at least one citation as to how the threat was identified.

Addressed

Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

In Section 5 the actions should match the 
threats in Chapter 3 more clearly 

781 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 108 move to page 90 Addressed

782

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

3.7 108 - 111

Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are UNACCEPTABLE in their current form.

Except for an occasional listing of "Fires", entries in the "Primary causal factors and threats" column are just rote, repetitive listings of just about every 
human activity found in each basin, attended by an apparent default blanket assumption that every one of them is negatively affecting fish to one extent or 
another.  Similarly, entries in the "Primary limiting factors" column appear to include just about every known attribute that needs to be optimized for fish in 
the UCRB, and at least to me again appear to assume that every shortfall of perfection is human-caused.
SIDBAR:  Correctly done in the right place, Riprap can actually IMPROVE the habitat.

These Tables appear to be a case where writers assumed that everything done by humans must have a negative effect until the contrary is proved;  i.e.:  
Guilty unless proved innocent.  Judging by the overall content, the authors are not knowledgeable about salmon habitat or natural limiting factors at work in 
area streams.  Whoever said that to be uncritical about science is to make it dogma must have seen these habitat tables.  
BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD on these Tables.

Addressed

Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

In Section 5 the actions should match the 
threats in Chapter 3 more clearly 

783
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

3 109 Lower Entiat causal factors change -  "timber harvest" to "historic timber harvest" Addressed Modified verbiage

784
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

3 109 Need to add word "historic" in front of "timber harvest" in Lower Entiat AU primary causal factors and threats column/entry.  Should add brook trout as 
causal threat in Upper Entiat AU.

Addressed
&

Noted
Modified verbiage

785 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 109 move to page 90 Addressed
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786
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

3.11.3 109 List brook trout as a threat to bull trout for upper Entiat, Little Wenatchee, Chiwawa, Chewuch and Twisp Noted

787 Okanogan County 3.12.11 110

If we are  going to list all factors effecting production of salmonids you can not leave out harvest and out of basin effects as these are a bigger threat, and d
more to limit our ability to produce fish, by reducing the number of returning adults.

My suggestion is the same as Ron Walter's.  Recognize the same activities by humans have had a negative impact on the past and move on.

Addressed To be covered in Abstract and Cover Letter

788 USFWS
08.22.05 3 110 Goat Creek:  add: bull trout Addressed Added verbiage

789 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 110 move to page 91 Addressed

790 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 111 move to page 91 Addressed

791 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 112 move to page 97 Addressed

792 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 3 113 move to page 97 Addressed

793 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 4  In general, there needs to be a BOD discussion of the recovery numbers, GM, and spawner:spawner ratios Noted Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 

discussion or relocation

794 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 4

My concern with this chapter is a general one, in that, the opening paragraph makes a clear distinction between “Reclassification” and “Recovery” criteria, 
with recovery criteria having a higher threshold.  But, although the chapter is entitled Delisting Criteria, virtually all the pertinent text is devoted to recoverin
criteria and reclassification receives very little mention.

Plus, all of the measurements are quantified in the streams in absolute numbers or through geometric models without considering those factors that affect 
our fish populations that reside or occur outside the stream.

Noted

795 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 4 I am also concerned about the frequent substitution of Recovery Criteria in the text, when it appears that the writer should actually be referencing delisting 

criteria. Noted The commentor may be confusing 
delisting and recovery

796

Les Kinney

Letter

(3 of 4)

4.4.1 83 20-23

These comments were submitted by Les Kinney as a letter dated January 22, 2005 and included in the comment matrix for the January 1, 2005 Draft.  The
have been added to this matix because the letter, in its entirety has been re-submitted.

The paragraph on page 83, lines 20 through 23, state that recovery of Spring Chinook in the Okanogan is not a requirement for delisting but your wish is to 
establish a major spawning area in the Okanogan to lower risk of extinction.  You're asking a lot from the citizens to establish habitat that isn't here and 
probably never has been.

One common sense strategy that isn't mentioned (probably politically incorrect) is the wholesale thinning and management of the surrounding watersheds 
which are mostly U.S.F.S lands.  We could do more to pout additional water into the streams and at the same time reduce the threat of disease and 
catastrophic fires with this strategy.  This should have a positive effect of fish and also provide much needed jobs for our communities.  Instead of buying or 
leasing water rights which will diminish agriculture, let the government contribute the additional water that you say the fish need.

Noted
&

Addressed

Tracy added comment about healthy 
watershed practices
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797 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 4 114 6 need a picture/table describing reclassification, delisting and recovery so that it is clear Noted

798 BOR
07.27.05 4 114 14

The evaluation of the biological criteria and the threats to the species are not independent process.  The regulations governing the delisting process 
[50CFR424.11(d)] provide for the secretary to evaluate the status of the species using the best available scientific and commercial data and base the 
delisting decision on that data.  Using that status review, the Secretary may consider 5 factors in determining whether, given the status of the species, it 
should be delisted.  There is no requirement for NMFS or FWS to evaluate whether existing and ongoing institutional measures sufficiently address the 
previously identified threats.  The agencies must only consider whether, given the current status of the species, it is endangered with extinction or likely to 
become endangered in the foreseeable future when considering the 5 identified factors.

Addressed Tracy added comment about healthy 
watershed practices

799 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2 115

Without a reference point of historical abundance the question of listing was highly arbitrary. The expectations detailed in the bull trout plan were truly 
amazing to the point that redd counts at peak numbers may not be believed and deferred to someone’s fantasy figure which is not achievable. Delisting 
conditioned on saving every population is a concern too because this could be an effective stall tactic over stocks doomed to extinction because of margina
habitat or other irreversible situation.

Noted

800 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2 115

Another proviso that should be listed as part of bull trout recovery actions is introducing them to suitable habitat above barriers or in lakes to create new 
populations to mitigate ones moribund. If spring chinook can be planted in the Okanogan, intrabasin plants from healthy population within the core area 
should be permissible and help speed things along.

Noted

801
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

4 115 2
"This plan is science based and relied on guidance provided by ICBTRT."  Actually the plan also includes professional judgment and speculation.  We 
understand that much of what has been provided by ICBTRT has been only analysis results with no provisions for sharing assumptions or allowing other 
scientists to peer review their work.

Noted

802 BOR
07.27.05 4 115 8

Relative to steelhead, data has not been provided to substantiate these conclusions since the steelhead ESU contains resident steelhead and little or not 
data about this portion of the ESU has been included in the Plan.  Without considering all the members of the ESU in the analysis it would appear that the 
Recovery Plan is inadequate, at least with respect to steelhead.

Noted NMFS has a proposed rule out (Nov 4, 
2005 Federal Register)

803

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.2 115 11 - 18

Professional biologist Ken Williams does not believe that bull trout redd trends have increased since 2000, that there are indications their trend has peaked 
and leveled off, and that stable bull trout counts suggest they are recovered right now and never should have been listed without more assessment.  To 
speed the delisting process, he recommends that the 12 year target or whatever the minimum time is for status decisions should be started retroactively; 
whenever statistical analysis confirms level slopes or counts that do not significantly differ.

Ken Williams further proposes that without a reference point of historical abundance the question of listing was highly arbitrary, and that expectations 
detailed in the bull trout plan were truly amazing;  to the point that redd counts at peak numbers may not be believed and should be considered someone's 
fantasy figure which is not achievable.  Delisting conditioned on saving every population is a further major concern, because this could be an effective stall 
tactic over stocks that are inevitably doomed to extinction due to marginal habitat or other irreversible situation.

Another item that should be part of any bull trout recovery action is introducing them to suitable habitat ABOVE barriers or in lakes, to create new 
populations to mitigate those that have become moribund.  If spring Chinook can be planted in the Okanogan, intra-basin plants from healthy bull trout 
populations within the core area should be equally permissible if not more so, to help speed things along.

Noted
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804 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2 115 12

I don’t believe bull trout redd trends have increased since 2000. It seems to me their trend has peaked and leveled off. Such a fast rebound to stable counts 
suggests that they be recovered right now and never should have been listed without more assessment. To speed the delisting process, I recommend that 
the 12 year target or whatever the minimum time is for status decisions should be started retroactively when statistical analysis shows level slopes or 
counts that do not significantly differ.

Noted

805 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 115 15-28 Delete.  Duplication Addressed Deleted verbiage

806 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County 4.2 115 39

Please add a footnote after the sentence ending in " . . . Rearing habitat conditions."  to read: It is important to note that habitat improvements will reach a 
point of diminishing returns.  In other words, at some point in the future, all improvements, through protection and restoration, will have a very limited affect 
on fish habitat.  This plan promotes an end point of habitat improvements, that when met, will conclude the responsibility of landowner action to improve or 
preserve habitat (see Section 5._ for more information).

Addressed Added verbiage

807 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 116 13 Comment re:  "nor does … historically."   Equivalent of historical. Addressed Modified verbiage

808 Bob Foster 
WDFW 4 116 13

As noted earlier, this plan does not expect spatial structure where it did not exist historically.  I could not find an earlier occurrence that defined spatial 
structure in this manner, worded in this manner requires the reader to know what spatial structure is in order to understand the sentence.  Maybe could add 
some definition earlier, such as species geographic distribution.

Noted In Introduction

809 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 116 23-24 Comment re:  "For spring…redd counts."  Do Figures 4.1/4.2 do this?  I don't think this sentence is true yet? Noted

810 BOR
07.27.05 4 116 35 The intrinsic growth rate in stock-recruitment analysis is generally defined as the production rate, measured as recruits per spawner, under average 

environmental conditions when there are no density dependent effects. Noted Density dependence is being used where 
possible

811 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2.5 117

Obvious from the viability curves is the capricious nature of determining risk. By definition any stock under 500 fish is at high risk. Thus the populations in 
the small streams can never be delisted. This just isn’t the way it works in nature. Looking around I see every available niche filled by springers and 
steelhead historically and even today. As I said earlier the Entiat populations have a 10,000 years record defying the high risk. Methow steelhead split up to 
spawn into small groups of far less than 500. NMFS should check out population size in the upper Salmon (Idaho)—there is not a population up there that 
meets the 500 fish minimum. The NF Salmon Cr. steelhead population is a stand alone population for a 100 millennia (no straying recruits to help it out) 
that probably never had over a 100 spawners, and its still there albeit a resident population. Ditto the Mad R. bull trout population.

Noted

812 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2.5 117

Aside from the curves for small populations, I believe the bottom curve for steelhead is high but reasonably so. With all those headwater resident steelhead 
scattered around extinction is really very remote. The 1000 fish base is about ½ of MSY under historical conditions. The bottom salmon curves is slightly 
more than MSY escapement historically, which is too high. In my work I found wild spring chinook to be more productive than steelhead. Methow spring 
chinook were self-sustaining without supplementation for nearly a decade after the hydrosystem was completed. Wild steelhead declined very quickly after 
Wells Hatchery went into production. The 2,000 salmon threshold level amounts to slightly more than MSY escapement under historical conditions. This is 
double that for steelhead, which is too high. The hatchery fish are not counted either which brings us back to the dilemma, are they hurting or helping. 
NMFS’ answer is yes and no.

Noted
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813

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.2.2 117 1

Change to read by adding the word:  PRIMARY; and adding the missing "s" at the end of "redd":   "This plan recognizes the primary importance of smolts / 
redds as a metric for tributary productivity."   As the writer has already mentioned in other comments, the smolts / redds count needs to be THE key 
measure of recovery success in the UCRB;  to avoid being dependent on out-of-basin effects over which people and governments IN the UCRB have little 
or no control.

Addressed

814 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2.2 117 1 Finally, an effort to quantify habitat function and productivity before the fish leave the system, so that the wild degraded habitat assertions of the past can be 

examined. Noted

815 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 117 4-6 Comment re:  "Although this plan …programs are"  Reference tables? Noted

816 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2.3 117 14

How could the Entiat spring chinook possibly go extinct? Perhaps in presettlement times when there were no hatcheries. You can’t pretend they are not 
there. They are there and they are going to be there forever so they should be integrated into the processes. What does extinction really mean in the 
Entiat—the fish are all hatchery-origin fish of various origins? It might be advantageous for a landslide to get them because of the Carson stock 
introgression. Start over with some new fish from surplus eggs taken in the Methow or Wenatchee, the hatchery fish up here are interchangeable anyway 
and that is what the hatcheries are for. This begs the question: if the hatcheries are essential for recovery why aren’t hatcheries factored into the risk 
assessment analysis. The hatcheries in this ESA program are double jointed, toggling between good guy or bad guy depending on need at the time.

Noted

In this plan hatcheries are not described as
essential for recovery, however we 

recommend that they be consistent with 
recovery

817

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.2.3 117 14 - 17

As Ken Williams perceptively asked and answered:  Just how could Entiat spring Chinook possibly go extinct ??...  Easy:  In PREsettlement times, 
BEFORE there were any hatcheries.  

You can't pretend that the current Entiat fish are not there.  They ARE there and are likely going to be there forever, so they should be integrated into the 
process.  And what would extinction really mean in the Entiat:  ALL of them are hatchery-origin fish of various origins.  He suggests that it might be an 
advantage for a landslide to get them because of the Carson stock introgression, since that would allow us to start over with some new fish from surplus 
eggs taken in the Methow or Wenatchee.  Hatchery fish in the UCRB are interchangeable anyway, and that is what the hatcheries are for.  But if the 
hatcheries are essential for recovery, then why aren't hatcheries factored into the risk assessment analysis ??  

Hatcheries in this ESA environment are double jointed, toggling between good guy or bad guy depending on the particular need at the time.

Noted

In this plan hatcheries are not described as
essential for recovery, however we 

recommend that they be consistent with 
recovery

818 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 117 after 17 Refer to maps (critical habitat?) Noted

819 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.2.4 117 19

I’ve been reading about this genetic diversity line much of my professional life but I’ve never seen an example with salmonids where the changing 
environment expunged a very not so genetically diverse population of salmon. What about the environmental changes of living life in Gold Creek versus 
living in a hatchery? Wouldn’t that wrought sharp genetic change, and give the reproductive advantage in the natural streams to wild fish. But previously it 
was stated that as long as the hatchery stock was locally derived then hatchery fish should not be a genetic modifyer of wild fish. If that were the case then 
why aren’t hatchery fish counted in stock status assessments? Count the hatchery fish and ESA goes away.

Noted Outside the scope of this plan
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820

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.2.4 117 19 - 22

Ken Williams says that he has been reading about this genetic diversity line much of his professional life, but that he has never seen an example with 
salmonids where the changing environment expunged a not so genetically diverse population.  He also asks:   What about environmental changes from 
living life in Gold Creek versus living in a hatchery?  Shouldn’t that be expected to result in sharp genetic changes, and give the reproductive advantage in 
the natural streams to wild fish?

It has been stated that as long as hatchery stock was locally derived, then hatchery fish should not be a genetic modifier of wild fish.  But if that is the case, 
then why aren't hatchery fish counted in local stock status assessments?  If we could just count "local" hatchery fish, for the most part UCRB 
ESA fish problems go away. 

Noted Outside the scope of this plan

821 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 117 26-27 Move "More diverse populations…change" to first sentence of P Addressed Modified verbiage Re-ordered information

822 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 117 31-36 Comment:  Good!   Noted

823
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

4 118 Why is 500 spawners a viable salmon/steelhead population and bull trout only need 100? Noted

824

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.2.5 118 12 - 18

These "viability curves" demonstrate the capricious nature of determining risk;  i.e.:
If by definition any stock under 500 fish is at high risk, then populations in the small streams can never be delisted.
Ken Williams notes that this just isn’t the way it works in nature:   He sees every available niche filled by springers and steelhead historically and even 
today, and notes that Entiat populations have a 10,000-year record defying high risk.  Methow steelhead split up to spawn into small groups of far less than 
500.  NMFS should check out population sizes in the upper Salmon River Basin in Idaho:  There is not any population up there that meets the 500 fish 
minimum.  The NF Salmon Creek steelhead population has been a standalone population for perhaps 100 millennia (no straying recruits to help it out) that 
probably never had over 100 spawners, and its still there albeit a resident population.  Same with Mad River bull trout population.

Aside from viability curves for small populations, Ken Williams believes the bottom curve for steelhead is high but reasonably so.  With all those headwater 
resident steelhead scattered around extinction is really very remote.  The 1000 fish base is about 1/2 of MSY under historical conditions.  
The bottom salmon curve is slightly more than MSY escapement historically, which is too high.  In his work he found wild spring Chinook to be more 
productive than steelhead.  Methow spring Chinook were self-sustaining WITHOUT supplementation for nearly a decade after the hydrosystem was 
completed, but wild steelhead declined very quickly after Wells Hatchery went into production.  The 2,000 salmon threshold level amounts to slightly 
more than MSY escapement under historical conditions.  This is double that for steelhead, which is too high.  The hatchery fish are not counted either 
which brings us back to the dilemma, are they hurting or helping.  NMFS says the answer is yes;  and no.

Noted
Not every small creek is expected to 

achieve 500, but the subbasin is - and the 
plan calls out for studies

825 USFWS
08.22.05 4.2.5 118 14 500 naturally produced spawners, this needs to be clearly Identified here and elsewhere that this is naturally produced spawners (p.122) not just  spawning 

hatchery and wild fish Noted Footnote in Chapter 3

826 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 4 118 29 Include the bold statements on specific goals for the three species in the beginning of the plan Addressed

827 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 118 33 Discussion needed on:  "harvestable" Addressed
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828 BOR
07.27.05 4 118 33

The recovery goal, under the ESA, should be to maintain an ESU that is neither at risk of extinction or likely to become so in the foreseeable future.  
Reaching harvestable numbers is not required for delisting under the ESA and in fact overutilization is one of the factors which can contribute to listing of a 
species.  While assumptions about harvest to meet Federal trust obligations may be appropriate the impacts associated with allowing other harvest to occu
should be outlined. In particular, the impacts of harvest on reaching VSP goals should be discussed.  Based on the discussion in Chapter 6 it appears that
substantial amount of harvest is projected to occur in the period of time before recovery goals are reached.

Addressed

829 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.3 118 38

The proviso of “across their native range” is too much for an ice-age species retracting with the glaciers. Attempting to intervene is another act of playing 
God and getting crossways with a natural process, a fundamental violation of the intent of ESA. Fighting to keep bull trout in Disneyland is almost as silly a
re-establishing caribou in Hollywood Hills where they once a point of time roamed.

Noted

830 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 118 13-16 Discussion needed on:  "Regardless of…(2004)." Noted

831

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.3 118 37 - 38
Bull trout recovery goal includes:    "... across the native range of the species."
WHOA !!..:  Bull trout are an ice-age relic species that is retreating with the glaciers.  Trying to fight that ongoing natural process is a basic violation of the 
ESA intent. 

Noted

832 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 119 6-22 Delete and replace with p.121/122 and part 123 lines 1-10 Noted

833 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.3.3 120

The insistence of varied ecotypes to lower risk is another nonsensical proviso because the lack of resident bull trout often is due to the lack of not just cool 
water but very cold water which goes beyond man’s ability to fix. Tacking on all these endearing points of perfection is not only playing in the water it is 
playing God and insuring ESA oppression to plague farmers forever. If the problems lie outside the ESU all the King’s horses and all the King’s men can’t . 
. . in the tributaries, and they shouldn’t even try.

Noted Outside the scope of this document

834 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 120 1-13 Delete and replace with 123/124/125 Noted

835

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.3.3 120 15 - 20

Bull trout in this ESU are even more completely isolated than salmon and steelhead from their relatives in the upper Snake River, yet the ESA listings are 
different.    The capriciousness nature of the way the ESA has been applied tends to remind you of the 55,000 page federal tax code.  What possible 
incentive is there for UCRB farmers and ranchers to help recover bull trout here, if they know it can never be delisted no matter what happens locally; 
because bull trout are broke in a completely disconnected population far away.
The eco-activist insistence that a large bull trout ESU is required to lower overall risk is nonsense, since lack of resident bull trout is often due to absence o
not just cool water but of very COLD water;  which is beyond any reasonable possibility of being fixed by any government.  End result if this absurd situatio
continues, will be to tend 2 insure that ESA oppression plagues farmers and ranchers forever. 

Noted Outside the scope of this document

836 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.3.3 120 16

Bull trout in this ESU are completely isolated even more so than salmon and steelhead from this ESU and the upper Snake River, yet the listings are 
different. The capriciousness of the ESA or at least the way it has been applied reminds me of the 55,000 page federal tax code. What incentive is there for 
the farmer to help recover bull trout here when it can’t be delisted because bull trout can’t be fixed in the Yakima basin, a completely disconnected 
population.

Noted Outside the scope of this document
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837
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

4.3.3 120  23-24 Statement >100 spawners within each local population conflicts with page 126 where target is 100  or more spawners in 3-5 areas (Wenatchee), 3-4 areas 
(Methow) Addressed Deleted verbiage

838 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 120 22-32 Replace with p.126 Noted

839

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.3.3 120 23 - 24 Arbitrarily calling for greater than 100 spawners for EVERY population of bull trout is a classic case of another one-size-fits-all tactic that cannot work in the 
real world.  As Ken Williams correctly pointed out:  Not all areas have equal capacities. Nason Creek (for one example) can NEVER support 100 spawners. Addressed

840
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

4.3.3 120 24 Statement "(>100 spawners within each local population)" conflicts with p. 126, lines 19-20, where target is "100 or more adults spawning naturally…" Addressed

841 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.3.3 120 24 Every population, 100 spawners! This is totally arbitrary. Not all populations have equal capacities and the one-size-fits-all approach is anti-science. Nason 

Creek won’t support 100 spawners Addressed

842 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 121 12-24 Move to p.120 Noted

843 Yakama Nation 4.4.1 121 13 The criterion should have a time range included.  Is it sufficient to meet the criterion once, or must it be met for a number of consecutive years to be met? Noted 8 year mean has been specified

844 Yakama Nation 4.4.1 121 27 The criterion should have a time range included.  Is it sufficient to meet the criterion once, or must it be met for a number of consecutive years to be met? Noted 8 year mean has been specified

845

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

4.4.1 121 27 - 29

Sprint Chinook - Recovery Criteria:   Expect I cannot improve on the excellent comment by Ken Williams, so won't try:  He said:
Common guys, use some bio 101.  You can’t keep stuffing more and more salmon in a finite river and expect to produce more recruits to lower risk.
If 100 acres of prime grassland can produce 10 cows calving 15 healthy calves, what do you think would happen if 50 pregnant cows were put on that site ?
Re-read Healy (1991). MSY escapement is the limit, which is about 1800 for the Methow, 1400 for the Wenatchee, and 400 for the Entiat.

Noted Outside the scope of this plan

846 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 4.4.1 121 29

Common guys, use some bio 101. You can’t keep stuffing more and more salmon in a finite river and expect to produce more recruits to lower risk. If a 100 
acres of prime grassland can produce 10 cows calving 15 healthy calves, what do you think would happen if 50 pregnant cows were put on that site? Re-
read Healy (1991). MSY escapement is the limit, which is about 1800 for the Methow, 1400 for the Wenatchee, and 400 for the Entiat.

Noted Outside the scope of this plan

847 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 122 Who established these?  How were these numbers established?  Are they attainable? Noted Numbers from TRT

848 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 4 122 Criterion # 2  We have concerns about the numbers contained in these charts.  Where did they come from and upon what facts are they based? Noted Numbers from TRT
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849
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

4 122 3 Spawner:Spawner ratio should be a range. Noted

850 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 122 5-25 Move to p.119 Noted

851 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 123 1-10 Move to p.119 Noted

852 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 123 18-30 Move to p.120 Noted

853 Yakama Nation 4.4.2 123 19 The criterion should have a time range included.  Is it sufficient to meet the criterion once, or must it be met for a number of consecutive years to be met? Noted 8 year mean has been specified

854 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 124 Move to p.120 Addressed

855 Yakama Nation 4.4.2 124 3 The criterion should have a time range included.  Is it sufficient to meet the criterion once, or must it be met for a number of consecutive years to be met? Noted

856 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 125 1-32 Move to p.120 Noted

857 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 126 Comment:  This is a large range.  12 years is a long time for geometric range. OK. Noted

858 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 4 126 Move to p.120 Noted

859
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

4.4.3 126 5

Suggest the following comments pertaining to Entiat/Mad bull trout recovery criteria (page 126).  lines 19 and 20 - "with 100 or more adults spawning 
annually in both areas" -  the term "in both areas" is unclear, if it means "in each area" it should say so.  "In both areas could be interpreted to mean 
"combined".  Assuming "in each area" is correct, then that would be a total of 200 adult spawners (minimum) which is clearly less than the minimum 12-yr 
GM spawners (298) in the preceding abundance table.  Suggest revisiting whether a minimum 12-yr GM spawner population of 298-417 is achievable in th
Entiat/Mad. The Mad River index reach encompasses ALL of the Mad R. spawning habitat (7.5 miles from Young Creek to Jimmy Creek).  It has been 
surveyed for redds annually since 1989.  The peak redd count for that 16-year time period was 52 (2003).  Based upon evaluation of the available habitat, 
thermal regime, hydrologic regime within the index reach estimate that it could support twice the 2003 redd count or 104 redds (best possible scenario).  
Multiply 104 redds by 2 spawners per redd (conservative est.) yields a best case of 208 Mad River spawners.  Add in 80 spawners in the 
Entiat (40 redds times 2 fish/redd) which may be the best case based on available habitat there, gives a combined total of 288 spawners which is less 
than the 298 minimum.  Further,  is it really expected the Entiat/Mad to sustain the 150 redds (or greater) per year that would be required to achieve 
the minimum 12-year GM of 298.  Calculating the 12-yr GM spawners for the Mad River (1993-2004) assuming 2 spawners per redd and the result 
is 53.75.  If it is assumed the Entiat hosts an equal number of spawners ( possibly an overly optimistic assumption) and double the 12-yr GM to 108, 
a long way from 298.   Accordingly,  recommend changing the abundance recovery criteria for the Entiat minimum 12-yr GM spawners to 200-300.  

Noted
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860
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

4.4.3 126 19 & 20 Statement "Bull trout spawning will occur within…Entiat and Mad...with 100 or more adults spawning naturally in both areas" is confusing.  If mean to say 
200 total, then change wording from "both" to "each".   200 is also less than low end of 12-year GM spawner range (298 spawners) in table on same page. Addressed

861
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

4.4.3 126 23 Bull trout spawning in Early Winters, are the 100 spawning adults referring to migratory population, or resident population above the falls? Noted This is in the plan as a research issue

862 BOR
07.27.05 4 129

The two graphs on this page show viability curves for spring Chinook stocks, on representing a "large" population and the other a "basic" population.  The 
"risk" lines plotted on the graphs are identical except for the horizontal portions of the 5% risk lines.  For the "basic" population this line is horizontal at a 
lower spawning population size than for the " large" population.  As a result there is a "family" of growth rate/spawner coordinates that, on the "basic" 
population graph, show populations which are at low or very low risk of extinction while the same coordinates for a "large" population would put it at high 
risk of extinction.  There is no discussion about the biological basis for this difference and, strictly from a biological basis, it appears to be unsupportable.

Addressed Direction to  website added

863 BOR
07.27.05 4 129

The underlying stock-recruitment function for the viability curves is unclear.  The cited references refer to a "hockey stick' function and Appendix F does as 
well.  Appendix F indicates, however, that all values of population size used in the viability modeling are on the ascending limb of the hockey stick stock-
recruitment curve which is a density independent function.  This is in keeping with previous statements made earlier in the plan that it is assumed that even 
at high densities productivity was greater than 1.0, which would suggest density independence.  If the underlying stock-recruitment function is density 
independent then this should be stated and the basis for this determination outlined.

Addressed Direction to  website added

864 Yakama Nation 4 129 The graphs on the page are reversed from what the caption says. Addressed Modified verbiage

865 Bob Foster 
WDFW 4 131 map Same issue as map on page 68. - The map seems to indicate that Peshastin Creek is not a current STS spawning area, but in other areas it is listed as a 

MSA. Addressed

866 WDFW
08.24.05 5

The Habitat Section of the plan should emphasize the use of productivity as a recovery metric.  By examining local productivity (smolt/redd) instead of 
abundance, habitat gains can be credited to habitat projects and provide some assurance for stakeholders in the upper watershed that they are not solely 
responsible for recovery or accounting for actions of the other H’s.  The need for clarity here is essential to garner support from those landowners who are 
interested in recovery but cannot see how or where their contributions would receive “ credit” if an abundance metric (e.g., number of spawners), that is 
heavily influenced by downstream Hydropower, Hatcheries and Harvest, is used to measure success.  In short, the link between habitat improvement and 
recovery has to be made locally, and within the sphere of influence of plan participants (i.e., landowners).  Our agency feels that the level of plan 
participation by land owners in these watersheds will be strongly correlated with their understanding of how their efforts will be measured and, more 
specifically, the transparency of the relationship between habitat improvement 
and recovery metrics. 

Noted Addressed in Section 1.5 in (Desired 
Outcome)

867 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5

Ron and Buell have thoroughly reviewed Chapter 5.  One comment I have on redundancy of language:  there were some requests early in the process to b
redundant for each subbasin so that someone could look at that specific section only and get everything they need.  There was a sense that many 
subsections could stand alone for use by watershed planning groups.  That said, it might have been overdone. 

Noted

868 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 Genetics and diversity discussion needs clarification in this chapter and in the beginning Noted
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869 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 role of land acquisition in "protection efforts" needs to be clarified throughout Noted

870 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 examples of how EDT modeling will be used in the future to determine if region is meeting its target should be clearly articulated and discussed with the 

BOD.  There is almost complete reliance on EDT modeling as the way to evaluate future conditions as a result of habitat changes. Addressed See Executive Summary

871
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.1 133

There is not nearly enough focus on predator caused limiting factors in the plan.
-Depressed salmon runs are most at risk from pinnipeds (Appendices 24 and 26)
-Sea lions travel as far up the Columbia River as the Bonneville Dam (418 miles). (Appendix 24)
-Harbor seals are viewed by state agencies as significant salmon predators. (Appendix 24)
-Of all salmonid smolt predators, Common Mergansers consume the majority the majority of salmonids, more than 60% of those taken by birds. (Appendix
24)
-Caspian Tern consumption of salmon by the East Sand Island tern colony in 2004 was about 3.5 million smolts, with a total of more than 40 million since
1998. (Appendix 24)

Noted

872
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5 133

The Plan’s combination of Ecosystem Diagnosis and Treatment (EDT) and Instream Flow Incremental Method (IFIM) models, Limiting Factors Analysis,
Subbasin Management, and professional judgment has produced a recovery plan that is based on little or no empirical, scientific evidence. At the same
time the Mullan study and other relevant scientific information was largely ignored. Local residents look at habitat recommendations and wonder if those
who wrote the draft have ever been to the region. The limiting Factors Analysis for Okanogan County was produced by the Colville tribe and never accepted
by the County. Subbasin planning was conducted without sufficient data to give scientific direction and plan elements for tributaries in Okanogan County
failed to be endorsed by the County. The scientific community does not universally accept EDT and IFIM to accomplish the goals of recovery in the Plan.
The end result is a conservation wish list heavily influenced by professional judgment (also known as hunches or guesses), not science. (Appendices 7 and
15) - The following are examples of the impact of such guess work.

1. Due to known water loss from leaky irrigation conveyance ditches, ditch enclosure has been popular with salmon recovery efforts.  However, the 
value of recharge has not been considered in most cases.  It is questionable whether the nearly three million dollars spent to pipe Skyline and Wolf Creek 
ditches in the Methow Valley, has resulted in significant positive impacts for Salmon.  And at least in the case of Wolf Creek, the negative impact to local 
hydrology is obvious. (Appendix 11) 

2. It is questionable whether screen installation for salmon protection in the Methow Valley, with a cost of almost two million dollars in public funds, was 
driven by science or opinion.  Upgraded screens do not appear to be as effective as those replaced. (Appendix 37)

Noted
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873
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5 133

Recommendations
1. Include the public in a meaningful way to ensure that this document is fully reviewed and has local acceptance.
2. Ensure that sound science is employed throughout the Plan and, if science is lacking, note that assumptions are used.
3. Refine the scope of the plan to elements necessary to comply with the ESA. 
4. Recognize that habitat should not be the sole focus of a recovery plan.
5. Focus on the impact of ocean conditions and predator control (Appendices 1,  24 and 26)
6. Count all fish for recovery without allowing harvest until delisting occurs, stop hatchery production and harvest until delisting occurs, or declare the Uppe
Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now. (Appendices 6, 29 and 35)
7. Manage the Upper-Columbia Federal forest watersheds for water production by implementing noxious weed control and tree population reduction in 
order to reduce fuel load and water consumption. (Appendices 5, 13, 17, 30 and 31)
8. Prohibit the expenditure of public funds to enclose Upper-Columbia irrigation conveyance ditches without first conducting sufficient studies to prove a 
beneficial outcome. (Appendices 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23)
9. Expand water availability by increasing groundwater storage as described in the USGS 2003 Methow study and Innovations In Ground 
Water Management. (Appendices 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 33)
10. Above all, the Plan must recognize that landowners are partners in the process.  Habitat improvements will only become a reality if landowners view 
the actions as reasonable and necessary and adequate incentives to take such action are provided.  Forcing landowners to act or taking all or a 
portion of private property will doom the Plan to failure.

Addressed
&

Noted

Watch for these issues throughout 
remainder of review - Include in Abstract 

and Executive Summary

874
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5 133

In light of these general comments, we believe the Plan lacks sound science and includes too much opinion and assumption, resulting in far too much
emphasis on habitat. The Independent Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB) set the stage for our comments when it said:

With accurate data on habitat condition and sensitivity of fish populations to human actions, numerous analytical methods can be used to develop habitat
recovery plans. Significant data gaps exist, however, and very few analytical methods have been sufficiently verified by field studies. As a consequence,
several predictive methods have been developed to use incomplete data related to tributary habitat to aquatic community condition or the abundance of
target species. These methods are of three basic types: expert opinion, expert systems, and empirical models. Expert opinion has been most commonly
applied in the Columbia Basin to habitat restoration projects. This approach is highly subjective and the assumptions underlying the opinions are often not
field verified, or even made explicit.  As a result, the products of such an approach are generally less helpful than more formal decision processes, especia

Watch for these issues throughout 
remainder of review

875 Yakama Nation 5.1 133 24 near-term and long-term should be defined to include a range of years. Noted

876
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 133 26 "Recovery actions should be described with sensitivity and discretion."  No matter how the actions are described, without public acceptance, little will be 
accomplished. Addressed Added verbiage

877 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 5.1 133 27

 Enacting various plans does not guarantee recovery given the complexity and knowledge gaps. Some actions likely will be detrimental. EDT is so suspect 
as a modeling tool under inappropriate application and thorough ground proofing that it can be expected to give wrong answers just like the IFIM model 
does when use inappropriately. Many bios more gifted than me are troubled with EDT. For one thing, the flow portion of the model features the IFIM model, 
which I believe is inappropriate to assess flows needed for fish in this region for reason given above.

Noted
The Board acknowledges issues with 
modeling and empirical data will be 

collected
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878

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.1 133 27 - 33 Recovery Overview:    Just enacting a bunch of plans will not by itself guarantee recovery, given the extent and complexity of the problem and the huge 
knowledge gaps.  Even if we are careful, some actions likely will end up being DETRIMENTAL.  Noted

The Board acknowledges issues with 
modeling and empirical data will be 

collected

879 NOAA 5.2 1. It is unclear how the assumed benefits from the harvest sector will be achieved in the plan area.  Terminal fisheries have been reduced to a minor 
mortality factor with little additional benefits available.  Noted

However, The Board believes that it is 
inconsistent for NOAA to allow incidental 

take to levels below what is being required
for recovery

880 NOAA 5.2 1. Increased law enforcement efforts are recommended to reduce poaching, but it is unclear whether poaching is a current problem. Noted Identified in Section 5.2.2

881 NOAA 5.2 1. New fisheries are proposed that target hatchery fish in each basin.  While the plan proposes that these fisheries would be managed conservatively, there 
will still be a small incremental increase in natural fish mortality (it is unclear how the assumed benefits from the harvest sector will occur).   Noted

882 NOAA 5.2 1. It may be useful to provide discussion and analysis of what effect these conservative fisheries may have on the time need to achieve recovery.  Noted

883 NOAA 5.2 1. The planners should also consider more directly linking the use of fisheries to the hatchery sector as a tool to manage hatchery adults on the spawning 
grounds.  Noted This linkage has been made in the plan

884 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.2 134

“Because of their migratory patterns and timing, virtually no upper Columbia spring Chinook or steelhead are taken in ocean fisheries.” 

This statement is made, within the text, without any supporting facts or justification.  This statement should either be made with adequate foundation and 
support or deleted.

Addressed Added verbiage

885 NOAA 5.2.1 134

The statement:  In recent years the harvest of naturally produced Upper Columbia spring Chinook has actually increased because of the larger returns of 
adults  presents a stark fact that first appears in a place that is disconnected from the contextual information NOAA provided in May and which appears on 
page 138, lines 25-28 (s/b 135, line 39).  An easy fix would be to change the sentence to read:  In recent years the harvest of naturally produced Upper 
Columbia spring Chinook has increased because of the larger runs in recent years and the new harvest rate schedule incorporated into the USvOR fishing 
plan, which will have the opposite effect (i.e., decrease harvest impacts) when runs decline to lower levels

Noted
However, The Board believes that the 

current harvest levels are inconsistent with
recovery

886
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.2 134
In the effort to maximize harvest, the plan would create increased competition and increase incidental take on the fish that are intended to be counted.
Harvest goals are contrary to ESA recovery. The plans harvest focus is an example of the concern expressed by the ISAB in 2005. (Appendices 6, 16 and
29)

Noted

The Board does believe that the current 
harvest levels are inconsistent with 

recovery (These are one of the  plans 
limiting factors)
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887

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.1 134 8 - 9

Recovery Overview:    EDT is substantially suspect as a modeling tool, even more so if it is applied inappropriately.  Experienced professionals have 
expressed serious reservations about EDT, especially the flow portion using the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) model, which some believe
is inappropriate for assessing flows needed for fish in the UCRB.

With regard to the IFIM model:  It was hailed as a big advance on introduction, and quickly became popular;  one reason being that the software was very 
user-friendly (whether it was valid-results friendly was another question).   But after 20+ years of use and evaluation, the verdict is in:  It is UNRELIABLE.   
In a high profile California case (Hodge Decision) IFIM was ruled incapable of establishing flow needs, and the parties were told to do the science the old 
fashion way (Castleberry et al. 1996).  That case launched a debate on what to do about IFIM:  Some felt it could be salvaged by revamping, while others 
favored dumping it.

IFIM model developers never intended it to be a power tool.  Users are cautioned that outputs lack margin of error estimates, making them only 
guesstimates;  which is why they admit that their model is scientific but not science.  Output testing is critical, standalone use is discouraged, and 
synthesis with all available info is advised.  Unfortunately, bureaucratic practitioners use IFIM as if it is absolute truth.  Example:  A biologist testifying 
at a PCHB hearing in Twisp in 2003 used IFIM results to pronounce one reach habitat and another not, with not a trace of self-doubt. 
That is NOT science !!

Noted The Board acknowledges the controversy 
about IFIM and it was not used in the plan

888
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 134 9 "actions were prioritized based on professional opinion, public input and EDT"  EDT is professional opinion.  When was public input gathered?  When did 
the public say we did not want fishing on the Entiat River or that we wanted to be a control reach? Noted

889
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 134 38 If the fishery is so carefully managed, how can poaching be a problem? Noted IFIM - See page 173

890 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5.2.1 134 41 Need reference for this statement "Because of their migratory…"  Is this actually true?  ISAB believes that information is lacking for entire Columbia basin. Addressed

891
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 134 42 How many fish are caught in the ocean to be "virtually no" fish?  How large was the study and how was it conducted? Addressed

892 NOAA 5.2.1 135

The authors are still using certain terminology inappropriately, e.g.:  Current threats that reduce the abundance of spawning adult spring Chinook, 
steelhead, and bull trout include incidental and directed (poaching) take.  The use of the phrase “…incidental and directed (poaching) take.”  is contrary to 
the meaning all harvest managers assign to the term “directed,” especially when used as a contrast to “incidental.”  The term “poaching” belongs in the 
sentence on line 4 of that page, as we have inserted here: “Spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout are also harvested illegally (“poaching”) in their home 
streams and on their spawning grounds.”  A lot of the public already is confused about harvest management; let’s not make it worse by suggesting that 
every time we say “directed fishing,” that they hear “poaching.”

Addressed Modified verbiage

893
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 135 34 How are today's harvest practices any better than the past if US v Oregon only allows 1,000 fish to pass when 4,500 are necessary for viability? Noted The Board agrees
(See Harvest Section)
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894
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 135 37 How many fish are caught incidentally?  How many are poached?  How large was the study and how was it conducted? Noted

895 WDFW staff 5.2.2 135, 136 37,38,3,7,8

Let's take a closer look at section 5.2.2 The significance of poaching seems to be overstated.

Rationale:  While poaching is certainly a continuing problem, the reader does not get an idea of what magnatude the problem is relative to other factors or 
threats. I suggest including some relative level of explotation from poaching to put this issue into perspective. Is poaching more of a threat than lower river 
harvest, mortality from hydroelectric generation or hatchery practices? The incendents of poaching in the lower river is a more significant than poacher in 
the upper river. The impression that poaching is an issue that is neglected by management agencies and harvests proportionally significant numbers of fish 
relative to managed directed fisheries is inacurate. Enforcement in the upper river is effective, but could use additional presence.

Noted

896 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.2 136 2 3.8% need to clarify this figure with the 5.1% in footnote 81 on the same page.  If the 5.1% includes hatchery fish, then it should be noted. Retracted Comment Retracted by Kate Terrell 

12/07/05

897 Kirk Truscott 
WDFW 5.2.2 136 4,5

Bull trout incurr hooking mortality during the directed sockeye fishery in Lake Wenatchee and small number of sockeye are encountered during the directed 
mountain whitefish season. 

Rationale:  The original sentence didn't clearly communicate that the sockeye fishery allows catch and release of bull trout and is a directed sockeye 
fishery. Hooking mortality is incurred on bull trout, but anglers are not allowed to keep bull trout. Few bull trout are caught during the mountain whitefish 
fishery. Although an enforcement presence was present at the Lake Wenatchee sockeye fishery, no citations were written for possession of bull trout.

Noted

898
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.3 136 31
Need to clarify "Constrain harvest at the currently reduced rates in the Upper Columbia Basin" to indicate whether this means harvest on hatchery, natural 
or all fish.  Lack of clarity and having this as overarching super-bullet leads to conficts wiht other short v. long term harvest goal bullets within individual 
subbasin sections.

Addressed Added verbiage  "Naturally produced"

899 Yakama Nation 5.2.3 136 31 insert "of wild fish" after "Constrain harvest" Addressed Added verbiage  "Naturally produced"

900
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.3 137  1-2 Shouldn't the text be provide fishery opportunities in the Upper Columbia as long as natural spawner escapements and diversity objectives are met? Addressed

901 USFWS
08.22.05 58.2.3 137 3 Please explain the recommendation to incorporate VSP criteria in fishery plans affecting Upper Columbia fish.  It seems like they must already be 

considered when limiting harvest. Retracted Comment Retracted by Kate Terrell 
12/07/05

902
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 137 4 Recommend adding "Along the entire length of the Columbia River, limit all non-tribal harvest to tributaries in order to eliminate poaching or incidental take 
of Upper Columbia fish in mainstem or ocean" Noted
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903
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.3 137 5 Recommend additional bullet to short term section saying something like "appropriate co-managers/fisheries management agencies" should work with 
stakeholders to develop tributary fisheries management goals/plans. Addressed Added submitted verbiage (Include in 

Executive Summary)

904
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 137 5 Recommend adding a bullet "Develop fishery management plans for each tributary (Wenatchee, Entiat, Chelan, Methow, Okanogan, Foster and Crab) and 
main stem as part of watershed plans and this recovery plan." Addressed Added verbiage Added submitted verbiage (Include in 

Executive Summary)

905 Yakama Nation 5.2.3 137 7 replace "hatchery produced" with "all" Addressed Added verbiage

906
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.3 137 7 Why would a recovery objective be to provide opportunities for increased tributary harvest?  If recovery includes harvest then all that is needed is the 
second bullet, line 9. Or a possible suggestion is to add, Develop fishery management plans for the subbasins consistent with recovery objectives Addressed Deleted verbiage

907
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.3 137 7 & 8
Having "provide opportunities for increased tributary harvest on hatchery produced fish in Upper Columbia Basin" as Long-Term Objective conflicts with 
Short-Term Action on p.143, lines 11-13, "Develop a limited fishery on surplus hatchery produced spring Chinook in the Entiat subbasin..."  It is a short-term
action/goal for the Entiat, with WDFW already in support/submitting permit requests for spCh.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

908 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.3 137 32 Need to include language that describes the closure of trout fisheries to protect juvenile steelhead in the tributaries. Noted

909 NOAA 5.2 138 
(s/b 139) (s/b 39) This sentence “the states now require non-treaty commercial net and recreational fisheries to release alive all unmarked spring Chinook and steelhead 

caught in their lower Columbia River spring fisheries” is not entirely accurate.  Some of the non-treaty fisheries in the lower river are not mark selective. Addressed Added verbiage

910 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 138 5 thru 7 Needs more clarity here.  The only fishery has been below Leavenworth National Fish Hatchery targeting out-of-basin spring Chinook.  These same fish 

represent more that 50% of the spring Chinook passing Rock Island Dam.  This makes it a significant fishery. Addressed Added verbiage

911 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.2 139

“No upper Columbia population–specific run timing data currently exist to determine the feasibility of shaping mainstream fisheries (temporally or 
geographically) to target or avoid material populations passing through the fisheries.”  

Comment(s):  Why is run timing data even applicable?  Normally a clipped adipose fin is the indicator as to whether a fish is part of a “natural population” o
not.

Noted

912
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.4 139 12 If 4500 spring Chinook are needed for recovery shouldn't the "critical level' be 4500 not 1000 especially given the 'simplifying assumptions" on lines 17-27? Addressed Deleted verbiage

913 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 139 21-22 Actually, there should be considerable opportunity to gather some of this information from on-going pit-tag studies in the Upper Columbia.  Significant 

numbers of spring Chinook have been pit tagged in COE studies. Noted
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914 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 5.3.2 140

The affect of the GCFMP is unknown. If anything greater diversity was added from mixing with fish natal to the upper upper Columbia (above Grand Coulee 
Dam). Low survival from primitive hatchery operations and putting fish above weirs in non-natal waters occurred but who knows what happened genetically
Damage is not apparent in spawner/recruit analyses. The fish were incredibly productive as I’ve mention above, surviving to maintain self-sustaining rates 
that we only dream of today. The Carson fish did little damage to the Methow stock, and that program was so bankrupt that it was discontinue in 1962. Ten 
thousand wild fish spawned there in 1957. The domestication took place after 1974 when Winthrop Hatchery re-started and the new Methow Hatchery cam
on board.

Noted

915 Patrick Verhey 
WDFW 5.2.4 140 14

change the states to Washington and Oregon

Rationale:  reader is to assume the state is referring to Washington and Oregon.
Addressed Modified verbiage

916 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 5.3.3 141

All the talk and actions about minimizing H x W interactions and wild fish management is a large, monolithic pretend. Officials should just call it what it 
is—a designated hatchery region. I remember well the wild fish friendly protocol adopted for operating the new Methow H., specifying how brood stock 
collections would consist of no more than a certain percentage of the run and that only wild fish would be cultured and that the various stocks would be 
cultured in isolation. That protocol was bagged in the first 2 or 3 years, the first time the runs dipped.

Noted The Board agrees with the statement

917 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 141 10 thru 17 The ban on catching  juvenile steelhead in tributaries should be noted. Noted

918 NOAA 5.2 141 27

Several locations, e.g., line 27 of page 141, and the subsequent river by river sections, contain long term actions as follows:  In cooperation with parties of 
U.S. v Oregon, incorporate Upper Columbia VSP criteria when formulating fishery plans affecting Upper Columbia spring Chinook. While we don’t have a 
problem with that idea, we’ll be surprised if all the comanagers (e.g., Yakama Tribe) will endorse it.  The Yakamas did not want to see the range of possible 
solutions to issues normally addressed in USvOR to be constrained by anything in the Recovery Plan.  We previously offered the alternative text (that was 
not used) that said:  Achieve harvest and production objectives derived from U.S. v Oregon plans, including increased harvest opportunity of salmon and 
steelhead in Zones 1-6 consistent with long term sustainability of the resource.

Noted See Footnote # 88

919 Kirk Truscott 
WDFW 5.2.5 Under Methow, Wenatchee, and Entiat, research and monitoring actions include: Monitor the affects of harvesting surplus hatchery spring chinook on 

natural origin spawning escapement. Addressed Added verbiage Added to each subbasin

920 USFWS
09.29.05 5.2.5 142 Need to include language throughout this section:  Ensure that all actions and mitigation associated with harvest throughout the Columbia River, identified 

through ESA Consultation, are consistent with and promote the recovery of  Upper Columbia spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout.. Addressed Added verbiage (Short Term & Long Term and in All Hs)

921
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.5 142 19-21
Why would there be a short-term recovery objective to open a fishery on spring Chinook in the Wenatchee.  If there is a concern that too many hatchery fis
are spawning in the wild would it not be more prudent to reduce the numbers of hatchery smolts, rebuild the population and then determine if increased 
hatchery production can produce a harvest and still meet VSP criteria? This comment also applies to Methow and Entiat spring Chinook

Noted

922 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 142 19-21 This fishery needs to also be included as a long-term action.  It will also require actions at weirs to reduce the number of hatchery fish on spawning ground 

to address VSP concerns.  This should be included in the long-term actions for all three basins in the Upper Columbia. Noted
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923 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 142 30-31 Please explain the recommendation to incorporate VSP criteria in fishery plans affecting Upper Columbia fish.  It seems like they must already be 

considered when limiting harvest. Retracted Comment Retracted by Kate Terrell 
12/07/05

924
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.5 142 34-45 Should we include a research/monitoring action to address "simplifying assumptions" on page 139. lines 34-45? Noted

925
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.5 143 12 & 13 "…(implementation of this [hatchery Chinook] fishery should be consistent with the sideboards established for the Upper Columbia steelhead fishery)."  
Need a footnote to denote what the sideboards are -- gear restrictions, handling rules, what? Addressed Deleted verbiage

926
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 143 13 What are the sideboards established for the Upper Columbia Steelhead fishery?  Who established them?  When were they established? What was the 
public involvement in establishing the sideboards? Addressed Deleted verbiage

927
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 143 14 How much poaching is going on in the Entiat sub-basin? Noted

928 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 143 32 delete adults and replace with spawners Noted

929 Patrick Verhey 
WDFW 5.2.5 144 18

Should read "Maintan a closed salmonid fishery on the upper.."

Rationale:  Currently the Okanogan is open year round for gamefish other than trout. Although harvest of bass may not be significant to effectively reduce 
predation on salmonids, it does help.

Addressed Added verbiage

930
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.5 145 15

Why would there be a short-term recovery objective to open a fishery on steelhead in the Wenatchee? Has the fishery in the Methow been effective at 
reducing hatchery fish spawning to "desired" levels?  If there is a concern that too many hatchery fish are spawning in the wild would it not be more prudent 
to reduce the numbers of hatchery smolts, rebuild the population and then determine if increased hatchery production can produce a harvest and still meet 
VSP criteria? This comment also applies to Methow and Entiat steelhead

Noted

931
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 145 18 How much poaching is occuring in the sub-basin? Noted

932
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.5 145 30 Suggest add monitor the effects of incidental take of steelhead during the mountain whitefish fishery. Addressed Added verbiage

933
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 146 2 Based on genetics, Entiat steelhead came from hatchery stock.  This paragraph implies that any steelhead could be harvested in Entiat as it was originally 
of hatchery origin. Noted
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934
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.5 146 5 Statement says, "Develop a limited fishery on surplus hatchery produced steelhead in the Entiat subbasin".  There are no hatchery steelhead produced or 
released in the Entiat subbasin.  Need to remove this bullet. Addressed Added verbiage

935
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 146 5 What hatchery steelhead are planted in the Entiat? Addressed Added verbiage

936
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 146 5 Eastbank hatchery steelhead were planted in the Entiat river as mitigation for Rock Island and Rocky Reach.  This was unilaterally stopped without public 
input or notice in 1999.  Grant PUD and the federal dams have never mitigated their impacts on Entiat River steelhead fishery or salmon fishery. Noted

937 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 146 12 delete adults and replace with spawners Noted

938
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.5 146 18 Statement says, "Examine the effects of out-of-basin hatchery steelhead releases on the Entiat population".  Need to remove, since there aren't any, or 
reword to include "if initiated" in front of/following the statement. Addressed Deketed verbiage

939
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.2.5 146 20 Need to add a bullet "Determine population structure of O. mykiss(% resident rainbow v. steelhead) in Entiat subbasin. Addressed Added verbiage

940 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.4 146 32 delete adults and replace with spawners Noted

941 NOAA 5.2
(s/b 5.2.7)

149
(s/b 151)

Coordination and Commitments.  The policy forum description make it sound like a permanent institution is contemplated, rather than the temporary effort 
NOAA is organizing to refine the RP. Addressed Added verbiage

942 USFWS
08.22.05 5.2.5 150 21 Information needs to be added to page 141 to support this action as well as an explanation. Noted

943
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.2.5 150  21-23
Suggest the wording for the Lost River should be changed. Are certain the degree to which the Lost River population is connected to the rest of the core 
area, it may be a one-way (downstream) connection   Suggest change to "Close the fishery on bull trout in the Lost River until population structure and 
trends are better understood, or add a monitoring action to understand the effect of the fishery on the Lost River population.

Addressed Modified verbiage

944
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5.2.7 151 Section 5.2.7 talks about policy forum and harvest - how does this forum support functional watershed planning units? Addressed

945 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 151 22 …..from the  Add: hatchery program…… Noted

946
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 151 27 Add watershed councils Addressed
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947 NOAA 5.3

Supplementation of natural populations with hatchery fish has potential benefits as well as inherited risks associated with it.  These risks increase the 
longer supplementation with hatchery fish occurs and the greater the contribution of hatchery fish on the spawning grounds.  These risks are primarily 
related to effects on productivity due to genetic changes associated with the hatchery environment.   Thus, there is a direct relationship between the length 
of time it takes to address the limiting factors and the risks associated with hatchery supplementation.   

Noted

948 NOAA 5.3
The plan does a good job of generally defining hatchery objectives, issues, and recommendations for current programs.  These recommendations to contro
hatchery straying, elimination of out of basin stocks, and replacement with local tributary specific broodstock where appropriate are all sound concepts.  
More specific actions could be added to address these general concepts.  

Noted

949 NOAA 5.3
The plan appropriately recommends that several hatchery programs change their primary objective to providing fishery opportunities once natural 
populations increase.  Our assumption is that this would occur as natural populations build towards recovery and result in the need to modify hatchery 
programs (such as changes in marking and limits on hatchery adults on the spawning grounds).  Clarifying these assumptions in the plan would be helpful.

Noted

950 NOAA 5.3 NOAA Fisheries intends to work with comanagers and recovery planners to help define appropriate areas where the management objective is minimal 
hatchery spawners consistent with TRT guidance on the need for natural fish managed tributaries as one of the delisting goals.  Noted

951 NOAA 5.3
The plan offers a continuation of WDFW’s present angling-based approach to limiting hatchery/wild steelhead interactions in the Methow.  The plan should 
acknowledge that intense effort in this fishery has the potential to significantly affect the survival of wild fish caught in the fishery as well.  The alternative 
approach of reducing releases of hatchery fish to reduce the # of f1 returns on the spawning grounds should at least be mentioned.

Noted

952
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.3 152 The plan recommends hatchery production intended to enhance harvest but hatchery produced fish would not be counted as part of the upper-Columbia
ESU’s.  This is contrary to the Hogan decision in Alsea Valley Alliance v. Evans  (Appendix 24). Noted The Hogan decision only covers coastal 

Coho - Outside the scope of this plan

953
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 152 13-16
“The first hatcheries that released spring Chinook in the Upper Columbia Basin began operation in 1899 on the Wenatchee River (Chiwaukum Creek) and 
near the confluence of the Twisp River on the Methow River.”  This fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery 
zone and delist now.

Noted

954
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 152 28 Chelan PUD mitigation for Rocky Reach was omitted. Addressed Added verbiage

955
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 152 34,35
HATCHERY: “WDFW began continuous artificial propagation of summer Chinook and steelhead in the Upper Columbia River basin in the 1960s….” .” It 
must be acknowledged in plain-language that Steelhead / Rainbow Trout are genetically the same.  These fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to 
declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now.

Addressed

Rainbow and Steelhead issue will be 
addressed in the Exective Summary with a

qualifying statement regarding 
investigating the contribution of counting 
Rainbow toward the anadromous count
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956
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 152 38 Should Rocky Reach Dam also be mentioned here in addition to Rock Island? Addressed Added verbiage

957
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 153
A description of all hatchery operations and hatchery plantings (not just salmon and steelhead, but rainbow, brook, cutthroat, etc) in the Upper columbia 
(including Chelan Basin) would help people understand the extent of this issue.  Also a description of the extent of salmon, steelhead and bulltrout 
"incidental take" associated with each hatchery would be useful.

Noted

958 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 153 7 … PUD has add: also  proposed add: additional  propagation……….. Addressed

959 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 153 8 thru 9 Spring Chinook (delete are) were provided from Leavenworth NFH Complex and acclimated (delete propagated)….. Addressed

960
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 153 21 Coho is also produced at ENFH for the Yakamas. Noted This currently is only a proposal

961 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 153 21 delete: the   change rear  to rears Addressed

962
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 153 24 Does any resident fish production/planting/stocking occur, by whom, and where?  It's relevant to overall discussion since goals state ban all planting of 
brook trout/rainbow within anadromous streams…Would be good to have a table and a bit of text? Noted There are no resident fish release within 

the anadromous zone

963 Douglas County 
PUD 5.3 153 32,33

The sentence on line 32 "Meeting mitigation goals may conflict with recovery goals." presents an opportunity for missapplication of the recovery plan.  
Without appropriate discussion of specific instances of "conflict" between the mitigation and recovery goals, all the reader is left with is the implication that 
mitigation programs are at odds with recovery goals.  The sentence that follows on lines 32 and 33 promises further discussion of potential conflicts, but 
such discussion never materializes or is obscured.  Please either eliminate the sentence about mitigation goals conflicting with recovery goals, or qualify 
the sentence to prevent missapplication.  Additionally, should you opt to qualify the sentence, please explicitly address the potential conflicts in the 
discussion that follows so that the reader knows precisely what the potential confilcts are and precisely how those conflicts will be resolved.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

964
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.1 154  13-14 How is the reduction in naturally produced fish used for broodstock consistent with operating the program for VSP?  Won't reducing natural broodstock 
result in possible domestication or  least development of phenotypes not consistent with diversity objectives? Addressed

965 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 154 34 … Nason Creek as part of a proposed Priest Rapids settlement agreement.  (delete: tributary of the Wenatchee River) Addressed Modified verbiage

966 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 154 38 …increase.  Because of this continuous program, excess hatchery fish will need to be removed for the spawning population via harvest and/or collection at 

trapping sites in order to meet VSP guidelines. Addressed Deleted verbiage
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967
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.1 155  4-28

Given 44% of the natural spawning population are returns from the Chiwawa hatchery, 285 of the returning Chiwawa adults strayed into other systems, the 
smolt to adult survival is low compared to naturally produced fish and the Chiwawa returning adults are generally younger than the natural population would 
not a prudent recovery recommendation, be to continue the monitoring of the Chiwawa program on VSP before implementing new programs in the 
Wenatchee such as in the White  (line 29) and those proposed for Nason Creek?  this comment also applies to the Methow programs.

Addressed

968
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.1 155 7 Wouldn’t it be more accurate to say “likely” instead of “may have Retracted Comment Retracted by Ken MacDonald 
12/07/05

969 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 155 7 an average of 28% of returning Chiwawa-program adults straying would seem to need to be reconciled with the 10% spawner composition noted on page 

36.  Please explain. Retracted Comment Retracted by Kate Terrell 
12/07/05

970 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 155 19 ….returned adult add: hatchery salmon….. Noted

971 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 155 24 How could it not have altered the spatial distribution of the population if 28% are straying into other stream? Noted

972 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 155 30 ….insert: (funded by Grant PUD) was initiated……… Addressed Added verbiage

973 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 156 17 …to the smolt stage add: (similar to the Chiwawa program) before……. Noted

974 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 157 3 Need to include information to the what levels of straying is acceptable and what levels are a cause for concern.  This would provide the basis for 

measurement and help establish a criteria.  In addition, this needs to be directly tied to the VSPs. Addressed Added verbiage Footnote added

975
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.1 157 17 The Entiat hatchery historically also produced steelhead Noted

976
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 157 17 ENFH historically raised steelhead. Noted

977
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 157 18 "…since 1974" is incorrect.  Entiat watershed plan, p. 7-16, and 2004 USFWS spawning report, p. 3 (and previous USFWS spawning reports), cite 1975 as 
year RELEASES resumed.  ENFH spring Chinook propagation resumed in 1974. Addressed Modified verbiage Corrected

978
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 157 22 "…and continuously since 1982" is incorrect.  Cooper et al (2002), as well as 2004 spawning report (p. 3), state "since 1983". Addressed Modified verbiage Corrected
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979
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 157 22 & 23
The statement "Few, if any, naturally produced fish are incorporated into the broodstock" needs clarification/additional language help.  Does anyone know 
how many few is, or is it none, or does no one really know because prior to 1999 not all were adipose fin-clipped and you need to wait longer to know what 
%?

Noted

980
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.1 157 31 thru 33 Sentence ending with (Ford et al. 2003) citation is also found above in lines 28-30.  Need to delete one of them. Noted

981
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 158 1 Speculation Noted

982 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 158 2 Add:  Although the numbers of hatchery fish straying into the natural production area is low relative to the total return to the hatchery, it is unacceptably hig

in relationship to the small natural spawning population. Addressed Added verbiage

983
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1  158 16,17
“WDFW releases Methow Composite stock into the Methow River from an acclimation pond located at the main hatchery facility, just upstream of the 
Winthrop National Hatchery” In fact, the federal fish hatchery has been in operation since the 1940s, and raised Carson Stock Spring Chinook for 24 
consecutive years– from 1976. [Broodstock records on file]

Addressed Modified verbiage

984
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 158 21,22

“A transition to rearing the Methow Composite stock….. began in 1998.”  In fact, NMFS ordered the Carson Stock to be “phased out” and replaced by the 
first returning run of Methow Composite in 1998. 
This outrage was further documented by Okanogan County Resolution 74-2000. [On file]  This fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the 
Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now. 

Noted

985
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 158 24-27

“The [WA State] Methow Hatchery has actively managed broodstock collection and mating to maintain stock structure of separate populations in the 
Chewuch, Twisp, and Methow Rivers. Initially, broodstock was intended to include only naturally produced fish to ensure that the program was fully 
integrated with the natural population.”  In fact, according to WDFW brood stock reports for the Methow Composite Stock; in 1994, 65% was Carson stock 
origin.  
Headline: “Feds admit: There are no natural ‘wild’ Methow salmon.”Source: Omak Chronicle, June 28, 2000 article entitled, NMFS assistant regional 
administrator for sustainable fisheries Bill Robinson was quoted during a June 21, 2000 meeting in Wenatchee. “We are attempting to use fish that are 
close to the native fish that are no longer there.” [Article on file]
These facts supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now.

Noted

986
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 158 28,29

“Beginning with the 1994 brood, all spring Chinook released from Winthrop National Fish Hatchery have been 100% externally marked for hatchery 
evaluation.” In fact, hatchery evaluation means they can’t tell the fish apart until they kill them to retrieve the coded wire nose tags that when examined 
under a microscope differentiates the stock.  This fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist 
now.

Noted

987 Douglas County 
PUD 5.3 158 28-30 The sentence that starts at the end of line 28 and ends on line 30 doesn't belong in this paragraph, and should be moved to Page 160 and inserted into the 

discussion of the WNFH. Addressed Deleted verbiage Was already in text
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988
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

5.3.1 158 42,43 “Since its inception, the Methow Composite stock has consisted of 88% hatchery fish.”  This fact supports WFB/WALF recommendation to declare the 
Upper Columbia a hatchery zone and delist now. Noted

989 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.1 162 23-24 Delete:  Adult returns from the program…of.  Change to:  The naturally spawning population has consisted of 47% hatchery fish over the last six 

years……… Addressed Modified verbiage

990 Douglas County 
PUD 5.3 162 33, 34 Please provide a reference for the alleged "…increased percentage of redds found downstream of the [Twisp] weir."  To our knowledge, this allegation is 

based upon heresay or, at best, circumstantial evidence. Addressed Modified verbiage

991

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.3.2 162 40 - 42

Limiting Factors and Threats:    The affect of the GCFMP is unknown.  If anything greater diversity was added by mixing with fish from above Grand Coulee 
Dam.  Low survival from early hatchery operations and putting fish above weirs in non-native waters occurred, but what happened genetically is hard to tel
Damage is not apparent in spawner/recruit analyses.  The fish were incredibly productive, surviving to maintain self-sustaining rates we can only dream of 
today. The Carson fish appear to have done little damage to the Methow stock, and that program was so bankrupt that it was discontinue in 1962.  
Domestication took place after 1974, when the Winthrop Hatchery re-started and the new Methow Hatchery came online.

Noted

992 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.3.2 163 (s/b 23)

“In addition to affecting the diversity of local populations, hatcheries can reduce the abundance and productivity of populations through competition, 
predation and disease” 

Comment(s):  The statements following this quote do not adequately support it.  The statement is directed at hatchery produced fish but mixes in physical 
characteristics of one hatchery “For example Dam 5” in the writer’s justification.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

993
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 163 Genetic descriptions coupled with decades of historical dewatering of the Entiat River seems to make a strong case that steelhead and salmon are 
extirpated from the Entiat. Noted

994 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 163 3 thru 4 …out of basin…delete: such as Carson…….in areas where..delete:there was:  Add:  they contributed to natural spawning.  Delete: of out-of-basin stocks Addressed Modified verbiage

995 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 163 12 …derived stocks…Add:  in the tributaries, Addressed Modified verbiage

996
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.2 163  12-31
Are not the operations of the Methow facilities described on pages 158-162 contributing directly to these threats and thus shouldn't there be an action to 
critically evaluate these programs in terms of their contribution to VSP parameters needed for recovery?  Or should there not be a recommendation to 
reduce/suspend these programs until further evaluation of the Chiwawa program is completed?

Noted

997 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 163 31 For example….add:  seasonal weir closures at Dam 5…..of all species. delete: in to the upper reaches of Icicle Creek. Addressed Deleted verbiage

998 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 163 34 Add:  In Summary, the primary……….. Addressed Deleted verbiage

999 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 163 add:  At times the weir racks at Dam 5 are removed and some passage is allowed for steelhead and bull trout. Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1000 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.2 164 2 Delete:  (e.g., Leavenworth National Fish Hatchery Dam 5)  This is redundant. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1001
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 164 13 Suggest changing wording to "Evaluate existing programs and redesign as necessary so that artificial production does not pose a threat to recovery" Addressed Added verbiage

1002

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

5.3.3 164 13 Kelt reconditioning is proposed in efforts in several subbasins. Kelt reconditioning also   presents  genetic and “domestication selection risks.  The risks 
associated with kelt reconditioning  are not discussed in this plan. Noted

1003
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 164 16 Add "as consistent with recovery criteria" to the end of the sentence. Addressed Added verbiage

1004
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 164 17 If too many fish are spawning in the wild then reduce hatchery out plants.  Design artificial production programs to meet recovery objectives (which include 
harvest) consistent with VSP. Addressed Added verbiage

1005 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.3 164 20 add: tribal Addressed Added verbiage

1006 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.3 164 24 Add:  and those threats cannot be minimized through operational or other changes. Addressed Added verbiage

1007
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 164 26 Why would maintaining hatchery programs be a recovery objective?  This bullet is not needed given the second and last bullet Addressed Added verbiage

1008
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 164 Seems to reinforce the concept that salmon and steelhead stocks are extirpated from the Entiat river and out-of-basin stock have been used as a re-
introduction. Noted

1009

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.3.3 164 - 165 6 - 27 
and 1 -  4  

Hatchery Objectives:    The bottom line:  All the happy talk about minimizing hatchery and wild fish interactions and management is essentially just make 
believe.  Officials should just call the UCRB what it is:  A designated hatchery region. 

A reality example:  When the new Methow Hatchery opened, there was supposed to be a wild-fish-friendly operating protocol;  that specified how brood 
stock collections would consist of no more than a certain percentage of a run, that only wild fish would be cultured, and that the various stocks would be 
cultured in isolation.  That protocol was bagged in the first couple years, the first time the runs dipped.

Noted

1010
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 165 1 Given the second and last bullet this line is not needed Addressed Added verbiage See research and monitoring
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1011 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.3 165 1 Use harvest. Add: or other measures……… Addressed Added verbiage

1012 Yakama Nation 5.3.3 165 14 delete this line, it's not not needed. Addressed Modified verbiage (changed feasibility to effects)

1013 Yakama Nation 5.3.3 165 22 The paragraph beginning on line 22 indicates that there are following overriding objectives, it's not clear if the following paragraphs at lines 29, 32, 34 and 1 
on page 166 are the objectives or not.  There is a formatting issue here.  The level of indents or bullets needs to be clarified. Addressed Modified verbiage Corrected formatting

1014
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 165 34

Please add:  "Provide compensation for the original construction impacts of the Upper Columbia River dams in a manner that is consistent with efforts for 
natural salmonids while being focused on and consistent with economic and community vitality in those communities impacted by the original dam 
construction ."   

It is unfair that Entiate is the community most impacted by Rocky Reach dam's construction and yet receives nome of the fish produced for Rocky Reach o
Rock Island mitigation. It is unfair that Entiat is the community most impacted by Rocky Reach dam's construction and yet receives none of the fish 
produced for Rocky Reach or Rock Island mitigation.  I want the Entiat community to recieve its fair share of dam mitigation-including mitigation from Grant 
PUD and downstream dams.  I think a fishing closure on the Lower Columbia and Middle Columbia with fishing only allowed in the Columbia River 
tributaries would ensure Upper Columbia River and Snake River fish can return to their tributaries.

Noted Outside the scope of this plan

1015 Yakama Nation 5.3.3 166 13 Since we are listing recovery/restoration  goals in this section, we might want to include that a goal in Wy-Kan-Ush-Mi Wa-Kish-Wit is to restore native 
salmonids to all watersheds where they previously existed.

Pigeon Hole this one - may require future 
discussion or relocation

1016 Bob Foster 
WDFW 5.3.4 Originally Foghorn Dam/Diversion was to serve as a broodstock enumeration or collection site for Methow River stocks, would be nice to have some 

clarification, since it is clearly noted that adult collections at the hatchery outfalls are biased to hatchery adults. Noted

1017 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.4 166 25 A draft report….delete: will be add: has been Addressed Modified verbiage

1018
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 167 9 The HCP does not actually contribute to recovery.  NNI actually refers to only 98% mitigation with the other 2% being placed in actions whose contributions
are speculative. Noted

1019 Douglas County 
PUD 5.3 167 13

The second sentence of Footnote # 94 should be reworded as follows: "This is achieved through at least 91% survival of adults and juveniles (or 93% for 
juveniles) passing the projects, and a maximum 7% compensation through hatchery programs and 2% contribution through a tributary fund, which will fund 
projects to improve salmonid habitat in the tributaries."

Addressed Added verbiage

1020 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.4 167 26-27 …..locally derived fish produced in hatcheries are essential for recovery of spring Chinook and steelhead ESUs.  Clarify this statement.  Does this mean 

that only these fish can be raised in all hatcheries or does it mean that those hatcheries supplementing wild populations must use locally derived fish? Noted

1021 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 168 Need to include language throughout this section:  Ensure that all actions and mitigation associated with hatcheries throughout the Columbia River, 

identified through ESA Consultation, are consistent with and promote the recovery of Upper Columbia spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout. Addressed Added verbiage

1022 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 168 2 insert "where they are a problem" between "(e.g.," and "reduce" Addressed Modified verbiage
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1023 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 168 7 Insert a section titled "Actions common to all populations" and put those actions that are repeated in each of the species and populations here. Reduces 
redundansy Addressed Deleted verbiage

1024 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 168 16 Probably can't support this recoomendation unless we can identify which stock we will use in place of the discontinued LNFH stock. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1025
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 168 20 Passage needs to be provided at dam 5 for steelhead and bull trout Addressed

1026 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 168 25 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Added verbiage

1027 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.3.5 168 25

Re-word to say… The location of newly constructed hatchery facilities should minimize negative effects to the aquatic and riparian ecosystem (or be 
mitigated to provide no-net-impact; see section 5.5.5).  Additionally, new or modified programs should be carefully planned and implemented to promote 
diveristy within and among major spawning areas

Rationale:   To my knowledge, this statement was not discussed during an HCC meeting where all members were able to debate the implications.  This 
plan concluded that abundance goals could not be met with habitat actions alone.  Section 5.5.5 page 194 paragraph 2 allows for some development with 
no-net-impact mitigation.  When hatcheries are used, they need to used in a manor that promotes diversity and reduces homogenization between and 
among MSA's.  Therefore, this blanket statement as its constructed could impede recovery by limiting options.

Addressed Added verbiage

1028 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 168 25-27

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed Added verbiage

1029 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 168 25-27 Proposed language change:  Ensure that any proposed new construction of hatchery facilities within the Upper Columbia Basin have no negative effects on 

spring Chinook, Steelhead and bull trout habitat or VSP parameters.  If this language is accepted then it should be changed throughout the document. Addressed Added verbiage

1030
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 168 27 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well, as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery.  Addressed Added verbiage

1031 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 169 1 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Added verbiage

1032
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 169 1, 25, 32 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery. Addressed Added verbiage

1033 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 169 1,23,30

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed Added verbiage
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1034 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 169 7 Move this recommendation to the common section Noted

1035 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 169 16 delete this paragraph Noted

1036 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 169 23 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Added verbiage

1037
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 169 23 Suggest/encourage new hatchery construction in Entiat as a socio-economic benefit Addressed Deleted verbiage

1038 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 169 30 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1039
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.5 170 3 Recommend adding "and confirm results from ongoing genetic sampling of hatchery v. ENFH smolts with adequate sampling of carcasses on the spawning
grounds.  This is tied to language on p. 157 lines 30-31, etc. basically saying sample size of carcasses was too small. Noted

1040 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 170 5 Add: If any spring Chinook hatchery releases continue assess the….. Addressed

1041 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 170 16 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Added verbiage

1042 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 170 16, 26

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed Added verbiage

1043
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 170 18 & 28 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery. Addressed Modified verbiage

1044 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 170 21 Add:  As natural production increases, incorporate natural spawners into the broodstock. Addressed Added verbiage

1045 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 170 26 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed Added verbiage

1046 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 170 32 Move this recommendation to the common section Noted

1047 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 171 5 delete this paragraph Noted

1048 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 171 25 Add:  Add naturally spawned fish annually into the hatchery broodstock Noted
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1049 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 171 32 Move this recommendation to the common section Addressed

1050 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 172 12 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1051 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 172 12, 20

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed

1052
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 172 14 & 22 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery. Addressed

1053
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 172 17 Also mitigates for steelhead losses due to Rocky Reach which is upstream of Wenatchee River Noted

1054 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 172 20 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1055 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 172 27 Move this recommendation to the common section Noted

1056 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.3.3 173

 “maintain existing practice of not releasing hatchery produced steelhead into the Entiat subbasin.”  

Comment(s):  Maintaining the Entiat River as a “control river” is unacceptable to Entiat area residents and to me.  Poor process, without the local input of 
residents, was used to establish the Entiat as a control river and that decision must be revisited.

Addressed Added verbiage Reference stream designation does 
preclude fishing

1057 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 173 4 delete this paragraph Addressed

1058 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 173 6 Fishing in the Entiat needs to be seriously discussed and the control/reference reach designation needs to be removed Addressed Added verbiage Reference stream designation does 

preclude fishing

1059
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 173 13 Which other streams in Washington state are steelhead reference streams?  How was Entiat chosen?  What characteristics make it a good choice? Noted

1060 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 173 18 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1061 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 173 18, 24

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed
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1062
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 173 20 & 26 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery. Addressed

1063 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 173 24 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1064
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.5 173 34 Add "…including timelines for evaluation of efficacy". Noted The Hatchery Committee is currently 
working on this

1065
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 173 34 How is efficacy for reference stream determined? Noted The Hatchery Committee is currently 
working on this

1066 Douglas County 
PUD 5.3 174 15-16 The Wells HCP Hatchery Committee has not proposed the development of tributary-specific broodstock collection programs for Wells Fish Hatchery.  We 

request the deletion of these lines. Addressed Added verbiage

1067 USFWS
09.29.05 5.3.5 174 20, 30

Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hatchery facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects to the structure and function of the 
aquatic and riparian ecosystems and  the diversity of existing populations.  Everywhere this statement occurs in the document should be changed to reflect 
this wording.

Addressed

1068 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 174 20 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1069
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 174 22 & 32 Should add Category 2 watersheds as well as these watersheds are priority for restoration and needed for recovery. Addressed

1070 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 174 30 This paragraph should be re-worded to read something like" Ensure that future hatchery facilities support recovery goals. This is one of those 
recommnedations that could be moved to the common section. Addressed

1071 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 175 1 Move this recommendation to the common section Noted

1072 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 175 13 delete this paragraph Noted

1073 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 176 Add:  Research and monitoring actions for bull trout need to include continuing collection of trend and redd count data Addressed Added verbiage

1074 Yakama Nation 5.3.5 176 6 Move this recommendation to the common section Noted

1075
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 176 30 Develop a multi-agency approved process for a brook trout removal program in bull trout core areas Addressed Added verbiage
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1076 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.3.3 177

 “Eliminate stocking brook trout within waterways associated with or connected to bull trout habitat.” 

Comment(s):  How can it be stated that brook trout negatively affect abundance of bull trout and their diversity?
Noted

1077
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5.3.7 178 5.3.7 Policy Forum for hatchery actions - How does this forum support functional watershed planning units? Addressed Deleted verbiage

1078 USFWS
08.22.05 5.3.5 178 5 Identify where Patterson Lake is located Retracted Comment Retracted by Kate Terrell 

12/08/05

1079
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.3.7 178 27
Need to add language somewhere indicating that information will also be brought to local watershed planning group information meetings, etc.  Not 
everyone is designated as representative to, or able to attend policy forum meetings.  Need to tie it in and bring it back down from regional to level of local 
watershed interests.

Addressed

1080 USFWS
08.22.05 5.4.1 179 23-24 Need to identify that Tumwater, Dryden and Enloe are not operating hydroprojects Noted

1081 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.3.3 180

 “Steelhead kelts and adult bull trout suffer an undetermined loss during downstream migration through the dams.”  

Comment(s):  This statement should be deleted or rephrased.  Specifically, if you say a loss is “undetermined”, i.e. cannot be quantified, how can you 
factually state that a loss has occurred?

Noted

1082 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 180 14-18

The sentence regarding the speculation that adults migrating through the hydrosystem have lower fitness should be dropped.  The sentence that follows 
("…research has not demonstrated these effects…."; lines 17 and 18) is unnecessarily negative regarding evidence that refutes assumptions of reduced 
fitness.  Indeed, adult migration rates through the hydrosystem equal or exceed pre-hydrosystem migration rates (NMFS 2000).  Likewise, recent studies 
have found that steelhead adult migration rates through the mid-Columbia dams exceeded the migration rates of steelhead in free-flowing British Columbia 
rivers, the proportion of fish reaching the spawning grounds was similar between groups, and the kelting rate of mid-Columbia fish exceeded that of the BC 
fish (English et al. 2004).  The recovery plan is an inappropriate forum for propagating unsupported speculation.  

Noted

1083 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 180 36-37 Starting this sentence with the word "implement" implies that the subject actions have yet to be implemented, and yet many or most of the actions are 

presently ongoing.  It would be more appropriate to begin with "Continue the actions…."  Likewise, in other instances, such as P. 182. line 29. Addressed Modified verbiage

1084 Yakama Nation 5.4.3 181 5 replace "has" with "have" Addressed Modified verbiage Corrected

1085 Yakama Nation 5.4.3 181 9 Add a new objective "Seek ways to aid in recovery, not just mitigate for damages" Noted

1086 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 181 19-20 Please add the following sentence to Line 20: "Baseline survival estimates for juvenile spring Chinook and steelhead have been determined for the Wells 

Hydroelectric Project, and those survival estimates (96.2%) exceed survival standards specified in the Wells HCP." Noted No numbers have been included in 
anyone's numbers

1087 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 181 31-33 Please add the following sentence to Line 33: "Combined adult and juvenile survival through the Wells Hydroelectric Project exceeds 91%, and hatchery 

compensation activities have been adjusted accordingly." Noted No numbers have been included in 
anyone's numbers
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1088 USFWS
09.29.05 5.4.5 182 Need to include language throughout this section:  Ensure that all actions and mitigation associated with hydroelectric projects throughout the Columbia 

River, identified through ESA Consultation, are consistent with and promote the recovery of Upper Columbia spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout Addressed Added verbiage

1089 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 182 11 In Line 11, immediately after the sentence ending with the word "projects," please add the following sentence: "Indeed, following implementation of the 

juvenile bypass system at Wells Dam, juvenile project survival has been demonstrated to be 96.2%." Noted No numbers have been included in 
anyone's numbers

1090 Bob Foster 
WDFW 5 182 24-26 This forum will work with the appropriate technical committees, including the HCPs and Priest Rapids Coordinating Committees and technical committees 

established under the HCPs. Noted

1091
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 182 27

Seems contradictory to accept closed HCP meetings in document when the dedication is to include all stakeholders.  Specifically, "People have Much 
Knowledge to Contribute.  In our highly technical society, we often assume that knowledge necessary to make things work is held only by those we call 
experts.  However, expert knowledge is rarely sufficient for analysis, prediciton, and management, and experts are likely to disagree more often than not.  
To fully understand the world, one needs knowledge that is a product of continuing interaction with the world.  Often this knowledge can be found among 
citizens who live, work and play in our forests...

"in some cases we find that citizens are the sole source of key technical information that is essential for effective decision making.  There is also mounting 
evidence that the quality of technical decisions is enhanced through the scrutiny that public involvement can bring.  (FEMAT page VII-99 - VII-100)

Quotes are from FEMAT Report "Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological, Economic and Social Assessment"  Report of the Forest Ecosystem 
Management Assessment Team (FEMAT)

Noted HCP meetings are open to the public

1092 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 182 29-31 This sentence should read "Implement or maintain actions associated…." Addressed Modified verbiage

1093 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 182 34-35 This sentence should read "Continue with bird harassment measures and northern pikeminnow reduction actions at mainstem hydroelectric projects." Addressed Deleted verbiage

1094 Yakama Nation 5.4.5 182 36 add "PUD" between "federal" and "hydroelectric" Noted

1095 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.4.5 183

 Long Term Actions   “If necessary, modify operations to achieve 91% combined juvenile/smolt and adult survival rate for the three HCP projects.”  

Comment(s):  I don’t understand how their goal’s attainment can be measured.  Different populations, as well as juveniles and adults of the same 
population, pass through the dams at different times; so, how could you quantify, for the purpose of establishing a base target, what the combined 
population is?

Noted

1096 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.4.5 183

“Ensure that any hydroelectric projects proposed in the future in the Wenatchee subbasin have no negative effects on spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull 
trout VSP parameters.”  

Comment(s):  This seems like an impossible threshold to meet; the real intent of the statement appears to this reader to be on outright prohibition on any 
future dams in the Wenatchee subbasin.

Addressed

1097 Yakama Nation 5.4.5 183 1 Add a new objective "Seek ways to aid in recovery, not just mitigate for damages" Noted
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1098 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 183 2 Please change to "Achieve and/or maintain a combined…." Addressed Added verbiage

1099 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 183 8 Please change to "Assess or re-assess as necessary survival rates…." Noted

1100 Douglas County 
PUD 5.4 183 9-10 Please change to "Evaluate or re-evaluate as necessary the efficiency and operation…." Noted

1101 USFWS
09.29.05 5.4.5 183 34 Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hydroelectric facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects on spring Chinook, steelhead 

and bull trout VSP parameters. Addressed

1102 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5.4.5 183 34 remove "have no negative effects" and replace with "are mitigated" in this section and elsewhere  Addressed

1103
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 184 10 Add "downstream and upstream" or "juvenile and adult" after "Monitor Noted

1104
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.5 184 (s/b 186) 32 (s/b line 
12) Policy Forum for hydropower including HCPs. How will this work if most of the participants are not allowed into HCP meetings? Addressed

1105
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 184 32 Move "NOAA Fisheries issues its biological opinion for the continued operation of Chelan Falls" to short term actions. Noted

1106 USFWS
09.29.05 5.4.5 184 5, 17 Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hydroelectric facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects on spring Chinook, steelhead 

and bull trout VSP parameters. Addressed

1107 USFWS
09.29.05 5.4.5 185 6, 16, 30 Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hydroelectric facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects on spring Chinook, steelhead 

and bull trout VSP parameters. Addressed
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1108
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186 (1 of 2)

The plan incorrectly assumes private landowner disturbance or change to habitat is the significant limiting factor in salmon viability.  Science has clearly 
shown that man can live in harmony with the natural environment, and in some instances human activity can improve the natural conditions. The following 
points specifically support this position.

1. There is no evidence that historical abundance of salmon and steelhead in the Wenatchee, Entiat and Methow Rivers differed markedly from now. (Key 
conclusion, Appendix 25)
2. Aerial photos taken of the eleven Methow reaches in 1932, 1960 and on the ground observation 1990 show similar channel morphology. Appreciably 
more vegetation in 1990. It is likely the highest vegetation level since the 500 year flood of 1894. (Appendices 25 and 35)
3. The largest returns of salmon since 1938 were from 2001-2004 reinforcing the significance of ocean conditions on salmon populations. (Appendix 24)
4. Data does not indicate a correlation between flow and salmon abundance for the Columbia River mainstem.   (Appendices 1 and 24)
5. Despite some abuse from recent activities of humans, there appears to be little or no net loss of the functional features of mid-Columbia tributaries. 
(Key conclusion, Appendix 25)
6. Mid-Columbia River tributaries represent harsh environments for fish and should not be confused with the, benign, coastal streams for the Pacific 
Northwest. (Key conclusion, Appendix 25)
7.Bull trout populations are dependent on available space in cold water, which is limited in the Upper-Columbia and in some cases dominated by other 
species. Their continued existence is not threatened by human activities related to habitat disturbance. (Appendices 34 nd 35)
8. Irrigation at least at current levels in the Methow River Basin, may be more beneficial then detrimental because of its positive influence on ground water 
(Appendix 25)
9. The best salmonid streams are those with the greatest ground water input, by virtue of stabilizing temperatures and base flows and boosting chemical 
enrichment (Hendrickson and Doonan 1972; White et al. 1976; Meisner et al. 1988).  Further, Meisner et al. (1988) underscored the plight of salmonids 
persisting in waters with little ground water during global warming. According to Bartholow (1989), it may be preferable on very hot days to actually 
reduce flows in order to protect cool water refuges for salmonids.  The prevailing ideology that is forcing irrigators to ground water wells or pressurized 
pipes is not based on studied hydrological facts but on ideology, ideology that may very well worsen the status quo. The provocative insight posited 
by Mullan et al. (1992) has never been more relevant. (Appendix 35)
10. Riprap provides habitat.  Nine of ten references in Stern and Stern (1980) depict rock riprap as providing fish habitat along stream banks comparable 
to, or better than, natural habitat. (Appendix 25)
11. Sedimentation from human activity is not a problem in the Upper-Columbia due to low sediment volume and high flushing ability. 
(Appendices 25 and 35)

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1109
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186
The Plan has largely ignored available habitat data in favor of the methods mentioned by the ISAB. (Appendix 15)  The reason for depressed salmonid 
stocks occurs after  they leave their natal tributary streams, and recovery plans premised on remedying dysfunctional habitat within the natal streams 
require tangible science-based findings. (Appendices 25 and 35)  We find such tangible evidence lacking.

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 
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1110
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186 (2 of 2)

CONTINUED:  The plan incorrectly assumes private landowner disturbance or change to habitat is the significant limiting factor in salmon viability.  Science
has clearly shown that man can live in harmony with the natural environment, and in some instances human activity can improve the natural conditions. 
The following points specifically support this position.

12.Grazing in the Upper-Columbia is substantially reduced from historic levels and does not cause significant habitat destruction. (Appendices 4 and 25) 
13. Modern logging should not be considered a limiting factor in the Upper-Columbia, since multiple studies indicate that logging can increase fish 
populations and stream productivity. (California Forest Foundation, Forest and Salmon)
14. Woody debris is not a natural component of Upper-Columbia tributaries except for headwaters streams. (Appendices 25 and 35)
15. Mid-Columbia River tributaries exhibited the lowest mean salmonid biomas (2-3 g/m2) in the western U.S. (Key conclusion, Appendix 25)
16. Most culverts that blocked fish passage in the upper-Columbia have been replaced. Those that have not should be a priority for recovery funds when 
benefit is documented.
17.The tremendous quantity of artificially propagated fish in this region together with all the other hatcheries on the Pacific Rim may exceed the carrying 
capacity of Pacific as a growing number of scientist now worry over (e.g. Chapman 1995). So far I see nothing in here that addresses that. 
(Appendix 35)
18.Limiting factors associated with Federal forestlands get little attention in the plan.  At one time, more than 80% of the Methow Basin was managed 
for timber and water production.  Most of the basin has now been transferred to “protected” status leaving only 6% managed for timber and water 
productivity. The Wenatchee and Entiat Basins are also mostly controlled by the federal government and mostly unmanaged. These unmanaged 
forests are heavily populated and likely consume more water than if thinned.  They are also converting from pine to Douglas-fir, which consume 
more water and are less fire resistant.  The increased risk of fire increases risk of erosion and decrease of water retention. (Appendices 5, 18, 30, 
31 and 32)
19. Limited funding levels for the Okanogan National Forest (ONF) and various interpretations of the National Environmental Policy Act have hampered
invasive noxious weed control on U.S. Forest Service Lands to the point that not all known sites of class B-designate noxious weeds are being controlled
in the same manner required by private landowners (17.10 RCW allseed production in a growing season must be prevented).  ONF is the largest
 land manager (1.5 million acres) in Okanogan County.  USFS must become better neighbors. (Appendix 17)
20.      The Forest Service is still years away from achieving performance accountability" including control of noxious weeds, fuel load reduction and 
watershed maintenance. (Appendix 13)

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1111
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186

The lack of discussion or acknowledgment of the importance of irrigation recharge in the Plan exposes the author’s lack of understanding of the area and is 
cause to question all Plan habitat recommendations.  Recharge is a major factor in the hydrology of all upper-Columbia tributaries. (Appendix 35)  The 
benefits for flows and temperature were reported by Mullan (Appendix 25) and reinforced by the USGS study (Appendix 8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 21, 21 and 22).  
Also included in the Appendix is an Eastern Snake River Plain study (Appendix 14) that reinforces Mullan’s findings.  An internet search of this issue shows
almost 500,000 hits, clear evidence of abundant scientific discussion of the matter. 

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1112
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186

The preface for the Mullan report begins with the following paragraph:  There is little evidence that a reasonable understanding of the Columbia River 
ecosystem exists.  On the whole, the great salmon and steelhead crash in years long past can be more readily understood than the depression in numbers 
that has followed.  This has occurred despite billions of dollars spent on restoration and maintenance programs involving a bewildering grey literature.  In 
response to this issue, we have examined an array of information to increase our understanding of the microcosm of the Columbia River ecosystem that 
may not apply elsewhere. (Appendix 25)

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1113
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186 Mullan’s conclusions were not derived from models or solely dependent on professional opinion, but from seven years of on the ground research and 
review of more than 300 publications.  There was ample literature prior to Mullan’s work and subsequent to it to defend the basis for his conclusions. Noted The Board agrees with some of the 

statements here 
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1114
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186
The plan seemingly bypasses empirical science and ignores the adaptability of salmon in attempting to create a laboratory model habitat that could never 
exist naturally in the Upper-Columbia. Fish do wait for water temperature changes that better suit them before moving into an area and they also wait for 
flow increases. Survival in the Upper-Columbia required such adaptability long before the disturbance from human development

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1115
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186

In section 6.2 of the Plan, it is estimated that recovery could increase the economic value of salmon harvest by $500 million in Idaho and up to $6 billion 
annually when Washington and Oregon are included.   This is a clear example of guesses and hunches versus science in the Plan.  The Independent 
Economic Analysis Board (IEAB) reported to the Northwest Power and Conservation Council in 2005 that the economic value of salmon harvest for the 
entire west coast, including Canada and Alaska, was $141.6 million.  This estimate was derived from a time of record returns with no ESA related harvest 
curtailment. (Appendix 38)

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1116
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

5.5 186

Farmers must look at cost of production when considering economic value.  In that light, the cost to tax payers and ratepayers to support salmon 
productivity (between $600 million and $1 billion) was four to six times greater than the $141.6 million generated from harvest.  In farming terms, if it costs 
$100 per acre to produce a crop that generates revenue of $30, the farmer knows that no net economic value exists.  We know the plan writers are 
biologists not economists, but such a discrepancy in cost benefit must be acknowledged

Noted The Board agrees with some of the 
statements here 

1117
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5.4.7 186 5.4.7 Policy Forum for hydropower including HCPs.  How will this work if most of the participants are not allowed into HCP meetings?  How does this forum 
support functional watershed planning units?? Addressed

1118 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 5.5.1 186 Habitat:  Noxious weeds need to be addressed as a limiting factor ie. Noxious weed can contribute to increased water temperatures. Noted

1119 USFWS
09.29.05 5.4.5 186 2 Rewrite:  Ensure that any construction of new hydroelectric facilities will minimize and fully mitigate for all negative effects on spring Chinook, steelhead 

and bull trout VSP parameters. Addressed

1120 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 186 2-3, 34 Comment unclear:  circled "Ensure…parameters" and "ecological theory" Addressed

1121 Ken Williams for 
WA Farm Bureau 5.5 186-218

This section has no empirical effort to show cause and effect. The tables (3.1-3.4) are simply listings of every anthropogenic activity found in each basin 
and attended by an assumption that each is negatively affecting fish. The list also includes every known attribute optimum to fish and every shortfall of 
perfection is blamed on man. Finally, the list is a study of confusing inland streams with coastal streams. Isn’t this where the null hypothesis kicks in 
wherein the investigator assumes there is no effect and sets out to prove there is none? Judging by the content of these tables, the authors are not 
knowledgeable about salmon habitat or the natural limiting factors at work in area streams. The one who said that to be uncritical about science is to make 
it dogma must have seen these habitat tables. (Same Comment as one made for Section 3.7)

Addressed Modified verbiage See comment # 644

1122 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 5.5.2 187 Noxious weeds must be addressed as a factor Noted

1123 Ramona Pfitzer - 
Noxious Weed 5.5.3 187 Habitat Objectives:   Remove non native noxious weeds - Restore native vegetation Noted

1124 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 187 13 Revise "...found in complex and diverse habitat" to include "found in Chiwawa Basin" Noted

1125 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 187 15 Revise "...low-gradient valleys"  to include "low gradient valleys are warmer" Noted Does not apply to temperature but to 

habitat structure
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1126 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 187 21 Question:  How does a diversion do this? Noted

1127 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 187 25-28 Delete opinion, "Over the decade…. program.  As such", and delete the attached footnote numbered 101.  Begin next sentence, "This plan" Noted

1128
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 187 30

"This approach is science-based (but also considers socio-economic issues,; see sections 6 & 8)  When was the approach coordinated with Entiat 
watershed planning unit and local Entiat residents?  How were the socio-economic issues addressed at the watershed or school district or city scale?  "The 
challenge of monitoring community effects required us to avoid both ecological and individualistic fallacies.  Ecologic fallacy occurs when a relationship 
between factores measured at one level of aggregation is mistakenly assumed to indicate a similar relationship between those factors at a lower level.  
Likewise, the lack of a relationship at one level is taken to indicate no relationship at lower levels.  As happened in the case of impact studies following the 
Northwest Forest Plan, the apparent lack of impact at the county level leads researchers to erroneously conclude that communities are unaffected by the 
policy."  (Jackson, Lee & Sommers, 2004).  I suggest the socioeconomic analysis be performed at the watershed or school district scale.

Noted Pigeon Hole for later discusison

1129 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.5 187

 “For example, juvenile Chinook are most often associated with streams that contain large woody debris (LWD) and pools in low gradient alluvial valleys”

Comment(s):  My initial concern with this statement was that it references a specific study in one basin, as a foundation to reach a generalized conclusion 
about all streams.  Subsequently, I learned that the writer referenced his own study as his factual support.  If the writer is going to use his own work as a 
factual basis for reaching a conclusion he should fully disclose this practice in the text.

Noted

1130 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 187 Note that there was only one study that took place in one watershed, and it was the author's own study. Noted

1131
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 188 2 Implementation of this plan will be sensitive to and consistent with…local landowenr and tribal interests… Noted

1132 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County 5.5.2 188 3

Please add the following (new section):  
5.5.2 End point of habitat actions
Actions suggested within this plan that deal with habitat should assist in the recovery of spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout.  However, at some point 
in the future, the effectiveness of habitat actions will be exhausted.  It is the intent of this plan that when that point is reached, it is understood and accepted 
by all stakeholders that no more actions will be required. Reaching the point of “limited benefit” may be measured by increases in freshwater production – 
not returning adults – and will be determined by locally-driven citizens groups, referred to in this plan as "local habitat groups" (see Chapter 8).
It is also important that some of the limiting factors that have lead to determination of threats be empirically determined.  In other words, some of the 
potential threats, that may limit landowner use of property, should be assessed to determine if they are indeed threats before proposed actions are carried 
out.

Addressed Modified Verbiage

1133 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 9-11 Delete "such as dams and diversions…. policies"  to read "Human activities [deleted text] have reduced habitat complexity…" Addressed Deleted Verbiage
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1134 Okanogan County 5.5.2 188 9-13

The Plan says:  "Human activities such as dams and diversions, roads and railways, agriculture (including grazing), residential development, flood control 
and channelization, historic forest management, and those driven by government policies have reduced habitat complexity, connectivity, water quantity and 
quality, and riparian function in many stream reaches in the Upper Columbia Basin. "

Comment:  Delete

Addressed Deleted Verbiage

1135

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.2 188 17 - 20

Limiting Factors and Threats - General:    There is that infamous EDT acronym again.  In fact, just between start of Section 5.5.2 on page 188 and end of 
the draft plan, by my auto-count the EDT is used at least SEVENTY times;  i.e.:  This plan is HUGELY dependent on EDT.....  Which is itself a huge 
concern:  See other comments on EDT for Section 5.1, Page 134, Lines 8-9.  Plus add the following (there is so much to be concerned about on EDT / IFIM
that it didn't fit on one page):

A critical point about IFIM modeling is understanding that habitat in tested streams are being compared to a reference point of absolute PERFECTION; i.e.
Unless a test stream exhibits perfect conditions it will appear deficient.  A clue that helped uncover this startling fact only surfaced when a finding called for 
MORE flow than a river could possibly produce even without irrigation.  IFIM practitioners driven by ideology instead of science conveniently neglect this 
point, leaving the impression that all irrigation is a disaster for fish.  UCRB salmon streams (Pacific Forest Ecosystem) are among the most UNproductive 
in the world, rivaling those in northern Norway (see Mullan et al. 1992).  Out of a possible score of 335 for Binns' Habitat Quality Index 
Model used by Mullan, UCRB streams scored an average of only 47.  But the goal is (or at least SHOULD BE) to measure how current conditions 
and productivity have CHANGED if at all, from historical conditions.  

The most disqualifying IFIM assumption is the wrong notion that for stressful conditions such as low flows and high temperatures, fish either perish or flee.  
Even though the irrigation season is lengthy (about 5 months), the high stress period lasts no more than three of four weeks, and if fish persist over this 
period then the model utterly fails.  There is a wealth of data to support this:  Jim Mullan carefully monitored salmonid July-October populations in the 
Icicle Creek Index Area, the downstream end of which was fitted with an inclined plane trap for assessing egress.  There was NO egress, the fish 
endured, and highest density of age-0 salmonids was associated with the highest temperatures and lowest flows !!

Addressed

1136 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 20-25 Delete?  "As noted in Seciton 3.7 …. Table 3.4). Addressed Deleted verbiage

1137 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 25 Replace "help diagnose limiting factors within each assessment unit and then informed the plan on" with "identfiy" Addressed Added verbiage

1138 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 30-31

33-34 Comment unclear:  circled "The lack of …timber harvest" Noted

1139 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 33-34 Comment:  opinion -  "Several factors, including roads…timber harvest" Noted

1140 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 188 Comment:  Good! Addressed Deleted verbiage Footnote removed

1141 Buell Hawkins 
Chelan County 5.5 189

Entiat  “Factors such as channelization, rip-rap and diking, roads, wildfires, timber harvest, agriculture and residential development have, or continue to 
have the potential to threaten the recovery of listed fish species in the Entiat subbasin.”

Comment(s):  This statement should be deleted in its entirety and replaced with a reference to the Entiat Watershed Plan that addresses specific recovery 
actions.

Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1142 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 2-7 Delete ",there is still potential…This means that"  (Don't need to say this twice) Addressed Deleted verbiage

1143
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.2 189 13 Need to add word "historic" in front of "timber harvest". Addressed Deleted verbiage

1144 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 13-15 Comment:  opinion - "Factors such as…" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1145 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 17-21 Delete "For example, EDT modeling…CCCD 2004)"  (Why say it twice?) Addressed Deleted verbiage

1146 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 23-26 Comment:  opinion - "Several factors….Methow subbasin" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1147

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.2 189 28 - 31

Limiting Factors and Threats - Methow:    Believe it or not, STILL more on EDT and IFIM;  this time with Methow River Basin (MRB) examples:

It was found that the depleted flow immediately below the Chewuch Ditch Company diversion dam held more salmonids than three of four upriver sites in 
cooler water above all irrigation withdrawals.   In 1987 the Methow River between Early Winters Creek and Robinson Creek dewatered as it naturally often 
does.  On 1 September good numbers of steelhead, Chinook, and bull trout juveniles were concentrated in pools connected by surface flow.  The following 
week interconnecting flow was greatly diminished, but the number of fish had not visibly changed.  By mid-September pools were isolated and dewatering 
quickly, but fish remained alive until the pools drained.  During a major drought in 2001, flow in lower Beaver Creek (MRB) during peak high temperatures 
on 6 August was about 1.5 cfs, and steelhead fingerlings were still densely packed in the pools, very alert and responsive to human intruders.  Inland 
juvenile salmonids have adapted to their harsh environment via tolerance rather than flight, presumably because flight is less 
successful.  By underestimating fish tenacity to survive stress in the short term, the IFIM Model renders itself essentially useless in the UCRB.  
AND:
During a 1992 Methow DOE study technicians asked the IFIM model to provide answers to the wrong question, essentially turning the model into a red 
herring.  A finding that flows might be limiting salmon is certainly worth knowing, but the more important question is to answer is whether irrigation 
practices decrease or increase instream flow at critical times of the year.  While findings suggest that late summer flows limit salmon, there is no way 
to determine whether limited flows are natural or irrigator caused.  Three major oversights prevented this:  1st:  Experiment design failed to provide 
controls to test whether flows were also limiting in areas unaffected by irrigation.  2nd:  It was assumed that late summer low flows are more injurious 
than even lower mid-winter flows.  3rd:  That a substantial portion of irrigation water re-enters the river as up-welling groundwater was overlooked.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1148 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 28-31 Delete "For example, EDT results…means that" Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1149

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.2 189 31 - 33

Limiting Factors and Threats - Methow River Basin (MRB) - continued;   On how "current habitat conditions within the Methow subbasin could be 
improved".
LAST continuation on this Section - Page - Lines:  

The apparent imperviousness to science by large segments of the salmon-recovery establishment is truly mystifying, until you understand how the 
imperceptible invasion of eco-activist environmentalism tiptoed in and substituted ideology for science:   The unswerving goal of the eco-activists is to 
SHUT DOWN Upper Columbia basins to new water appropriations.   Objective science which contradicts the above eco-activist agenda is about as 
welcome to them as the plague.  

Fortunately, the obstructionists were not able to deter or prevent the Methow Basin Planning Unit (MBPU) from contracting with the USGS to study surface 
water / groundwater relationships in the Methow Valley, similar to what was done in the Lemhi study (Konrad et al. 2003).  The USGS findings reaffirmed 
what DOE (Walters and Nassar) reported back in 1974 but now staunchly rejects;  i.e.:  There would be UP TO 38,000 acre-feet of irrigation seepage 
available to recharge the Methow River, which is a huge amount of cold, nutrient-rich groundwater that could help sustain base flows in 
late summer and into winter.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1150

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.2 189 31 - 33

Limiting Factors and Threats - Methow:    These lines talk about how "current habitat conditions within the Methow subbasin could be improved".  Well, if w
are serious about doing that, here are some things that could and should be done:

The geology of the Methow Valley is ideally suited for irrigation recharge.  Literature to support this is bulging with examples beyond the Mullan Report.  
Given proximity to one of the world's greatest displays of irrigation recharge (the oasis of seep lakes and creeks springing to life in the Columbia Basin 
desert), it is hard to understand why the concept would be received with such resistance and acrimony. During adjudication of Beaver Creek in 1918, the 
State Hydraulic Engineer advised irrigators to flood irrigate their land in the spring so that they would have enough water in late summer.  In the neighborin
Okanogan basin people who pumped water from wells drilled into the aquifer created by seepage from Duck Lake, which was operated as storage reservo
by the Okanogan Irrigation District, were later forced by WDOE to compensate the district monetarily.

The most spectacular proof of irrigation recharge and its benevolence to salmon comes from the Lemhi River in central Idaho (above 8 hydro dams). 
According to a comprehensive study by the BOR (1998) the diminutive Lemhi River (about half the late summer flow of the Methow) has TWICE the 
surface diversion withdrawal (650 vs. 300 cfs).  Incredibly, water running the gauntlet of irrigation diversions from beginning to end gets pumped onto 
the land several times.  Yet spring Chinook and steelhead (ESA-threatened) are self-sustaining without hatchery supplementation, just like their iconic 
neighbors in the Middle Fork Salmon River, isolated from civilization by deeply incised canyons and skyscraper mountains within the Frank Church 
River of No Return Wilderness (Tom Curret, IDFG, per. Comm.).

Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1151

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.2 189 31 - 33

Limiting Factors and Threats - Methow River Basin (MRB) - continued;   On how "current habitat conditions within the Methow subbasin could be 
improved".
There is so much on the Methow it is hard to know where to put it all:

A lesson in UNintended (and unhappy) outcomes:  The first obvious result of recent NMFS actions to increase instream flows in Methow tributary Wolf 
Creek were not hard to notice:  Big Twin Lake started draining, and habitat in and around that lake suffered.  The Wolf Creek Irrigation District's leaky ditch 
had primed the Big Twin Lake aquifer for years, before which the lake had been little more than a swamp.  Having abandoned the ditch for a pressurized 
system to conserve water immediately initiated a dramatic decline in the lake level, its connected aquifer, and the quantity of water discharging 
subsurfacely into the Methow River.  Formerly, the primed lake would drop 3 or 4 feet in October under the ice before irrigation re-started in May, boosting 
(and warming) river flows with a few thousand acre feet over a six month period, judging by the large dimensions of the aquifer.  Of course, the enlarged 
aquifer contributed continuously year around, with water superior to surface water in that it was richer chemically, cooler in the summer, 
and warmer in the winter. 

MRB hydrographs exhibit huge disparity between spring flooding and winter famine, and depict the most squalid environment for salmonids:  Ruinous 
when the habitat is getting a facelift with a sledgehammer in flood, and limiting tenant occupancy to rooms fluxing between thermal lethality.  
Hyperthermia in summer and hypothermia in winter.  The goal should be to flatten the hydrograph, benefiting both fish AND irrigators.  
Water conservation ala establishment, however, is a one-trick pony:  Cutting off irrigation in August and September and ignoring the rest of the year.   
The claim is that leaking ditches waste water but the REAL unconscionable waste occurs when all that spring floodwater rushes off to sea 
unconserved.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1152 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189 37-40 Comment:  opinion - "Several factors…being addressed," Addressed Deleted verbiage

1153 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 189-190 40

1-4 Delete "there is still…This means that" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1154 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County 5.5.3 190 14 Please add the following language after line 14: This plan recognizes that eventually habitat actions will reach a point of limited benefit.  It is therefore 

recommended that once that limit is reached, private landowners will not be required to continue implementing actions for recovery.  Addressed

1155 Chuck Peven for 
Okanogan County 5.5.3 190 16 Please add the following to footnote 106:  This could mean land acquisition if a willing land owner sells land for conservation purposes.  However, this plan 

does not recommend land acquisition, unless ”no net loss” of the tax base to the county in which the land is being sold is accomplished. Addressed Added verbiage
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1156

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191 20 - 22 and 
11 - 12

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Establish, restore, protect, and maintain stream flows:

Another slick controlling scheme NMFS came up with is the 8-inch minimum stream depth edict.  Eight inches is supposedly the shallowest depth listed 
salmonids can negotiate during migration.  Since most tributary streams have difficulty meeting this standard in pristine form, officials have manufactured a 
power tool that they can use to truncate irrigation in late summer during most years.  But 8-inch standard is not credible because it is IRRELEVANT.  Ken 
Williams states that in his 28 years as a professional biologist, he has NEVER heard of ONE instance where salmon had been impeded by shallow water.  
Note the writer can personally attest to seeing salmon scramble over and around protruding rocks in the shallows at my home site on the upper Methow 
River.  Inland salmonids have adapted to low flows by migrating when flows are NOT restrictive.  Leavenworth Hatchery spring Chinook finish migrating by 
about the first of July.  In the 1950s and 1960s high numbers of spring Chinook were surveyed in the Twisp River above the MVID diversion dam, the site 
most theorized as blocking upstream movement.  Steelhead migrate and spawn in water so high and turbid that spawning surveys 
are futile.  Reaches in the upper Twisp and Methow Rivers commonly dewater naturally, yet good numbers of bull trout spawn upstream.

An 8-inch depth is not limiting to migrations even during low flows.  For example, spring Chinook, the largest of the 3 listed species, have been 
reported spawning in 2 inches of water (Healy 1991).  Healy, whose life history review of Chinook is among the best, concluded:  
"Available measurements do not suggest Chinook avoid shallow water and low flows."  Eight inches is well within the prime depth for spawning 
steelhead and bull trout.

SUMMARY:  The NMFS 8-inch depth edict is about CONTROL, not salmon.

Noted 
See Comments 666 - 676 - The Board 

acknowledges the controversy about IFIM 
and it was not used in the plan

1157

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191 24 - 25 and 
15 - 16

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Add instream structures (LWD, rocks, etcetera).  First WOOD:

In recent decades large woody debris (LWD) has become the Holy Grail of salmon cover.  The beauty of wood is that its virtues are intuitive and tangible, 
floating up on the surface for the eye to ogle or even the feet to tread upon in prodigious accumulation.  40-pound Chinook and tiny fry find concealed, 
shaded interstices for rearing, staging, security, and feeding in the structural heap of wood.  Massed LWD supports self-contained food chains, making 
them supplemental kitchens for hungry salmon juveniles.  LWD deflects high velocity water, providing resting refugia and ambush cells for picking off 
drifting food morsels.  Frictional scour may dig out holes or undercut banks, adding capacity and complexity.  Wood tangles strain out and retain the organi
drift, leave-fall to deer carcasses, providing a nutrient sink function.  Wood shades the stream and holds down the temperature during the summer broil.  
Wood is splendid salmon habitat.  Overstating its virtues is nearly impossible, but believe it or not eco-activists have managed to do so, by 
judging the habitat health of salmon rivers on their content of LWD wood alone.

Mobility is the bane of wood accumulation, is a function of multiple factors direct and indirect such as wood size; channel depth, width, slope, and 
substrate composition; runoff pattern and volume, and even microclimate.  In the inland west too many factors work to transport wood seaward in 4th 
order or larger streams.  Generally, in streams this size the current is deep and swift enough during spring runoff to float away the largest wood.  Lewis 
and Clark were so struck by the paucity of riparian trees and driftwood along their Clearwater, Snake, and Columbia River canoe route, they were 
careful to journal the point.  Their silence about logjams as obstacles or dangers indicates wood was generally in low supply.

Noted 
See Comments 666 - 676 - The Board 

acknowledges the controversy about IFIM 
and it was not used in the plan
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1158

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191
24 -    - 25  

and  15 -    - 
16

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Add instream structures (LWD, rocks, etcetera).  More on WOOD:

Many of the great salmon / trout rivers of the Rocky Mountains are mostly devoid of wood.  That includes portions of the Salmon, Little Salmon, Clearwater, 
Middle Fork Clearwater, South Fork Clearwater, Lochsa, Clark Fork, Blackfoot, North Payette, and South Payette Rivers.  The smallest of these rivers are 
comparable to the Methow River, while the largest are perhaps 5 times bigger than the Wenatchee.  Riparian zones of these rivers are poorly but naturally 
undeveloped, typical of incised, rocky, channels.  On north slopes thick conifer stands typically extended to the scour line in contrast to sagebrush along 
southern exposed channels. 

The upshot is that wood in the larger rivers of the inland west was never abundant.  This agrees with what we know or can extrapolate about wood in the 
rivers in this region.  Contrary to popular opinion, available evidence argues rather convincingly that wood in the mainstems was never significant.  Early 
photos show Lewis and Clark were right:  A landscape denuded (including riparian zones) to short grasses, other than sparse fire-resistant Ponderosa 
pines, by constant uncontrolled wildfire intentionally set by Indians and then settlers (Mullan et al., pp. 125-136). 

Methow Valley locals noted that the 1948 flood floated away large logjams, half a mile long by 30 feet high (Portman 2002).  Location of these logjams
likely was at the upper terminus of the anadromous zones in the Chewuch and / or Twisp Rivers.  Pre-flood aerial photos show that none existed in 
the mainstem Methow or the lower to mid-reaches of the Twisp and Chewuch Rivers.  The logjams had not reformed by the 1972 flood, after which 
the Army Corps of Engineers piled and burned much wood to minimize bridge failure in future floods.   The Chewuch was the top spring Chinook 
stream in the UCRB during spawning surveys conducted by the USFWS in 1954-60, suggests that whatever happened salmonids were little affected.

Noted 
See Comments 666 - 676 - The Board 

acknowledges the controversy about IFIM 
and it was not used in the plan

1159

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191 24 - 25 and 
15 - 16

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Add instream structures (LWD, rocks, etc.).  STILL more on WOOD (last):

Wood purging by spring flooding is not the primary natural scouring agent; that would be ice-flow flooding,  a phenomenon patiently awaiting discovery by 
the scientific community (presumably because summer is the season for field work).  Ice-flow is weather derived:  A freeze followed by abrupt warming, 
causing ice to fragment into massive shards that flow slowly en masse.  The mass wedges into the channel in a shallow or constriction points, building up 
great back-pressure.  At the critical depth slabs pop afloat like corks, unleashing an avalanche of ice racing down-channel, ripping open soft banks, 
dislodging wood that survived the spring scour, and crushing salmon fingerlings in the surface column.  Attempting to live in wood during the winter in 
inland waters is suicidal.  Weather dependent, ice-flow events are unpredictable, occurring more than once a winter or not for 5 years, and are confined to 
anadromous zones in the valley floors.  Higher upstream microclimates are colder, and streams ice over and are buried in insulating snow.  
Meanwhile, downstream open water in anadromous zones is under siege:  Flows reach season lows and exposed reaches invite predation, especially 
by mergansers probing cracks and crevasses for torpored salmon, while frazil ice coats streambeds in spot locations and suffocates or crushes 
enveloped fish.
Establishment eco-activists fixate on human perturbations in the late summer low flow and high temperature period.  Natural limiting factors no matter 
how harsh are omitted, presumably because natural processes are pristine and sacred.  Limiting Factors Reports make no mention of winter stressors: 
Low flows, frazil ice, ice-flow dredging;  taking inland rivers to be similar to maritime coastal rivers where ice is unknown.  Because they lack 
understanding of dynamics controlling wood deposition, they view UCRB woodless main stems as degraded and fuss over all the theoretical ways 
man has denuded rivers of wood in reaches incapable of accruing it, failing to differentiate inland streams from low gradient, accreting, 
wood-rich coastal rivers.

Noted 
See Comments 666 - 676 - The Board 

acknowledges the controversy about IFIM 
and it was not used in the plan
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1160

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191 24 - 25 and 
15 - 16

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Add instream structures (LWD, rocks, etc.).   Now ROCKS:

And how do salmon avoid becoming grist for ice millstones:  They slip under rocks, a part of their world that is largely unknown to the scientific community.  
First, the snorkeler’s eye stubbornly refuses to believe what it cannot see.  Second, expecting fish to volitionally forsake open water to snake into 
claustrophobic places is counter intuitive.  Ken Williams reports that what comes out of the rocks is truly amazing, even shocking.  One professor whom 
Mullan had contracted to enumerate fish by snorkeling, a technique he is credited with advancing, was stunned to learn how much his counts 
underestimated those derived by chemical sampling.  His chagrin was related to prior published findings, which had not considered the substrate as viable 
fish habitat.  In the riprap dike behind Winthrop National Hatchery his crack crew missed an adult spring Chinook, hiding in a crack.

Hillman et al. (1992) reported another surprise, salmon use the rocks year around, emerging from their rocky dens at night or when temperatures exceeded 
14 degrees C.  Though inland salmonids were forced into the rocks to successfully cope with ice, rocks should not be viewed as 
second-choice habitat to wood.  Just about every virtue listed for wood also applies to rocks, and if the unprecedented population work by Mullan 
et al. (1992) showed anything, it was that the highest densities of salmon were correlated to the sites with the roughest streambeds, including bank 
protection riprap emplaced by humans. 

Noted 
See Comments 677 - 670 - Placement of 

wood and rock should only be used in 
appropriate places

1161

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

5.5.3 190  and  191 24 - 25 and 
15 - 16

Habitat Objectives - Short and Long Term Objectives:
Instream structures (LWD, rocks).   More (and last) on ROCKS - Methow:

About 31 miles of riprap have been added to the Methow River, and where the main current washes the rock riprap becomes great fish habitat.  This stands 
to reason, since artificial riprap is a rather good replication of natural riprap:  Talus slope streambanks characterizing so many mountain creeks holding the 
highest densities of salmonids anywhere in the basin.  The epiphany of rock habitat has not yet reached the habitat scientist, and they are openly hostile to 
riprap, tyrannized by catechism think and married for life to wood.

And here is just how crazy all this has become:  Viewing riprap pejoratively, the author of the Limiting Factors Report recommended removing the riprap 
dike protecting the Winthrop National Fish Hatchery, so that the floodplain on which the hatchery sits could be inundated a few days each spring to recreate 
the magic of pristine natural.  Those large angular rocks associated with the dike, however, happen to provide the best habitat in the rock-starved upper 
Methow, as the Mullan crew demonstrated empirically by the excellent salmon population at this very site compared to population densities 
determined at five sites studied upstream.

And so the salmon recovery circus continues.  Where and how it ends, I won't even BEGIN to try and predict tonight.

Noted 
See Comments 677 - 670 - Placement of 

wood and rock should only be used in 
appropriate places
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1162
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.3 190 25

Recommend footnote 108 include language that is tacked onto bullet on p. 191, lines 15-16, that says "…where long-term channel form and function efforts 
are not feasible".  The way footnote 108 is currently written implies that you will always be able to restore natural channel and riparian function over time.  It 
has been acknowledged that you can't rely on passive restoration in some areas unless you're planning to move peopleout and breach dikes/levees 
(Obviously, nothing in the plan advocates this).  This document is meant to reflect/replace the UCSRB Biological Strategy and help direct funding to 
restoration projects.  EWPU technical members worked collaboratively with RTT members to craft specific/appropriate "caveats" about the unqiue 
channelized and diked condition of the lower Entiat that are mentioned in the Biologic Strategy. This was done so that we could direct project reviewers and 
permitting agencies to information/data re: why active instream restoration is needed/appropriate in the lower 10+ mi of the river.  Some semblance of that 
language needs to be retained and included as an additional footnote or added 
somewhere in text particular to the Entiat. See page 14 of RTT Biological Strategy (2003) for language.

Noted Refer to Entiat Populations Short Term 
(5.5.3)

1163 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 190 Add to footnotes:  "In some reaches such as the Entiat, lower reach, structures are the long-term strategy" Noted Refer to Entiat Populations Short Term 

(5.5.3)

1164
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 191 4, 17 Suggested wording; Restore natural sediment delivery processes by improving road network, restoring natural floodplain connectivity, riparian health, 
natural bank erosion and wood recruitment Addressed Added verbiage

1165 Douglas County 
PUD 5.5 191 5 We suggest the replacement of the word "brought" with the word "provided." Addressed Modified verbiage

1166
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 191 6 Suggest change wording to "develop fishery management plans for the Columbia and each tributary to determine desired abundance of exotic species. Noted

1167
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 191 6 Also line 18 - Suggest changing wording to:  "Develop Fishery Management Plans for the mainstem and each trib to determine desirable abundance of 
exotic species." Noted

1168
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 191 7 Add encourage re-establishment of beaver into the ecosystem Noted

1169 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 191 7 Question:  "prey on listed species"  How is this done? Noted

1170
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.3 191 20 Suggest adding bullet, "Continue to provide support (technical and financial) to functioning watershed groups and collaborate for implementation of habitat 
projects."  (or bullet with simliar gist/language). Noted Already located in 

Section 5.5.6

1171
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 191 23 Add priority actions in Category 1 and Category 2 watersheds. Addressed

1172 Douglas County 
PUD 5.5 191 23 The reference to Section 5.1.5 should be a reference to Section 5.5.5. Addressed Modified verbiage Corrected
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1173
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 191 24 Suggest adding" Encourage and support functioning watershed planning units. Assist with forming planning units Noted Already located in 
Section 5.5.6

1174
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 191 24 Please add "Encourage and protect functioning watershed planning units.  Assist forming planning units." Noted Already located in 
Section 5.5.6

1175 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 191 26-27 Question:  "Ensure compliance…aquatic habitat."  What does this mean, who does this? Noted

1176 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 191 28 Delete "Establish…regulations."   (Have to do this by law.) Addressed Deleted verbiage

1177
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.3 192 1 Consider adding "NOAA, USFWS, USFS, WDFW, WDOE, BLM and other agencies will support and encourage functioning watershed groups Noted

1178
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.3.3 192 1 Consider adding "and National Forest Planning processes" to the sentence Noted

1179 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 192 1 Comment re:  "Consider…processes."   Already required by GMA. Addressed Added verbiage

1180 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 192 2-4 Question:  Who/when/how much $? Noted

1181 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 192 5-6 Delete "Until recovery is achieved"  and revise folowing sentences to include "feds/state" Noted

1182 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.5.3 192 13

Add a second sentence to this bullet that reads…  Implement ESU-wide radoitelemetry studies on returning hatchery and wild steelhead.

Rationale:  The Upper Columbia needs a method that will determine the % natural origin spawners for steelhead in each population because carcasses 
cannot be efficiently recovered from spawning ground surveys.   

Noted

1183 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 192 27 Add footnote to address recharge from irrigated ag Addressed

1184 USFWS
09.29.05 5.5.5 193 Need to include language throughout this section:  Ensure that all actions and mitigation associated with habitat projects throughout the Columbia River, 

identified through ESA Consultation, are consistent with and promote the recovery of Upper Columbia spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout Addressed Added verbiage

1185
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.4 193 9 Please change "landowner" to "land manager" Addressed Modified verbiage
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1186
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 193 9 Please change "landowner" to "land manager" Addressed Modified verbiage

1187
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 193 14 Recognizes many areas where good stewardship is occuring Noted

1188 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 193 16 Delete "to continue these efforts" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1189 Okanogan County 5.5.4 193 20

The Plan says:  "This information was compiled from subbasin planning inventories and the Salmon Recovery Funding Board database, and categorized 
according to action type:  acquisitions (land); assessments; passage improvements; habitat improvements; planning processes; research, monitoring, and 
evaluation (RME); screening; water quality; and water quantity. Undoubtedly, some projects were missed and about 20 projects could not be categorized."

Comment:  Delete the phrase "acquisitions (land);" from this statement.

Noted Context use okay

1190
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.4 193 28

The Entiat subbasin plan alone details many more habitat improvement projects than are tallied in table 5.8 on p. 229.  Suggest using the data that were 
based on summary of Entiat subbasin plan projects that qualified as habitat improvement, etc.and that were provided to HCC in GIS/tabular format earlier 
this year.  Habitat Improvement = 35; Passage = 9 (generalized by project, rather than exact number replaced); Acquisition = 9 (3 SRFB fundings, but 
covered 9 properties -- important to use this more detailed number given community concerns about amount of property acquisition); assessment = 10.  
Other numbers okay I think. 

Addressed Corrected Table 5.8 & corresponding text

1191 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 193 38-39 Comment:  Comment:  Good! Noted & Addressed Modified verbiage

1192
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5

General comment- Tumwater dam has visibly altered habitat for approximately one mile, by degradation, aggredation, and changing channel structure.  
Although studies have indicated that adults successfully pass the dam and collection facility, and juveniles occur in the rip-rap in high concentrations in 
winter time,  more work could be done to assess juvenile use in the summer, as well determining if predation is increased by the habitat alteration. The 
benefits Tumwater Dam provide to fish management should be disclosed, as well as any habitat effects due to channel alterations.  

Addressed Added verbiage

1193 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.5.5 193 39

replace "some historical condition" to "a historical condition" and in parentheses replace  "some arbitrary " to ….  " a hypothesized"

Rationale:  less jeering
Addressed Modified verbiage

1194 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 1 Change "restoration to a previous condition may not be possible" to "restoration to a previous condition is not possible" Noted

1195
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 194 1
We have found that acquistion by agents of "habitat protection" entities do not always have the funding necessary to provide good stewardship.  Protection, 
recovery and restoration actions should only be implemented if they improve our community vitality and economic status.  Acquistion within Entiat School 
District boundaries should not be an option; lease or rental can provide the same protection while supporting the community.

Noted
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1196 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 5, 8-10 Comment unclear:  circled "This type…occur."  Underlined "passive restoration" Noted

1197
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 194 10 Passive restoration of federal lands - Does this mean fs will do nothing in riparian areas?  Entiat watershed plan identifies specific riparian habitat 
improvement actions on federal lands; some of them are being planned and implemented now. Noted

1198
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 194 10 & 11 Active restoration, e.g. moving roads, riparian restoration, may also apply to some areas in federal ownership - not just passive/protection Noted

1199
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 194  12-13
Consider rewording sentence to "Under this form of protection, habitat conditions improve as management actions are designed to maintain or improve 
habitat forming processes."  This would be consistent with footnote 106, page 190 where protection defined as all actions that safeguard...Think important 
that it is not implied that there will be no management

Addressed Added verbiage

1200 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 13 Comment re: "anthropogenic" use lay language Addressed

1201 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 17 Replace "judgement"  with "opinions" Noted

1202 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 Question: Re:"unlikely to occur"  What is the % of certainty?  Comment unclear:  "enforced"  underlined Noted

1203 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 194 Comment:  Plan gives deference to these locally derived actions (projects).  Addressed

1204
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 195 Foonote 116 refers reader to Section 5.1.6 - there is no such section.  Need to change to Section 5.5.6 Addressed Modified verbiage Should be Section 5.5.6

1205
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 195 Footnote 118.  there is no section 5.1.6. needs to be recognized that keeping these groups functioning could be expensive and recognize the costs.  
Communication and collaboration is the most effective way to implement the plan but it can also be expensive and some financial support may be needed. Addressed Modified verbiage Should be Section 5.5.6

1206 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 195 3-19 Comment:  Seems reasonable; review with Mike Kaputa for how this would work on ground. Addressed Added verbiage

1207
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 195  6-19 The EDT reference is confusing.   33% was a modeling exercise to help determine level of recovery potentially achieved with habitat work.  Some areas or 
types of actions may need 100% treatment while other areas may not be treated for various reasons. Suggest taking out the reference to 33% Addressed Added verbiage

1208
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 195 8 & 9 Footnote or text should to be added related to Entiat EDT and where results are available, since Appendix F is only Wenatchee and results from certain 
intensities of modeling. Noted
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1209 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 195 Question:  Where is Section 5.1.6? Addressed Should be Section 5.5.6

1210
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 195
Says "Membership in each group is described in section 5.1.6"  There is no 5.1.6, is the cite suppoedd to be Section 5.5.6?  If these groups are functioning, 
they are expensive to maintain.  Who will bear the cost?  Think tank research continuously indicates collaboration is more effective and it also indicates it is
more expensive than business as usual.

Addressed Should be Section 5.5.6

1211
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 196 10 The approaches are science-based also include goals and socio-economic concerns Noted Pigeon Hole for later discusison

1212

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 196 12 Page 196 line 12:  Move this paragraph to line 6 and switch with first paragraph Addressed

1213 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 196 15 Add "Priorities identified by local watershed plans." Noted

1214

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 196 16
Title should be Categorization of Actions within Subbasins.  Categories only denote classes of actions; they do not impart one class over the other as a 
rank order as is often misinterpreted  Thus, these are not appropriate to use in any form of prioritization exercise other than to describe "what type" of 
actions are needed in each AU.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1215 Okanogan County 5.5.5 196 19-21

The Plan says:  "The intent is to protect these areas from activities that would negatively affect the structure and function of the aquatic and riparian 
ecosystems."

Comment: If this is private land we need to be careful

Noted

1216 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 196 32-34 Question:  How do backwater channels, vortex weirs, etc. fit into this picture? Noted

1217
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 197 Chelan Basin was omitted from discussion Noted

1218 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 197 8-22 Comment:  Make sure we do not ignore potential contribution in categories 2,3,4 Addressed

1219 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 197 36-38 Delete "Also they …. Protected."  Comment:  Who decided this?  Watershed Planning is occuring in Squilchuck & Stemilt - this is the proper venue not 

here. Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1220

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 198 2 Change "second" to "initial.  Sentence should read: The initial step to prioritize habitat classes and actions within assessment units is based on biological 
benefits and socioeconomic considerations." Noted

1221 Okanogan County 5.5.5 198 6-8

The Plan says:  "Activities within these areas that can reduce the structure and function of riparian and aquatic ecosystems should be prohibited or 
mitigated to prevent the species from slipping into a higher risk of extinction."

Comment:  Delete.  This plan is non-regulatory and to say you are going to prohibit an activity goes against the precept.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1222 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 7 Replace "prohibited" with "avoided" Addressed Modified verbiage

1223 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 8 Question:  Where in this plan de we recognize the descending value of riparian value as we get further from the stream? Noted

1224

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 198 11 Change "prioritize" to "identify" Addressed

1225 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 13 Comment re:  "(e.g., riparian…channel stability)"  Large, woody debris is currently very trendy but not appropriate in all locations. Addressed

1226 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 16-19 Comment:  There is a policy issue here that was made by the scientist not the UCBOD (managed environment) Noted

1227

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 198 21 Change prioritizing to "identifying" Addressed Modified verbiage

1228 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 25-26 Comment re:"It is the responsibility…actions."   Write paragraph around this sentence.  Noted

1229 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 198 26-37 Comment:  Begin Prioritization Section with this paragraph.  This is the best in this whole plan and buried on p.198. Should be 1st paragraph Prioritization 

Section. Addressed Modified verbiage Moved

1230
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 198 36 Successful Entiat collaboration Addressed Modified verbiage
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1231
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 198 39 thru 41 Entiat EDT did not include steelhead.  Recommend noting this and moving sentence from p.99, lines 8-10, up into start of habitat modeling paragraph -- or 
further forward to where EDT/Appendix F is mentioned on page 195 -- to explain and direct reader to info. Addressed Added verbiage

1232 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5.5.5 199 12 Delete "probably" Addressed Modified verbiage

1233 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.5.5 199 12,20 I think you can use the same footnote (123) for both scenarios; rewrite to say…This scenario assumed no-net-impact of future development. Addressed Modified verbiage Footnotes

1234 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5.5.5 199 15-18 Comment re: "If recovery… within all Hs)."  implies habitat will bear the burden first. Noted

1235 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.5.5 199 20

obstructions and protection (in already protected areas) were the exceptions. 

Rationale:  accuracy and clarity 
Addressed Added verbiage

1236 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5.5.5 199 21

…fixed and maintained and that there would be the same benefit of protection in already protected areas.

Rationale:  accuracy and clarity
Addressed

1237 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5.5.5 199 31 Delete "without dams" Noted

1238 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5.5.5 199 31 Comment associated with "without dams"  illegible Noted

1239 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5.5.5 199 Particularly beginning with "The preferred alternative…of the species." needs to be inserted into main text as Habitat Scenerio 2. Addressed Added verbiage

1240 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 200-208 ORGANIZATION:  These pages could be reorganized.  Assessment Units are duplicated for most parts.  Specifics could be listed separately or refer to 

local plans. Noted

1241 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 200 1-13 Delete? "EDT provided … of "absolute" change.  Rather" Noted

1242 BOR
07.27.05 5 200 5

It is acknowledged here that two different stock-recruitment functions were utilized in two different analysis as part of the development and evaluation of thi
Recovery Plan.  Appendix F indicates that a hockey stick model was used in the assessment of abundance and productivity described by the viability 
curves while the Beverton-Holt model was used in the EDT modeling.  The plan should briefly describe these two different stock-recruitment models and 
indicate why different models were used in the two analysis.  IT would probably be more appropriate to use a single stock-recruitment function for both 
analyses that best describes the expected relationship based on existing data.

Noted

1243 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 200 22 Create a section for recommendations common to all species and populations Noted
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1244 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 200 23-31 reference watershed plans pp.203-226/pp.206-228especially implementation plan Addressed Added verbiage

1245 NOAA 5.5 200 28

“strongholds” are identified for the Wenatchee subbasin, all of which are in the upper basin.  We take no issue with this but wonder how the planners 
reconcile the priority to focus on protecting strongholds with their earlier statements about the major steelhead production areas – there is almost no 
overlap between the two.  It is unclear how an area can simultaneously be a stronghold and be unoccupied. We suspect that these upper basin habitats are 
indeed important for steelhead and further investigations will reveal their presence in these areas.

Noted

1246 NOAA 5.5 200 28

Not sure that a general season angling based effort to reduce brook trout populations is the most appropriate method.  The document notes that less than 
50% of anglers know the difference.  How about something creative where teams of anglers are assembled from amongst the agencies to engage in 
targeted hook and line brook trout “weeding” events where the losers have to endure some form of humiliation? We agree with the idea of reducing bt 
populations, but think that a general season based approach has some real downsides.

Addressed

1247
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 200 32 USFS managed lands will use more than passive restoration.  They may also include some development in the riparian areas if it is for restoration or 
determined to be in the public interest. Noted

1248
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 200 32-33

USFS lands will be managed for more than passive restoration. There are active restoration needs and other management activities can occur within 
Forest Plan standard and guidelines.  Suggest changing wording to "Use administrative and institutional rules and regulations on public lands to provide 
habitat conditions consistent with recovery plan objectives including the importance of protecting existing high quality habitat within the following 
assessment units.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1249 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 200 32-33 Comment unclear:  "passive restoration"  circled and "public lands"  underlined Addressed Deleted verbiage

1250 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 5 Delete "all" Addressed Modified verbiage

1251 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 201 5 thru 6 It seems unrealistic to require passage at obstructions for all life stages of listed fish, upstream and downstream.  This appears in different areas of this 

document and should be clarified as retro fitting all current passage obstruction is a significant effort and cost. Addressed

1252 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 7 Delete "all" Addressed Modified verbiage

1253 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 201 8 Increasing the harvest limit on brook trout is not a habitat action.  This should be moved to the harvest actions Noted

1254 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 13 Comment:  Limits actions to road maintenance?  Is this really smart? Noted

1255
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 201 15 Explore the feasibility and if possible eradicate brook trout from Meadow Creek and Schafer Lake. Addressed Modified verbiage
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1256
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 201 16 Will riparian restoration in the lower 4 miles of the Chiwawa really buy that much to be a priority action given stream gradient.  Either way add protect and 
restore riparian habitat  in the upper Chiwawa. Noted

1257 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 16 Comment re: "restoring riparian habitat" Again, recognize value of diminishing returns Noted

1258
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 201 17 Add protect long-term watershed function by stabilizing roads where needed to reduce accelerated sediment delivery Addressed Modified verbiage

1259
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 201 after 17 Add improve passage in tributaries historically accessible to salmon, steelhead and bull trout Addressed Modified verbiage

1260 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 19-21 Delete "by restoring ...(where feasible)."  Comment:  Not smart to limit how watershed plans identify how & provide ongoing opportunity. Noted

1261 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201 28 Delete "Improve road maintenance to" Noted

1262
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 201-202 32-6 Are Skinney Creek and Tumwater Campground really a priority action given the small size of Skinney Creek and most of Chiwaukum is in wilderness? Addressed

1263 Okanogan County 5.5.5
201-203

206, 209-211,
214 & 215

Formatting on these pages need to be corrected.  Headings of the "Assessment Units" need to have the bulleted items listed underneath them in an outline 
format.  This would improve the readability and relevance of the information. Addressed

1264 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 201-204 FORMATTING:  Delete bullets next to Headings of Assessment Units e.g. White River, Little Wenatchee, etc and underline or format headings for visual 

readability Addressed

1265 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 201-206 Replace "instream flows" with "stream flows" in numerous locations. Noted

1266 NOAA 5.5 202 We agree with the idea of providing passage at structure 5, but that needs to be coupled to proper regulation of the headgate in order to ensure passage. Noted

1267 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 202 1 Add:  Determine if there is passage at the boulder field on Icicle Creek.  If so, determine the feasibility of passage improvements. Addressed Added verbiage

1268 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 202 6 Question:re: "…and by improving road maintenance along the stream."  How does this increase diversity? Addressed Deleted verbiage

1269 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 202 8 Delete "by improving fish … Icicle Creek."  Whose agenda? Noted
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1270
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 202 9 Add Stabilize roads in upper watershed that are a threat for accelerating mass soil movement Addressed Added verbiage

1271 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 202 17 Delete "(culverts and diversions)" Addressed Added verbiage

1272 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 202 21 and floodplain connection along the stream. Noted

1273
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 202  22-24

Split sentence and make two independent actions,   One action would be, "Increase habitat diversity and quantity by reconnecting side channels and 
floodplain with the active stream channel, restoring riparian vegetation, and altering road maintenance to accommodate natural stream processes to the 
extent possible."  Second action would be "increase habitat diversity in streams that have lost channel function resulting from long term transportation 
development by adding instream structures and large woody debris

Noted

1274 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 202 24  Comment re:  "and by improving road maintenance" as above? Addressed

1275
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 202 28 Given the width and exposure of the Wenatchee River riparian vegetation really be expected to provide much shade benefit.  Wouldn't increasing flows to 
the extent possible be more of a priority action for temperature? Noted

1276
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 203 11 add "unnatural" or "human caused" after "Reduce Addressed Added verbiage

1277 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 203 26-27 "The Wenatchee…assessment units."  is KEY!!  Needs to be part of intro paragraph Addressed

1278
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 204 May want to add action under Administrative/Institutional Actions "Revision of the Okanaogan and Wenatchee National Forest Plan should compliment 
salmon, steelhead and bull trout recovery.  This statement could be added to Entiat and Methow as well Addressed Moved existing verbiage & added 

suggested language

1279 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 204 Question:  Where is Appendix "D"? Noted

1280 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 204 7 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1281 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 204 7 thru 9 This has been identified as a policy issue for USFWS Noted

1282 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 204 10 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted
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1283 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 204 10-12 embellishment @ permits with individual agencies Noted

1284 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 204 12 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1285
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 204 after 15 add "assess macroinveribrate productivity and temperature gain in Lake Yolanda", "quantify habitat alteration extent to channel bed plain above and below 
Tumwater Dam" , "continue to monitor downstream survival of juvenile salmonids through Tumwater canyon". Noted

1286 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 204 22 Add the sentence… Update baseline model runs as new and better information becomes avialable and conduct the scenario model run for the prefered 

alternative (Scenario 2) in each subbasin. Addressed Added verbiage

1287 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 204 27-29 These actions appear to belong in the harvest section not in the habitat section Noted

1288
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 204 28 add Minnow Creek and Schafer Lake Addressed Added verbiage

1289 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 205 5, 6, 9,21,22 What is the statistical variance on % of certainty with these estimates? Noted

1290 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 205 13-15 Question/comment re: Item (2)  How does this round SRFB projects fit with this creteria? i.e. backwater channel projects were rated medium in favor of 

stream connectivity.  I think this leads to the need for a discussion of managed passive restoration. Noted

1291 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 205 25-26 Question re:  "abundance and productivity criteria"  vs. "spacial criteria"  What is the gap? Noted

1292 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 205 34-41 Delete paragraph:  exact same paragraph as Wenatchee.  Only need once.  Insert paragraph Local Plans p.200 Addressed

1293 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 TITLE:  Add "Entiat Populations" Noted

1294
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 206 2 USFS managed lands will use more than passive restoration.  They may also include some development in the riparian areas if it is for restoration or 
determined to be in the public interest. Addressed

1295
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 206 2,3

USFS lands will be managed for more than passive restoration. There are active restoration needs and other management activities can occur within 
Forest Plan standard and guidelines.  Suggest changing wording to "Use administrative and institutional rules and regulations on public lands to provide 
habitat conditions consistent with recovery plan objectives including the importance of protecting existing high quality habitat within the following 
assessment units

Addressed
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1296
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 206 7 Short-term restoration actions throughout entire subbsin: need to add bullet "Increase riparian function and shade" Noted

1297 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 9 Delete "all" Addressed

1298 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 11 Delete "all" Addressed Modified verbiage

1299
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 206 12, 13 Suggest change wording to "develop fishery management plans for the Entiat subbasin to determine desired abundance of all species including brook trout 
and other exotic species and prescribe appropriate actions Noted Outside the scope of this plan

1300
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 206 13 Suggest changing wording to: "Develop Fisehry Management Plans for Lake Entiat and Entiat River and Mad River to determine desirable abundance of all 
species including exotic species and brook trout and appropriate actions." Noted

1301
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 206 14 Suggest adding stabilize upslope roads to prevent accelerated sediment delivery to downstream spawning and rearing habitat.  While sediment not listed 
as limiting factor on page 189, road work may be an important protection action Noted

1302 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 15-16 Delete "by restoring riparian habitat and increasing….channel" Noted

1303 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 21 Question:re:  "and by improving road maintenance"  same? Noted

1304 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 206 28-29 Move to intro paragraph Addressed

1305 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 207 1-24 is duplication Retracted Comment Retracted by Ron Walter 

12/08/05

1306
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 207 3 Recommend additional institutional actions bullet that "State agency permitting staff will utilize information in recovery plan regarding 
recommended/appropriate restoration actions when reviewing aquatic permit applications". Noted

1307
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 207 3 Recommenda bullet saying something related to "appropriate co-managers/agencies will work with stakeholders to develop fisheries management plan" Noted Outside the scope of this plan

1308
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 207 4 Recommend saying "Local governments within Chelan County will work with stakeholders to review, amend and adopt changes…" Noted
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1309
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 207 4 Please add "NOAA, Fisheries, US Fish and Wildlife Service, WDFW, WDOE, WDAg, BLM, NRCS and USDA FS will support, encourage and protect the 
functioning Entiat watershed planning units (including financial, technical, and scientific support)." Noted

1310 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 207 9 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1311 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 207 12 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1312 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 207 14 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1313 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 207 24 Add the sentence… Update baseline model runs as new and better information becomes avialable and conduct the scenario model run for the prefered 

alternative (Scenario 2) in each subbasin. Addressed

1314 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 207 25 is unique Noted

1315 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 207 26-31 is duplication Retracted Comment Retracted by Ron Walter 

12/08/05

1316
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 207 31 Change to "Continue to examine…" as work has already been done or is ongoing. Noted

1317
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 207 31 What is the purpose of the fluvial geomorphic process examination and how does it tie the NRCS fluvial geomorphic investigations and USFS landform 
studies? Noted

1318
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 207 32 Some assessment has been done via snorkeling.  Change to "continue to assess"; same for line 27 on p. 225. Noted

1319 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 207 32 is unique.  Question:  Above the falls?  What does Entiat H20 group say here? Noted

1320 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 209-210 needs scrutiny by Okanogan County Noted

1321
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.5.5 208 14 Weren't WDFW staff working on steelhead EDT for Entiat?  What happened?  Suggest reworking second sentence to say, "This work will be completed in 
the future in coordination with Enitat Planning Unit members. Noted

1322
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 208 14 Who will complete steelhead EDT for the Entiat and Mad Rivers and when will it be completed by? Addressed Added verbiage
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1323 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 208 14

Fish performance was not evaluated using scenario modeling for steelhead or bull trout in the Entiat watershed.  However, the EDT model predicted that 
the Entiat could not sustain an abundance of steelhead sufficient to meet VSP minimum abundance threshold under the PFC scenario.  The PFC scenario 
was generally higher than Scenario 1 in the other Upper Columbia subbasins, therefore, we conclude that the proposed habitat recovery actions will not 
achieve minimum VSP criteria for abundance and productivity.  On the other hand, ...repeat lines 8-13 (from spr chk) for steelhead.

Rationale:  scenario runs were not available but we did do current, PFC and historic

Addressed Added verbiage

1324 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 208 14-15 Move directly below "Expected Results" otherwise the reader Question: the above paragraph.  Should have this info first. Addressed Added verbiage

1325 Okanogan County 5.5.5 208 17-23

The Plan says:  "The Methow subbasin supports three listed species:  spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout. Several factors, including activities driven 
by government policies have reduced habitat diversity, connectivity, water quantity and quality, and riparian function in many stream reaches in the Methow 
subbasin. However, the subbasin contains headwater areas that are in relatively pristine condition and serve as “strongholds” for listed species. The 
following actions are intended to reduce the primary threats to aquatic and riparian habitats and to improve conditions where feasible and practical."

Comment: This area of the Methow is "de-watered" several months out of the year so how can they be "strongholds"?

Noted

1326
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 208 25, 26

USFS lands will be managed for more than passive restoration. There are active restoration needs and other management activities can occur within 
Forest Plan standard and guidelines.  Suggest changing wording to "Use administrative and institutional rules and regulations on public lands to provide 
habitat conditions consistent with recovery plan objectives including the importance of protecting existing high quality habitat within the following 
assessment units

Addressed

1327
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 209 8 Question the need and practicality of placing instream structures in the Methow River  Suggest it is better to protect floodplain and riparian habitat so wood 
can be recruited, delete add structures Addressed

1328
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 209 after 10 Add restore natural channel migration and alluvial fan forming processes on lower Early Winters Creek Addressed

1329
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 209 18 Add improve road management to allow natural recruitment of coarse organic and inorganic material (Big wood and rocks Noted

1330
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 209 22 question the feasibility of instream structures in the Chewuch other than structures such as the engineered log jams that have been placed. Noted

1331 Okanogan County 5.5.5 209 28-29

The Plan says:  "Decrease water temperatures in the lower Chewuch River by increasing riparian vegetation, increasing stream flows, and reconnecting 
side channels and the floodplain with the river."

Comment:  Water temperature is more a function of direction of stream flow and natural pigment in water.

Noted

1332
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 209 33 Question the need and feasibility of constructing instream structures in the Twisp.  Restore floodplains and riparian habitat, reconnect side channels and let 
the river do the rest. Or add that instream structures are a low priority as is stated for the Middle Methow. Noted
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1333
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 210 7 Add after floodplain restore natural channel form or width/depth ratio.  (Weeman bridge constricts channel) Noted

1334
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 210 after14 Add new action, remove brook trout from floodplain ponds Noted

1335
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 210 24 Is there a passage problem on Wolf Creek other than the irrigation diversion which has been fixed this year? Addressed Deleted verbiage

1336 Okanogan County 5.5.5 210 26-28

The Plan says:  "Increase habitat diversity and quantity by restoring riparian habitat, reconnecting side channels and floodplains (where feasible), and 
adding large woody debris and instream structures between river mile 1 and the spring in Hancock Creek."

Comment:  How much do we allow the river to migrate?  Do we allow it to erode top soil?  Do we allow all instream structures to destroy private property?

Noted This pertains to Hancock Creek only, 
which has a willing landowner.

1337 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 210 35 ….Beaver Creek and its tributaries. Noted

1338 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 211-216 specifics Okanogan Noted

1339
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.5 211 24 The culvert on Little Boulder is being replaced this year, per Greg Knott Noted

1340 Okanogan County 5.5.5 211 33-34

The Plan says:  "The Methow Habitat Group (in cooperation with local landowners) will prioritize and coordinate the implementation of “specific” habitat 
actions within assessment units."

Comment:  Delete.  This group is not the recognized conduit for project prioritization in Okanogan County. The County Commissioners have not approved 
this group or any other.

Noted

1341 Okanogan County 5.5.5 212 6-8

The Plan says:  "Local governments within Okanogan County will review and adopt changes to comprehensive plans and ordinances for critical areas and 
shoreline master programs following the rules and dates set forth by the state legislature."

Comment:  Delete.  Land use planning is a function of the counties and cities.  This plan will not infringe upon those rights in anyway.

Noted

1342 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 212 11 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1343 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 212 14 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1344 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 212 16 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted
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1345 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 212 26 Add the sentence… Update baseline model runs as new and better information becomes avialable and conduct the scenario model run for the prefered 

alternative (Scenario 2) in each subbasin. Addressed

1346 Okanogan County 5.5.5 213 6-9

The Plan says:  "Although these results indicate relative improvements in abundance and productivity, implementation of habitat classes within the Methow 
subbasin will probably not meet minimum abundance and productivity criteria." 

Comment: Does this send a message of predicting failure before we even get started? 

Noted

1347 USFWS
08.22.05 5.5.5 214 6 This action appears to belong in the harvest section not in the habitat section Noted

1348 Okanogan County 5.5.5 214 12-13 The Plan says:  "Reduce summer water temperature in the lower Okanogan River by implementing actions in tributaries and upstream assessment units."

Comment:  This will increase temperature.
Noted

1349 Okanogan County 5.5.5 214 15-16
19-20

The Plan says:  "Reduce summer water temperature and sediment recruitment in the middle Okanogan River by reconnecting side channels and the 
floodplain with the river."

Comment:  This will increase temperature.

Noted

1350 Okanogan County 5.5.5 214 21-22

The Plan says:  "The Okanogan Habitat Group (in cooperation with local landowners) will prioritize and coordinate the implementation of “specific” habitat 
actions within assessment units."

Comment:  Same comment as for the Methow Habitat Group - This needs to be an Okanogan County Commissioners decision.

Addressed This is not referring to the Watershed 
group currently established

1351 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 214 29

Add another bullet…..Improve fish passage and access to all reaches of Salmon Creek (below Conconelly Dam)

Rationale:  Middle salmon creek is essential to recovery of the US portion of the Okanogan steelhead population.
Noted

1352 Okanogan County 5.5.5 214 29-31

The Plan says:  "Use practical and feasible means (including reconnection of side channels and the floodplain with the stream) to increase instream flows 
(within the natural hydrologic regime and existing water rights) within the lower 4 miles of Salmon Creek."

Comment:  This will have the opposite effect.

Noted

1353 Okanogan County 5.5.5 214 32
The Plan says:  "Increase habitat diversity by channel reconfiguration in the lower 4 miles of Salmon Creek."

Comment:  This won't happen without a lot of recovery.
Noted

1354 Okanogan County 5.5.5 215 31-33

The Plan says:  "Local governments within Okanogan County will review and adopt changes to comprehensive plans and ordinances for critical areas and 
shoreline master programs following the rules and dates set forth by the state legislature."

Comment:  Delete.  Land use planning is a function of the counties and cities.  This plan will not infringe upon those rights in anyway.

Noted

1355 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 216 1 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted
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1356 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 216 4 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1357 Yakama Nation 5.5.5 216 6 move to common section (common to all species and populations) Noted

1358 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 216 18 Add the sentence… Update baseline model runs as new and better information becomes avialable and conduct the scenario model run for the prefered 

alternative (Scenario 2) in each subbasin. Addressed

1359 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW 5 216 35

SS_D criteria will not be met unless access is restored to middle Salmon Creek.  If the previously suggested bullet is added after line 28 page 214 then this 
statement will be true.  If the additional action is not added then this statement will be false.

Rationale:  with so few MSA's and so little opportunity to rear juveniles in the mainstem the lower salmon creek assessment unit cannot be left out 

Noted

1360
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 217
There are no consequences if agencies refuse to participate in a collaborative manner.  It also fails to recognize these groups are functioning, they are 
expensive to maintain.  Who will bear the cost?  Think tank research continuously indicates collaboration is more effective and it also indicates it is more 
expensive than business as usual.

Noted

1361
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 217 Need to recognize that collaboration is probably the most effective way to ensure plan success but the process can be costly and funding support will likely 
be needed at some level  for some entities Noted

1362 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 217 Revise table.  Currently implies federal and state dominance.  List entities as per 1st sentence (line 11) Addressed Deleted verbiage Deleted table & verbiage

1363 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 217 10 This needs to be expanded and clarified.  For Chelan County, the role of the Wenatchee and Entiat planning units needs to be very clear Noted

1364 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 217 11 insert "and conservation groups" Addressed

1365 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 217 15-22 Refer to Executive Summary for rewritten language. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1366 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 218 1-7 Delete Addressed

1367 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 218 8-14 Comment:  Good paragraph.  Gives deference to local groups. Noted

1368 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 218 15-20 Comment:  Good paragraph.  Noted

1369 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 218 32-33 See executive summary for introduction to this section. Noted
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1370 USFWS
08.22.05 5.6.1 219 11 Clarify what 50% hatchery effectiveness means. Addressed

1371 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 220 4-10 Question:  Could this be deleted? Noted

1372 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 5 220 31 & 34 Question:re:  "while abudnance falls short of recovery critieria" and "while abundance may not", Wouldn't this suggest the need for actions? Addressed Added verbiage See Section 5.6.3

1373 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 5 220 37 AHA needs to be discussed with the BOD as well as the "Preliminary Results" starting on p.221.  This section appears to have profound effects for recover

but is discussed very little. Noted

1374
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5.6.2 221 10 No Entiat section or data.  Need to explain why rather than just omitting. Addressed Added verbiage

1375 Yakama Nation 5.6.3 223 10 Are there no conclusions to be drawn for effects of Hydro or Harvest? Noted

1376
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

5 224 Where is bibliography entry for "NMFS (2003)" citation? Addressed Added verbiage

1377
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 225 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all hatchery programs in the Upper Columbia, not just salmon and steelhead. Retracted 

1378 USFWS
08.22.05 5 225 Change Okanogan spring Chinook to Carson spring Chinook Addressed

1379
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 225 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all artifical programs in the Upper Columbia (including Chelan Basin) not just 
salmon and steelhead. Noted

1380
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 226 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all hatchery programs in the Upper Columbia, not just salmon and steelhead Retracted Comment Retracted by Ken MacDonald 
12/09/05

1381
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 226 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all artifical production in the subbasin not just salmon and steelhead. Noted

1382
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 227 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all hatchery programs in the Upper Columbia, not just salmon and steelhead Retracted Comment Retracted by Ken MacDonald 
12/09/05
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1383
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 227 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all artifical production in the subbasin not just salmon and steelhead. Noted

1384 USFWS
08.22.05 5 227 Change 300,000 to 400,000 Addressed

1385
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 228 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all hatchery programs in the Upper Columbia, not just salmon and steelhead Retracted Comment Retracted by Ken MacDonald 
12/09/05

1386
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 228 It would improve understanding of the entire picture if this table included all artifical production in the subbasin not just salmon and steelhead.  Chelan Basi
artificial production should also be included. Noted

1387 Douglas County 
PUD 5.6 228 In Column 2, Row 2; the statement implies that 100% collection is automatic and non-negotiable.  The statement should read "WDFW may collect 100% of 

Wells Dam escapement; place all fish into the adult-based supplemetation program." Addressed Modified verbiage

1388
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.5.6 229 Need to recognize this is not a complete list. For example Entiat irrigators have been replacing open ditches with closed pipe systems since 1950; they are 
continuously upgrading sprinklers for systems that more efficiently deliver water to the plants Addressed

1389
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 229

The table is somewhat mis-leading and the written descriptions of the watersheds do not allow people to recognize what is misleading.  For example, the 
Methow shows 33 projects to improve water quantity.  These were mostly reducing loss from open ditches.  Entiat irrigators have been replacing open 
ditches with closed pipe since 1950; they are continuously upgrading sprinklers for systems that take less water to deliver awhat the plant needs.  If this 
table only includes projects funded in a certain way, the title should reflect that; if it includes all projects - even those privately funded.  How was that 
information collected?

Addressed

1390
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 230 4 We are probably not going to fence all riparian nor deny livestock all access to water. Noted

1391
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 230 7 Add "trails" Addressed Added verbiage

1392
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.6.3 230 Suggest adding recreation management as a habitat action for Riparian Restoration Addressed

1393
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.6.3 230 #7 add and trails Addressed Added verbiage

1394 Okanogan County 5.6.3 230

The Plan says:  "2. Restore riparian buffers using regulatory and incentive mechanisms provided in shoreline master programs and farm conservation 
plans and programs to avoid or minimize removal of native vegetation."

Comment:  Delete the word regulatory.

Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1395 Okanogan County 5.6.3 230
The Plan says:  "6. Remove, set back, or breach dikes and levees."

Comment:  Delete
Addressed Deleted verbiage

1396 Okanogan County 5.6.3 230
The Plan says:  "13. Establish stream flow requirements to protect and maintain riparian habitat."

Comment:  They must respect valid water rights first.  
Addressed Added verbiage

1397 Okanogan County 5.6.3 230
The Plan says:  "14. Apply BMPs to agricultural and grazing practices where they are proven to restore functional riparian condition."

Comment:  Don't know how to comment since I don't know what BMPs are.  
Noted

1398 Okanogan County 5.6.3 231

The Plan says:  "6. Use State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) to prevent, minimize, or mitigate both immediate and long-term impacts.
7. Establish and protect riparian buffers by adopting and enforcing Critical Area Ordinances (CAOs).
8. Regulate vegetation removal through clearing and grading ordinances."

Comment:  Delete.  Land use planning belongs to the counties and cities.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1399
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 232 16 We are probably not going to fence all riparian nor deny livestock all access to water. Noted

1400 Okanogan County 5.6.3 232
The Plan says:  "11. Implement education and enforcement programs."

Comment:  Delete the word enforcement from that sentence.
Addressed Deleted verbiage

1401 Okanogan County 5.6.3 232

The Plan says:  "14. Restrict development, road construction, logging, and intensive farming in areas with high likelihood of occurrence of mass wasting 
(unstable slopes) and/or erosion."

Comment:  Change the wording so that it does not imply a forced action.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1402 Okanogan County 5.6.3 232
The Plan says:  "16. Fence livestock out of riparian areas."

Comment:  Too broad of a statement.
Addressed Deleted verbiage

1403 Okanogan County 5.6.3 232

The Plan says:  "18. Identify jurisdictions with inadequate land use regulations and work to strengthen existing or pass new regulations that better protect 
the structure and function of riparian areas and wetlands.

Comment:  Land use planning is a function of the counties and cities.  This plan will not infringe upon those rights in anyway.

Noted

1404 Okanogan County 5.6.3 232

The Plan says:  "21. Minimize surface water withdrawals (increases instream flow) through implementation of irrigation efficiencies, quantify legal 
withdrawals, identify and eliminate illegal withdrawals, lease of water rights and purchase of water rights.

Comment:  Delete the phrase "and purchase of water rights" from that sentence.

Addessed Added verbiage
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1405
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 233 Add # 31: In the Entiat watershed, reduce fire effects thru hazardous fuels reductions activities as described in Entiat Watershed Plan and Entiat Valley 
Community Fire Plan (in progress) Addessed Added verbiage

1406
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 233 Add # 32:  In the Entiat watershed, reduce fire effects by all landowners and agencies providing adequate fire suppression for their properties.  WDFW, 
Chelan PUD, Chelan Douglas Land Trust and Seattle City & Light provide no fire protection for their property. Addressed Added verbiage See Comment # 1406 it addressed this 

one

1407 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233

The Plan says:  "25. Protect wetland and riparian habitats through land acquisition, fee title acquisitions, conservation easements, land exchanges, public 
education, and promotion of urban, forestry, and agricultural BMPs.

Comment:  Delete this portion of that sentence:  "land acquisition, fee title acquisitions,"

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1408 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233
The Plan says:  "27. Reduce sources of high-temperature inputs to surface waters."

Comment:  Delete
Addressed Modified verbiage

1409 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233
The Plan says:  "1. Buy or lease water rights, implement water conservation, reconnect river channels."

Comment:  Delete this portion of that sentence:  "Buy or lease water rights"
Addressed Added verbiage

1410 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233
The Plan says:  "2. Develop and enforce minimum in-stream flows for aquatic resources."

Comment:  These flows need to be established using empirical evidence and not theory
Addressed Added verbiage

1411 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233

The Plan says:  "5. Put or keep water in the streams using innovative tools, such as water banking; lease or purchase senior water rights; trust water 
donation; water conservation and reuse; and water storage and groundwater recharge."

Comment:  Delete this portion of that sentence:  "purchase senior water rights;"

Addressed Added verbiage

1412 Okanogan County 5.6.3 233
The Plan says:  "6. Manage stormwater and reduce the extent of impervious surfaces."

Comment:  Are we looking at restricting development?
Noted This is already a state requirement

1413
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.6.3 234 # 17:  Why only convert low-volume water users?  Suggest, "Pursue opportunities to convert surface water uses to well supplies and explore feasibility of 
changing surface water point of diversion from tributaries to the Columbia River. Addressed

1414 Okanogan County 5.6.3 234
The Plan says:  "14. Encourage beaver re-population."

Comment:  Where?
Retracted Comment Retracted by Bud Hover 

12/09/05

1415 Okanogan County 5.6.3 234

The Plan says:  "16. Minimize surface water withdrawals through implementation of irrigation efficiencies, quantify legal withdrawals, identify and eliminate 
illegal withdrawals, lease of water rights, and purchase of water rights."

Comment:  Delete this portion of that sentence:  "lease of water rights, and purchase of water rights"

Addressed Modified verbiage
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1416 Okanogan County 5.6.3 234

The Plan says:  "1. Restrict or condition new development to be consistent with shoreline management guidelines, local Critical Area Ordinances, 
development regulations, hydraulic project approval, and other state and/or local regulations or permits."

Comment:  Delete. This belongs to the counties - this plan has no jurisdiction here.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1417 USFWS
08.22.05 5 234 Instream structures:  delete vortex Addressed

1418
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 234 17 Why only convert low-volume water users?  Suggest changing the wording to:  "Pursue opportunities to convert surface water uses to well supplies.:  Also 
suggest adding "Pursue opportunities to change surface water points of diversion from tributaries to Columbia River." Addressed

1419
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 234 Add # 20:  In the Entiat watershed, reduce fire effects and increase water yield thru hazardous fuels reductions activities as described in Entiat Watershed 
Plan and Entiat Valley Community Fire Plan (in progress) Addressed

1420
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 234 Add # 21:  Add # 32:  In the Entiat watershed, reduce fire effects by all landowners and agencies providing adequate fire suppression for their properties.  
WDFW, Chelan PUD, Chelan Douglas Land Trust and Seattle City & Light provide no fire protection for their property. Addressed

1421 Okanogan County 5.6.3 235

The Plan says:  "2. Establish and protect riparian buffers using regulatory and incentive mechanisms provided in Critical Area Ordinances, shoreline maste
programs, forest practices regulations, farm conservation plans and other programs to avoid or minimize channel constriction, input of chemicals and 
exacerbate or create modified runoff or stormwater flow."

Comment:  Delete the word "regulatory" in this sentence.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1422 Okanogan County 5.6.3 235
The Plan says:  "3. Implement road maintenance and abandonment or decommissioning plans."

Comment:  RMAPS?
Noted

1423 Okanogan County 5.6.3 235
The Plan says:  "4. Prevent the placement of dikes and other structures that may confine or restrict side channels and disconnect habitat in floodplains."

Comment:  Again, Land use planning is a function of the counties and cities.  This plan will not infringe upon those rights in anyway
Addressed Modified verbiage

1424 Okanogan County 5.6.3 235
The Plan says:  "8. Decommission, modify, or relocate (i.e., setback) roads, bridges, and culverts to decrease stream confinement."

Comment:  To what extent?
Addressed Added verbiage

1425
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

5 235 5 The herbicides Chelan County uses do not kill roadside vegetation but set back its growth.  The effect of this vs mowing on sediment delivery is probably 
not measurable. Noted

1426 Okanogan County 5.6.3 236
The Plan says:  "4. Restore and reconnect wetlands and floodplains to the riverine system.

Comment:  How far do we go?
Addressed Modified verbiage
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1427 Okanogan County 5.6.3 236
The Plan says:  "5. Reconnect floodplain (off-channel) habitats through land procurement."

Comment:  Can not agree with this statement while "through land procurement" remains in the sentence.
Addressed Modified verbiage

1428 Okanogan County 5.6.3 236
The Plan says:  "4. Add rootwads, log jams, and similar structures that mimic natural formations and limit removal of recruited LWD from the stream."

Comment: "limit removal of recruited LWD from the stream"  What if it threatens homes or private property? 
Addressed Modified verbiage

1429

Keith Wolf
Colville Conf. 

Tribes
Preliminary 
Comments
08.01.05

5 237 Change third column heading to "Action Category"   This is not an prioritization schema, but identifies what category of actions are appropriate for each AU. Addressed

1430 USFWS
08.22.05 5 239 Despite all of the emphasis in this report on hatchery actions, the expected benefits are extremely low.  Please explain Retracted Comment Retracted by Ken MacDonald 

12/09/05

1431
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.6.3 248 5
A possible recommendation is all application processes could come under an umbrella similar to WA CERT process where applicants fill out an 
abbreviated application, project selection is made by agencies (UCSRB process of citizen's committee and RTT?) and then the successful applicant is 
assisted by the appropriate agency to fill out the final application.  Such an umbrella process for state and federal agencies was recommended in FEMAT

Noted

1432
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

5.6.3 248
Social/economic Considerations-suggest using FEMAT as background and REO's 10-year socio-economic update for the existing situation and potential 
futures. REO publications demonstrate that socio-economic analysis is best done at a local (i.e. smaller than county, such as a school district or 
neighborhood scale to capture effects. County or larger scale analysis tend to mask effects. 

Noted

1433

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.1

Estimated Costs:  Without detailed information identifying Estimated Costs, it is impossible to determine if this plan could possibly result in a net economic 
gain to the citizens of the counties involved.  Relying on incentive programs to mitigate the cost to the residents of these counties is very naive.  There is 
and has been a terrible disconnect between "public interest" environmental priorities and funding priorities.  State/Federal regulatory agencies are famous 
for establishing a priority, developing regulatory solutions and then failing to adequately fund programs designed to enable the citizens to meet those 
requirements.
For example:  Despite State and Federal agencies desire and their five plus years of support for a tree fruit riparian buffer incentive program, they have 
failed to establish or fund such a program.  Another example:  The best source for landowner technical assistance for landowners is WSU Cooperative 
Extension, yet funding for those prograwms are being cut.  Tree Fruit growers have made great strides in reducing pesticides and water as a result of WSU 
Cooperative Extension.  Yet WSU Extension services are not fully funded.  
Governmental requierments and expectations go up but the financial commitment to assists the avdrage citizen to embrace and utilize the most current 
of technologies is not funded.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future
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1434
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

6 248
Social and Economic Considerations - Suggest using FEMAT as background and REO's 10-year socio-economic update for the existing situation and 
potential futures.  REO publications demonstrate that socio-economic analysis is best done at a local (i.e. smaller than county, such as a school district or 
neighborhood) scale to capture effects.  County or larger scale analysis tends to mask effects.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1435

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.1 248 3 - 4 

Speaking of Section 6:  Since it is essentially not done at all yet, let's jump ahead and get that very short section out of the way.  The lead sentence 
says:   "At this time it is difficult to estimate the total cost to recover spring Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout in the Upper Columbia River Basin (UCRB)."
In other words, we really have NO IDEA yet what all this might actually end up costing;  other than the 30,000-foot, unsubstantiated estimate on 
page xxxviii of the Executive Summary that says UCRB recovery is going to cost "about" 95 million dollars.  Plus or minus what, I would ask ??..

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1436 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 6.1 248 14 Are we on track to deliver? Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1437

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.1 248 14 - 15

This says:   "Estimates of costs (by management action) will be provided during the refinement of the implementation strategy, which will be completed 
by December 31, 2005."    HELLO ?!?!...  This is serious:  There is major pressure to get the UCSRP signed off and delivered to NOAA-NMFS in 
October 2005, but we won't have any kind of formal detailed cost estimate until 31 DECEMBER ??..  What's wrong with this picture ?? (and why 
does this remind me of a little thing called the Seattle Monorail Project, that kept spending until they passed $11 billion and counting and had to toss in the 
towel).
This is again asking local citizens and governments in the Upper Columbia Region to in effect sign a blank check, without having any substantive 
information on which to evaluate costs.   HOLD ON:   A decent, defensible, and detailed cost estimate is a fundamental prerequisite, in order for 
either the UCSRB or the State to be able to consider full and final approval of the UCSRP.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1438

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.2 248 17 - 19

This says:   "Salmon and steelhead recovery will contribute to economies at the state, regional, and local levels ....  This contribution regularly exceeds the 
cost of salmon recovery and the economic impacts of traditional resource industries in small rural communities".     Has whoever wrote this ever BEEN to
Okanogan County ??..  Recovery can certainly contribute, but to try and apply this to Okanogan County and for that matter the UCR as a whole 
is pure hogwash.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future
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1439

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.2 248 20 - 38

Since Section 6 is not done yet, it is not possible to comment on unknown details until it is.  But these lines cannot be ignored: ".... restored fisheries in 
Washington and Oregon would raise the total to almost six billion dollars in economic benefit to the region.";  and: ".... restoration of Columbia and Snake 
River salmon would net the region an additional 500 million dollars per year in commercial fishing revenue ....:.
My real-world take on Section 6.2:  It is WILDLY optimistic and into very creative accounting.  Whatever the real numbers are, here is one huge 
factor that appears to have been completely glossed over throughout the current draft plan: Lines 11-12 on Page xl of the Executive Summary say:  ".... 
recovery for the three species should occur within 10 to 30 years."  If it is closer to 30 or more years (likely more than 30 years, in my opinion), then 
any fair economic comparison MUST look at PRESENT VALUE of projected economic benefits decades in the future, and compare that to the 
CURRENT VALUE of expected costs.  That makes a huge difference, and needs to be recognized in the plan.  Note even if salmon recovery 
cannot be justified by a strict "current dollars" economic cost-benefit analysis, that does NOT mean reasonable 
salmon recovery efforts should stop.  But there should not be unjustified attempts to sell salmon recovery to the public as a big plus from strictly an 
objective economic point of view.
For a more detailed, realistic, objective, and RECENT look at the whole subject of potential economic benefits of salmon recovery, 
recommend close study and consideration of Independent Economic Analysis Board (IEAB) Document IEAB 2005-1, that was prepared 
for the NPCC and is dated January 2005 (166 pages).  SIDEBAR comment:  I find it fairly astounding that (at least by my search) there 
are no references anywhere in the draft plan to any of the recent technical scientific and economic studies produced by either the ISAB 
or the IEAB under the auspices of the NPCC;  which contain a wealth of relevant information.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1440 BOR
07.27.05 6 248 23

These benefit projections all seem to relate to significant harvest levels.  It is not clear whether the population goals needed to support such significant 
harvest levels would exceed, and if so, by how much, the goals necessary to achieve delisting. Given that the stock-recruitment curves used in drawing the 
viability curves are essentially density independent at the delisting abundance goal, and at abundance levels that exceed the delisting target by an order of 
magnitude or more, all harvest would affect the ability of the population to achieve the abundance goal.  As a result there is no harvestable surplus, in the 
traditional fishery management sense, over the range of abundances modeled.  Consequently any harvest at those abundance levels directly affects the 
number of recruits in subsequent generations.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1441

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.2 249 1 - 12

These lines are essentially from Appendix K, which after quick scan clearly deserves to become disappeared.  At the beginning of Appendix K it presents 3 
little graphs without numbers on either axis, so it is impossible to get any sense of scale.  
Then for the following tables which DO have numbers:  Among other things there is one huge factor these "rosy scenario" economic benefit 
projections usually overlook for activities like recreational fishing:  In large part they are zero-sum games.   Except for those who are brand new to 
the sport each year, to gain "market share" you have to do it at the expense of some other area and/or catchable fish;  i.e.:  Depending on being able to "fill" 
every theoretically available recreational angler slot in this region without losing elsewhere is just not plausible.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1442

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

6.2 249 13 - 14

This says:   "As described in Appendix K, for each dollar spent on salmon recovery, thousands of dollars are generated for local, state, federal, and
tribal economies."   **1000s** of dollars in return for EACH dollar spent ??.  So I guess if we spend $95 million on salmon recovery, we should 
generate;  what:  $200,000,000,000 in economic benefits ??..  This is such an astounding claim that at first I thought it must be a typo.  But just in CASE not 
and somebody was serious when they said it:  COME ON:  This doesn't even BEGIN to pass the smell test.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future
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1443 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 6 248-249

Comment:  need to have section on the value of the current ag based (natural resource) industries in 3 counties & their reliance on water.  Should include 
market value & also value of critical mass of production to support service industries (suppliers, processors, etc)  This info is available from WSU 
Cooperative Extension, Hort Industry, Clearing House, etc

Addressed

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1444
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

6 249 The economic benefits of fishing are well documented.  Please include the cost to Entiat of not being allowed to fish because of the reference reach. Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1445

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Estimated Benefits:  Estimated Benefits section lists some benefits: direct & indirect dollars from tourism, increased property values, and less regulatory 
burden.  First those benefits listed rely on the assumption that this great financial expenditure will be successful in creating harvestable levels of fish.  
Second, looking at the positive benefits without the costs is very misleading.  Certainly increased tourism has benefits but what about it's economic and 
quality of life costs?  Increased tourism will financially benefit certain elements of the county, hotel/restaurant  & other business owners, etc. but will provide
little benefit to many of those citizens that currently drive the local economies and will experience much of the cost of reocvery.  How many years will the 
tree fruit grower pay for recovery? Will the tree fruit growers receive a net benefit?  Increased tourist traffic brings increased costs, traffic congestion, safety 
concerns, and environmental concerns-such as air quality, exotic pest introduciton, etc.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1446

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Economic stability based on tourism which is tied to fish counts will result in cyclical economy.  Such an economy depends on outside influences such as 
appropriate ocean and ocean current conditions, transportation costs, plus the ability of regulatory agencies to establish fishing seasons.  Such economics 
currently operating in Washington coastal towns are not providing many stable jobs and/or economic opportunities, such as those identified in Section 6.2 
Estimated Benefits.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1447

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Increased property values as a benefit eludes me.  Increased property values, translates to higher property taxes, which most citizens will view as an 
increased cost not a benefit.  The increased taxes and regulatory requirements will reduce the availability of affordable housing and space for affordable 
houseing.  Creating a situation where those working in the toruism and fishing industry, retired on fixed incomes, and those land lowners hit hard by the 
financial burgens resulting from the recovery plan will find it very difficult to continue to live in these counties.  It is well known fact that most tourism jobs 
are not high wage jobs.  It is a service industry that depends on minimum wage employees. It also well documented that many of the indifiduals that work in 
Leavenworth cannot afford to live in Leavenworth.  Similar situations exist in Sun Valley Idaho, Aspen Colorado, and Missoula Montana.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future
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1448

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2
I agree that an entire industry of family wage jobs would be created as a result of the salmon recovery plan.  Unfortunately, most of the new jobs will be 
governmental positions designed to continue the adaptive management planning process, and enforce the new regulations, etc., primarily at the expense of 
the citizens of the counties involved.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1449

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Reduced regulatory burden would be an economic benefit; however I do not understand how regulatory burdens on local landowners and businesses would 
ever be reduced.  The recovery plan will introduce a multitude of new land use tec. Regulatory & financial burdens that will not go away, even if salmon 
reocvery actually occurs.  Current businesses whos customers do not travel into the effected counties will find their ability to compete at the national and 
international levels will be significantly reduced, eventually resulting in their eventual failure.  A prime example of that type of business is the tree fruit family
farmer.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1450

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Between 1997 and 2003 approximately 7,000 acres of orchard went out of production in Washington State.  Think about the negative impacts on the 
environment that occurred when those 6 million trees were removed.  How much of our auto emissions did those lost trees absorb per year that now is left 
to pollute the air?  Not to mention the lost opportunities for approximately 650 farm families.  Schools in the lrural communities with agricultural economies 
are beginning to see a reversal in their growing school populations.  Rural community infrastructure and services for thier shrinking populations is also in 
decline.  Washington State regulatory burdens are beginning to take its toll.  Adding unfunded Salmon Recovery Plan mandates on Washington tree fruit 
growers will expedite the loss and/or reduction in the major economic force in Eastern Washington.  Good responsible planning protects existing industries 
while looking to improve the economic opportunities and quality of life for its citizens and their children.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1451

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2

Without appropriate financial mitigation tools, etc. the tree fruit family farmer's ability to survive will be serverly impaired.  The "estimated potential" future 
economic benefits listed in the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan will provide little net economic value to the Counties of Chelan, Douglas and 
Okanogan, if they result in a reduction in and/or loss of the actual exisiting tree fruit industry related economy.  Without financial mitigation tools, tree fruit 
growers located near salmon bearing streams will be forced to contribute more financially than they can afford, more than theier fair share, to benefit the 
"public interest" in salmon recovery.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1452

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

6.2
The Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery plan needs to establish a connection between environmental priorities and funding priorities.  If State and/or Feder
general fund tax dollars are not available to mitigate particular landowners Salmon Recovery Program related costs, then just how much of a "public 
interest" is that requirement?

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1453 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 7 250 Comment:  Local watershed groups have ownership of their locally-derived plans.  These plans need to be deferred to for implementation, they provide 

accurate assessment of limiting factors and have been developed with broad public participation not accomplished or possible on a regional scale. Addressed Added verbiage
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1454

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8 251 2 - 6

First sentence starts with:  "Implementation of the (UCSRP) involves addressing data gaps through research, monitoring, and evaluation ...."

Data gaps need to be filled in with reputable, peer-reviewed scientific data BEFORE launching implementation actions in those specific areas;  i.e.:  Don't 
start spending money on projects in specific areas without first having objective evidence that those actions have a positive cost-benefit ratio and a high 
probability of doing some good.
Therefore change last sentence and extend this paragraph to read:
"Additional work on this section and efforts to fill in existing data gaps will occur over the next several months.  For instances where data gaps still exist, it i
the intent of the UCSRB that specific actions and projects proposed under this plan will not be launched or funded until there is a preponderance of 
objective, peer-reviewed scientific data available in each case to support those specific actions and projects."

Addessed Added verbiage Implementation will take place at the local 
level

1455

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 251 14

Change:   ".... insufficient for the large-scale actions included in this plan."
to read:   ".... insufficient for the large-scale actions proposed in this plan."

Rationale:   With the Section 8.1.1 admission that there are ".... major 'unknowns' or 'uncertainties' regarding implementation", said major unknowns need t
be resolved at least to a point where the preponderance of the hard evidence supports a positive cost-benefit ratio and a clear indication that said actions 
will provide real-world, cost-effective benefits for Upper Columbia Basin (UCB) ESA-listed fish BEFORE they are locked in, funded, and launched.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1456
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.1.1 251 14 thru 16 Recommend saying "Other potential funding sources may be found in Section 8.5.1 on pp. 265-5" rather than repeating identical string of bullets. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1457

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 251 17

Change:   " .... (BPA) Fish and Wildlife Program.",
to read:   " .... (BPA) Fish and Wildlife Program (funded by BPA ratepayers)."

Rationale:   This is NOT painless 'free money':  The huge amount of money BPA is putting into fish and wildlife mitigation programs ends up being paid for 
by citizens who either directly or indirectly use BPA-provided power.  It is only fair to make it clear where that money ultimately comes from.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1458 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 251 20 Add "and local governments (cities, counties) Addressed Deleted verbiage

1459 USFWS
09.29.05 8.1.1 251 23 Add: NMFS.  Funding from the Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Fund, which is administered by NMFS, will be necessary for the implementation of this 

plan. Addressed Added verbiage

1460

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 251 25 - 26 RED FLAG:   DELETE any version of ".... and permitting processes" from local government "mechanisms".  This would be another instance of a grossly 
unfair and unacceptable burden on UCB local taxpayers, for costs that need to be shared equally on a State-wide basis.  This detail is a deal-breaker. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1461 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 251 25-26 Delete (local government can be included above) Addressed

1462 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 251 27-28 Delete.  Not politically possible Addressed Deleted verbiage
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1463
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

8 252 It would be helpful to all applicants if all application processes could come under an umbrella similar to the WA CERT process where applicants fill out an 
abbreviated application, project selection is made byt the agencies and then the agency assists the successful applicant with filling out the final application. Noted

1464 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 252 1-4 Delete as written.  Revise to include "Public-Private partnerships" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1465

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 252 9

Change:   ".... recovery actions for Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout ...."
to read:   ".... recovery actions for Chinook and steelhead ...."

As already pointed out in other comments, the final USFW bull trout rule designates ZERO critical habitat in the Upper Columbia Basin (UCB).  Therefore 
the UCSRP should NOT propose or support actions to increase the population of a voracious salmon predator in habitats shared with salmon.

Noted

1466 USFWS
08.22.05 8.1.1 252 11 Policy Issue for USFWS Noted

1467 USFWS
09.29.05 8.1.1 252 11

This paragraph on ESA assurances needs to be further refined.  The only way to receive ESA assurances is through either Section 7 consultations or the 
development of HCP's. This would be a good place to include language on developing a programmatic consultation on actives associated with the recovery 
plan. 

Addressed Added verbiage Will be added into the Executive Summary

1468 BOR
07.27.05 8 252 11 It should be recognized that recovery plans and recovery actions are voluntary.  There is no regulatory mechanism to compel a party to take part in a 

recovery plan or recovery implementation. Noted

1469

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 252 11 - 13

Change first sentence in this paragraph to read:
"Finally, up-front formal written assurances from responsible Federal and State agencies are needed, that clearly absolve the public of any culpability with 
respect to adverse affects on ESA-listed species from good-faith UCB salmon and steelhead recovery efforts based on the best scientific information 
available at the time those actions take place."

Note in above that the generic "on ESA-listed species" phrase IS correct.

Addressed Added verbiage Will be added into the Executive Summary

1470 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 252 11-15 Rewrite the 1st sentence so the 2nd doesn't have to be written. Addressed

1471 Okanogan County 8.1.1 252 11-17

The Plan says:  "Finally, assurances are needed that good-faith recovery efforts based on best scientific information available will absolve the public of 
culpability in regard to adverse affects on listed species. In other words, if an entity has corrected problems (threats) that have been identified as 
detrimental to salmonids, there must be a point at which they are no longer responsible for salmonid population problems. A legally binding definition of 
discharge of responsibility for impacts to Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout populations would increase voluntary participation in recovery planning 
considerably."

Comment:  Put this statement out front.  Make it more visible.

Addressed Added verbiage Will be added into the Executive Summary
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1472

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.1 252 15 - 17

Change last sentence in this paragraph to read:
"A specific definition of what amounts to full discharge of local responsibility for impacts to ESA-listed Chinook and steelhead populations that is legally 
binding on Federal and State agencies is a fundamental principal of this plan.
Because the final USFW bull trout rule designates no critical habitat in the UCB for that species, this plan does not require any separate local recovery 
actions or responsibilities for bull trout.  A clear definition of the limits of local responsibility under this plan will also increase voluntary participation and 
long-term confidence in the recovery planning process and in plan execution."

Again need to DELETE "bull trout".  Do NOT propose actions or requirements that would increase local populations of this voracious salmon predator.

Noted

1473

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.1.2 252 29 - 31

Change last sentence in this paragraph to read:
"It is important that actions recommended in this plan to benefit ESA-listed fish species in the Upper Columbia Basin be peer-reviewed by recognized fish 
ecologists, geologists, hydrologists, and other experts that are familiar with the recovery region and have on-the-ground experience in the local area;  and 
furthermore that this peer-review of proposed actions be completed before those actions are funded and implemented."

Noted A Regional Technical Team (RTT) is 
already in place 

1474 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 252 32-? Need to identify budget and funding source for monitoring and research.  Concern that habitat project dollars are diverted for monitoring. Addressed Added verbiage

1475

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.1 253 26 - 27

After:   ".... implementation monitoring will include visual inspections, photographs, and field notes on numbers, location, quality, and area affected by the 
action."

Add:   "Before undertaking monitoring of actions on private property where monitoring personnel need to be present on-site, notification of intent and a 
request for permission to perform an on-site visit shall be provided ahead of time to owners of that property;  unless prior standing permission to perform 
such visits has been requested and granted."

Noted The Board agrees

1476 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 254 29 Comment:  Evaluate terminal fisheries vs. lower river fisheries. Addressed

1477 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 254 36 Question:  continue ongoing research? Noted

1478
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.2.4 254 36 Recommend bullet saying "Determine degree of genetic introgression in naturally reproducing populations" (or something similar) Noted

1479 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 255 4 Question:  Comments by hydro? Noted
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1480

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.4 255 9 DELETE this entire line:  Focus research efforts on salmon and steelhead;  not on a voracious salmon predator that has NO critical habitat in the UCB. Noted

1481 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 255 10-11 Question:  Chelan PUD comment? Noted

1482

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.4 255 21

Change to read:
"Examine water balance and surface/groundwater relations, especially the benefits of aquifer recharge during periods of high runoff in some areas 
(reference U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 03-4244 on the Methow River Basin)." Addressed Added verbiage

1483

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.4 255 25 - 27 Replace these 2 bullets with a single combined bullet, as follows:
"Assess presence, population structure, and size of bull trout in those areas of the UCB where they may interact with ESA-listed salmon and steelhead." Noted

1484 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 255 26-27 Need to discuss with kate.  Concerns with effect on Chelan Fisheries. Noted

1485

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.4 255 28 - 29

Change to read:
"Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of using fish transfers and artificial propagation for bull trout, in those isolated niches of bull trout habitat where 
they are unlikely to become salmon predators."

Same as before:   Do NOT propose actions or impose requirements that would increase local populations of this voracious salmon predator, except 
perhaps in niches where bull trout would have no opportunity to prey on salmon fry;  i.e.:  Stocking bull trout in fully isolated lakes would be O.K.

Noted

1486

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.4 256 4 Change to read:   "Examine consumption rates of fish (especially exotics) that feed on ESA-listed salmon and steelhead, including bull trout." Addressed Discussed in Chapter 5 under research

1487 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 256 7 Include avian (birds) Addressed

1488 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 256 14 Need to build in safeguard to guarantee data collected is pertinent and useful Addressed Add this notation in the Cover Letter
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1489 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 256 22-23, 26, 28 Comment re:  "The data dictionary will…collection."  and "Ultimately…region."  and "Data will be…access."   Who determined this? Addressed

1490 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 256 31 Question re:  "A monitoring…each day to"  whose employee? Addressed Deleted verbiage

1491

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.5 256 34 Typo:   "double-checked", not "double-check". Addressed Deleted verbiage

1492 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 256 34, 36 Question re: "by a second group" and "Each year…will be"  Who does this?  Who decided to do this? Addressed Deleted verbiage

1493 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 257 Question:  will this info lead to recovery?  If we decide to keep a data base what will be the purpose?  Who will use it?  Concern we are making work for 

someone.  Is this where we want to spend taxpayer or ratepayer $? Addressed

1494 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 257 18-19 Delete "when "triggers" are reached" Addressed Deleted verbiage

1495

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.6 257 22 - 25

Change the last 2 sentences in this paragraph to read:

"Input from independent scientists, stakeholders, and the general public are required before significant changes are made to policies or management 
actions resulting from the implementation of this plan.  These groups will provide feedback to policy forums, who have the responsibility to recommend 
changes to the UCSRB and local governments.  Significant changes to policies or actions under this plan will not be implemented without prior approval 
from the county legislative authority in the county or counties in which those changes are contemplated."

Addressed

1496 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 257 26-41 Delete!  Keept it simple!  This relates to Section 5.3 p.259 - Could be moved.  Need discussion about project evaluation.  Need discussion on expected 

outcomes and tracking on a project basis.  Project outcomes should lead to decision on pursuing or not similar projects. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1497

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.6 257 26 - 27

Change to read:   "The primary missing elements to date in this recovery plan are threshold levels that trigger management changes, and the almost 
complete lack of specific and meaningful estimates or projections of the estimated costs (Section 6.1) and estimated benefits (Section 6.2)."

I realize Section 8.2.6 is primarily focused on technical actions that affect UCB listed fish, but I also certainly hope that if initial perceptions of social and 
economic costs / benefits change, that the plan would also "adaptively adjust" to new realities for citizens in the UCB.  To ignore the huge hole in the draft 
plan represented by the current state of Section 6 is unacceptable.

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1498 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 258 4-6 Question re:  "The first Check-In….issues."   What is the budget for the 1 year check-in?  We need to change the focus from studies & planning to 

implementation. Addressed
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1499

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.2.7 258 6 - 8

CRITICAL OMISSION:    INSERT in this sentence, so that it reads:    "To the extent possible, it will also provide updates on smolt production, adult fish 
returns (spawners), abundance and abundance trends, and juvenile fish survival."

Smolt production in the UCB needs to be THE key measure of local success in salmon recovery, and must be specifically identified as such in the plan.  
Depending on interpretation, this may not equal "juvenile fish survival".

Addressed Added verbiage

1500 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 258 9 Replace "modify the recovery plan" with "modify and prioritize implementation schedule" Addressed Modified verbiage

1501 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 259 11-12 Comment:  This is important, move ahead, to line 42 of list. Addressed Modified verbiage

1502 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 259 21 Add:  Detailed impementation will be developed at local watershed level. Addressed

1503 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County 8.3 259 21 Implementation of habitat actions needs to be left to local groups and implementation plan being developed by UCSRB should reflect these local efforts, 

including their priorities, so 8.3.1 will be modified by the local groups. Noted

1504 Yakama Nation 8.3 259 22 An implementation schedule is not included. This is probably a fatal flaw Addressed Added verbiage

1505

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.3 259 22 Change this first sentence to read:  "Unless genetically identical hatchery fish are counted, recovery of ESA-listed salmon and steelhead in the UCB will be 
a long process that requires State-wide shared sacrifice, patience, reliance on objective scientific data, and courage on the part of elected officials." Noted

1506 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 259 26-28 Comment re: "Detailed implementation … watershed level."  Same discussion as p.257 lines 26-41. Addressed

1507

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.3.1 260 2 - 3

Change to read:   "... and implementing actions that should lead first to delisting and then to recovery of Upper Columbia spring Chinook and steelhead."

As before:  There are still WAY to many variables and poorly understood factors, to say that actions called for in this plan WILL lead to recovery.  
Plus again need to DELETE "bull trout".  Do NOT propose actions that would increase local populations of this voracious salmon predator in common 
habitats (but stocking bull trout in isolated niches like high lakes is O.K.).

Noted

1508 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 260 4, 6 Comment:  Appendix G needs BOD review Noted

1509 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 260 27 Comment unclear:  "Appendix L"  is circled Noted
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1510

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.3.2 260 36

Change:   ".... recovering salmon and trout populations has positive ....",
to read:   ".... recovering salmon and steelhead populations has positive ....".

Replace "trout" with "steelhead".  Do NOT take action that would increase bull trout, a voracious salmon predator, in areas that are salmon habitat.

Addressed Added verbiage

1511 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 261 Delete entire page!  Replace with goals on next page.  Addressed Deleted verbiage

1512
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

8.4 261

We believe a serious flaw in this plan is that citizens were not given the opportunity to be involved in developing the plan as the legislature intended. When
House Bill 2496 passed the legislature, the clear intent expressed in the measure was that local citizens would be active in driving their future and the future
of salmon recovery with tangible, reasonable solutions. Including a small group of elected officials and agency staff does not meet the need for nor
requirement of public involvement.  If a solid public participation process had been conducted, this round of comments might have been unnecessary

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1513

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 2
Change to read:   " The recovery of spring Chinook and steelhead in the ....".
Again need to DELETE "bull trout".  Do NOT propose actions that would increase local populations of this voracious salmon predator in common habitats 
(but stocking bull trout in isolated niches like high lakes is O.K.).

Addressed Deleted verbiage

1514

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 6 - 7 Change to read:  "... , the goal is first to achieve recovery of salmon and steelhead to healthy, viable, and sustainable levels that result in delisting.  Further 
recovery to a point that allows some level of continuing commercial harvest is a longer-term secondary goal." Addressed Modified verbiage

1515 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 261 7-8 Move to 8.3.2  Key Sentence to Assurances.  Addressed

1516 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 261 13-40 Comment:  This was our intention but we were only successful to a degree.  We need to change this Paragraph to reflect the reality of our situation.  Reality 

is public has ownership of locally developed plans.  Regional Board is limited in its ability to do successful public outreach. Addressed

1517

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 16 Change to read:   "The entire planning process was nominally open to the public, but the UCSRB acknowledges that as a practical matter meaningful 
opportunities for substantial participation in the development of this plan by the general public were limited, prior to publication of the June 2005 Draft." Addressed
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1518

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 34 - 40

These lines include:   "Provide Opportunities for Informed Public Input .... throughout the planning process ....   respond in a timely fashion to community 
concerns, questions, and requests throughout the process."

I want to go on the record and submit a case where (as I understand it) a 2-member majority of a quorum at a recent UCSRB meeting took what was in my 
opinion an unjustified, counterproductive, and mystifying action to RESTRICT and DENY necessary, pertinent and timely public access by me to 
information related to the UCSRP; contrary to the above and other words in the UCSRP that tout an open public involvement process;  specifically:

Shortly after extension of the public comment deadline on the Draft UCSRP from 3 Oct to 28 Nov, I made a verbal request to Okanogan County Water 
Resources (OCWR) for an electronic copy of the master file maintained in that office, of all comments received so far on the Draft UCSRP.  After which I 
believe two members of the UCSRB voted to deny my request;  with the stated reason that (paraphrasing):     "They were concerned that if all comments 
got out before the deadline, then people would start commenting on the comments, and they did not want the process to go in that direction."

This is akin to having a public meeting with 100 people waiting to testify, where the moderator tries to insist that 99 people leave the room in turn, and 
not be allowed to hear what each person who testifies has to say.  That would not be tolerated in a public meeting, and it is not acceptable here.

Noted The information to this comment is 
available

1519

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 34 - 40

MORE;  on refusal by the UCSRB to provide a timely response to pertinent and material public record requests:

7th District State Legislators recently sent a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the UCSRB.  Response from the North Central Washington 
Resource Conservation and Development Program (NCW-RC&D) stated that the UCSRB is a standing committee of NCW RC&D, and is a 501(c)(3) non-
profit organization;  and further that because the NCW RC&D is a non-profit it is not a public agency and does not fall under the requirements to comply wit
either Federal or State statues dealing with public record requests.

On 2 Nov 2005 I submitted a formal public record request to Okanogan County for the UCSRP master comment file.  On 16 Nov 2005 the Okanogan 
County Prosecutor's office replied that Okanogan County did not posses these records;  and that the UCSRB is not an Agency of Okanogan County.

This is a terrible precedent, which if allowed to stand could let government agencies fully shield their operations and expenditures from both State and 
Federal disclosure requirements, by just setting up or making an agreement with a non-profit, while continuing to spend taxpayer dollars on projects to 
implement major public policy decisions without any real public visibility or accountability.  This case is especially stealthy:
The UCSRB is organized under a Federal agency (USDA-NRCS-RC&D), is staffed and run by county and Tribal personnel, and oversees 
the spending of State money.   Spending public funds on projects like the UCSRP that have major impacts on citizens while denying full public 
accountability and access is untenable, unacceptable, and if not already illegal it should be.
Note for the record that I intend to forward the circumstances of this denial to the Washington State Attorney General's office and my Legislators.

Noted
The Board disagrees with this statement 
and the information to this comment is 

available
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1520

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4 261 34 - 40

LAST comment;  on refusal by the UCSRB to provide a timely response to pertinent public record requests:  Recommend members of the UCSRB who 
voted to claim non-profit exemption read RCW 42.17.251, which states:
"The people of this state do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies that serve them. The people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants 
the right to decide what is good for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining informed so that they may 
maintain control over the instruments that they have created.
The public records subdivision of this chapter shall be liberally construed and its exemptions narrowly construed to promote this public policy."

If the UCSRP is "our plan", then citizens from the UCB should be given full and timely access to all pertinent material while that material is still useful, and 
in the most useful format.  Denying public access to public comments until after the comment period closes violates both the spirit and letter of statements 
in the Draft plan about an open and responsive public process.

FOOTNOTE:   I want to thank the Okanogan County Commissioners and Commissioner Walter, for sending me all the official comments from their 
counties.  Plus I want to thank Commissioner Hover for managing to obtain a restricted hardcopy of the entire public comment master file in the last 
10 days prior deadline; that I could have looked at but could not travel to see.

Noted Section Removed

1521 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 1-2 Delete Addressed

1522 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 1-7 Delete Retracted Comment Retracted by Ron Walter 

12/09/05

1523 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 3 Change to 8.4 Public Education & Support Retracted Comment Retracted by Ron Walter 

12/09/05

1524
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.1 262 5 thru 7 Recommend sentence to read "This goal will be achieved by 'supporting existing community efforts', building public awareness…." Noted

1525
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.1 262 10 & 11
Recommend reworking the statement "Members of the public will be provided the tools and information needed to effectively support and participate in 
recovery"  Currently, it sounds like local citizens aren't aware of anyting or actively doing anything; it doesn't acknowledge that members of public are 
already knowledgeable about many aspects of recovery and are already participating through other complimentary processes.   

Noted

1526
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.1 262 10 thru 22
This whole paragraph focuses on the public learning the technical fish/recovery items and needing to understand things.  Where is the similar focus on 
technical recovery planners working with local groups, learning from them, and understanding the needs/concerns of individual subbasins and the 
communities within them?  Recommend adding balance to language.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1527

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4.1 262 13 Change to read:   ".... salmon and steelhead populations ....".   Drop the trout. Noted
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1528

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.4.1 262 18 - 19 Change to read:   ".... restoring salmon and steelhead populations to healthy, viable, and sustainable levels."   Again:  "steelhead" instead of "trout".
Plus recovery to "harvestable levels" may be a good long-term goal, but it is and needs to remain secondary to delisting ESA-listed UCB fish. Addressed Deleted verbiage

1529 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 24 Insert "and the local watershed" after "…recovery efforts." Addressed

1530
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.1 262 25 Recommend changing "…and governments can do this by engaging the public..." to "…and governments should do this" Addressed

1531 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 26 Comment unclear:  "engender" is circled Addressed

1532 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 262 32-42 Delete, this is included above. Noted

1533 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 263 8-10 Delete, "Effective…audience." Addressed Modified verbiage

1534 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 263 11 Insert, "In developing the plan it has become clear that," prior to 11. Addressed Modified verbiage

1535 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 263 12-13 Delete "A clearly defined…projects" and add "Local citizens have more confidence and ownership of locally developed plans than regional plans" Addressed Modified verbiage

1536 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 263 28 Revise to "…coordinate the local efforts.." Addressed Added verbiage

1537 Ron Walter 
Chelan County 8 263 30-31 Insert "Defer to locally developed implemenation plans" between 30 & 31 Noted

1538
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.2 263 12 Recommend saying "involvement required building 'and sustaining' relationships" Addressed Modified verbiage

1539
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8.4.3 263 22 Recommend adding additional sentence, "Therefore, existing functional watershed groups/venues should be utilized as often as possible for information 
sharing" Addressed Added verbiage

1540 Yakama Nation 8.5 264 26 replace "will cost" with "may cost" Addressed Modified verbiage
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1541

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.5 264 26 - 27

Change to read:   "As indicated in Section 6, recovery of listed fish species in the Upper Columbia Basin is estimated to cost at least 95 million dollars."

Since per Section 6 we have no detailed cost estimates by management action yet, the truth is we still don't have anything concrete on which to base a 
realistic cost estimate;  i.e.:  So far the 95 million is just a WAG.  
SIDEBAR:  We could probably save much of a guesstimated $15 M by not spending money to "recover" bull trout in a region where the USFW has 
designated ZERO critical habitat for that species;  and perhaps also reduce the cost to recover salmonids at the same time, by not encouraging that 
voracious salmon predator in UCB areas that are also salmonid habitat.

Noted Kate provided Tracy with this data

1542 USFWS
09.29.05 8.5.1 265 4 Add: NMFS.  Funding from the Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Fund, which is administered by NMFS, will be necessary for the implementation of this 

plan. Addressed

1543

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

8.5.1 265 6 - 7 MAJOR RED FLAG again:    DELETE ".... and permitting processes.";   here and everywhere that phrase is attached to "Local government mechanisms".  
Unequally imposing a State-wide burden on local citizens is unacceptable. Addressed

1544 USFWS
08.22.05 8.5.2 265 18-20 Some projects must be done to meet the requirements of the law.  These should not be prioritized with other projects. Noted

1545
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

8 266

This diagram does not represent the flow of information in the Entiat Watershed Planning Unit.  Nor does it represent the interchange and relationships 
necessary for effective collaboration as described in research.  Collaboration in Entiat Watershed Planning Unit has demonstrated the sucess envisioned 
under FEMAT.  For the agencies involved, the focus was on "one state government" and "one federal government" working to serve the people including 
the initiating governments and tribes.  The agencies behaved as though these basic, fundamental reasons for public participation was both appropriate and 
necessary. 
"People should have a right to influence decisions that affect their lives..."
"People have much knowledge to contribute..."
"Public involvement can help us learn about one another..."
"What you hear depends on who you talk to..."
"What you hear depends on how you listen..."
"Public Input is Information on Public Values..."
"Pay me now or Pay me later, but you will pay me..."  (FEMAT pages VII-99 - VII-102)

Noted
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1546
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

8 266

Specifically, "People have Much Knowledge to Contribute.  In our highly technical society, we often assume that knowledge necessary to make things work 
is held only by those we call experts.  However, expert knowledge is rarely sufficient for analysis, prediciton, and management, and experts are likely to 
disagree more often than not.  To fully understand the world, one needs knowledge that is a product of continuing interaction with the world.  Often this 
knowledge can be found among citizens who live, work and play in our forests...

"in some cases we find that citizens are the sole source of key technical information that is essential for effective decision making.  There is also mounting 
evidence that the quality of technical decisions is enhanced through the scrutiny that public involvement can bring.  (FEMAT page VII-99 - VII-100)

Quotes are from FEMAT Report "Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological, Economic and Social Assessment"  Report of the Forest Ecosystem 
Management Assessment Team (FEMAT)

In fulfillment of the mission set to them by the Secretary of Department of Agriculture, the Secretary of Department of Interior, the Secretary of Department 
of Labor, the Secretary of Department of Commerce, EPA, Office of Environmental Policy, Office of Science and Technology, National 
Economic Council, Council of Economic Advisors and Office of Mangement and Budget

Addressed

1547
Sarah Walker 

Chelan Co Consv.
Dist.

8 266 This flow chart misses the importance of / does not adequately portay feedback loop from local watershed groups (vs. public) into regional database, 
development/implementation of RME efforts, directly back to RTT/HCC forums, etc. Noted Public includes Watershed groups - stated

in text

1548 Ken Sletten
08.30.05 9 268-269 The acronym for TRT is not listed in the current appendix Addressed Added verbiage

1549

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

9 269 1 FCRPS = "Federal Columbia River Power System" missing from ACRONYMS. Addressed Added verbiage

1550

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

9 270 12 UCB = "Upper Columbia Basin" is missing from ACRONYMS.   So is UCR = "Upper Columbia Region", but should perhaps standardize on just UCB. Addressed Added verbiage

1551

Les Kinney

Letter

(4 of 4)

Appendix A

These comments were submitted by Les Kinney as a letter dated January 22, 2005 and included in the comment matrix for the January 1, 2005 Draft.  The
have been added to this matix because the letter, in its entirety has been re-submitted.

The appendix A dated 12-30-04 lists 131 government programs that generally support fish enhancement.  Some are duplications because they are 
administered by different agencies.  It appears to me that all these plans and programs are the result of a lot of money out there and the desire for job 
security.  This doesn't necessarily translate into recovery success.

Noted
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1552 Casey Baldwin 
WDFW Appendix B 4 metric B3a

….loss of one ecoregion that represented a very small proportion of the spawning range of the population.  This should result in less than a 20% change in 
the diversity index which would place the population at moderate risk for this metric.

Rationale:  Wenatchee spring Chinook was updated after June 30 to incorporate a draft example status review conducted by a workgroup of the ICTRT.  
Some of the metrics and risk levels were altered, so the summary table for Wenatchee spring Chinook is slightly different than for the rest of the ESU.  We 
felt it was important to include this change in the most recent draft because it did change the conclusion about the risk level for Wenatchee spring Chinook.  
We do not believe that the new draft spatial structure and diversity risk assessment criteria will change the conclusions for the other populations in the 
Upper Columbia; however, we recommend that this risk assessment be modified to match the new draft guidance from the ICTRT (July, 2005) as soon as 
possible. Rather than re-doing the risk assessment with a different table and metrics the changes should just be made to the current draft.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1553
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Appdenix D Appendix D goes beyond ESA requirements. Noted

1554
Randy Whitehall

Entiat, WA
Citizen

Appendix E State Department of Agriculture, WSU Extension and USDA NRCS have conservation programs including the Ag, Farm, Fish Forums Noted

1555 ICTRT Appendix F

Specific comments: 
Attachment F - 
Appendix F describes the EDT based analyses used to ‘translate’ potential changes in tributary habitat conditions into impacts on the target fish 
populations.    This section provides some background information on the basic EDT model setup used in the analyses, describes the reach scale (level of 
detail) provides substantial detail on a set of alternative habitat scenarios, discusses key habitat variables based on EDT assumptions and summarizes 
results of those runs in terms of projected impacts on each of the Upper C. fish populations.   This appendix is a very good start on documenting the Upper 
Columbia application of EDT.  The discussion of assumptions driving differences in habitat inputs for different scenarios is a very good addition usually 
missing from EDT modeling applications.  The description of how input factors were generated, which ones ‘drive’ differences in scenarios and the 
explanation of effectiveness and intensity ratings are all very helpful for interpreting modeling results.  The analysis could be improved by clarifying some 
key points and/or using alternative values for some input parameters.   In some cases additional information would be necessary to fully evaluate
the comparisons generated by the model runs.

Noted

1556 ICTRT Appendix F
Specific comments: 
The appendix includes one set of graphics illustrating the assumed relationship between a habitat variable (pct fines) and survival (page f-82).  It would be 
useful to include additional graphics for the remaining variable highlighted by the analysis as contributing significantly to differences among scenario runs.  

Noted

1557 NOAA Appendix H We disagree with placing Salmon Creek in Category 3. It should be a category 2 stream, as but for single habitat variable (passage) it would be producing 
steelhead.  To be sure the passage issue is a challenge, but the benefits would be greater than just about any other possible action in the Okanogan.  Noted

1558 NOAA Appendix J A major outstanding issue is the need to describe the assumptions built in to the many AHA model runs in appendix J.  They appear to be more the result o
an independent effort than an extension of this planning effort. Noted
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1559
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

Appendix K Appendix K on economics is a joke!  If it isn’t replaced entirely, at the very least, an additional economic study should be cited - hopefully one that was not 
prepared for an environmental group. Addressed

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1560 WDFW
08.24.05 General

The Implementation Section of the plan should encourage action and more clearly define the roadmap to recovery. At present, the section begins with a 
lengthy subsection of “uncertainties” that derails an otherwise proactive message found elsewhere in the plan. The presentation of voluminous technical 
information earlier in the plan also contradicts the need of uncertainties playing a primary role in implementation.  Further, the mass of technical information
provided in earlier sections indirectly argues that enough “certainties” exist, to form an actionable agenda.  The focus on uncertainties also undermines the 
argument that participation in the plan is likely to provide benefits. Our agency feels that the plan’s ability to recruit governmental and landowner 
participants and recover salmon is directly linked to how effectively the plan articulates the certainty and benefits of salmon recovery.

Noted

1561 WDFW
08.24.05 General

While our agency agrees that the plan cannot ignore uncertainties, WDFW suggests that the “how” and “when” aspects of implementation should be more 
prominently displayed and further developed.  Adding structure to the implementation section, represented by defined timelines and actions, will improve 
the function and perception of the plan by stakeholders and the general public alike.

Noted
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1562

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General

USE of EDT and AHA Modeling: I find it extremely questionable not to discuss or reference the issues associated with the use of these models in the 
recovery plan.  The recovery plan make extensive use of EDT modeling (Mobrand Biometrics) yet there is no discussion or reference to the issues, 
cautions and risks associated with these proprietary models despite literature reviewing the issues associated with these models given in the following 
references:

A Review of Strategies for Recovering Tributary Habitat Independent Scientific Advisory Board for the Northwest Power Planning Council the National 
Marine Fisheries Service,and the Columbia River Basin Indian Tribes March 31, 2003 ISAB 2003-2

 “EDT requires a very large number of values to be derived by expert opinion, many of the assumptions made during the process of parameterizing the 
model are often not fully documented. Neither  ICBEMP- BBN nor EDT has been evaluated in a side-by-side comparison of model accuracy based on 
actual data.
     Until the accuracy of various decision support approaches is properly evaluated on the ground,
     the ISAB believes the best approach to the development of habitat recovery plans is to use more
     than one analytical method.”

Model Synthesis Report An Analysis of Decision Support Tools Used in Columbia River Basin Salmon Management Habitat Independent Scientific 
Advisory Board for Northwest Power Planning Council the National Marine Fisheries Service,and the Columbia River Basin Indian Tribes 
March 2, 2001 ISAB 2001-1

A Review of Strategies for Recovering Tributary Habitat Independent Scientific Advisory Board for the Northwest Power Planning Council the National 
Marine Fisheries Service,and the Columbia River Basin Indian Tribes March 31, 2003 ISAB 2003-2

Because of uncertainties associated with some of the assumptions in the model and the lack of direct comparisons between most EDT performance 
metrics and VSP parameters, this plan avoided using EDT output as a predictor of  “absolute” change. Rather, this plan used the results of EDT 
as an indicator 

Noted Refer to Appendix F for additional detail

1563

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

Email 9/14/05
(1 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

1) The Document states in paragraph 4 (page 2):  The salmon recovery plans are binding only on NMFS.  They do not obligate any party other than NMFS
The ESA requires NMFS to develop recovery plans for all listed species, but the plans are not enforceable or regulatory.  Rather the plans set goals and 
identify actions that would, if implemented, lead to recovery of the listed species.  We will use the salmon recovery plans to help others focus their efforts 
most effectively to aid the fish.  We hope these actions will be taken, but they are not in themselves enforceable as a result of the recovery plan.

However paragraph 8 (page 3) indicates that enforcement actions are associated with the plan.  The ultimate assurance is that successful implementation 
of a scientifically sound recovery plan would result in a delisting of the ESU.  Those who take actions that are consistent with the plan would have 
substantially reduced risk of NMFS enforcement.

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05
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1564

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General Email 9/14/05
(2 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

The ESA Section 11 also spells out enforcement actions and civil penalties

2) While ESA spells out that by the secretaries listing determinations are to be solely on the basis of the best scientific and commercial data available to 
him.  It is unclear whether the same specificity is required for recovery plans.  The ESA states that the decision is made on the best scientific and 
commercial data available, there is a significant distinction between scientific information and data.  A variety of scientists and citizens can interpret and 
draw quite different conclusions from the "best scientific data".

In view of rather blatent errors in science and scientific fact present in the recovery plan and the clear omissions of independent scientific review of the 
methodology used in the recovery plan. - striking examples being the omissions of reviews of the Independent Scientific Review Advisory Boards of 
methodology used in the recovery plans (ISAB 2001-1, March 2,  2001 and ISAB 2003-2, March 31, 2003, ISAB 2005-5 February 4, 2005 or 
NOAA Tech. Memo. NMFS F/NWC-187.

Is there an independent peer-review process for determining if the basis of recovery plans rests on the best scientific and commercial data?  
What is the process?  Under what evaluation and measures can we be assured of the "best available science"?

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05

1565

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General Email 9/14/05
(3 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

3) The recent decision by the Federal District Court (Judge Redden) to invalidate or reject the 2004 BiOps on FCRPS (Dams).  This decision does have 
impact on recovery actions.  The Services evaluation of habitat were criticized in the Judge's opinion, what are the ramifications to this recent decision on 
the UCSRB?

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05

1566

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General Email 9/14/05
(4 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

4) The ESA listing documents lists Spring Chinook (SCS), Steelhead (STS) and Bull Trout for the respective sub-basins.  It does not however, list coho.  
Why is coho salmon restoration listed in the UCRP?  Would not the money, staff resources etc spent on Coho dilute the opportunities, efforts and resource
for the listed species?

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05

1567

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

Email 9/14/05
(5 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

5) The ESA does not specify "sustainable harvestable populations" as a recovery goal or delisting criteria.  A review of other listing and recovery 
documents for Atlantic salman (ATS), eagles, grey wolf, etc also reveals no specificity or indication of "harvest" or "harvestable" as a recovery goal or 
critieria.  Why is harvestable used or specified in the UCSR?

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05

1568

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General Email 9/14/05
(6 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

6) Why are Okanogan County and Okanogan County citizens being held responsible for recovery goals and criteria for which they have no control (spawne
abundance) or productivity?  Okanogan County has no authority or input over Hydro, Harvest or Hatchery management yet actions in those sectors 
negatively or significantly recovery goals in those rivers.  If Okanogan County is to be held to these recovery goals shouldn't Okanogan county have input 
or process in the management of the Hydro, Harvest and Hatchery sectors.  If other agencies such as the services, tribes and PUD are granted co-manage
status, why is Okanogan County not afforded Co-manager status?

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05
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1569

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General Email 9/14/05
(7 of 7)

(Questions from the Public for NMFS (need clarification or reconciliation on several items because they appear to conflict)

7) The proposed streamside disposal of spawned carcasses posess significant risks to fish health, water quality and human health.  Additional information 
and data are "necessary" to evaluate the safety and efficacy of this program.  1) What are the specific nutrient limitations in the watersheds 2) Has 
Proximate analysis been conducted to conclude that "marine nutrients" are unique from nutrients present in fresh water phases.  Are those differences 
relavant to the nutrient difficiencies in the watershed?  3)The Columbia River dams have recreated the Columbia as a series of lakes.  Will the nutrient inpu
from these carcassess precipitate algal blooms that may creat such adverse effects as Oxygen depeltion, cyanotoxins, gill damage (Bacterial Gill Disease) 
etc?  4) These carcasses carry a significant fish health risk - BKD, IHNV, Saprolegnia.  What measures are being conducted to offset this risk?  5) Recent 
toxological investigations have indicated that wild salmon have levels of PCBs and other toxins, breakdown of these carcasses can elevate 
the levels of these compounds within the ecosystems of these rivers - What evaluaiton and monitoring is being conducted to assess rish.  6) The 
presence of these carcasses can increase vectors for human disease and may villate EPA and DOE regulations - hatchery fish as pollutants.

Noted Sandy sent these comments from Paul 
Waterstrat to NOAA on 12.27.05

1570 ICTRT General

Key opportunities for improving the draft Washington area Upper Columbia Recovery Plan are:

Treatment of hatchery, hydro and harvest impacts, and overall conclusions.   Ultimately, a complete recovery plan will require that all major anthropogenic 
impacts are considered robustly.  This may not be the responsibility of the local recovery planners, but the final recovery plan should include a description 
of the links between the impacts and all aspects of population status (abundance, productivity, spatial structure and diversity), as well as a description of th
support for those links for all classes of impacts.  It should also provide alternative strategies that would achieve recovery.

Noted

1571 ICTRT General

Key opportunities for improving the draft Washington area Upper Columbia Recovery Plan are:

Explicit treatment of ESU-level viability criteria.   While the Vision Statement in this plan is reasonably consistent with ESU-level viability criteria, the plan 
should clearly outline rationale for its goals.  This should include a characterization of how each population fits into the overall recovery scheme (e.g. 
“Because only one MPG is currently extant, viability criteria require that ……  The Wenatchee and Methow Chinook populations both are categorized as 
large populations, therefore, they must both achieve a high level of viability…..”)  

Addressed Modified verbiage

1572 ICTRT General

Key opportunities for improving the draft Washington area Upper Columbia Recovery Plan are:

Viability criteria and current status assessment.  The Upper Columbia planners did a good job dealing with TRT-developed viability criteria.  An update to 
those criteria, providing details on integrating individual spatial structure and diversity metrics into a final risk rating, and integrating metrics across all four 
VSP parameters into a single population-level rating has been available since late July at www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/trt.  This new information will allow planners
to do the following:
• Update abundance and productivity assessments, incorporating revised viability curves.   
• Update spatial/structure and diversity assessments.  
• Develop population-level criteria and risk ratings in their current status assessments.
• Incorporate the most recent MPG and ESU level criteria into the recovery plan.

Noted
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1573 ICTRT General

Key opportunities for improving the draft Washington area Upper Columbia Recovery Plan are:
Treatment of habitat impacts.  
• Provide more explicit analysis and discussion evaluating the effect of key habitat changes on projected survival and capacity improvements.  For example, clearly 
describe spatially specific (MSA/mSA or assessment unit level) changes in survival or capacity that result from implementation of the restoration actions. 
• Due to the inherent difficulties of justifying the effectiveness of proposed actions, and in measuring the effect of the action on the survival of fish, the plan needs to 
recognize what the goals are for environmental attributes that are considered limiting (similar to the Lower Snake River Plan). Essentially, to define the “future desired 
condition” of the habitat, independent of species status.   This will allow for much easier measurement of success of the habitat plan, since species performance will 
continue to be heavily influenced by factors other than tributary habitat
• Scenario 3 is assumed to leave options for watershed groups to reduce intensity of some habitat actions based on feasibility; but provides no 
analysis regarding the certainty that the 33% effectiveness scenario is even feasible and leaves it up to a loosely defined watershed group to 
implement these actions.  We recognize the constraints of the local planning groups, but this deficiency makes it impossible for the ICTRT to determine 
the certainty of achieving the species responses estimated by Scenario 3.
• The tributary habitat recovery strategy was generally consistent with the limiting factors in each assessment unit and prioritized areas that were 
considered strongholds, though there was no attempt to quantify what that meant in terms of the VSP criteria.  The strategy did not specifically identify 
future status of each population based on implementation of the strategy in each assessment unit, relate those subwatersheds to spatial structure 
(MSA/mSA) or roll up the assessment units into a predicted population level response. The RTT Biological Strategy needs to be updated 
to be consistent with the ICTRT VSP guidelines.

Noted

1574 ICTRT General

Key opportunities for improving the draft Washington area Upper Columbia Recovery Plan are:

Integration of impacts across Hs.  Several issues are important with respect to the current integration of impacts across Hs.
• There are currently some significant technical issues with the UC recovery plan’s additive approach to integration (see details below).
• Both current status assessments and projections of status can be affected by climatic or environmental conditions.  Any explicit or implicit assumptions 
about climatic conditions and the implications of those assumptions should be described.
• We recognize that planners were time limited, but the AHA model application is not well-documented.

Noted
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1575 ICTRT General

1. ESU and Population Level Viability
a. Does the plan explicitly aim to achieve population viability?  Does the plan explicitly address TRT viability criteria at the population, MPG and ESU levels?
b. Does the plan explicitly characterize the current status of ESUs and populations using TRT viability criteria?
The plan does explicitly aim to achieve population viability for all populations except Crab Creek steelhead and Okanogan spring chinook.  
The plan generally establishes goals that are usually consistent with TRT criteria at the population level.  However, as mentioned above, the TRT  in July provided an 
update to those criteria that would be worthwhile to consider.  Some specific issues are as follows:
• Abundance and productivity
- High variation in return-to-spawner rates suggest that the confidence in estimates of productivity could be increased by extending the time frame to at least 20 years
- Needs to be some discussion that returns from supplementation programs have been a major contributor to abundance in recent years.  This is recognized in a table, but 
the text should explicitly discuss the implications of this.  
• Diversity and spatial structure
- Discussion of the implications of long-term supplementation programs for the viability of populations is needed.
- The impact of sectors other than habitat on spatial structure and diversity should be discussed in areas other than Appendix B.  
As indicated in the “key opportunities” section, the plan is generally consistent with TRT viability criteria at the ESU-level.  However, the rationale 
for the choices that were made, and clear alignment (or lack of alignment) with viability criteria is missing.  Importantly, the categorical exclusion 
of a viable Crab Creek population from the UC steelhead ESU is not appropriate at this time; additional work is needed.  In addition, no consideration 
of MPG or ESU-level  spatial structure and diversity is provided 2. (Our questions in section 2 apply to each planning sector – we address them within 
our responses to other elements)

Noted

1576 ICTRT General

3. Tributary Habitat Element

Overall.-  The Upper Columbia draft plan would benefit from a flow diagram that shows the logic path and steps involved in getting from reach level analysi
of environmental attributes in EDT to the final ESU level conclusion about future viability.  This diagram should include descriptions of how spatial scales 
were aggregated upward, when and where the output was compared to TRT based VSP criteria and refers readers to the appropriate section of the 
document (or appendices) to find assumptions and uncertainties for each step in the sequence.

Noted
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1577 ICTRT General

3. Tributary Habitat Element
a. Did the analysis use one or multiple independent models to understand potential fish responses to habitat improvement strategies?  What is the nature of the analytical 
support linking population status to changes in habitat forming processes and stream conditions?
The Upper Columbia plan used one model (EDT) to evaluate potential fish responses to habitat improvements.  Although it did rely on previous efforts to qualitatively 
describe limiting factors and habitat improvement strategies/priorities (RTT biological strategy, sub basin plans, 2514 watershed plans, and WCC limiting factors 
assessments).  The analytical support was embedded in the EDT model, but the plan did attempt to describe assumptions and limitations of the model inputs and outputs 
in appendix F1.  The plan did describe the uncertainty in each step of the EDT process, but it did not roll it up into a set of conclusions regarding the legitimacy of the final 
output. Therefore, it is impossible to know how accurate the model predictions might be.  The list of actions may address primary limiting factors, however, there are no 
specifics on how much can be done where, or how feasible 
the actions might be.  However, the predicted outcomes from implementing habitat restoration and protection were relatively large and the plan committed 
to habitat improvements that are predicted to produce species responses at least as effective as Scenario 3 (increases of 3-33% for productivity and 9-64%
for abundance, depending on the population). Scenario 3 is assumed to leave options for watershed groups to reduce intensity of some habitat actions
based on feasibility; but provides no analysis regarding the certainty that the 33% effectiveness scenario is even feasible and leaves it up to a loosely 
defined watershed group to implement these actions.  It’s also unclear how the spatial-temporal scale of proposed actions matches protection-restoration 
of habitats needed for primary life history strategies, perhaps associated with the qualitative RTT biological strategy. These should be general descriptions 
of the important spawning and rearing areas, life history strategies (i.e. %  fall migrants from MSA’s to tributary mainstem) for each species, and known 
survival rates (egg to fry, fry to parr, parr to smolt) with documentation (agency reports.)  Work conducted at the NWFSC for the 2004 BiOp Remand 
could be brought to bear on this issue

Noted

1578 ICTRT General

3. Tributary Habitat Element
b. How well supported are hypotheses/assumptions for 1) VSP related factors most limiting recovery and 2)habitat forming processes or conditions that are 
limiting population response?
The plan did a good job of laying out current status for the 4 VSP parameters and identifying which VSP attributes were most limiting recovery.  Although 
variance was not included in the estimates of abundance and productivity, the populations were not close to meeting the minimum thresholds of the viabilit
curve and the plan did recognize that uncertainty would need to be incorporated as the populations neared recovery levels.
The plan did provide their assumptions about how habitat recovery actions would improve conditions, but it did not attempt to justify all the hypotheses.  
Twelve action classes were applied to (up to) 46 environmental attributes in dozens of assessment units across the ESU.  The daunting task of justifying 
each of the thousands of decisions was not attempted in this plan.  The plan made a simple set of assumptions about how habitat restoration actions would 
change the environmental attributes that drive the survival relationships in EDT (i.e. effectiveness ratings).  
This set of “hypotheses” was documented in Appendix F2 and some summary information about the assumptions was provided in Appendix F1, 
but no justification or validation of the assumptions was attempted. 

Noted
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1579 ICTRT General

3. Tributary Habitat Element
c. Does the plan describe a tributary habitat recovery strategy?  If so, is the recovery strategy consistent with recovery hypotheses linking population status 
and key limiting habitat factors?
Yes, the plan laid out a strategy based on the Regional Technical Teams Biological Strategy.  The strategy was generally consistent with the limiting factor
in each assessment unit and prioritized areas that were considered strongholds, though there was no attempt to quantify what that meant in terms of the 
VSP criteria.  The strategy did not specifically identify future status of each population based on implementation of the strategy in each assessment unit or 
roll up the assessment units into a predicted population level response. There was not a clear link between the EDT output and the lists of short term and 
long-term actions listed for each assessment unit in section 5.5.3.  There needs to be a reconciliation of the restoration priorities from the RTT biological 
strategy (from 2003) and the limiting factors identified by EDT (in 2005).  If/when differences occur the discrepancy should be discussed 
and either identified as a data gap or justified based on updated information, modeling errors, or other causes.  
However, the EDT model runs were generally consistent with the strategy and EDT was used to identify a range of potential population responses 
that were dependent upon the intensity of the implementation of the habitat recovery plan. 

Noted

1580 ICTRT General

3. Tributary Habitat Element
d. Are the proposed actions in the plan consistent with target changes in habitat conditions?  
e. Are there empirical examples demonstrating the proposed actions are effective?    
The plan did not lay out objectives for habitat conditions in each assessment unit. Although there were tables that showed the proposed changes to current 
conditions for each habitat attribute in each assessment unit (Tables F14&F15), the plan did not report what the goal was for the future desired condition of 
the environmental attributes that were affected by implementing the restoration classes.   Due to the inherent difficulties of justifying the effectiveness of 
proposed actions, and in measuring the effect of the action on the survival of fish, the plan needs to recognize what the goals are for environmental 
attributes that are considered limiting (similar to the Lower Snake River Plan).  This will allow for much easier measurement of success of the habitat plan, 
since species performance will continue to be heavily influenced by factors other than tributary habitat. The plan did not provide empirical examples of 
demonstrated effectiveness.  Although not readily available in the literature, some descriptions of past successes in implementing the proposed action 
classes would go a long way in establishing certainty that the actions can be successfully implemented in the Upper Columbia.  Presumably, the 
proposed actions have all been successfully implemented in the recovery region so it should be relatively simple to describe several of those successes 
and explain why it’s likely that similar results can be expected in the future.

Noted

1581 ICTRT General

4., 5., 6.,  Harvest, Hatchery and Hydropower Elements

 We do not provide responses to these questions because the current plan does not deal with these elements in the level of detail necessary to answer 
these questions.

Noted

1582 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements

a.  Does the plan explicitly integrate recovery strategies or actions across the four Hs (habitat, harvest, hatcheries and hydropower) at the population level? 
At the MPG and ESU level?

The draft recognizes that the integration approaches included are preliminary.  With a minor exception, no changes to out of basin impacts are 
incorporated, beyond attempting to capture the potential benefits of full implementation of hydrosystem survival improvements projected for current Mid C 
HCP hydro actions and the FCRPS Biological opinion.   The approach is based on adding up improvements across populations and Hs.  Adding up 
abundance improvements may be appropriate; it is not an appropriate approach for integrating productivity improvements.  

Noted
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1583 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
1. Starting point for additive approach is (page I-1) “latest year of data for a particular brood year of fish (1999 for spr chinook, 1996 or 1997 for steelhead).  
Abundance based on the latest year available (2003).”    The values used as starting points are presented in table 1 (app I).  Wen .74 and 443, Ent. .76 and 
108; Met .51 and 645 for spr chin  --  .69 and 716 (wen), .69 and 92 (ent); .9 and 202 (met), .90 and 53 (ok) for steelhead.    These correspond to the latest 
(in each case) geomean natural production over 12 years from tables 2.3 and 2.4 EXCEPT the productivities were generated assuming hatchery 
effectiveness of .50.  Table 2.4 includes values corresponding to potential hatchery effectiveness levels of 1 and 0.    The analyses incorporate an 
assumption that base period hatchery effectiveness was 50%., the average of 0 and 100%.  Additional discussion of the rationale for this choice would be 
beneficial – the rationale should specifically address the apparent decision to use the same factor for steelhead and spring chinook. 

Noted

1584 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
2. Calculated estimated increases in survival due to strategies for each H.  
a. Hydropower - used the QAR estimates of expected improvements over base for the PUD dams.  From table 18 in the 2002 draft QAR doc for MID C 
projects (projected survival improvement for hydro changes), averaged prop.  
i. The estimated increase in productivity and abundance associated with achieving the incremental increases in survival through the hydropower system 
was calculated by multiplying the base (most recent 12 yr geomean) by the proportional change (sum of HCP and lower river changes).  The estimates in 
the QAR were relative to a base period of 1980-96 brood year migrations.  The population stats in the draft Upper C plan area based on the most recent 12 
year average (brood years (1987-99??).  The relative change in survival included in the analysis should be expressed relative to the period of reference for 
the population statistics – the series used for population stats would already include some years benefiting from improved passage conditions.  
ii. The relative survival change assigned to the lower river fcrps projects (BioOp) in the draft is 14.5%.  It is not clear how this estimate relates
to the assessments in the QAR or the 2000 BioOp documentation. Same comments as above regarding relationship to base for current status.  Provide 
more specific documentation, assumptions and relate to current BioOp hydropower impact modeling. 
iii. The draft states that an ESU value was calculated as the “…sum of the increases from each basin.”  Productivity values are NOT ADDITIVE 
across populations - calculating an average or weighted average productivity would be a more appropriate way to sum up effects on productivity 
ACROSS populations.  Abundance estimates would be additive, but it is not clear what the purpose of adding them up would be since the recovery 
objectives are expressed in terms of populations (appropriately for recovery planning).   Footnote 3 states that productivity was calculated 
“..from the whole time series”.  What does this mean???

Noted

1585 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
2. Calculated estimated increases in survival due to strategies for each H.
b. Harvest - The draft assumes that harvest would be reduced by 4 percentage points from ‘base levels’.  A number of estimates of potential base level 
impacts are included, it is not clear which level is actually associated with the baseline years used to generate the estimates of current abundance and 
productivity.  The draft incorporates a 4% reduction in harvest “.for the purpose of this exercise”.  Assumes that a 4 percentage point shift in harvest would 
correspond to a 4% increase in spawners.  
i. Given the current harvest levels, this assumption by itself is not a significant problem (would underestimate benefits at higher base harvest rates).  
However, same problem with overall productivity as with hydro - can’t add up the changes, need to average - by definition would be a 4% change.  Adding 
the incremental changes in harvest rate significantly overestimates the benefits of the hypothetical reduction in harvest when summed to the ESU level.

Noted
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1586 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
c. Hatcheries - The draft discusses the importance of understanding the relative effectiveness of hatchery fish spawning in the wild and includes a range of 
productivity estimates for the most recent 12 year base period using effectiveness values of 0 and 1. Ongoing studies to get specific estimates for upper C 
spring chinook and steelhead are referred to in a footnote to this section.   They propose using a mid-point value of hatchery effectiveness (.50) for the 
recent base period.  It appears this same rate is applied to spring chinook.  The rationale could apply to steelhead - clear differences in stock structure and 
spawning timing of the broodstock vs. historical natural production.  The draft appears to count changes in productivity of natural fish in the baseline under 
an alternative assumption regarding hatchery effectiveness as gains in natural productivity -  THIS IS NOT A VALID COMPARISON.  
i. Changing the effectiveness of hatchery spawners would lead to short term increases in abundance of naturally produced fish but WOULD HAVE NO 
DIRECT IMPACT on the estimated productivity of natural spawners, unless the working assumption is that generations of hatchery interbreeding
have reduced the productivity of current returns of natural parentage.  For steelhead, arguably there could be a benefit to productivity if the current natural 
rates are affected by stock history - natural fish spawning at a less than optimal time or location as a result of parental patterns.  It would be difficult to 
estimate the potential benefits.   Therefore - the projected benefits from hatchery actions are highly uncertain, especially for spring chinook (relatively low 
levels of hatchery input over the base period compared to the extremely high levels for steelhead).   If the upper Columbia planners conclude 
that reducing hatchery inputs would increase the average productivity of fish of natural parentage, they should directly state that assumption as a 
hypothesis and highlight the importance of evaluating this key assumption.

Noted

1587 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
d. Habitat - Applied the results from EDT runs assuming “..action responses equivalent to the 33% full intensity scenario suggested in section 5.5.  
Improvements ranged from 3% to 15% for productivity, 9 to 36% for abundance (per population).  
i. The 33% scenario is described generally on page 199 - “all restoration classes identified in appendix G would be implemented at 33% intensity.  Except 
that ALL obstructions would be fixed and maintained.   Footnotes state that a third alternative reflecting “actions selected by local groups” will be modeled i
the future

Noted

1588 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements - Additive Approach
3. General comments
a. Ensure that survival benefits expressed in terms of improvements over some base period are properly aligned in time with the brood years used to 
calculate current population statistics (especially productivity).  
b. Directly address implicit or explicit assumptions regarding future background (environmental) driven survival component(s) relative to the period used to 
characterize current population abundance and productivity. 
c. AHA model is not sufficiently documented to review (see additional comments below).

Noted

1589 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements
b.  Can the plan components be readily aggregated to address recovery at the MPG and ESU-level?

Insufficient detail is provided to aggregate actions in the hatchery, harvest and hydropower arenas.  

Some discussion of the role of each population within a recovered ESU (i.e. following MPG and ESU viability criteria) would be useful.

Noted
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1590 ICTRT General

7.  Integration Across Elements
c.   Does the ESU level recovery strategy incorporate an explicit adaptive management and monitoring/evaluation plan?

The plan incorporates a variety of monitoring programs, including status and trend monitoring, effectiveness monitoring, hatchery (supplementation 
program) monitoring and a list of research needs for each “H.”   We are aware of the excellent work being initiated in the Upper Columbia with respect to 
monitoring.  However, for purposes of the recovery plan, it would be useful to have a list of the questions these programs are designed to address (at a 
minimum).  Because of this absence, it is currently difficult to evaluate whether the monitoring program is sufficient for recovery planning.  For example, 
while a hatchery monitoring program is cited, it is unclear whether it will address potential ecological impacts of hatchery origin fish on natural populations.

The plan also outlines an adaptive management strategy that includes an annual feedback loop between scientific information, the public and a policy 
forum.  To its credit, the plan also recognizes that it needs to develop specific threshold levels that trigger management changes.  The current description 
describes a feedback loop reliant only on information on fish population status; planners should consider incorporating feedback loops from their 
hatchery, habitat and effectiveness monitoring programs as well, as they may provide earlier signals than population responses.  

Noted

1591 ICTRT General

Specific comments: 
Additions: Complement the narrative summary and the summaries of key life history parameters with a short narrative accompanied by tables outlining key 
input assumptions into the EDT scenarios - for example, include a table summarizing out of subbasin survival assumptions along with a narrative.  The 
narrative should reconcile the estimates for SAR cited in the text with the estimates reported in the NWPPC Out of Subbasin Effects guidance (referred to 
in the intro to app. F as the source).   The life history summaries should also include an explicit description of the designations of potential spawning areas 
in the EDT setups (for example, what mainstem reaches were identified as potential ‘starting points’ for life history trajectories?). 

Noted

1592 ICTRT General

Specific comments: 
Provide a more explicit description of the differences in key habitat attribute assumptions driving differences among the scenarios modeled.  For example, 
the draft states that both the full habitat implementation scenario S1 and the S3 scenario include 100% addressing of obstructions and full implementation 
of “add nutrients”.  What does that mean for each major assessment unit under each of these scenarios (and under S2 when it gets run)?  What exactly is 
the assumption regarding survival impacts under the runs labeled current and under the s1 and s3 scenarios?  

Noted

1593 ICTRT General

Specific comments: 
Statements regarding performance under the scenarios relative to current SARS should recognize the linkage explicitly.   The language regarding 
performance relative to VSP criteria on page 53 (Methow Spr chinook)  should couch the results in terms of the recent SAR, for example - If the current 
estimate of SAR used in this assessment reflects the future long term average,  we conclude that there is no……..

Noted

1594 ICTRT General

AHA model appendices
There is insufficient information to review the applications of the AHA model attached as appendices to the July draft. In addition, the appendices labeled a
model runs for Methow and Wenatchee spring chinook appear to be copies of model runs for steelhead populations.   Modeling analyses used for recovery 
planning should include, at a minimum, clear descriptions of the intent of the modeling exercise, input data and key assumptions, and an evaluation of the 
results in the context of inputs, other modeling approaches and/or empirical data.  

Noted
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1595

Randy Whitehall
Entiat, WA

Citizen
Letter

(3 of 5)

General

Our community cannot afford further erosion of community vitality or the ability to pay for community infrastructure.  Acquistion should not be an option; 
lease or rental can provide the same protection while supporting the community.  In fact, we prefer recovery actions that improve Entiat's community vitality
and economic status-including a quality salmon, steelhead and other species fishery on the Entiat River, Mad River and Columbia River near Entiat.

Federal and state agencies and PUD's think Entiat School District is adequately reimbursed for their properties within the school district boundaries.  It is 
true those entities make payments to Washington State but somehow those funds don't make it back to Entiat School District.  Please recognize that 
federal payments in lieu of taxes (Secure Rural Roads and Schools Act Funds) are actually taken away from poor, rural school districts and re-distributed t
all school districts across the state.  WDFW does not make any payments to schools.  WaDNR's trust payments are distributed to all schools across the 
state, as are PUD privilege tax payments.  Somehow use recovery plan to get changes to school funding legislation.

First Paragraph - 
Acquisitions have 

been removed from 
the document

Second Paragraph - 
Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1596

Randy Whitehall
Entiat, WA

Citizen
Letter

(4 of 5)

General

If the intent is truly that the watershed plans are the foundation of the recovery plan and to give deference to the locally-developed watershed plans, then 
each watershed plan in its entirety should become chapters of the plan themselves as they are approved.  Community acceptance is crucial for a recovery 
plan's sucess; local devlopment with all agency support will ensure a watershed plan's success.  A fishery management plan needs to be developed with 
each watershed plan for public acceptance and watershed paln and recovery plan success.

There was no public involvement or even public disclosure in the Entiat River Reference reach and subsequent closure to fishing while fishing was allowed 
on the Wenatchee Rivers and Methow Rivers.  It is unfair that Entiat is the community most impacted by Rocky Reach dam's construction and yet receives 
none of the fish produced for Rocky Reach or Rock Island mitigation.  I want the Entiat community to recieve its fair share of dam mitigation-including 
mitigation from Grant PUD and downstream dams.  I think a fishing closure on the Lower Columbia and Middle Columbia with fishing only allowed in the 
Columbia River tributaries would ensure Upper Columbia River and Snake River fish can return to their tributaries.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1597

Randy Whitehall
Entiat, WA

Citizen
Letter

(5 of 5)

General

Public agencies and non-profits have acquired property within the Entiat School district with good conservation intentions.  Unfortunately, they have not had 
the funding to provide good stewardship to those land.  Further, the community vitality from the people who have been displaced by those purchases has 
not been made up.  Attached are pictures of the lack of stewardship of two publicly-owned parcels on which taxes are not paid and contrasted with private 
ownership.  Our community cannot afford further erosion of community vitality or the ability to pay for community infrastructure.  Acquistion should not be 
an option; lease or rental can provide the same protection while supporting the community.  Our community cannot afford further erosion of community 
vitality or the ability to pay for community infrastructure.  Acquistion should not be an option; lease or rental can provide the same protection while 
supporting the community.  In fact, we prefer recovery actions that improve Entiat's community vitality and economic status-including a quality salmon, 
steelhead and other species fishery on the Entiat River, Mad River and Columbia River near Entiat.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1598
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General The Washington Farm Bureau and the Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Upper-Columbia
salmon Recovery Plan (Plan).  Noted

1599
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General
First we wish to thank the Upper-Columbia Salmon Recovery Board and Okanogan County for the many hours of effort embodied in this draft Plan. The
issue of endangered species recovery is extremely important to the Farm Bureau, our nearly 35,000 member families, and every citizen in this state. This
concern centers on the approach to recovery (voluntary or regulatory) and the focus and expectations of such a plan.

Noted
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1600
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General In addition to our comments, we have submitted numerous studies as well as comments by Ken Williams and Okanogan County Farm Bureau as
appendices integral to our comments. Noted

1601
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General
For perspective, it is important to note the value of agriculture to the state’s economy and the economy of the region covered by this draft plan. Washington
farmers produce more than 200 crops. Washington is second only to California in the number of commodities grown. Farm Bureau members help feed their
neighbors, the nation, and the world. Washington is a major exporter of food and fiber products.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1602
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General

Farm Bureau strives to protect the economic viability of farmers and ranchers. Agriculture generates an estimated $5.8 billion of farmgate value with an
estimated $29 billion impact to the state’s economy. Agricultural land in the three county region covered by the Plan accounts for a considerable portion of
this impact. Okanogan County contributes an estimated $137.4 million in farmgate value, with Chelan at $169.4 million, and Douglas County at $124.3
million, for a total of $431.1 million. Food processing in this region provides an additional economic impact in excess of $53 million. (Washington
Agricultural Statistics, USDA)

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1603
John Stuhlmiller-

WFB & Mike 
Poulson-WALF

General
Agriculture and food processing are major drivers of jobs both in rural and urban Washington when considering the ports and the agrifood complex.
Compared to other state industry-group sectors, agriculture ranks fifth in producing direct income. Hundreds of millions of dollars are invested into
agricultural land, buildings, machinery, and equipment.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1604

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

General   

On Friday 23 Sept 2005 the US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFW) announced its final rule designating critical habitat for bull trout in Oregon, Washington, 
Montana, and Idaho.  Said rule was published in the Federal Register on 26 Sept 2005.  Unlike the earlier PROPOSED rule, the FINAL bull trout rule 
designates ZERO critical habitat anywhere in the Upper Columbia Region (UCR).  But the final rule DOES designate 13 other basins in 3 out of 4 of those 
states as critical habitat for that species.  See:   http://pacific.fws.gov/bulltrout/final_colkla/map.html

The above raises an obvious question:   If USFW does not consider it necessary to include ANY PART of the UCR as bull trout critical habitat, why should 
WE include recovery actions for that species in the UCSRP ??  Rumor has it a big reason bull trout were included in the Draft UCSRP is because USFW 
was expected to include at least some of the UCR in their final critical habitat rule for that species, leading to a requirement to establish local recovery 
criteria.  So unless there are still hard reasons bull trout MUST be included in this Plan, I strongly suggest dropping everything in the UCSRP that deals 
with recovery actions or support of same for bull trout (which doesn't mean bull trout cannot be mentioned in passing).  
Since the UCR will NOT have any critical habitat for bull trout, and since they are voracious predators of salmon fry, the UCSRP should NOT 
propose or support actions that may significantly INCREASE local salmon predation.  Plus bull trout are glacial relics in tiny, isolated habitats that are 
naturally losing out to better adapted species.

Noted
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1605

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

General

GENERAL COMMENT, on use of common terms and acronyms:
By my count "Upper Columbia Region" is used 16 times in the draft plan, and "Upper Columbia Basin" appears over 300 times.  There does not seem to be 
consistency in the use of these two variations.  If there really is an intent that these two phrases refer to two different concepts, then the differences need to 
be explained.  But looks to me like the plan could just standardize on the more common "Upper Columbia Basin" variant.  Note there is also inconsistent 
use of the UCB and UCR acronyms; and in capitalization of "region" and "basin" in these cases.

Noted

1606

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

General

GENERAL COMMENT, on "what next" for the UCSRP:

Even though I was denied timely access to the UCSRP comment file master, I understand it now contains perhaps 1500 or more public comments (the 
writer alone submitted well over 100).  That is a huge amount of material that needs to be carefully reviewed by the UCSRB.  Even if many comments from 
different people effectively say the same thing and can therefore be considered duplicates, it is going to take a LONG time to do justice to a detailed review, 
and then integrate the public comments that are accepted.

Here is the bottom line:  The current 30 June Draft UCSRP is fundamentally, seriously, and pervasively BROKEN;  and is completely unacceptable in 
anything close to its current form.  Changes needed to bring this plan to where it can even be considered for approval by County Commissioners are very 
extensive, and will require substantial if not verbatim incorporation of a high percentage of the most pertinent comments received by deadline.  
Plus incorporating all the changes necessary to fix this plan will require resynchronization of the entire document, to make sure it hangs together.

Therefore it is CRITICALLY IMPORTANT that the UCSRB take whatever time it takes to do this right;  AND that a final plan NOT be signed out by 
County Commissioners until the necessary changes approved by the UCSRB are fully incorporated in a NEW second draft that can be reviewed by 
the UCSRB and the public PRIOR to signing.  I am aware the Governor wants all salmon recovery plans delivered to the State and forwarded to 
NMFS by the end of Dec 2005.  Do NOT let that be the driver.  Given the general state of the 30 June Draft, don't even THINK about approving a plan 
and depending on the State, the Feds, and consultants to properly incorporate and synchronize all changes later.  No blank checks:  
VERIFY final form of the plan PRIOR sign.

Noted

1607

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

General

In addition to the above comments that were researched and generated by the writer, I wish to go on the record as fully endorsing and supporting all 
of the excellent and extensive joint comments on the Draft UCSRP submitted by the Washington Farm Bureau (WFB) and the Washington 
Agriculture Legal Foundation (WALF) via email as a .pdf letter (10 pages) and also using the UCSRP Excel public comment form, dated Thursda
29 September 2005 and signed by John Stuhlmiller for the WFB and Mike Poulson for the WALF.

Noted

1608
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

General
Meaningful public involvement was discouraged throughout this regional process. Given area alone for Okanogan County, it is disgusting that the UCSR 
Board did not hold a meeting in Okanogan County until July 20, well after the June 30 release of the completed draft.  In fact, if not for considerable public 
pressure there would not even have been a public comment period on the completed draft!

Noted

1609
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

General This plan does not adequately deal with predation, which is a huge factor for returning salmon.  Nor despite over 70% of state/federal land base, does it 
recommend managing lands for forest and watershed health, which would also benefit fish and reduce catastrophic fire danger. Noted This section requires the modules from 

NOAA before it can be addressed
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1610 USFWS
09.29.05 General The Draft Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan in a good start, however, it is not yet operational.  The current draft of the Plan is lacking an 

implementation strategy with a time frame and associated responsibilities and costs Addressed

1611 USFWS
09.29.05 General It would be informative if the actions identified in the Plan are identified as voluntary or required as part of a settlement agreement, HCP or mitigation under 

Section 7 of the ESA. Noted

1612 USFWS
09.29.05 General An attempt to address Out of Basin Effects including recommendations for specific actions and their justifications should be included in the Plan Noted

1613 USFWS
09.29.05 General It would be more accurate to change the title of the document to Upper Columbia Spring Chinook, Steelhead and Bull Trout Recovery Plan. Addressed

1614 USFWS
09.29.05 General In the discussion of regulatory programmatics such as the Growth Management Act, Shorelines Act etc., a direct link to recovery needs to be made.  Addressed

1615 USFWS
09.29.05 General 

Funding Priorities:  In several places, the plan outlines the funding priorities ranging from high benefit/low cost thru low benefit/high cost.  The Service has 
two concerns.  First, who is paying the “costs”?  Low cost for one person is likely a high cost for someone else.  Second, the cost analysis provided in the 
plan works well within a specific “H”, but not so well across various H’s.  This needs to be rectified.

Noted

1616 Okanogan County General

No agency will require an individual or organization that holds a valid water right, as recognized the the State of Washington, to give up any part of that val
water right to augment instream flows without first conferring with that water right holder and present empirical evidence as why and how this augmentation 
of water is needed to keep from having a listed species negatively affected.
If the evidence presented is valid, and it is proven that instream flows do need to be augmented, then the land owner or land owners affected by the loss of 
irrigation water will be compensated with mitigation dollars for the loss of income from crops and or damages incurred, to growing crops, if any, that might 
occur from this action.

Addressed Added verbiage

1617 Okanogan County General
This plan will revisit all decisions relating to Section 7 ditches as they pertain to instream flows and/or irrigation withdrawal cutbacks.  We believe that may 
of these decisions were arbitrary capricious and have no basis in scientific fact.  We believe that empirical on the ground data should be used by an 
unbiased group of Irrigators and scientists to determine instream flow requirements and any proposed cutbacks of legally allocated water.

Addressed

1618 Okanogan County General Okanogan County rejects any attempt by any legislative body, be it federal or state, to use this document for the purpose of creating legislation that would 
regulate, restrict or in any way diminish the rights of citizens in the use and enjoyment of their land or the use of their valid water rights. Addressed

1619 Okanogan County General Okanogan County believes that the measurement of productivity for habitat needs to be focused on production and numbers of juveniles produced as 
opposed to returning spawners.  This needs to be monitored and measured.  This needs to be the measurement of success for habitat. Addressed

1620 Okanogan County General A full assessment of each tributary (Methow and Okanogan) needs to be done and specific treatments prescribed and prioritized so that a quantative 
measure is set.  When those projects are completed, we will have done everything we can to improve the habitat and that needs to be recognized. Noted

1621 Okanogan County General All treaments prescribed on the Methow and Okanogan Rivers must be able to be sustained naturally.  Projects that need constant human intervention are 
not acceptable.  We feel that each river has a natural finite ability to produce and that needs to be recognized and respected. Noted
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1622 Okanogan County General This plan has adaptive management provisions in place, but these must be limited to monitoring, data input, and adjustment.  Anything that deals with 
policy or specific procedure changes or additional projects needs to be addressed by the UCSRB. Noted

1623 Okanogan County General Nothing in this plan will, in any way, infringe on the counties ability to enact, enforce, or develop land use planning as it pertains to the individual county. Addressed

1624 Okanogan County General Okanogan County rejects any prescription in habitat restoration in Okanogan County that includes purchases of land in Okanogan County by any public 
agency. Addressed Added verbiage

1625

Ken Sletten
Member, 

Okanogan County
Farm Bureau

General All All

With all the revisions that have been and (hopefully) will still be made to the June 2005 Draft UCSRP, until the final version is published in the Federal 
Register by NOAA-NMFS EVERY PAGE should show the "date last modified" for that page, in addition to Date Approved, etc.  Note on cover page that if 
you list the above suggested modified title as:  "Draft Upper Columbia Salmon and Steelhead Recovery Plan (UCSSRP)" and use "Draft UCSSRP" in the 
left-hand footer, you will also have room in the footer for both a page-last-modified date AND the general "June 2005 Draft".  For extra credit:  Also include 
"black-bar" change markers in page margin, to flag all LINEs that were changed since last prior revision.  This would be helpful not only through the UCSR 
Board process, but also looking ahead to the Federal comment period after the UCSRP is published by NOAA-NMFS.

Noted

1626
Leo Even
Cashmere 
Resident

General

"I want to fish the Entiat River.  I want to fish the entire Entiat River and Mad River for all different kinds of fish, including salmon and steelhead.  It is unfair 
that Entiat is the community most impacted by Rocky Reach or Rock Island mitigation.  I want the Entiat community to receive its fair share of dam 
mitigation-including mitigation from Grant PUD and downstream dams.
The attached (10) sheets show where the hatchery fish are planted and Entiat River gets no Rocky Reach or Rock Island mitigation fish.  That is not fair!"
Attachments included:  1999 & 2004 & 2005 WDFW Catchable Trout Plant lists

Noted Outside the scope of this plan

1627
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter

The plan looks as if it was put together by staff biologists with one to five years of experience in this field.  We say that because all the right words are there
but there is little in the plan to show us that the writers have any depth of experience in the field or in salmon recovery efforts.  Many biologists get so 
caught up in going to meetings and working on the paperwork involved that they really do not have much experience with actually doing recovery so this 
makes tha plan shallow and lacking in positive and cooperative steps that can lead to a favorable outcome.

Noted

1628
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter

The report identified 18 percent mortalitiy on smolts that had survived ALL other upriver factors and had arrived near the mouth of the Columbia.  This figur
alone would place predation as the NUMBER ONE cause of problems in upriver populations, yet no strategy was mentioned to end this problem.  Both the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act, Tetle 16, Chapter 31, Subsection II, # 1371 and the Endangered Species Act, 16 USC 1531, RDS S3 and 
16USC endangerdd species (in fact ESA 10 says "may permit a prohibited act to enhance the survival of an endangered species or stock.").

Noted

1629
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter
It would seem that NOAA has no stomach to deal with predators that are the number one cause of loss, but they will take top court, arrest and harass 
irrigators and others that MAY kill an insignificant number of fish.  To our City, this is unacceptable.  We ask for a major section of the plan to address this 
specific issue.

Noted This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed
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1630
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter No mention is made of the probable impact COHO salmon will have in the Methow River on the endangered runs of salmon and steelhead, even though 
reintroductions of this species (extripated in the 1920-30s) are ongoing. Addressed This has been identified as a research 

need in the plan

1631
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter This plan should not be used as a regulatory hammer against small communities and individuals, nor should it be used as an excuse to purchase additiona
lands unless a CLEAR reason exists.  The idea of protecting riparian corridors has very limited value in salmon recovery and should not be used. Noted

1632
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter

Over and over, the plan says that poaching is a problem for these sepcies and suggests that increased enforcement is needed. However, no information is 
presented to show that poaching is anything more than an incidental problem with negligble impacts.  If the people writing the plan actually think there is a 
problem worth addressing in some areas, then it should be addresseed within the existing enforcement framework.  Field officers are not advised of specifi
problem areas and no special efforts are being made to address the "problems" so the easiest way might be to schedule meetings with local Fish and 
Wildlife Officerfs, with your data in hand so that they can see where and when their presence is necessary to address the problem.  At the Olympia end, it 
might be so simple as to not schedule field officers to their endless meetings and training sessions during critical time periods for ESA enforcement, and to 
address the time periods when ESA enforcement is needed on their yearly work plans.

Noted

1633
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter

The City of Pateros made an effort to be involved in this plan early on, but had to withdraw because of lack of money.  We saw that EVERYONE at the tab
during the regional salmon recovery meetings was paid except for us.  This brings us to the point that if the input of local people and local communities is 
valuable, then money should be set asided to pay for that input.  Our reasoning is clear; this process has no guarantee of success, it has no assurance that 
the plan will not fall apart at the last minute or be so changed as to have no value to us, so for us to be able to participate, we should be paid like everyone 
else at the table, whose pay goes on, whether the process succeeds or not.  The same goes for the local sub-basin planning people, most of who dropped 
out because the process was so slow.  Just the price of gasoline makes it impossible for us to go to meetings regualarly; our town of 600 people just does 
not have the resources to pay for this.  Yet, we see that the recovery people have just hired another group of consultants JUST TO RUN the meetings 
designed to get public input.

Noted

1634
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter People putting this plan together should realize that small towns like Pateros have a lot of competing activities that our citizens have to prioritize.  Those 
activities are just as important as this process and most are operating on a much shorter timeframe. Noted

1635
City of Pateros

Gail Howe Mayor
08.17.05

General Letter
When towns, like Pateros, come to the salmon board and announce that we have a project that will have a positive impact on salmon; we should be taken 
seriously and given the opportunity to present it.  This endless stream of meetings should not take precedence over projects that will actually benefit 
salmon.

Noted

1636

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan…While American Rivers is not submitting detailed 
comments at this point in time (we are planning to submit detailed comments on the subsequent draft released by NOAA Fisheries in December), we would
like to congratulate the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board on its initial effort.

Noted
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1637

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter

The Recovery Board's general vision for the Upper Columbia Recovery Plan appears sound.  We appreciate your commitment to employing the Technical 
Recovery Team's recovery critieria and its use of the sidely accepted Viable Salmon Population critieria as a framework.  We urge the Board to focus the 
Upper Columbia Plan on improving the status of wild anadromous stocks, to minimize dependence on hatcheries and assumptions regarding productivity o
hatchery fish in the wild, and to ensure that harvest prior to attaining recovery goals is sustainable and does not signficantly affect the prospect of achieving 
recovery critieria.

Noted

1638

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter

The Draft Recovery Plan's analysis of limiting factors will be helpful to ensuring that it addresses problems that are currently preventing salmon and 
steelhead from recovering.  For the next draft, we encourage the Recovery Board and/or NOAA Fisheries to include an analysis of the benefits that are 
expected to be derived from tribuatary habitat improvements in the upper Columbia recovery domain as compared with anticipated benefits from hatchery 
reforms, federal and private dam manangement up and down the Columbia River, and from river and ocean harvest regulation.  This will make the 
attainability of recovery goals much more likely, and it will make progress toward those goals more measurable and provide mor accountability in all 
phases of the salmon and steelhead lifecycle.

Noted

1639

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter It is also important that this plan is revisited as salmon and steelhead management changes over time in the other "Hs," particularly with respect to the 
biological opinion for the federal hydrosystem, which is likely to be rewritten within the next year or so. Noted

1640

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter A clear strategy for obtaining funding to fully implement the recovery plan will also be needed in the final plan - much more planning is necessary for 
funding than merely identifying uncertainties surrounding potential future funding sources. Noted

1641

Michael Garrity, 
Assoc. Dir. 

American Rivers  
09.30.05

General Letter Again, congratulations on this draft plan, and we look forward to increasing our involvement in the next phase of developing this plan and in helping to 
ensure its successful funding and full implementation. Noted

1642 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter … The GSRO believes that addressing these comments during the enchanced public review period will make the plan more technically sound and provide 

maximum community support for adoption and implementation of the plan. Noted

1643 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by late September in the Recovery Plan   (1 of 2)
The recovery goals need to be clearly stated so that the public can see what is being asked of them.  In particular, the Plan must describe the role of 
freshwater productivity in the delisting critieria.

Noted

1644 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by late September in the Recovery Plan   (2 of 2)
A comparision of the impacts per sector needs to be developed so that the public can see what they are giving up in exchange for the 
assurances/incentives they will receive.  This will also demonstrate the commitments that all secogtrs are making in the Plan.

Noted This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed

1645 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by the UCSRB through SRFB by mid-October    (1 of 2)
The UCSRB needs to define the infrastructure and strategy to implement the Plan, i.e., will it defer to the Planning Units, or create an implementation work 
group of technical and citizens with Board members, or other.

Addressed
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1646 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by the UCSRB through SRFB by mid-October    (2 of 2)
The priority actions and cost needs to be further developed.  Since the USFS manages a significant part of the region's land area, the USFS, in cooperation 
with the UCSRB, will identify priority actions and costs as part of this effort.  The Entiat and Wenatchee subbasins will be the intial focus.

Addressed

1647 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by NMFS by late September    (1 of 5)
NMFS needs to describe assurances and incentives associated with adoption of the Plan and contrast them to the alternative of a judge or federal agency 
making decisions for the region.

Addressed The Board agrees with this statement - 
Add to Cover Letter

1648 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter Issues to be addressed by NMFS by late September    (2 of 5)

What happens to local stakeholders with an approved recovery plan?  Conversely, what are the consequences of not having an approved recovery plan? Addressed The Board agrees with this statement - 
Add to Cover Letter

1649 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Issues to be addressed by NMFS by late September    (3 of 5)
Is this plan regulatory?  NMFS needs to describe the adoption process and that the regulatory components of the Plan are only those that are committed to 
by the various local, state and federal governements (storm water, GMA/SMA, road plans, HGMP, HCP, etc) and that the remaining actions are voluntary.  
commitments from local governments to implement their ordinances need to be described in the Plan.

Addressed The Board agrees with this statement - 
Add to Cover Letter

1650 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter Issues to be addressed by NMFS by late September    (4 of 5)

It is important for NMFS to describe how they will determine whether the Plan is adequate.  What will be done if the Plan is considered to be inadequate? Addressed The Board agrees with this statement - 
Add to Cover Letter

1651 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter Issues to be addressed by NMFS by late September    (5 of 5)

How will NMFS change the Plan as a result of the comments received from the Federal Register notice? Addressed The Board agrees with this statement - 
Add to Cover Letter

1652 Steve Martin 
GSRO 09.15.05 General Letter

Agency comments to be addressed by the Board   (1 of 1)
Comments received from the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and other state agencies should be addressed in the Plan prior to submittal to th
GSRO.

Noted

1653 Mike Mackey Port 
of Chelan County General

"I am writing to formally express the support of the Port of Chelan County for efforts to develop a viable recreational fishery in the Entiat river through the 
introduction of hatchery raised fish.  The opportunities for recreational fishing for families are very limited in the Entiat watershed.  Recreational fishing not 
ony provides an excellent and affordable opportunity for family recreation, it will also provide an economic stimulus to the Entiat Valley as well, by attracting
families from outside the area who want to take advantage of the great opportunity that Entiat can afford them.  The community of Entiat has been 
significantly impacted by the decisions and actions of others through its recent history from the relocation of the town itself as a result of the construction of 
the Rocky Reach hydroelectric dam to the dramatic reductions in logging to the decline in family farms and orchards.  The community seems abundantly 
justified in requesting a natural resource action that it can expect to benefit from.

If the Entiat River is allowed to be classified as a Control Reach without supplement stocking it would result in a continued economic hardship on an area 
that has seen more of its fair share of negative consequences resulting from actions taken by others.  Thank you in advance for considering our 
point of view".

Noted

1654
David Schneider

DOE, Water 
Quality

General

One of the recommendations cited in the plan is to artificially supplement streams with nutrients.  As I heard it, there are areas in the upper Columbia basin 
watersheds that are nutrient poor.  These areas have little food to support aquatic and terrestrial life, and thus rearing juvenile salmonids.   As I recall, the 
methods cited at the workshop to address this issue included placement of salmon carcasses in streams and stream banks, and introducing nutrient pellets 
in streams and stream banks.

Noted
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1655
David Schneider

DOE, Water 
Quality

General

The Planning Unit's Water Quality Committee has determined through sampling studies that the Wenatchee River and its tributaries are receiving 
excessive nutrients.  Further, that the nutrient that is triggering excessive algal growth is phosphorous.  Actions are being proposed to significantly reduce 
phosphorous inputs to the system.  Point sources (waste water treatment plants and fruit processors) will be required by the Department of Ecology in their 
NPDES permits to limit phosphorous discharges.  The purpose is to restore water quality to meet state and federal standards, which is required under the 
current Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) process.

Noted

1656
David Schneider

DOE, Water 
Quality

General

I recommend that before any plans are made to artificially introduce nutrients to streams, the Planning Unit, its Water Quality Committee, and the 
Department of Ecology should be consulted.  Further that language be included in the document citing the Wenatchee watershed phosphorous issue as 
described above, so that it can be earmarked as a sensitive system where this type of action should be approached with extreme caution on a site specific 
basis with adequate review and approval by the Planning Unit, its Water Quality Committee, and the Department of Ecology.

Noted

1657
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General
The process established for comments does not allow for the most salient observations on the salmon recovery plan. The reference to specific parts of the 
plan is only appropriate if the comment relates to something already written. My criticism of the plan is about what has not been written therefore there is no 
language in the plan I can reference.

Noted

1658
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General
The plan does not adequately address harvest. It is inconceivable in my mind to list any species as "endangered" when there is a legal harvest as part of 
the specie's life cycle, but be that as it may. The issue of harvest from a philosophical and functional perspective and, in all forms, must be 
addressed/acknowledged in the plan.

Noted

1659
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General  The plan should be written from the perspective of what the upper Columbia region can actually do, not from a position which assumes the upper Columbi
region has some input on (such as ocean conditions) when it does not. Noted

1660
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General

Predation and mortality in a salmon's life cycle needs to be identified and explained. The comparative number of salmon from smolt (leaving the upper 
Columbia region) and those adult salmon returning to spawn needs to be identified. Then the cause of the decrease in numbers needs to be explained. The 
plan, at present, assumes the upper Columbia region has some responsibility for recovery when it has no possibility for any consequential action outside of 
the upper Columbia region.

Noted This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed

1661
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General
The plan must clearly identify the "end game." In other words, the upper Columbia region must have a target number of salmon that it is responsible for, an
this number must be determined by counting the number of salmon leaving the upper Columbia region, not by counting the number of salmon returning to 
the upper Columbia region.

Addressed

1662
Ron Perrow 

Methow Basin 
Planning Unit

General Representatives from the National Marine Fisheries Service have said that the plan "won't go anywhere without public buy in." I can't imagine the public 
buying into the plan as it has been presented as it fails on so many points. Noted

1663 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County General The plan should be easier to read, starting with the table of contents and then throughout the document. Noted

1664 Mike Kaputa 
Chelan County General

The plan should clearly emphasize and identify at the beginning that the plan relies on local watershed planning groups to make habitat implementation 
decisions.  This point is buried later in the document.  Both the Entiat and Wenatchee watershed planning groups are expecting to play this role.  At the 
Chelan County workshops this point was made very clearly by a number of interests.

Addressed
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1665
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

General
“What criterias were used to prioritize actions within and across the H sectors?” Source: UCSR Draft Contract Deliverables, 2003-2005 Scope of Work.  In 
fact, prioritization across the H-s was not done. Which partially explains this plan’s heavy-handed focus on habitat, human activity, and “the inadequacy of 
existing regulations…..”

Noted The process will be developed

1666
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General No one seems to have time or interest in representing the actual stakeholders (the landowners) – there is no voice for the little people Noted

1667
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General One fear is, that in the end, the landowner will bear the brunt of the cost of continuing the program of Salmon Recovery and the jobs that continue because 
of this endeavor Noted

1668
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General Appears to be a conflict of interest for the employees of the agencies and the agencies to tell us what needs to be done to accomplish salmon recovery 
because it is their jobs that will continue to be paid for with taxpayer dollars Noted

1669
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General It has taken those writing this plan 6 years of funded time to write this plan and now we who are not being compensated are attempting to re-write the plan 
with no compensation and in a matter of months rather than years Noted

1670
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General It is mentioned in the plan on page 186 or 187 that there are 113 Programs in existence for Salmon Recovery. Why is it necessary to add one more 
program to the list that is paid for by the taxpayers? Noted

1671
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General Why do we need Salmon Recovery when the ebb and flow of the number of salmon is a cyclic process of mother-nature? Noted

1672
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General

Why aren’t we addressing the following:
 o The chemicals and conditions of the water because of Hanford
 o All the fish have to come through Hanford at least twice (down and back up) and if those chemicals cause thyroid problems (and a whole host of other 
problems) in humans can’t we assume that it is affecting the fish as well?
 o Past government transgressions – don’t these still influence the process as we move forward?  Why can’t we correct these things? Like the 
contamination from Hanford and other erroneous scientific plans. 

Noted

1673
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General Faulty Science in the plan – we need to be able to correct these areas in the plan   And more importantly, someone needs to be held responsible for that 
faulty science. I mean, these were paid (with our money), professionals! How could it be faulty? Noted

It will be a goal in the implementation of 
this plan to correct faulty science using 

adaptive management

1674
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General

Water temperature as a factor, is it really?
 o When Mount Baker erupted and the Skagit River was on fire the water temperature increased but yet fish continue to return
 o health affects from Hanford and the volcanoes and all the destruction caused by them.
 o Isn’t global warming and the change in water temperature a cyclic process of nature and ice ages
 o As an example, oyster beds in hurricane areas may be wiped out after a storm but they replenish themselves within a three year time period – why can’t 
we let mother-nature follow her own process?

Noted
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1675
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General Convinced that this plan will not be voluntary and will sooner or later be mandatory and forced on the landowners who will again, pay for it all
 o Referenced the recent 8 page letter from the Colville Confederated Tribes to the Governor (Item #3 in the letter referenced …force into regulation) Noted

1676
Kathy Johnson 

Wauconda 
Resident

General BPA continues to promote their Salmon Recovery efforts as too – Rates are bound to go up and who but the taxpayers, landowners and consumers will 
bear that cost as well. Noted

1677

Kirk Mayer
Manager,

WA Growers 
Clearing House 

Assoc.

General

One element of the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan and the local Watershed Planning Programs that concerns Washington tree fruit growers is 
that while most everyone recognizes that doing such planning is in the "public interest", there is little discussion and/or effort to identify and mitigate the 
costs beyond state taxes paid by all citizens of the state.  There is no recognition that some citizens and /or industries, based primarily on location, will be 
impacted financially more than others in the state.  The current plan lacks the necessary information to determine the economic impacts of the recovery 
plan.  The information is incomplete and based on tenuous assumptions.

Noted

All comments received on Section 6 will be
forwarded onto WSU for their 

consideration for their work product.  Once
that work product is received by the 

UCSRB it will be reviewed.

Will be addressed in the near future

1678 NOAA General

It is clear that planners know their subbasins very well.  They have done an excellent job of describing problems, identifying possible fixes, and choosing 
priority watersheds. Most of the shortcomings of previous versions have been either resolved or at least improved. It would still be desirable to see a 
presentation of how the authorities and programs of various agencies and governments could be used to accomplish the plans goals.  The plan includes 
some of this sort of discussion, but would benefit from more.  It was encouraging and refreshing to read the call to enforce existing regulations and 
ordinances.  We were very pleased to see that EDT outputs were not treated as absolute values.

Noted

1679
Timothy James 

Waterville 
Resident

General

I am mad that I have not been able to fish in the Entiat River for 10 years because of some secret federal experiment.  My grandpa and great-prandpa 
taught me to fish up the Entiat River.  We would take the ferry to Entiat and pick up supplies at Mr. Risk's store or Mr. Cooper's store.  We would camp at 
Cottonwood or some other nice spot and fish the Entiat and Mad Rivers.  The fish and game truck would come up with a load of fish and dump them in the 
river.  The truck said something about Chelan PUD paying for the fish.  Fishing was good.

Noted

1680
Timothy James 

Waterville 
Resident

General Now I can only take my grandsons fishing above Entiat Falls.  The fish are small and there are not nearly as many as there used to be.  We can't enjoy it 
like we used to. Noted

1681
Timothy James 

Waterville 
Resident

General
It seems to me National Marine Fisheres Service or Fish and Game should have said something about this experiment.  I just looked at the Mid-Columbia 
Habitat Conservation Plan again and did not see anything about the Entiat River being a control river.  It should have been written about and the effects 
discussed.  It was never told to the public, we had to find out about it on our own.

Noted

1682
Timothy James 

Waterville 
Resident

General I am mad that you included this underhanded, nefarious scheme in your draft Upper Columbia Salmon recovery plan.  Just because some g-man thinks up 
some job security scheme doesn't mean you have to go along with it. Noted

1683
Timothy James 

Waterville 
Resident

General

Please put me down as wanting to continue family tradition and fish the Entiat River and Mad River with my family.  I expect there will be more unpleasant 
surprises since the Mid-Columbia Habitat Conservation Plan requires g-men from far away to have secret closed meetings and made decisions about our 
local rivers, fishing, our livelihood and economy.  What do they care, they have a guaranteed paycheck and they get to catch our fish in the lower Columbia 
River?  Please do not give them any credibility by including their scheme in the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Plan.  Please let us fish the whole Entia
and Mad Rivers again for the steelhead and other fish like they do in the Wenatchee and Okanogan and Methow and Columbia---especially the lower 
Columbia.

Noted
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1684

Katharine Bill
Methow 

Conservancy
05.24.05

General General General

Overall I am very impressed by the clear writing and organization in the Okanogan County Salmon Recovery plan, and I know that this will be a useful 
document for all of us working on salmon recovery in Okanogan County.

Thanks again for all the time and work that you've put into this plan to date

Noted

1685 WDFW
08.24.05 General General General Our agency recognizes the importance of the UCRSRP and the contribution made by the Board, staff, and all other stakeholders involved in plan 

development.  WDFW respectfully offers their comments: Noted

1686
Wenatchee 

Okanogan Forest 
Service

General

The plan would benefit if specific actions could be identified for each “H”.  It is difficult to discern in the current plan the level of actions needed to be 
implemented for each of the “Hs” to reach recovery of the species.  The Forest is assisting with the development of an implementation schedule that 
identifies specific (as specific as possible) habitat work to benefit recovery.  Identifying work for the Hydro, Harvest and Hatchery sections would be 
beneficial.  We recognize that identification of Hydro, Harvest and Hatchery actions will need to involve other forums such as U.S. vs Oregon  and dam re-
licensing but the sooner the other negotiations and programs are integrated into recovery actions the better.  One example of programs that need to be 
integrated into recovery actions are the various supplementation programs in the Upper Columbia. This is a concern for the Forest because the Forest is 
being asked to respond to requests for locations for supplementation facilities.  Such facilities do not appear to be consistent with habitat actions and we ar
concerned the numbers of fish are may not be consistent with the diversity aspect of VSP or the habitat carrying capacity.  

Noted

1687

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General

 “The greatest failing in regional governance of fish and wildlife, expressed repeatedly by workshop participants, has been the failure to implement plans. It 
was generally agreed that actions must be taken if salmon recovery is to be effective. For this to occur, the objectives of plans must be simplified. Those 
charged with carrying out plans should be  accountable for doing so promptly and effectively.”

A Review of Salmon Recovery Strategies for the Columbia River Basin Independent Scientific Advisory Board for Northwest Power Planning Council the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Columbia River Basin Indian Tribes March 2, 2001 ISAB  2001-7

Noted

1688

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General In many cases the information and documentation of this plan is incompletes and does not provide enough information or data to accurately determine the 
validity or efficacy of the measures and actions proposed. Noted

1689

Paul Waterstrat
OK County Public 

Health 
Administrator

General

Okanogan County residents are held responsible for meeting measures of abundance and productivity, over which they have limited or limited control. The 
major factors limiting the return of spawners occur outside to the Methow and Okanogan watersheds, Okanogan County has no control over hydropower, 
hatchery or hatchery influences, yet they are the predominate factors limiting adult returns and spawners.  Smoltification of fish produced from the Methow 
and Okanogan occurs outside oif those systems and are affected by mainsteam Columbia and hydropower influences.  Yet Okanogan County residents ar
held accountable for the impact of these factors.  While WDFW, CCT, Chelan and Douglas PUDS are variously listed as co-managers of Methow, Winthrop 
and Okanogan hatcheries, the Okanogan County is not listed as a co-manger in the APRE-HGMP documents.  Hatchery releases and effluents from the 
hatcheries can  significantly affect natural production in those systems. Do the county agencies have access to information surrounding hatchery operation 
and input into hatchery operations. Does fish production provde adequate safety margins in biomass, flow index etc? Are the releases in those hatcheries c
monitored and water quality down stream monitored to determine impact? Do nutrient and oxygen demands from the hatchery impact the river systems?  
I note that the hatcheries do accommodate rearing of high ELISA broodfish, a risk factor with respect to BKD. Etc, 

Addressed
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1690
Tom Kahler 

Douglas County 
PUD 09.30.05

General Cover Letter The June 30 Draft of the UCSR Plan eliminated many of the issues and concerns the District had with previous drafts. Noted

1691
Tom Kahler 

Douglas County 
PUD 09.30.05

General Cover Letter
First Primary Concern:  The Draft Plan gives the reader the impression that the District's Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) for Wells Hydroelectric Project 
has yet to be implemented. - In the 1990s the District implemented actions and studies necessary to achieve No Net Impact (NNI), in anticipation of Federa
Energy Regulatory Commission acceptance of the Wells HCP in 2004.

Addressed Modified verbiage

1692
Tom Kahler 

Douglas County 
PUD 09.30.05

General Cover Letter
Second Primary Concern:  The Draft Plan gives no indication of the significant achievements made by the District toward the NNI goal of the HCP; the 
District has already achieved and exceeded the fish passage survival standards established in the HCP, and future District actions will focus on 
maintenance of those standards.

Noted

1693
Tom Kahler 

Douglas County 
PUD 09.30.05

General Cover Letter
Third Primary Concern:  The Draft Plan does not adequately emphasize the role of the HCP Hatchery Committee in the determination of operational 
protocols for District-funded hatchery programs; the Hatchery Committee has sole responsibility for development of those protocols, including whether or 
not to implement tributary-specific broodstock collection programs.

Noted

1694 Ellen Reynoldson
Entiat Resident General

Please let us fish in the Entiat River and Mad River again.

Please start stocking the Entiat River and Mad River with Rocky Reach and Rock Island mitigation fish and other mitigation fish.

For the socioeconomic section, The federal regional ecosystem office has publications that might be useful. Go to this website: 
http://www.reo.gov/monitoring/  Click on 10 Year draft report for the NW Forest Plan, then click on Social Economic draft report and you will find all 6 
volumes of it (Volume 1 is the summary version).

Noted

1695 Okanogan County
Farm Bureau General

The Okanogan County Farm Bureau joins the in-depth concerns and comments submitted by Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal 
Foundation on September 29, 2005. Comments submitted  by Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation stand as our 
comments by this reference.

Noted

1696
Bonnie Lawrence 

Okanogan 
Resource Council

General Okanogan Resource Council fully supports the comments submitted by Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation. Noted

1697 Rick Thompson General I believe habitat to be a major requirement. We need a much better handling of the whole eco  system of life cycles for all species of life even the human 
race. Man can work wonderfully with the needs of nature and the convenience of man. Working with nature is a lot easier on the budget and the resources. 

Noted
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1698
George Wooten
NW Ecosystem 

Alliance

General

08.04.05 
Letter

The online Draft Salmon Recovery Plan does not appear to have page numbers that match the table of contents.  Why is this?

Several projects designed to help recover salmon in the Methow Watershed appear to be failing.  One of these is a large set of rearing ponds in Twisp.  
Work appears to have ceased.  Although the ponds are in good condition, large amounts of fill remain piled around, and access points to the station appear 
to have been abandoned half way.  How many small projects of less than $5,000 will be funded versus large, multi-agency projects?

There has been widespread lack of confidence in the ability of local efforts to present a balanced salmon recovery program.  Okanogan county residents 
must attend countless meetings to maintain a watch over government.  Okanogan Coutny recently passed the Methow Watershed Planning Unit, in which a 
majority of meeting attendants requested a second review, yet this was denied by the Commissioners.  So how can the salmon recovery process 
coordinate with other governmental entities if the same lead agency, Okanogan County, failed to allow a second poblic reivew of regulations that will conflic
with the goals of salmon recovery spelled out in this plan?

Noted

1699
George Wooten
NW Ecosystem 

Alliance

General

10.06.05 
Letter

On behalf of over 8,000 members of Conservation Northwest, I offer the following comments in reply to Todd Peterson's request following last month's 
meeting.

1.  I have serious concerns about the ability of Okanogan County to coordinate implementation.  At last month's stakeholders meeting, it became obvious 
that both sets of my comments sent to Okangoan County before the comment deadline had been omitted from consideration.  They were not included in th
list of comments passed out at the stakeholders meeting.  In fact they had been lost.  These comments were duly sent as requested by the Salmon 
Recovery Board to the address listed for comment submission.  I have brought those comments to this meetingto hand deliver to Okanogan County.

2.  While we can agree to many of the suggestions offered by the counties, we are stongly in disagreement with the suggestion to allow local watershed 
planning councils the authority to manage salmon recovery.  Problems with the WPU in the Methow Valley includes lack of technical expertise; 
membership comprised entirely of irrigators; exclusion of public comment from meetings; lack of accomplishment of phase 2 objectives before proceeding 
to phase 4, unruly meetings; failure to take meeting notes; and passage of county legislation based on committee input without due consideration of public 
input to the contrary.  It appears that Okanogan County has does not grant the same consideration to the public that they are not granting as part of the 
approval of salmon recovery plans.

3.  We do not support the use of hatcheries as a component or recovery.  There is ample scientific evidence that hatcheries do not provide any benefit 
to salmon recovery efforts.  Hatcheries are a source of disease to local stocks, they require pollution to treat fish; they are given an unnatural competitive
advantage against wild stocks, they introduce deleterious (harmful often in a subtle or unexpected way) genetics into the general population; they have 
reduced genetic diversity; they have maladaptive traits which reduce their survival; several complete failures in management have resulted in the 
complete loss of hatchery stocks.  We will grant that hatcheries can produce fish and that this may satisfy our obligation to our treaties with the tribes, 
but this is a separate issue from recovery.

Noted Untrue
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1700

Philip Archibald
Fishery Biologist

Entiat/Chelan 
Ranger Districts

Wenatchee 
National Forest

General

Chelan County Bridges:  
Current condition: Chelan County Public Works is responsible for six bridges that span the Entiat River. These bridges vary in their design, age, and
condition.  Older bridges generally are supported by abutments or piers that are subject to scour and floating wood accumulations.

Opportunity: Replacement of these bridges with structures that clearspan the bankfull channel width (generally 100 feet or greater) would eliminate
concerns over woody debris accumulations, channel constrictions, floodplain encroachment, and channel bed and bank scour that are occurring presently.

Recommendation:  Provide additional funding to Chelan County to accelerate their bridge replacement program.

Private Bridges: Recommendation: Provide private bridge owners technical and financial support to evaluate structural conditions, develop replacement
bridge designs, and assist with removal of old bridges and installation of replacement bridges. 
Chelan County Roads: Recommendation: Provide additional funding to Chelan County to investigate, design, and implement road relocations or bio-
engineered stabilization treatments.

Noted

1701

Philip Archibald
Fishery Biologist

Entiat/Chelan 
Ranger Districts

Wenatchee 
National Forest

General

Private Bridges:
Current condition: Approximately ten privately owned bridges span the Entiat River. These bridges vary in their design, age, and condition. Most of these
bridges are older and approaching the end of their safe lifespan. Several of these bridges could be considered unsafe and are subject to rapid/catastrophic
failure. Older bridges generally are supported by abutments or piers that are subject to scour and floating wood accumulations. The owners of private
bridges are typically intolerant of woody debris accumulations on in-channel piers, and consider woody debris to be a threat to their bridges. Bridge
replacement costs are usually beyond the means of individual landowners.

Opportunity: Replacement of these bridges (in some sort of priority order) with structures that clearspan the bankfull channel width (generally 100 feet or
greater) would eliminate concerns over woody debris accumulations, channel constrictions, floodplain encroachment, and channel bed and bank scour that
are occurring presently. Placement of in-channel large woody debris for fish habitat restoration (as recommended in the Plan) would be facilitated by
eliminating bridge owner’s concerns that it would cause problems for their bridges.  Replacing aging bridges before they fail would help avoid “disaster” 
type situations that would come with catastrophic failure.

Recommendation:  Provide private bridge owners technical and financial support to evaluate structural conditions, develop replacement bridge 
designs, and assist with removal of old bridges and installation of replacement bridges.

Noted
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1702

Philip Archibald
Fishery Biologist

Entiat/Chelan 
Ranger Districts

Wenatchee 
National Forest

General

Chelan County Roads:  
Current condition: Chelan County Public Works is responsible for approximately 30 miles of road that parallel the Entiat and Mad Rivers. In at least three
locations frequent maintenance is required due to the low-lying position of the road (seasonal flooding) and scour of road fill which undermines the road
prism.

Opportunity: Design and implement bio-engineered solutions at “problem” locations. Relocating segments of road to higher ground should also be
considered. Bio-engineered treatments would enhance fish habitat while eliminating concerns over flooding, excessive riprapping, accelerated
sedimentation, channel constrictions, floodplain encroachment, and undermined road fill that are occurring presently.   

Recommendation: Provide additional funding to Chelan County to investigate, design, and implement road relocations or bio-engineered stabilization
treatments.

Noted

1703 Dick Finch 
(05.25.05) General General General

The document is laced with acronyms, most of which are new to the average reader.  They continue to pop up throughout the document.  One either spend
lots of time going back to relearn what the acronym means or, more likely, continuing on with less than full knowledge of that passage.  I suggest a 
removable appendix of acronyms possibly in the form of a bookmark.

Noted

1704 Dick Finch 
(05.25.05) General General General

Bull trout still show up in the Okanogan River. I've caught two in the last few years.  The first was on the very first day steelheading reopened on the 
Okanogan.  I believe that was in October 2002. Location, just above where Chilliwist Creek enters the Okanogan.  I caught the second about a quarter mile 
above the Shellrock Pump site last October.

Noted

1705 Dick Finch 
(05.25.05) General General General

Anecdotically, bull trout commonly occurred in the Okanogan prior to the construction of Wells Dam.  I doubt that the Okanogan has been cool enough to 
harbor bull trout year around within recent history.  They probably enter the Okanogan on a feeding and/or spawning trip from the Columbia.  The Well's 
Dam pool is neither a lake or a river possessing none of either's good points and most of either's bad points.  Wells Dam pool drastically changed the 
habitat from the free flowing Columbia River.  That change probably resulted in greatly reducing the number of bull trout the Columbia main stem and henc
in its tributaries.

Noted

1706
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(1 of 6)

"I would like to thank you for extending the comment period which gave me a better chance to read the plan make a comment.

It does not seem that the Board realizes the impact that the implications would impose upon the agriculture and logging industries and private property with 
this plan.  Not only would it impact the amount of crops harvested, but there would be less "after harvest" or "value added" activities depressing already 
depressed industries of the state.  It only makes sense that there would be less employment if there are fewer raw products produced in the state."

Noted

1707
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(2 of 6)

I am offended that we, the citizens of Okanogan County were slighted in participating in "our plan."  If it truly were our plan, then there would have been a 
good percentatge of the meetings convened in Okanogan Conty.  Few in number are the farmer bluc collar worker, which makes up a vast majority of the 
population of the county, who can communte up to 200 miles or more one way during their work week and get to work the next day.  This doesn't even 
consider the cost for fuel and wear and tear on the vehicle.  Normally the only ones that can attend those kinds of meetings are either paid to be there (aka 
bureaucrats), retired, self employed or unemployed.  It wasn't until we got our elected officials involved that there were meetings in the central county.  This 
only happened very very late in the process.

Noted
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1708
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(3 of 6)

This plan is riddled with "expert opinions" and assumptions made without good science or even good judgement of anyone that knows the area in question.

Irrigation and "leaky" ditches recharge the aquifer with cooled water which in turn cools the river.  This is only common sense that this would be beneficial t
the fish but seems to not be mentioned anywhere in the plan.

There is only token mention of the predation that occurs down stream on salmonoids going both up and down the river.  Predatory fish (of which one is the 
brown trout) (is this wrongly named a "salmon plan?") take a good toll  on the smolt that make the journey downriver on their way to the ocean.  Then there 
are the birds, osprey, eagles, comrmorants, terns and others.  Then there are the seals and sea lions who take a good toll on them when they return as 
well.  What his a sour not of this is that we are not allowed to destrop some of the predators in the same way that they are doing the barred owl that is 
threatening the spotted owl.  At times it does not seem tha reocvery is in the plan here.

Noted

1709
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(4 of 6)

There is not mention of controlling harvest which we can not do beyond the borders to international waters.  There is very little controlled within our waters, 
also.  We still fish for salmon both commercially and sport fishermen.  It is amaxing how one can go to a restaurant and dine upon an endangered species.  
More amazing is that prisoners in our prisons are dining on an endangered species.

The plan also speaks poorly of logging.  Logging done properly would enhance the flow of water and prevent silt in the spring.  Thinning of the trees would 
let more water into the streams because of a smaller number of trees.  The current status of logging (or lack there of) and the overall lack of proper 
management of our forests is doing more harm than good to salmon and all others species including humans.  The build-up of fuels causes catastrophic 
fires which causes silt to be washed into streams.  We need to get back to logging, thinning and proper management of our forests.

Livestock grazing has very little if any impact on salmon.  Deer bears and other wildlife run free and we hear no mention of them destroying salmon habitat.

Noted This section requires the modules from 
NOAA before it can be addressed

1710
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(5 of 6)

There are few, if any culverts that are obstructing passage of salmon.  If they were clogged enough to prevent fish passage the roads would wash out durin
runoff or a hard rain.

There is little mention of increasing hatcheries to propagate the species.  I believe that hatcheries should play a very important role in this project.

In 1938 there was an estimated 264,395 salmon passing Bonneville dam.   In 1941 there was an estimated 460.427, in 1976 - 508,299, in 2001 - 867,000, 
2002 - 870,000, 2003 - 921,000 and 2004 - 845,000.  My question is: How many is enough?  When do we de-list?  Is there a plan?  There is no goal set in 
this plan.  It needs a goal to judge if the plan is working or not.

There is mention of acquistions of private property which is not feasible because private property is norrmally better managed than governement property 
(they can not properly care for what they already have) and also provides tax base to the state and county for schools, roads and other agency support.

Noted

Last paragraph has 
been addressed
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1711
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen
General

Letter

(6 of 6)

Take a serious look at the oceanic conditons where the fish spend 85% of their lives and very little is mentioned about this, let alone any mention of policy 
change there.

Most importantly there MUST be cooperation and inclusion of the private property owners actually helping make the plan or it will be doomed to failure as 
this one should be.  If this were truly a "grass roots" plan it would be made with cooperative dialog with the people that it would impact.  Not be devised 
many miles away at times that most people can not attend by a handful of bureaucrats, seemingly with an agenda or with little familiarity of the area 
involved.

In closing I would impore you to use sound, peer reviewed science and on the ground know-how instead of junk science, assumptions and opinions of so-
called "experts" to solve the problem and mot importantly include the local people who would be impacted at the beginning, not just the end.

Noted

1712

Devon Musgrave
Methow 

Subbasin, 
Chewuch River 

Watershed

General

I have reviewed the Draft Plan and want to say that I fully support its findings and recommendations.  The plan's rationality and wisdom    especially its 
clear understading that habitat restoration should be the cornerstone of any recovery program   is obvious.  (I also appreciate the plan's assertion that 
recovery is not likely via habitat actions only.)
 
The recovery of the species addressed by the plan is by no means guaranteed.  We are on the verge of losing these species, which would be a disaster for 
our region.  This plan's science based approach, coupled with considerations of socio economic issues, provides us the best chance to provide a means of 
survival for these native creatures.
 
Thanks to all involved for their impressive work.

Noted

1713
Randy Moore
Methow, WA

Citizen
General Letter

(1 of 3)

I'll get right to the point.  Why waste 95 million dollars of tax payers money on this "salmon recovery plan"?  You could spend 95 zillion and it won't mean 
more fish in the upper Columbia and its tributaries.

No, the problem is not the upper Columbia but rather the lower Columbia. Only when we have record returns of salmon and steelhead do enough fish make 
it past the lower Columbia gauntlet to rach the upper Columbia in good numbers.  The last 5-6 years is a great example.

The 95 million would be better spent paying the Indians and many commerical fisherman not to fish on the lower Columbia.  But I don't want my hard 
earned money spent that way either.

Escapement!! Escapement!!  I lived in Alaska for 11 years where they have a similar situation with native fishing rights and commercial fishermen.

Noted
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1714
Randy Moore
Methow, WA

Citizen
General Letter

(2 of 3)

The big difference is that in Alaska they practiced Escapement!  Before the natives, commercial and sport fishing season could open on the lower parts of 
river a certain number of fish must pass upstream to reach their spawing grounds.  This ensured good fishing year after year and not cycles of boom and 
bust that we have on the upper Columbia and its tributaries.

But in Washington we do it completely backwards!  When the fish enter the Columbia the season opens (on the lower Columbia) and the slaughter begins.  
Then after a month or so of overfishing o the lower Columbia if enough fish make it through that gauntlet and past Priest Rapids Dam we are allowed to 
have a fishing season on the upper Columbia and a few tributaries.

It is a fact that most of the salmon and steelhead entering the Columbia are hoping to reach the upper Columbia and the pristine spawning ground 
tributaries of the Okanogan, Methow, Wenatchee, Icicle and Entiat Rivers.

If the state would practice escapement correctly and only open the fishing season on the lower Colulmbia after a certain number of fish had rached the 
upper Columbia we would have fish coming out our ears!!

Noted

1715
Randy Moore
Methow, WA

Citizen
General Letter

(3 of 3)

No, spending 95 million on an upper Columbia salmon recovery plan is a total waste  of hard earned taxpayer's money and won't increase fish numbers.   
The facts, documents, statistics and proof are there to substantiate all of this.  Why are those proofs ignored?  

I believe the only way for things to change is when our elected officials from the Governor on down to County officials will finally have guts enough to stand 
up to the federal government and the "National Mis-guided fools society" (aka NMFS or NOAA) and say NO!!  We aren't the problem.  It's past time to 
address the real problem of mismanagement and over-fishing on the lower Columbia.  Its time to stop playing  patty cake politics!  If you don't the number o
fish making it to the upper Columbia and its tributaries won't increase not matter how much taxpayer's money is wasted,  The only change will be the 
federal government gaining more control over our lives and water on the upper Columbia.  But the fish numbers won't increase and isn't that really what thi
is about.

Stand up and do what's right for the fish and the people of the upper Columbia.  Please get some backbone and we will stand with you.

Noted

1716
Ron Perrow 

Methow Valley 
resident

General
Email 

11.21.05
( 1 of 3)

Although these comments do not comply with the standard for comments on the salmon recovery plan, please include them in a comment appendix or 
wherever else they are appropriate. After speaking with a substantial number of members of my community, I believe these comments reflect their feelings 
besides mine.

This plan will not "recover salmon." It can't. Emphasis on habitat enhancement as a method for recovery misses the real circumstance affecting salmon. 
Out-of-basin conditions have an enormous impact on Chinook salmon. According to several biologists, the habitat in the upper Columbia basin is doing 
about as well as it can. The number of salmon leaving the basin is enormous. This figure should be the yardstick used to measure habitat efficiency, not 
return factors, where "habitat" has no influence. 

The real reason for low salmon returns is due to out-of-basin conditions. These are, in no particular order, ocean conditions (Pacific Decadal Oscillation), 
predation (cormorants, sea terns, sea lions, seals, etc.), dams, and harvest. Also, the manner of counting salmon is logically flawed. The date of passage 
has nothing to do with the genetic composition of the salmon. Calling a salmon passing a particular point on June 26 as a spring Chinook and a salmon 
passing the same point on June 27 as a summer Chinook is ridiculous.

Noted
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1717
Ron Perrow 

Methow Valley 
resident

General
Email 

11.21.05
(2 of 3)

The Endangered Species Act says it is unlawful to kill or injure a listed species. So why do we continue to purposely (and legally) kill them? The listing of 
spring Chinook is more that just a little suspicious. Separating spring Chinook from summer Chinook from fall Chinook appears more like a shell game than
a logical classification. The return numbers for the last four years of all Chinook salmon reflects a substantial increase from historic return numbers, not a 
decrease. Given this, the question: "Why the listing?" must be answered.
 
The community meeting held at the Okanogan Agriplex, sponsored by the Okanogan Farm Bureau, on Wednesday, November 10, 2005, was very 
enlightening. Only one logical conclusion rises to the surface when answering the question: What is the real reason for writing a recovery plan for spring 
Chinook in the upper Columbia region? It appears as an insidious assault on private property and water rights rather than a well thought out logical plan to 
recover salmon.

Noted

1718
Ron Perrow 

Methow Valley 
resident

General
Email 

11.21.05
(3 of 3)

Besides the failings in plan considerations listed above, the lack of public involvement remains a huge issue. The plan is called "locally driven." This is 
hogwash. Community members, Farm Bureau members and OC3 members have attempted to be involved in the various stages of plan writing to no avail. 
The vast majority of salmon recovery board meetings were held in East Wenatchee, and therefore not attended by Okanogan County residents. After the 
plan had been written in draft form, it was made available to the public. This does not satisfy the concept of a "locally driven" plan.

In conclusion, I do not believe this plan should go any further than it has. It is broken beyond repair. I shudder to think of the taxpayer/rate payer money 
wasted on this effort. It's time to acknowledge the mistake made, and move on. Do not waste any more of our money.

Noted

1719
Bob Jateff, 

District 6 Fish 
Biologist WDFW

General

In looking at the Salmon Recovery Plan for the Methow River Basin, I noticed that there was language within the document that would allow for increasing 
habitat for juvenile salmonids.  In an effort to increase production and provide needed habitat imporvements, the reconnection of selected irrigation bypass 
channels should be considered.  In particular, the Rockview side channel headgate just below the Weeman Bridge on the Methow River, should be opened 
continually to allow water to feed into the 1/2 mile section that is presently dry due to suspension of the irrigation diversion.  Supplying water to this area 
would not only create additional rearing areas for fish, but would also provide spawning opportunities at the lower end where gravels have built up over the 
years.  I believe that the best way to approach this is to do a comparison study, which would test the productivity of the newly created channel versus the 
corresponding seciont of the Methow.  If studies indicate that there is a significant increase in production due to the channel reconnection and with no net 
loss in the river section, then additional bypass areas should be looked at for similar improvements.  
Please let me know if I can be of any more assistance and thanks for letting me comment on the plan.

Noted In Implementation Schedule
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1720
Kathy Johnson
Wauconda, WA

Citizen

General

11.27.05 
Email

There are too many VARIABLES in these 'scientific' studies to claim ANY factual conclusion. Therefore, unless/until real verifiable FACTS are presented, 
this plan CAN NOT go forward

The FACT that hatcheries have been around for well over 100 years...how can there truly be ANY wild salmon left? Especially since the developed science
wasn't around back then to guide and direct them. 

Also the statement that some fish have become extinct. Couldn't that be a fact of 'variation in the pattern of migration'? Which they, the fish,  have 
scientifically been proven to do. 

 After researching other PLANS I came across a fact regarding the amount of fish, (fry/smolt), that are consumed by just ONE prey! And that is 400,000 TO 
700,000 are eaten by just this one bird. And then if you factor in the killer whale, the seals, sea lions, etc!!!! WHY ARE THESE PLANS FOCUSING ON 
HABITAT?? Clearly it isn't habitat that is causing these populations to dwindle!

"Salmon and bull trout have lived in the Pacific Northwest for MILLIONS of years. (emphasis mine) As different species and populations of salmon have 
developed over time, they have acquired specific behaviors for their migration, rearing and spawning life cycles that are attuned to temperature 
and streamflow."  (this is a quote from the Puget sound Salmon Recovery Plan.)  So this proves that salmon survive and even bounce back from all 
kinds of adverse conditions. And they did it WITHOUT ANY  salmon recovery plans from us humans! And how many ice ages have they gone 
through? Not to mention all the volcanoes and El Nino and El Nina's. Now there is some temperature fluctuations!

Noted

1721
Chrystal Perrow
Winthrop, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet
(1 of 2)

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

There are so many areas in this whole "salmon recovery" issue that make no sense.

1) How can anyone call salmon endangered whenthe government routinely allows large numbers of them to be killed?  If there is so much concern, why is 
the government still allowing salmon to be harvested?

2) 85% of a salmon's life is in the ocean, yet there seems to be no effort to control the predators that feed off the salmon attempting to come back up the 
rivers to spawn (i.e., sea lions, harbor seals, cormorans, bull trout, etc.).  ALL FACTORS affecting the number of returning salmon need to be considered in 
order for any plan to be credible.

We in Okanogan County cannot be responsible for the number of salmon coming into our streams and rivers. We have absolutely no control of those 
factors.

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1722
Chrystal Perrow
Winthrop, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet
(2 of 2)

3) There has to be accountability on the part of the agencies writing the plan - use common sense and good science to uphold actions or recommendations
There seems to be a prevailing attitude with the salmon recovery industry of "don't confuse us with facts, our minds are made up".  If science doesn't 
support their conclusions, they simply juggle the numbers to support proposed actions (i.e. splitting returning salmon into spring, summer and fall 
categories so the numbers look far lower than they actually are).  This is dishonest and flagrantly manipulative at the very least.  Do they think we don't 
notice?

4) There need to be clear, attainable goals, not moving targets.

5) For the amount of money spent on this project, the public is frankly getting screwed.  The product received for the money spent is full of loopholes, bad 
science, poor logic, and so complicated it is a legal nightmare.  800 pages that few will read, and even fewer will ever understand.

As a citizen of Okanogan County, I am tired of being treated like a poor, ignorant, irritating relative of government desires.  Government has no rights of its 
own - only what we (the people) grant it.  Government exists to serve its citizens. The people of Okanogan County should not yield their sovereignty to 
agencies created to SERVE them.

Noted

1723
Johnny Oakes
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Start with where the problem really exists.  With commercial salmon fishing in the oceans, and predators at the confluence of the Columbia River and 
Pacific Ocean.  We can fix it on this end all you want, but if you don't fix it at the ocean its all for not!!

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1724
Jack Lorz

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Spilling additional water over the Columbia River dams has not proven to be beneficial and should be stopped.

Ocean conditions and predators have not been adequately considered in the draft plan.

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1725
Sue Lani Madsen

Edwall, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Where to Start?  Follow the money - who benefits from ongoing crisis?  As long as there is no "end" in sight, as long as the focus is on only one piece of th
life cycle (habitat), the crisis will be neverending at no help to the fish.  The solution needs to include all landowners, including especially public landowners.
The solution needs to be locally defined by the people who know their land and capabilities best, and need to define and reward success.

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1726
Margo Thompson

Oroville, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Be sure that you show scientific proof about each area where you try to implement a plan that all of the votes in the area pass.  Government stop all 
financial support to any managers which don't prove their implementation on private property owners.  (see constitution) We, the taxpayers and voters 
demand to be heard.  It is not our plan.  Its yours.  We don't like it.  My property rights are my civil rights.  Respect them. ....... 

(unfortunately I was not able to capture the rest of her opinions since one of the other questionaires was copied over the original.)

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1727

Robin Betcher 
Stice

Oroville, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Stop the money for plans and consultants.  I'm here volunteer, are they?

1)  Too thick trees take too much water.  Sick trees take water from live trees.  Fire wastes resources and leaves land open to erosion.
2)  I am ashamed of our Americans that have lost touch with the land and learn from books and propaganda based on untrue science.
3)  Stop the harvest by all.  Stop treating on culture of people different than the others.
4)  Stop raising taxes.
5)  Fish don't live in creeks that dry up every summer.  Duh!

Question:  If some people are allowed to catch (take) salmon (suggested endangered species) and other people are required to give up parts of their priva
property to use and required also to pay for and work on "facilities" (fences, signs etc) is that not a form of slavery?  One group of people serving another?

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1728
Kathy Johnson
Wauconda, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

If these fish are truly endangered. QUIT FISHING.  STATE clear goals for delisting.  Count the fish for the year not the seasons.  STOP protecting the 
salmon's predators.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1729
Carl Johnson

Wauconda, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Commercial fishing must be further regulated with shorter seasons.  NGOs must be eliminated from local decisions and not be such an influence on 
government.  (like lawsuits)

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1730
Joanne Johnson

Twisp, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I do not agree with this plan!

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1731
Jerry Johnson

Twisp, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I do not agree with this plan!

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1732
Steve VanSlyke
Republic, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Stop taking our rights and property.  Use real science and common sense, not agenda based data.

Noted

For comments 1721 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1733
Warren Zesiger
Benton City, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Salmon have never lived in the fresh water.  Their life span is in the ocean.  Bob Morton even said so.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

And yes, they have lived in freshwater
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1734 Jae Hightower
Farm Bureau 

Comment 
Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Constitutional rights ie: private property rights first - then salmon after the best interest of the people.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1735 Ken Hightower
Farm Bureau 

Comment 
Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Stop clubbing to death the ones that return.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1736
Joe Thomas
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I totally support the Washington Farm Bureau's stand and position on the Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery plan. 

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1737 Unknown
Farm Bureau 

Comment 
Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Give the control back to the Indian for we have been taking care of the salmon for thousands of years.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1738
George Penner

Oroville, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

This "plan" should be scrapped and re-written from the ground up.  If salmon is THAT endangered, CLOSE fishing for whatever period is necessary to allow
adequate fish to come upstream to spawn.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1739
Walter Roys

Brewster, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

We must do more to control protected predators!

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1740

Billie Eiffert 
Somerville
Twisp, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

As a landowner in the Methow Valley, I definitely object to this draft.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1741
Randy Conger
Wauconda, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I think its unfair for 30% of the land owners to pay 100% of the cost in this program.  I also don't understand why salmon are endangered when there are 
four times as many fish counted as there were in 1938 and I can feed it to my cat.  I don't remember voting for anyone on the UCSRB or having any voice 
(until now) about this plan.  This plan would cause extreme hardship for my family and neighbors in an area that's alread hard pressed by the economy.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1742
Heather Conger
Wauconda, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I have many concerns about the USCRP as written.  As stated in the WFB recommendations there are many factors to consider.  Lets start with the numbe
of fish caught commercially.  If the salmon are in such danger the commercial catch should be severly cut back or eliminated.  My cat can eat something 
else.

Why do we spend so much on hatcheries if the fish raised there don't count?

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779,  The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1743
Larry Gillespie
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

*  Judges who rule on salmon cases and do not require or recommend the fishing of salmon be stopped are remiss and should be disqualified from hearing 
these cases.
*  Gill netting of salmon in the Columbia River should be stopped.
*  Stop fishing for salmon for a minimum of 2 years.
*  Predators of salmon should be dealt with in a common sense manner.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning 

process

1744
Jon C Shoemaker

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"I see Bob Lohn is in the Seattle area.  Tony Grover is from Vancouver.  I don't see anyone that is from this side of the mountain, its like we don't exist.  
They sure like to take our money though."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1745
Darrell M. Sapp

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"The Farm Bureau speaks for us, making or voices heard.  Our collective input may make a better implact then our singular comments.  Please listen to 
their (our) position."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1746
Evalynn M. Sapp

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"This is our Farm Bureau, they speak for us.  Please listen to what we are saying by their comments.  They speak for us.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1747
Joyce E. Scholz
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"Our economy has been impacted by these extreme measures.  The State and Federal governments own 75% of this county.  The burden is on property 
owners.  The increase in taxes for our area is not an option.  Do not try to solve problems on the back of property owners.  Most of the people take interest 
in conservation and do protect all resources.  Our ranch has been in the family for over 100 years.  It is still going strong.  Hard work pays off."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1748
Gerald Scholz
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"Use some science facts.  Everything goes in a cycle.  (More fish now thatn used to be.)
Salmon recovery is just a way of taking our private rights, land & water from us.
The people behind Salmon recovery are working on plans now that they will have in place 5 to 10 years from now.  (my opinion)

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1749

Vernon J. Haase 
II

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"No more land grabbing or restrictions until things have been done to stop or slow the following: (1) Control predators, (2) Looking at global aspect, (3) 
Department of Interior & State forest Service, (4) Stop or look at fishing globally including tribal fishing.  Habitat recovery should be local control - there is 
NO regional government."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning 

process
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1750

Richard B. 
Roberts

Loomis, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"There is no Salmon shortage when there is no effort made to reduce predators and federal destruction of spawning salmon.
Get rid of the Caspian Terns and Cormorants at East Sound Island and the Sea Lions and Harbor Seals everywhere.
The exact science you base your theory on is false and you know it.
You will not be successful in this political attempt to control our land and water rights."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning 

process

1751
Bruce Hahn
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"Any plan that pays very little if any attention to predator control and ocean conditions and commerical fishing is not acceptable.  Its not habitat its predators 
and ocean conditions.  We have been having record runs the past 3 years. How much is enough?"

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning 

process

1752
A. Patricia Darling

Wauconda, WA 
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"I don't like our rural hospitals going broke. - Yet the state can - give millions of our $ dollars to fish recovery - throwing $50,000 per fish of our hard earned 
money.  We are paying higher PUD bills - we can't even put a bridge across a creek on our land - the rules and reulations are terrible and getting worse.  I 
also do not like the state purchasing more land - for "whatever" purpose.  The state does not take care of the land they have now - I say no to the Salmon 
Recovery Plan, taking more of our money & making more rules."

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning
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1753
Vaughn Range
Tonasket, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

"I was born and raised in the Okanogan valley.  My father and grandfather called this home.  Our land is being taken over, with so many good people just 
not knowing how to fight back.  I see the streets of France at night and wonder how long before it's our streets that are on fire?"

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

Discussions have taken place regarding 
these issues throughout the planning 

process

1754
Louis Neumayer

Spokane, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Thank you Washington Farm Bureau for your detailed efforts in this very important matter.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1755
Betty Bair

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I would like a common sense plan not pay a lot of people lots of money and get no where.  I know there wasn't any native fish going up Twisp River for 
years because it was a dam on the river.  It always went almost dry in the summer.  Whre did the money go, from the salmon that was sold for cat and dog 
food?  The people should be able to fish, not kill the fish.  People come first.  We always seem to come last.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1756
Jerry Christoph
Riverside, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I do not agree with the Salmon Recovery at the least and nothing about the Recovery, what so ever.   It is just another rights grab by the State.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1757
Katherine Curtis
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I support the Farm Bureau Issues or positions.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1758

Sheryl Kaye 
Curtis

Riverside, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

The Farm Bureau position on Salmon Recovery is the position I support.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1759
Joan Gallinger
Riverside, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Let the Salmon go the way of the dinosaurs - we can live without them.  Protect the farms - they feed us.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1760

Gordon 
Chilmondelevy
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I agree and appreciate the position comments of the Washington Farm Bureau.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
acknowledges that some significant issues
are raised.  However, most of the issues 
are beyond the scope or purview of this 

document, and therefore cannot be 
addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1761 Unknown
Farm Bureau 

Comment 
Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Salmon are not endangered, Al Gore ate some in Seattle on his run for president.  Don't make fish a political issue.  No fish worship this whole things is a 
hoax.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1762

Theodore 
Vannebo

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Pay attention to the truth as it applies to Okanogan County.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1763

Kenneth 
Howerton

Oroville, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

This is not done with real local participation.  I object strongly.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1764
David Myers Jr.
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

More power to you.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1765
Cela Kruse
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Again, fish are put before people in your "plan".  How dare you.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1766
Michael Renmke
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Frivolous waste of money with no consideration of common sense.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1767
Ken Baker

Okanogan, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Better plan and more rights.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1768

Kenneth 
Pedersen

Wenatchee, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Possible suits against Coastal Water Authorities for inadequate salmon habitat i.e. biotennants (?)
I have known fishermen who owned commerical boats that based out of San Diego area and Bellingham area.  As early as 1992, they were telling me the 
fish catches in the PNW coastal areas werre showing increasingly of warmer water species.  The ocean currents were creating a naturally occuring 
habitat/fisheries change in food source and predators, that were altering salmon population numbers.  The June 30 2005 draft does not and probably cann
modify this ocean current reality, once again burdoning taxpayers/citizens chasing pennies with dollars.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1769

Margaret 
Geestman
Twisp, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Game Department since 2002, said if you feed deer will arrest you.  Why don't they use W95 R?  $500,000 spent on study.
Fed 349 Mule deer 1994 after fire at Libby Creek.  WDFW cannot take care of the land purchase by force sale June 19. 1995.  June 1993 Tex Prewitt 
closed the East Side Channel of the Methow River, called Sheriff and said illegal, but no one even DOE, WDFW, DNR, Okanogan County Sheriff has 
caused erosion and have taken out my corrals, salmon used to spawn on east channel as was sandy.  DOE put me on interruptable water when I have 
vintage - I just found records at Soil Conservation. Darlene Fry of DOE told them I did not have water rights but I do.  Soil Conservation agrees - Game 
department wants rest of my land.  DOE since 1977 WDFW since 1995

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1770

Fred & Nancy 
Dammann
Twisp, WA

Citizens

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

The Farm Bureau have a sound plan, and it should be followed.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1771

Twisp Valley 
Grange (50+ 
Members)
Twisp, WA

Citizens

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

We strongly agree with the Farm Bureau.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1772
Lori Triplett

Winthrop, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I do not agree with the plan as written!

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1773
Tom Triplett

Winthrop, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I do not agree with the plan as written!

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1774
Linda Maxwell

Wauconda, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

You must think because we live in the hills, or in a small town, that we all have a big red "S" on our foreheads.  You are pushing a plan at us that you know 
that we know makes no sense, but you just keep pushing.  Maybe when you're done grabbing our land we can hire some people from Arizona to help you 
folks with your wetlands.  I'd go over everything I object to, but you've already heard it.  You just won't listen!  WE CAN TALK LOUDER!!

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1775
Glenn Maxwell
Wauconda, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I don't agree at all with the way you wrote up this plan.  I think we can write it better. When I see a salmon in my creek I'll let you know, but I haven't yet 
unless they know how to walk.  I pity the poor person who trys to take our land from us.  Don't you have enough to do over on the west side?  I'm tired of 
you telling us how we should live.  Don't even think about it.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1776

Arthur 
Heinemann

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

It appears to me that the science is weak or nonexistent and that there is a better way.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.
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1777
Judy Lawson

Okanogan, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

I fully agree with WFB & WALF stance and I don't feel that we have any truly wild salmon in our basin.  They are from the Carson stock which did not 
originate from here.  The cost of this salmon recovery is a waste of money, when we are able to raise salmon in hatcheries because what difference does it 
make if they are wild or not.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1778
Clifford Lawson
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

After years of meetings regarding salmon recovery in the Okanogan river system I am convinced of one thing - those who financally gained from the 
continuous studies have turned blind eys and deaf ears to scientific facts in order to keep the finances flowing.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1779

Chris & Pat 
Christensen
Twisp, WA

Citizens

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan.

Include public to ensure that the document is fully reviewed and has local acceptance.  Also, the salmon spend most of their lives in the ocean.  This needs 
to be addressed as there has been many changes in the ocean.

Noted

For comments 1722 through 1779, The 
Board acknowledges that some significant 
issues are raised.  However, most of the 

issues are beyond the scope or purview of 
this document, and therefore cannot be 

addressed.  Additionally, the UCSRB felt 
that some of the comments were worth 

responding to within this grouping.

1780
Catherine Priddy

Valley, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1781
Yvonne Berney
Conconully, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1782
TZ Petersen

Okanogan, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1783
Laurie Prewitt

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1784

Melvin 
Schertenleib

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1785
Susan Douglas

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1786
Ken Miller
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1787
Donald Super
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1788
K. Super

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1789
Tony Blunk

Riverside, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1790
Sarah VanSlyke

Republic, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1791
Dena Byl

Conconully, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1792
Elias Sandoval
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1793
Wesley McCart
Springdale, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1794
Trinity Hightower

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1795
Donna Harkness
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1796
James Schelhaar

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1797
Charles  Swan
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1798
Jim Utt

Riverside, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1799
William Bullock

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1800
Robert Hansen

Malott, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1801
Bob Thornton
Oroville, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1802
June Dixon

Okanogan, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1803
Dennis Brothers
Riverside, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1804
Geoff Thornton
Tonasket, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1805
Anna Lyon

Riverside, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1806
Duane Luhn

Tonasket, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1807
Leslie Sutton
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1808
Barbara Peterson
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1809

Melbourne 
Peterson

Okanogan, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1810
Virginia Sheets

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1811
Clifton Malm
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1812
Carol Dezellem
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1813
Robb Schrock
Okanogan, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1814
Wanda Wertz

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1815
Richard Wertz

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1816
Tom Berschauer

Omak, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1817
EE Heindselman 
Okanogan, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1818
DK Heindselman 
Okanogan, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1819
Derek Barroca 
Tonasket, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1820
Shellie Barroca 
Tonasket, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1821
Adaline Oakes
Tonasket, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1822
John Oakes

Tonasket, WA 
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1823
John Feddersen
Tonasket, WA 

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1824

Charles 
Somerville
Twisp, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1825

Wanda 
Sutherland
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1826
Pamela Kelly
Loomis, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1827
Michael Kelly
Loomis, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1828
Peggy Carlson
Brewster, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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1829
Richard Dearmin

Tonakset, WA
Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1830
Don Engle
Omak, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1831
Boyd Gallinger
Riverside, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted

1832
Ross Eiffert
Twisp, WA

Citizen

Farm Bureau 
Comment 

Sheet

I agree with the comments and recommendations of Washington Farm Bureau and Washington Agriculture Legal Foundation and do not support the June 
30, 2005 Draft Salmon Recovery Plan. Noted
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